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“If any of us are lucky enough to have remained intact
and unviolated, we don’t want to hear that no matter
what we do we might end up destroyed, that the fabric
holding together the world that we experience as
relatively safe is very fragile.”
Jill Stauffer, Ethical Loneliness (2018, p. 78)

9

1. Introduction

Susan Brison is a professor of philosophy. Susan Brison is also a victimsurvivor1 of rape and attempted murder. Being a professor of philosophy
might sound as having a much bigger role in one’s life because this, unlike the
one instance of stranger rape, involves a continuous occupation. However,
in her book Aftermath (2002), Brison eloquently narrates how the experience
of victimization has a continuous impact on her life and her relation to other
people who have not experienced similar distress. She explains that people who
do not “inhabit a common shattered world” (p. 15) (see also Janoff-Bulman,
1989, 1992) often struggle to understand its impact, and consequently even “the
most well-meaning individuals, caught up in the myth of their own immunity”
(p. 11) might react in ways that enhance rather than alleviate her suffering.
Brison describes her close aunt not contacting her at all for 3 months and then
sending a postcard on which she is quick to mention that she hopes Brison “will
become stronger and will be able to help so many people. A real blessing from
above for sure” (p. 12). A friend was keen to point out now that she had had
“such extraordinary bad luck” (p. 12), the odds would most probably turn in her
favor now. One of the professionals she contacted after her victimization to
get legal advice made inappropriate comments that suggested that Brison had
not been taking the right precautions and therefore could have prevented the
rape – at least she would be able to do so in the future now that she had learned
from the experience.
Many victims of crime experience similar reactions from their social
surroundings instead of the empathy and support they often urgently desire,
need, and expect. In some cases, they might not even find someone who
will hear their story. We might label some of these reactions which fail to
acknowledge experiences of injustice as secondary victimization, or the “negative
social or societal reaction in consequence of the primary victimization [which]

1

I am aware of the different connotations to the labels “victim” and “survivor” (Papendick & Bohner,
2017) and that victims themselves, for reasons of reactions by third parties, would sometimes try to
avoid the label “victim” (Fohring, 2018). However, in this dissertation, for the purpose of clarity of
writing, I will hereafter only use the term “victim”.
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is experienced as further violation of legitimate rights or entitlements by the
victim” (Montada, 1994; Orth, 2002, p. 314).
Noting that so many victims are indeed in need of (social) support
after victimization – statistics from Victim Support the Netherlands from
2017 show that they contacted over 190.000 victims of crime (SHN, 2017) –
what is the source of these negative responses? The essay headline “Believing
that life is fair might make you a terrible person” (Burkeman, 2015) quite
accurately describes one of the main theoretical frameworks that is used in
this dissertation: the Belief in a Just World theory (BJW) (M. J. Lerner, 1980).
This framework provides an overview of responses to a confrontation with
injustice ranging from supporting the victim to more unfriendly alternatives
such as blaming or ignoring the victim.
Observer reactions are important as their reaction influences the
victims’ sense of being heard as well as gives a signal to wrongdoers and other
third persons (Walker, 2006). In this dissertation, I will investigate when people
support the victim – or at least make an effort to effectively listen to the victim
– or when they neglect or even harm those who are in need. I am specifically
interested in the question of professional frame of reference. The relatively
free context of the layman allows for an array of victim-oriented strategies,
whereas the professional is bound by organizational context. Especially the
legal professional charged with doing justice is expected to be pre-programmed
to avoid secondary victimization.
Belief in a Just World
BJW posits that every human being, at least to some extent, has an implicit need
to believe that people get what they deserve. This belief creates a worldview
in which good things happen to good people and bad things happen to bad
people. In general, individuals think of themselves as being good persons
(Dalbert, 2009), such that adhering to this worldview has multiple benefits.
It fosters psychological well-being and allows people to set long-term goals
because people will believe that their behavior will be rewarded in the future
(Hafer & Rubel, 2015). Furthermore, strongly motivated people tend to be
more honest and tend to have more trust in justice and a more optimistic
outlook on the future (Dalbert, 2009). The worldview of deservingness thus
gets so important that the implicit need to believe that the world is essentially a
just place influences people’s behavior and decisionmaking.
Confrontations with injustice threaten this worldview of
deservingness. A seemingly innocent or good person should, in a just world,
not get victimized. Even for third persons, observers of the victim, this would
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cause distress, because it threatens their own anticipated deserved outcomes.
If bad things could happen to other good people, it could also happen to
them. Moreover, people suffer from the “primitive fear of contamination by
the unlucky victim” (Symonds, 1975, p. 20). In order to alleviate this distress,
people try to either repair the injustice or to refuse to accept the presence of
injustice. Defending BJW can be done via different strategies.2
Belief in a Just World strategies
Researchers have identified a range of strategies that an observer can use to
restore his motivated belief in a just world (Hafer & Bègue, 2005; M. J. Lerner,
1980; Pemberton, 2012). The strategies can be directed at either party: the
observer himself,3 the perpetrator and/or the victim. In this dissertation, I will
predominantly examine ways the observer reacts to the victim as a consequence
of the threatened worldview. Lerner distinguishes rational strategies and
irrational victim-oriented strategies.4 Rational responses include the responses
that we might expect from deductive reasoning about the harm a victim has
experienced due to the victimization: offering support and compensation.
These responses might repair injustice to a certain extent. Irrational responses
are based “making the injustice disappear”. By rejecting the idea of injustice, the
extent of victimization is not (fully) acknowledged and a mismatch between
the observers’ attitude and the self-evident interests and needs of the victim.
If one believes that everyone gets what he deserves, one might
interpret the individual who was victimized as the person who thus deserved
victimization. In this interpretation, the victim is portrayed as the bad person
deserving the bad outcome (i.e. the victimization). This leads to either blaming
the victim, or derogating the victims’ character traits, even when these
character traits are, at least at first glance, not connected to the victimizing
experience, such as likeability, friendliness or attractiveness. Alternatively,
but also directed at the victim, the observer could discount the BJW threat
2

3
4

The different strategies could have simply been called defences. However, in the conventional
terminology, they have been called strategies. Lerner (1980) also briefly referred to strategies as
“tactics” (p. 19) or “psychological defences” (p. 20), but mostly to “strategies”. Throughout this
book, I will refer to them as strategies, responses or reactions.
For the purpose of clarity of writing, I will use the masculine pronoun as the default pronoun
throughout this dissertation, even though they could refer to any gender.
Please note that the term irrational is part of the BJW vocabulary and that is not meant in a
judgmental, normative manner. Because of connotations with incomprehensibility and deviance
(rather than what is meant by the term: not accepting the injustice or “making it disappear” - versus
rational: taking into account the injustice and finding a feasible way to cope with this injustice: an
“eminently ‘sensible’ way of dealing with this ‘reality’” (Lerner, 1980, p. 19), I hesitate to use this
term. However, I attach importance to a consistent use of terminology in the development of the
theory.
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manifesting itself through the person (the victim) or manifesting through the
negative event (the victimization). He could physically or psychologically turn
away and distance himself from the victim or reinterpret the unjust event in a
way that is not so unjust after all: “the theft wasn’t so bad; the victim was now
allowed to buy a new TV from insurance money!”
It should be noted that responses that originally were not part of the
BJW framework, could also be included within the scope of BJW strategies. They
seem to attain the same goal of relieving the observers’ distress by interpreting
the world in accordance with the idea that the world is a just place after all.
Examples are empathizing with the victim (positive, rational: accepting and
repairing injustice), or lowering the victim’s credibility (negative, irrational:
rejecting injustice).
In short, there are different routes to the same outcome: the
restoration of the worldview that people get what they deserve. Employing
one strategy does not preclude another (Warner, Van Deursen, & Pope, 2012).
Like other studies in the BJW literature, this dissertation explores when people
are inclined to use which response. This is highly important because it might
reveal insights on how to incentivize the positive reactions. Negative reactions
like blaming the victim not only harms these victims (Campbell, 2008; Walker,
2006), but also have a second disadvantage: it diminishes the willingness to
seek and receive support after victimization in the future (Anderson & Lyons,
2005; Brown & Testa, 2008; Patterson, 2011a). Moreover, the detrimental effect
of negative reactions outweighs the beneficial effect of support (Baumeister,
Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001).
Contextual background
The evidence base for the theoretical framework of the belief in a just world is
large and robust (Furnham, 2003; Hafer & Bègue, 2005; Hafer & Rubel, 2015; M.
J. Lerner, 1980). Most research that has been conducted has focused on victim
blaming (e.g., Bal, 2014; Haynes & Olson, 2006; Strömwall, Alfredsson, &
Landström, 2013; van der Bruggen & Grubb, 2014) and victim derogation (e.g.,
Cialdini, Kenrick, & Hoerig, 1976; Correia et al., 2012; Tepe, Cesur, & Sunar,
2017). Other studies have examined participants distancing themselves from the
victim (e.g., Correia et al., 2012; Pancer, 1988) or reinterpreting the victimizing
event in such a way that it was set in a more positive light (e.g., Correia, Vala, &
Aguiar, 2001; Kay, Jost, & Young, 2005; Warner & Branscombe, 2011).
Furthermore, the state of the art (which will be discussed in more detail
in chapter 2) offers a rich body of context in which the theory has been tested.
The majority of research relating to the just world theory adopts vignette
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methodologies (Hafer & Bègue, 2005; Montada, 1998). These vignettes
(scenario sketches followed by a questionnaire) depicted a variety of injustices,
for example illnesses such as cancer or HIV, organizational injustices and
crime-related victimization. Participants were mostly laypersons (students
or otherwise) but also included specifically selected groups such as therapists,
rape crisis personnel, counselors and police officers (for a review, see van
der Bruggen & Grubb, 2014). From this multitude of studies, it appears that
professionals have similar tendencies as laypersons to employ BJW strategies
that might be harmful to victims. This is especially worrisome, because
when experts cause secondary victimization, victims “may question both the
effectiveness of [their] services and the usefulness of reaching out for help to
anyone at all” (Ahrens, 2006, p. 264). Although professionals do not intend
their responses in an outright negative way, and sometimes have to address
difficult topics, the way they approach victims might still be harmful (Erez,
Globokar, & Ibarra, 2014; Maier, 2008; Patterson, 2011b).
Aim: explore victim-oriented reactions by legal professionals
Compared to the body of research concerning health professionals’ defense
of their BJW, legal professionals have received little attention. Most relevant
research is not explicitly related to the BJW framework and focuses on a single
victim-oriented strategy, such as blaming the victim (e.g., Wevodau, Cramer,
Clark III, & Kehn, 2014) or (the denial of) victim credibility (e.g., Wessel,
Drevland, Eilertsen, & Magnussen, 2006). How criminal justice professionals
react to victims, which strategies they use, and under what circumstances they
use particular strategies, is currently understudied. In general, we know that
legal experts may have similar biases as non-experts, but that some of these
biases are reduced through an expertise effect or safeguards in the field (Kahan
et al., 2016; Schmittat & Englich, 2016). The extent to which legal professionals
are motivated by the BJW mechanism is currently unknown. This dissertation
will provide a first step to address this gap in the literature.
The societal relevance of the crossover between BJW and the legal
sphere depends on the magnitude of the problem of secondary victimization
within the legal practice. In victimological literature, it is claimed that secondary
victimization is a particularly common feature of victims’ interactions with the
criminal justice system, in the sense that victims often find their treatment by
judicial professionals, such as judges, prosecutors and (defense) lawyers, to
enhance rather than to alleviate their suffering (Bieneck & Krahé, 2011; Cramer,
Nobles, Amacker, & Dovoedo, 2013; Goodey, 2005; Maier, 2008; Orth, 2002;
Orth & Maercker, 2004). Shortly stated, there is a mismatch between what
15
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the victim experiences and criminal justice process (Pemberton & Aarten,
2017). Research suggests that at least some victims experience a lack of
acknowledgment by professionals in the criminal justice system. For instance,
in a German study, Orth (2002) found that victims felt severely blamed by
judges. In the UK, Angle, Malam and Carey (referred to in Shapland, 2010)
reported that just below a quarter of the witnesses felt intimidated in court. In
contrast, in the US, Englebrecht (2011) found that only a minority of the victims
had a negative experience with the criminal justice personnel. In a systematic
review, Kunst, Popelier, and Varekamp (2015) found mixed results about victim
satisfaction with the criminal justice system.
Dutch research on secondary victimization within the criminal justice
system is relatively scarce. Laxminarayan (2012) researched victim satisfaction,
of which interpersonal justice, “the degree to which people are treated with
politeness, dignity, and respect by authorities and third parties involved in
executing procedures or determining outcomes” (Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson,
Porter, & Yee, 2001, p. 427; see also Greenberg, 1993) was an important
indicator. She found that vulnerable victims, were more prone to negative
treatment within the criminal justice system, which for victims of sexual
assault was evidenced by their lack of interpersonal treatment from the police.
However, respect from the judge was generally quite high in the Netherlands
(M = 4.02 on a 5-point scale). Earlier, Wemmers (1996) reported that victims
in the Netherlands felt treated neither fair nor unfair by both the prosecution
service and the courts (p. 125).
Lens et al. (2015) compared perceived procedural injustice in a group
of victims who chose to deliver an oral Victim Impact Statement (VIS) in court
with victims who chose to deliver a written VIS and victims who were eligible
to do so but refrained from doing so. They found that victims who delivered
an oral VIS, and thus directly interacted with the judge, were more likely to
experience feelings of procedural justice.
Lünnemann and Mein (2014) investigated measures to avoid secondary
victimization within the criminal justice system. Judicial professionals
indicated that they could not discern major gaps in the framework of preventive
measures. Considering the idea that much secondary victimization stems from
implicit responses rather than explicit thought processes, the outcome of the
interviews is not very surprising. The judicial professionals themselves might
not have noticed that they actually employ implicit responses to defend their
BJW, which, as a “byproduct” might harm victims.
The question of how legal professionals defend their BJW and to what
extent they are inclined to opt for specific positive or negative strategies is still
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open. One could assume that their strategies follow the same patterns as that of
laypersons or other professionals, but this would disregard the possibility that
the criminal justice setting indeed provides for conditions that inhibit negative
or incentivize positive responses. Magistrates generally have a responsibility to
avoid secondary victimization. First and foremost to avoid harming the victim,
but also in the light of accommodating public confidence in the criminal justice
authorities. When procedural justice fails this could threaten the legitimacy of
court proceedings (Shapland, 2010). Furthermore, personal characteristics of
the legal professionals – for example: do legal professionals believe that the
world is just to the same extent as laypersons or other professionals? – could
account for important nuances in the extent of employment of BJW strategies.
Aim: focus on emotional victims of crime
Besides introducing BJW in the sphere of the criminal justice system, another
contribution to the literature is that of presenting a new type of emotional
stimulus in experimental BJW research. In line the literature on stimulus
impact, various researchers have argued that “a stimulus that is not emotionally
engaging will likely pose little threat to people’s need to believe in a just world”
(Hafer & Bègue, 2005, p. 137). In this dissertation, I will undertake various steps
to ensure that the stimuli are sufficiently emotionally engaging to provide
such a threat. The most important addition is to give an emotional voice to the
victim.
For reasons inherent to the field and zeitgeist in which BJW theory
was developed,5 expressed emotion has largely been neglected as a marker of
victimization and so as a trigger of BJW strategies.6 By presenting an emotional
victim in a BJW vignette, the vignette will automatically become emotionally
engaging. Furthermore, it will enhance the ecological validity of experimental
BJW research because a vignette presenting an emotional victim will more
closely resemble a real victim. In reality, victims experience and express
emotions with regard to their victimization, such as sadness, fear and anger
(Amstadter & Vernon, 2008).
Victims’ emotional expressions underline the negative feelings that
are linked to victimization play a specific role in the increased attention for the

5
6

BJW theory was developed in a timeframe that heavily relied on a homo economicus worldview,
rather than a homo socialis or homo moralis worldview. I will this explain in more detail in chapter 2.
The same has been argued about emotions aroused in the observer (Tepe et al., 2017). From the
beginning of this dissertation, I would like to make a clear theoretical distinction between the
emotions experienced by the observer of the victim and the emotions expressed by the victim. My
focus is on the latter.
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re-emotionalization of the criminal justice system (Karstedt, 2011). From the
moment victims received more opportunities to express themselves within the
criminal justice system, discussions have flared up about the appropriateness
of emotionality and about specific emotions (Bandes, 1996; Bandes &
Salerno, 2014). Legal professionals’ ideas about the appropriateness of certain
emotions as well as their general idea about the extent to which they deserve
participatory rights, might influence how they respond to victims who express
these emotions.
Aim: improve the measurement of strategies
From a methodological point of view, I would like to address the side of the
stimulus by presenting emotionally engaging stimuli. Furthermore, I would
like to improve the measurement of strategies in BJW research. The range
of strategies that are captured in the conventional BJW model is too limited,
especially in the professional context of the criminal justice system, so I would
like to include other related strategies in the measurement. To state it bluntly:
asking a judge to rate the responsibility of the victim is unsuccessful because
it would initiate a discussion on the meaning of criminal responsibility rather
than tap into the tendency to either acknowledge or to deny the magnitude of
the victimization. Aiming to explore victim-oriented reactions, one should
explore other victim-related judgements that are closer to more frequently
addressed victim characteristics, such as credibility.
Related, as little is known about the ways in which legal professionals
react to victims of crime within the criminal justice system, pre-determined
and closed ended questionnaires tapping into conventionally included
victim-characteristics limits the discovery of these victim-oriented responses.
Measurements that allow for open-ended qualitative approaches could
complement conventional questionnaires following the BJW vignette.
Central research question and hypothesis
In short, this dissertation aims to further the understanding of the underlying
process of secondary victimization by laypersons as well as legal professionals
through examining their attitudes towards emotional victims from the
perspective of the just world theory. It thereby aims to address two current
research gaps: it will provide a more inclusive range of emotional stimuli within
the existing research paradigm and it will connect this enriched BJW paradigm
to the experience of legal practice. The leading research question is as follows:
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In which way and to what extent do emotional expressions of victimization trigger
victim-oriented strategies in laypersons versus legal professionals?
I hypothesize that legal professionals, like laypersons, have the tendency to
engage in victim-oriented BJW strategies. However, I expect that they use
fewer negative strategies because they have the skills and experience to work
with emotions, as well legal responsibilities to prevent secondary victimization.
This will inhibit them from using negative responses such as blaming or
derogation. The situational framework that legal professionals operate in will
also be discussed in detail.
Research design and overview
I. Theoretical framework: BJW and additions to the current state of the art
In the first part of this dissertation, the theoretical foundations will be developed.
Literature will be explored to review the current state of the art with regard to
the conceptualization of (in)justice in the BJW framework. I will argue that this
current conceptualization lacks normativity. Subsequent chapters will add to
the current state of the art by exploring the role that emotions could play in just
world stimuli and in what way the methodology for measuring BJW strategies
could be improved. The latter includes evaluating closely related victimoriented responses that originally were not part of the BJW paradigm (e.g.,
victim credibility). In the theoretical part of this dissertation, I will also focus
on the contextual background of this research, the criminal justice system.
II-A. Laypersons’ conventional ratings of emotional victims
Second, the experimental BJW paradigm, which currently relies on the
non-emotional portrayal of a victim, will be expanded to saliently include
the victims’ emotional reactions, predominantly anger and sadness. In
experimental studies, a vignette that has the form of a Victim Impact Statement
will be used to confront laypersons with an emotional victim. A questionnaire
will be used to test the hypothesis that an emotional victim will elicit the use
of BJW strategies to the same extent or even more as non-emotional victims.
Special attention will be paid to the angry victim as a non-stereotypical victim.
II-B. Laypersons’ articulated thoughts about emotional victims
The second part will also make use of a methodology novel to BJW research
that will be used to elicit and measure BJW strategies. Participants in the studies
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are again confronted with victimization through vignette methodologies. In
addition to the standard questionnaires that are used in BJW research, in this
dissertation, the Articulated Thoughts in Simulated Situation (ATSS) Paradigm
(Davison, Robins, & Johnson, 1983) is used. This think-aloud-method allows
capture of a broader range of different (victim-oriented) responses, in addition
to responses such as blaming the victim and derogation.
III. Professionals’ articulated thoughts about emotional victims
The second step of the research focuses on the belief in a just world of people
in general, the third part of the dissertation will focus on Dutch professionals
within the criminal justice setting: judges and public prosecutors, again using
the ATSS methodology. This step includes the comparison between the
employment of BJW strategies of laypersons and legal professionals and a
review of the specificities of the legal sphere that can offer insights into this
comparison.
IV. General discussion
The last part will reflect on the general research questions and aims of this
dissertation, thereby making a comparison between strategies employed by
laypersons versus legal professionals, but also distinguish between strategies
used in response to a sad versus an angry victim
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PART I
Theoretical framework

Belief in a just world:
the state of the art & proposed additions
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2. Belief in a just world: the state of the art

Everyone believes that the world is a just place, where people get what they
deserve, where good people get good outcomes and bad people bad outcomes.
This sounds like a statement that cannot be true. One would only have to watch
the daily news and one would be expected to lose one’s faith almost immediately.
However, a large and robust body of research reveals that everyone, at least to a
certain extent, is motivated to believe that the world is generally a just place (M.
J. Lerner, 1980; Rubin & Peplau, 1975). Even though BJW research has mainly
been done in Western countries, the belief has more recently been established
beyond WEIRD7 research samples (Bai, Liu, & Kou, 2014; Çırak Karadağ &
Akgün, 2016; Furnham, 2003; Tepe et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2011). Lastly, the belief
is stable over time (Furnham, 2003).
The problem of the idea that everyone “believes” that the world is a
just place seems to be at least partially caused by the term believing. The belief in
a just world is not like the faith that one has in a deity. M. J. Lerner (1980) wrote
that:
“The “belief in a just world” is an attempt to capture in a phrase one of
the ways, if not the way, that people come to terms with – make sense out
of – find meaning in, their experiences”. We do not believe that things just
happen in our world; there is a pattern to events which conveys not only a
sense of orderliness or predictability, but also the compelling experience of
appropriateness expressed in the typically implicit judgment, “Yes, that is
the way it should be”. (p. vii)
The belief in a just world thus refers to the motivated but implicit choice that
people make to think and behave as if the world were a just place: the ability
to assume that the world is a just place (Ellard, Harvey, & Callan, 2016). It is a
motivated worldview, which dictates the rules of the distribution of good and
7

Referring to samples relying only on participants from societies that could be characterized as
Western, Industrialized, Educated, Rich and Democratic (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010).
The exclusive use of samples that are characterized by these backgrounds raises the question
whether the results are generalizable to a larger public.
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bad outcomes. Adhering cognitively and behaviorally to a set of rules that make
the world an orderly and predictable place does not only provide meaning in
life, it also provides for psychological well-being and allows people to invest in
long term goals. Appreciating the growing body of research into the adaptive
characteristics of BJW (Dalbert & Donat, 2015) reduces the surprise about the
fact that BJW is a worldview that people defend even in the face of counterevidence such as the television news.
Currently, BJW research can be divided into two different strands.
On the one hand, correlational research is conducted to inquire to what extent
individuals “believe” that the world is generally a just place (e.g., Dalbert,
Montada, & Schmitt, 1987; Lipkus, Dalbert, & Siegler, 1996; Rubin & Peplau,
1975). This type of research heavily focuses on the development and validation
of scales capable of measuring the individual BJW as well as the links to other
types of personality traits and other human characteristics (e.g., extraversion,
religiousness, gender, voting preferences etc.) that might explain individual
differences. On the other hand, the field of experimental research examines
to what extent and in which way people defend their BJW under different
circumstances that confront them with a threat to their BJW, i.e. a violation of
the just world. This chapter is concerned with the state of the art of the latter
strand in BJW research, and so addresses the justice motivation:
“Experimental just world research typically does not assess individual
differences, however, but interprets experimental reactions in the light of just
world reasoning. Such research thus addresses justice motivation, and not
the justice motive as an individual differences disposition. Motivation can be
defined as a person’s orientation toward a specific goal in a specific situational
state; thus, justice motivation means the orientation toward justice in a given
situation. Justice motivation is triggered by specific situational circumstances
in interaction with personal dispositions.” (Dalbert, 2012, p. 79) [underlining
by AB]
More specifically, this chapter focuses on two elements of justice motivation:
the triggering of the justice motivation (the identification of the threat) and the
reaction that follows from this, especially reactions that focus on the victim.
The first part of this chapter reviews the way in which the justice
motivation is normally triggered in experimental research by elaborating on
the conceptualization of (in)justice in the BJW paradigm. In sections 1 and 2, I
will discuss the scope of different BJW strategies and what is currently known
about the proportional or relative use of these strategies. In section 3, I will then
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argue that the conceptualization of injustice in the current BJW literature is
incomplete. Prior to considering reactions to victims’ threat to the BJW (which
is one of the main aims of this dissertation), an accurate description of the
threat or the injustice is necessary. Most importantly, the conceptualization
of injustice in the current state of the art lacks any reference to the normative
appraisal of the situation by the observer. The chapter closes with a summary
in section 4.
2.1

A framework of victim-oriented BJW strategies

In current BJW research the confrontation with a threat of injustice is most likely
brought about by a vignette (for further information on vignette technique,
see chapter 4 and Alexander & Becker, 1978; Finch, 1987). The vignette mostly
exists of a short, written scenario8 in which the participant is confronted with
injustice by learning that someone was victimized and is suffering due to this
victimization. If the situation that is depicted in the scenario is indeed perceived
as a threat to the BJW, the observer is likely to be motivated to restore his BJW,
in one way or the other, using a BJW strategy. In this dissertation, I mainly focus
on strategies that are oriented towards the victim. However, that is but one
element of a larger framework of strategies. This framework will be discussed,
as well as how some of the strategies that are part of the framework comprise
secondary victimization.
A framework of BJW strategies
The BJW strategies can be directed at either party: the observer, the perpetrator,
and the victim (M. J. Lerner, 1980). Strategies directed at the self (the observer)
are called protective strategies, in which the worldview of the observer is
fragmented in order to protect the current and own world. For example, an
observer can split the world in two: one (just) word for himself and one (unjust)
world for the victim. In this way, it is still possible for the observer to maintain
a high level of personal well-being and invest in long term goals, because in his
own world, the observer will get what he deserves. Another strategy directed at
the self is the penultimate strategy: deceiving oneself by falsely rationalizing that
one actually didn’t believe that the world was a just world from the beginning,
so that there is nothing that can be “hurt” or “violated” by the threat that the
injustice poses.

8

Sometimes, audio- or audio-visual vignettes are used (e.g., Hafer & Gosse, 2011), but this is less
common. For an overview of used stimuli formats in BJW research, see (Hafer & Bègue, 2005).
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A strategy towards the perpetrator is punishment. When punishing the
perpetrator, one gives the perpetrator what he deserves: for doing something
bad (victimizing the victim), he gets something bad in return (the punishment).
This strategy is part of the rational responses to victimization, meaning that
these strategies stem from an “eminently ‘sensible’ way of dealing with this
‘reality’” (Lerner, 1980, p. 19) in which the injustice is not denied and that these
strategies are upheld after rational deliberation.
Rational strategies directed at the victim work in similar fashion: when
believing that the victim is actually an innocent person and thus should be
treated fairly, one can help a victim to “undo” the harm, and relieve the stress
caused by the injustice, by compensating the victim monetarily or helping the
victim. One could support the victim in many other ways, and Lerner does not
specifically describe these ways.
Alternatively, rather than being the result of sensible deliberation,
the response towards a victim could be quick and implicit. One can take the
victimization (event) rather than the victim (person) as a starting point and
infer that this negative event was the deserved outcome of being a bad person
in the first place. The victim must either have behaved in such a way that the
victimization was deserved (text book example: since the victim drank too
much alcohol and flirted with the guy, she must have wanted to have sex
with him) or the victimization must have been caused by a related character
trait (the victim always is so careless, no wonder his purse was stolen). Both
of these examples can be described as blaming the victim, the first irrational
victim-oriented strategy that is distinguished in the BJW framework. Blaming
the victim refers to the extent to which the victim caused the victimizing event
is exaggerated (Callan, Sutton, Harvey, & Dawtry, 2014; Furnham & Boston,
1996).
The second irrational strategy is derogation, which also results from
reinterpreting the (indirect) cause of the victimization. The difference with
(characterological) victim blame is that the cause of the victimization is found
in character traits of the victim that, at least at first glance, are unrelated to
the victimization, such as the attractiveness or friendliness of the victim.
Even though these character traits seem to be unrelated to the victimization,
observers of the victim could still implicitly link them to deservingness of
the victimization. When an observer derogates, he evaluates these unrelated
character traits more negatively than for non-victims or other victims. By
derogating the victim, the observer dissociates himself from the “threatening
entity”, the victim (Correia et al., 2012).
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Both in blaming the victim and in derogation, the BJW strategy follows
the logic of reinterpreting the behavior or character of the victim in such a
way that the victimizing event can be interpreted as if the victim deserved the
victimization. These two types of BJW strategies receive the most attention
in the BJW literature, but they are not always clearly distinguished. Some
authors see blame and derogation as two types of blame: behavioral blame and
characterological blame (e.g., Bell, Kuriloff, & Lottes, 1994; Karuza & Carey,
1984), or they see blame as an umbrella term for negative irrational victimoriented strategies (e.g., Goldenberg & Forgas, 2012).
The third and fourth irrational strategies are distancing and
reinterpretation, whereby the observer, to some extent, tries to eliminate the
idea of injustice, so that his worldview is no longer threatened. Distancing
refers to increasing the psychological or physical distance that the observer has
to the victim. People might want to see their victimized friend less often so that
they are not confronted with injustice on a regular basis, or might want to think
of themselves as dissimilar to the victim to decrease the distress that follows
from the idea that persons similar to themselves run a similar risk of becoming
victimized. On the other hand, people could also reinterpret the outcome of the
event in a more positive light so that victimization doesn’t seem so bad after all.
When engaging in reinterpretation of the victimization, sometimes also called
minimization of the suffering (Correia et al., 2001) or benefit finding, the observer
attempts to reduce the perceived extent of the wrongdoing, and so reduce the
severity of the threat that is posed to the BJW. One could for example think
that “a burglary is not so very bad, because one can buy a lot of new stuff from
insurance money”, thereby denying the impact the burglary might have had on
the rest of one’s life.
Irrational victim-oriented strategies leading to secondary victimization
The employment of strategies, including the irrational victim-oriented
strategies, can help to restore the belief in a just world in the eyes of the
observer. For observers, the employment of a strategy is therefore beneficial.
For rational strategies (compensation, support), we can readily agree that these
have the potential to help the victim, or at least show positive intentions.
As said, the employment of strategies can be beneficial to the observer.
Callan, Harvey, and Sutton (2014) have shown that participants who derogated
a victim of misfortune that they were confronted with, were better able to put
aside immediate rewards in return for larger later rewards, suggesting that
participants who used a BJW strategy were better able to set long term goals,
one of the primary advantages that BJW brings. Despite the benefits that the
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employment of a negative strategy has for the observer, for the victim this
response is clearly less positive.
In this dissertation, I label the irrational victim-oriented BJW strategy
as an important source of secondary victimization. Secondary victimization is
defined as the “negative social or societal reaction in consequence of the primary
victimization [which] is experienced as further violation of legitimate rights or
entitlements by the victim” (Montada, 1994; Orth, 2002, p. 314). As I will later
show in greater detail (chapter 5) strategies are understood as cognitive rather
than behavioral, meaning that the strategies refer to the way the observer
frames the situation. However, this observer does not necessarily have to share
his thoughts. For a strategy to become either real acknowledgment, support or
secondary victimization, an extra step is necessary. First, the observer could
directly confront the victim with his thoughts. Second, the observer could
share his thoughts with others. As observers can influence each other (Brown
& Testa, 2008), sharing a positive or negative thought about the victim by
observer X could influence the attitude of observer Y towards the victim. Third,
depending on the relative use of strategies (see below), the use of one strategy
may impair the other, which may or may not influence consequent behavior.
Whether or not negative strategies move beyond mere thoughts, they seem to
be an important source of secondary victimization and thus worth exploring.
Furthermore, the definition of secondary victimization puts emphasis
on the experience of the victim. I will not be able to take into account the firstperson victim perspective in all four of the irrational oriented BJW strategies
(blaming, derogation, distancing and reinterpretation). However, these have
characteristics that most likely result in secondary victimization, even if the
primary intention of the observer who is employing irrational victim-oriented
strategies is not to harm the victim. Furthermore, interpersonal justice,
an important part of procedural justice, has previously been described as
refraining from blaming, minimalizing the suffering, derogation and making
insensitive remarks (Weijers & de Boer, 2010).
2.2

The relative use of positive and negative strategies

All the strategies that were discussed up until now had one common goal:
maintaining the implicit assumption that the world is a just place. Although
most of the studies in experimental BJW research focus on the employment
of a single strategy under different circumstances, a growing body of research
examines the principle of equifinality, the idea that BJW restoration can be
reached through various routes or a combination of routes (Ellard et al., 2016).
The employment of one strategy does not preclude the using of other strategies
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(Warner et al., 2012), but the employment of specific strategies seems to be
predictive of subsequent use of other strategies. When taking into account
the broad framework of strategies, observers seem to have a preference for
offender-focused strategies (Pemberton, 2012). When narrowing down to
positive, rational victim-oriented BJW strategies and negative, irrational victimoriented strategies, the literature suggests that people prefer positive strategies
(Haynes & Olson, 2006). In current research there is an overemphasis on
negative strategies. When one gets acquainted with BJW literature, one might
end up with the feeling that all victims get blamed or derogated. However,
most research reveals low levels of blame and derogation across experimental
conditions (Alexander, 1980; Dawtry, Callan, Harvey, & Olson, 2018; Idisis,
Ben-David, & Ben-Nachum, 2007). Leaving the methodological discussion
for measuring positive strategies to chapter 5, here it suffices to note that
extensive research into negative reactions is nevertheless important because
from the perspective of the victim, the detrimental effect of negative reactions
outweighs the beneficial effect of support (Baumeister et al., 2001). What is
more, from the perspective of the observer, positive and negative strategies are
not mutually exclusive. They do not succeed equally in restoring the BJW and
they are not preferred in the same situations (Haynes & Olson, 2006). This
section will elaborate the state of the art of the relative preference in the use of
strategies.
Helping versus secondarily victimizing the victim
If people have the opportunity, they will try to help victims of injustice (Haynes
& Olson, 2006; Lincoln & Levinger, 1972) rather than react in a negative way to
the victim. However, the opportunity to help is not enough. When people feel
skeptical about their ability to help, they employ irrational strategies (Sutton et
al., 2008). Moreover, also when they believe that their help (e.g., compensation)
does not reach the victim properly, people will not engage in these positive
strategies (M. J. Lerner & Simmons, 1966). Furthermore, the feelings that the
observer has towards the victim seem to matter too. If people have a positive
mood (Cialdini & Kenrick, 1976; Goldenberg & Forgas, 2012) or feel positive
towards the victim, they are more inclined to help or support compensatory
schemes for the victim, even if this compensation is rather costly (Starzyk &
Ross, 2008). Relieving the victims’ distress is the top priority when they feel
empathic towards the victim.
Although people thus are inclined to help when possible, this is still
mostly done to bolster their own self-esteem. They need sufficient resources
to self-regulate the threat that the victim’s experience poses to their BJW to
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help the victim (Loseman & van den Bos, 2012). When the observer himself
feels distressed, relieving this own distress will be more important than helping
the victim (Batson, O’Quin, Fultz, Vanderplas, & Isen, 1983). Lastly, Lotz,
Okimoto, Schlösser, and Fetchenhauer (2011) found that compensation can
have a strategic element to it. The possibility that the victim can benefit the
compensator after the fact is an incentive to adopt this role.
As said, positive and negative strategies are not mutually exclusive
(Haynes & Olson, 2006), at least in research examining the strategies of
derogation and compensation. If an observer has derogated the victim in order
to restore his BJW, he is probably still likely to compensate the victim as a
second response towards the victim as well, if such compensation is possible.
However, the other way around: if an observer first compensates the victim,
further negative responses like derogation are unlikely, so that Kenrick, Reich,
and Cialdini (1976) suggest that “derogation does not, in itself, function as an
equity restoration device” (p. 657). This means that some strategies could be
seen as addressing the injustice, while others could be characterized as mere
“palliative efforts to reduce the aversive arousal” (Proulx, Inzlicht, & HarmonJones, 2012, p. 288) that is the result of the threat to the BJW.
Incentivizing positive reactions
Following up on the conclusion that positive strategies are better both for the
victim and for the observer himself, it is important to consider how positive
BJW strategies could be incentivized over negative strategies. The current
body of research only offers scant insights into approaches to steer people in
the direction of employing positive strategies rather than irrational ones.
First, literally rationalizing the strategy seems to work, as well as
stressing the perspective of the other. People who consciously consider their
reactions towards victims (Montada, 1998), with the prospect of having to
discuss their reaction with others (Stokols & Schopler, 1973), or the response
being made public (Lincoln & Levinger, 1972), will respond more positively.
These results could thus also be explained in the light of social norms: people
may shape their reaction in compliance with social norms that condemn
derogatory strategies, while they privately might still hold prejudices (Dawtry
et al., 2018).
Second, knowledge about the theoretical framework that underpins the
different types of reactions discourages the employment of negative strategies.
Fox and Cook (2011) found that students who completed victimology course
displayed significantly lower levels of victim blaming than students in other
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courses, including criminology courses, and that these lower levels of victim
blaming were related to their increased knowledge about victimology.
Third, in relation to the aforementioned importance of mindset
towards the victim, Stel, Sim, Van den Bos, and Rispens (2013) found a way to
enhance empathy and reduce blaming attitudes through mimicking. Observers
who paid attention to the movement of eyes, eyebrows, mouth and head of
a victim displayed in a video and were then asked to mimic these behaviors
displayed higher levels of empathy towards the victim and lower levels of
blaming. Especially the fact that even this conscious form of mimicking helps to
incentivize positive reactions by inducing empathy might classify mimicking as
an interesting potential preventive measure against secondary victimization.
2.3

Conceptualization of (in)justice

The above all rested on one key principle: deservingness. People believe in a
just world. They believe that the world is an orderly place, where everyone gets
their deserved share. The deservingness principle thus determines whether
an outcome is perceived as just or unjust. This conceptualization of (in)justice
heavily relies on a homo economicus orientation of fairness (Skitka, 2009).
This perspective represents the dominant mode of thinking during the
early development of BJW theory (late ’60s, beginning ’70s). However, since
that era, new perspectives have been developed, such as the homo socialis, with
a focus on procedural justice, and homo moralis, which means that people are
primarily occupied with conceptions of ought and should. Especially the latter,
currently dominant, perspective has not yet been sufficiently incorporated
in the conceptualization of injustice in the BJW paradigm, while it might add
some important information to the equation of deservingness.
Skitka (2009) explains that people are most likely to take a homo
economicus perspective on fairness when their basic material needs and goals
are not being met or under threat – which would fit the victim’s situation – or
when material losses or gains are explicitly mentioned – which would to some
extent fit the situation of the third party observer in a vignette study. However,
people are likely to adopt a homo socialis orientation when their material and
social needs are minimally satisfied, witness an intentional and undeserved
harm or when their moral emotions are aroused. The latter seems a much
better fit with the perspective of the third party observer like the participant in
a BJW scenario, as will become apparent below.
Justice, conceptualized according to the deservingness principle, seems to be
easily violated. Injustice could be the result of undeserved gains just as well
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as to undeserved losses. Fortuitous positive outcomes have been described
as “low-threat” (Dawtry et al., 2018). Furthermore, these undeserved gains or
losses may be appraised as unjust even when they are very small. This means
that a lot of situations are potentially interpreted as a threat to the worldview
that BJW provides. For example, a situation in which someone has a small gain
or loss that was technically not deserved by previous behavior or character, but
which was caused by simply good or bad luck. Even though research suggests
that people use a compensatory defense strategy in a variety of domains
(Proulx et al., 2012), including situations of the experience of an undeserved
small gain or loss (Gaucher, Hafer, Kay, & Davidenko, 2010), the threat is of
a qualitatively different magnitude than larger negative outcomes that largely
disadvantage the victim, such as life-threatening illnesses or serious crimes. The
question thus arises: is every violation of the deservingness principle a threat? I
will argue that the BJW threat that invokes the use of BJW strategies should be
a large, wrongful violation of the victim’s deservingness, and that this violation
should be normatively perceived as inappropriate by the observer.
Large losses as meaningful threats
In an interview, German philosopher Flasspöhler once strikingly described
doing injustice as “mangel einpflanzen”, which literally translates into “to
plant a shortage” (“Flasspöhler, S.: Die Kunst des Verzeihens,” 2016). In this
dissertation, I will focus on large underserved losses as meaningful violations
of justice, therefore posing a threat to BJW, and stimulating cognition and
behavior that seeks to remedy this threat
The first reason is practical: the main area of application that I will
consider in this dissertation is that of the criminal justice setting. Criminal law
is an ultimum remedium, and therefore, this contextual delineation calls for the
exclusion of gains and minor underserved losses or simply “bad luck”, since
the criminal justice system is concerned with wrongful violations of the law
that lead to (the risk of) harm (see criminalisation principles, Buisman, 2017;
De Roos, 1987; Feinberg, 1984; Haenen, 2014; Simester & von Hirsch, 2011).
A second and more important reason, which is of theoretical nature,
is that “bad is stronger than good” (Baumeister et al., 2001). Bad outcomes of
equivalent objective magnitude as good outcomes, will nevertheless be perceived
as more important. Although people will attempt to minimize bad outcomes
for themselves, or distance themselves from the source of others’ misfortune,
when they encounter information about negative outcomes, this information
has more impact than positive information. In an extensive review, Baumeister
and colleagues have shown that the positive-negative asymmetry is established
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in many different areas, pertaining to the self and to impression formation and
communication with others. People adjust less quickly following negative event
than a positive event. People take longer to process negative information than
positive information. Evens involving negative emotions remain more salient
than events triggering positive emotions. Negative information about others
carries more weight about scoring their likeability than positive information
about others. In similar vein, I suggest that people will have a greater need to
employ BJW strategies when the deservingness principle is violated by a loss
than by a gain. The larger the loss, the higher the need for the restoration of the
BJW.
Wrongfulness and appropriateness
The above conveys the idea that a violation of deservingness alone does not
comprise a meaningful BJW threat that invokes BJW strategies. The violation
should be substantial and should have a negative rather than a positive outcome.
M. J. Lerner (1980) explains that when the world is just, people perceive it as:
“Yes, that is the way it should be” (p. viii; italics added), I suggest that, besides
an (objective) negative violation of deservingness, another important, more
subjective, element needs to be present before we label a situation as unjust and
therefore threatening to the BJW: the inappropriateness of that situation. The
observer should believe that the situation is not the way it should be in order to
perceive the situation as unjust.
First, given the area in which the BJW is applied in this dissertation,
the non-appropriateness of the situation manifests in the fact that the victim of
crime suffers not only a large harm, but that this harm is the result of a wrong.
Even though the harm and the wrong co-occur (Pemberton, 2014), it is clearly
the element of wrongfulness that shows that the harm should normatively not
be done. The harm that results from a wrong was not merely an (unforeseeable)
accident, but an “invasion” of the victims’ interests: harm caused by illegitimate
human action which is morally indefensible (Duff, 2001, pp. 17-18), and thus
inappropriate.
Second, the criterion of non-appropriateness is satisfied in the sense
that observers not only prefer the world to be in accordance with their ideas
about justice, but with their larger worldviews (Proulx et al., 2012). This means
that when presenting an observer with a situation of injustice, one should
also look at the other beliefs that might play a role in this setting. In BJW
settings, the specific characteristics of the identifiable victim are of particular
interest. This element has, to my knowledge, largely been neglected in current
descriptions of deservingness that rely on the recipient of the (un)deserved loss
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alone, rather than on the broader appraisal of the observer. However, taking
appropriateness in all its facets into account allows for a better analysis of the
underlying reasons that third parties might use to label a certain situation as
consistent or inconsistent with their worldview, and consequently, their use
of BJW(-related) strategies. It also offers an opportunity to include victim
stereotypes within BJW research.
Thus, victim stereotypes are very important to the extent to which
people perceive a situation as unjust, because these stereotypes shape whom
we see as deserving (Viki & Abrams, 2002). When people can easily recognize
someone as a victim, it is likely that they will perceive the situation as unjust.
Here, we see that we can thus also use the who-question9 to elaborate the
conceptualization of injustice. Additionally, when the victim violates the
normative ideas of the observer of how a victim should present himself (in
terms of behavior, looks, emotions, etc.), this may also call for the employment
of strategies to bring the situation in accordance with the observers’ general
worldviews.
Christie (1986) developed the idea of the “ideal victim”, the “person
or category of individuals who – when hit by crime – most readily are given
the complete and legitimate status of being a victim” (p. 18). He assumed that
the most important reasons for perceiving a victim as legitimate and blameless
are specific character traits of the victim and of the relation between victim
and offender: the victim is weak, carrying out a respectable project, in a place
that she couldn’t be blamed for being and in no personal relationship with the
offender, who is big and bad (p. 19).
The exact interpretation of the characteristics of the ideal victim is
highly contextual and dependent on the zeitgeist. The ideal victim of a rape is
probably different from the ideal victim of robbery. The ideal victim of robbery,
according to Christie, is the elderly lady doing the groceries for her older and
sick sister. The ideal victim of rape, however, would rather be a young girl
running through the park in daytime and is attacked by a stranger. Furthermore,
in 1986, the victim of domestic violence could not yet be categorized as an ideal
victim. At that time, the culture of beliefs was not amendable to the idea that
people could be victimized by their own close relatives, including intimate
partners. However, Christie already foresaw that this might change over time:
“Wives are not “ideal victims”. Not yet. But they are approaching that status.
They are more ideal today than yesterday” (1986, p. 20).
9
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In addition to the what-question (what type of victimization could lead to labeling someone as a
victim) the who-question distinguishes between persons (who would be seen as a victim because he
specifically didn’t deserve this?).
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Even though interpretation of the characteristics that Christie put
forward might differ per type of crime and over time, the fact that victimhood
is associated with certain stereotypes has been confirmed in later research
as well (Papendick & Bohner, 2017). For example, the Stereotype Content
Model (SCM) (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002) shows that any person or
group of people can be described using a combination of levels of warmth and
competence, which are seen as dimensions of “stereotypicality” (Fiske, Cuddy,
& Glick, 2007; but also Spence & Helmreich, 1980 for analogous concepts). In
turn, these descriptions predict emotional and behavioral tendencies observers
have towards these individuals or groups.
A combination of both high levels of warmth and high levels of
competence trigger feelings of admiration, while individuals who are
perceived as neither of those (e.g., homeless people or drug addicts), generally
elicit feelings of disgust and contempt. Different combinations of the two
dimensions are possible. However, as I argued more extensively in Bosma,
Mulder, and Pemberton (2018), most relevant for the appraisal of victims of
crime is paternalistic prejudice. Paternalistic prejudice is triggered by individuals
perceived as low in competence but high in warmth. Someone who has been
victimized is generally perceived as non-threatening and therefore warm, but
also perceived as lacking competence because of the inability to avoid being
victimized. High levels of competence would generally not co-occur with high
warmth in victims because, as Christie states, “sufficient strength to threaten
others would not be a good base for creating the type of general and public
sympathy that is associated with the status of being a victim” (1986, p. 23).
Taking the SCM into consideration, expressions of agency by a victim could
be perceived as inappropriate by observers, because these expressions do not
fit the ideal victim stereotype. Consequently, the perceived injustice could
be attenuated. Indeed, van Dijk (2009) provided various examples of victims
displaying agency (e.g. by the expression of anger) receiving negative reactions
from others. In another study, Mulder and I have also shown that a victim that
breaks with stereotypes generally receives more negative reactions (Mulder &
Bosma, 2018). In chapter 3, I will elaborate further how emotions can further
play a role in portraying injustice.
The eye of the beholder: the third person observer
The idea that “being a victim” is neither a fixed nor an objective phenomenon
(Christie, 1986; Daly, 2014; Rock, 2002) emphasizes that victim(ization)
characteristics alone are insufficient explanation of the construction of victim
status. Indeed, it shows that appropriateness should be added as a parameter for
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assessing injustice and broader worldview violations. The perception of (in)
justice is “in the eye of the beholder”. From what perspective then, should we
assess the injustice? In this dissertation, the perspective of the third person,
observer of the potentially unjust situation will be taken. This could mean
that an observer would label a situation as unjust and recognize a victim in
one of the parties in this situation, while this person himself would not label
the situation as victimizing, or that an observer would not label a situation as
unjust, while someone within the situation feels victimized. The reason for this
choice is in the core of the aim of this dissertation: to critically assess reactions
towards victimization by third persons (laypersons and legal professionals) in
terms of BJW strategies.
To reiterate, I conceptualize a BJW threat, which invokes the use of BJW
strategies, as a large and wrongful violation of the deservingness principle that
leads to a loss on the part of the victim, and this violation should be perceived
as inappropriate by the observer.
2.4

Conclusion

This chapter was concerned with the state of the art of the field of experimental
Belief in a Just World research. People’s Belief in a Just world refers to the
motivated but implicit choice that people make to think and behave as if the
world is a just place. Research that is concerned with the BJW motivation
examines under which circumstances, and to what extent, people employ
strategies to uphold their motivation. Knowledge about the employment
of these strategies might help us understand why, even though we might
expect people to approach an innocent victim positively, observers under
some circumstances instead secondarily victimize the victim because they
either reinterpret the cause of the victimization or the consequences of the
victimization.
The chapter started by describing the threat that triggers the individual
justice motive, and argued that for the purposes of the current research, the
conceptualization of this threat is currently incomplete. A threat is normally
defined as a violation of the deservingness principle, which captures the idea
that everyone gets what he deserves, meaning that good people get good
outcomes and bad people get bad outcomes. Adhering to this definition of a
threat would have the potential of including violations that would not qualify
as situations that observers would identify as a threat: for example, when the
violation would mean that some good person would get more than his deserved
share, or when the violation is only very small and could be considered as
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just “good or bad luck”. I therefore argued that only substantial injustices
that are losses could constitute a threat to the BJW. Furthermore, bearing in
mind specific context of this dissertation, namely the criminal justice setting, I
argued that only wrongful violations of the deservingness principle would be
taken into consideration as a threat. Lastly, the current state of the art in BJW
does not significantly take into account the role that victim stereotypes could
play in the observer’s perceptions. I therefore recommend adding normative
appropriateness of the situation as a factor to assess the injustice. Other fields
of research (e.g., mock jury research or victim credibility research) do this to
a much larger extent. Findings from these fields may suggest a direction for
reactions towards (non-)stereotypical victims. These insights will be discussed
in the next chapter.
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In the previous chapter, I argued that, in order to elicit BJW strategies, injustice
should be portrayed as a large loss that was undeserved and not in accordance
with the normative expectations of the observer. In this chapter, I will add that
just world stimuli should be presented in a way that is emotionally engaging
for the participant. I propose a novel way to enhance the impact of stimuli: to
portray the victim’s suffering in a less “objective” way, but to include emotional
reactions by the victim to have an impact on the observer.
I will start the chapter by describing the conventional BJW vignette.
In section 2, I will discuss the advantages of presenting an emotional victim
in a BJW vignette. In section 3, I will explain how the expression of different
emotions linked to victimhood could be expected to result in different positive
and negative observer reactions. Subsequently, in section 4, I will add the
factor of appropriateness to the analysis of how expressed emotions influence
observer reactions. Taking into account the interaction between the displayed
emotion and the normative expectations that are linked to victimhood leads to
a more nuanced view on which emotions lead to positive and negative observer
reactions. I will end the chapter with a conclusion in section 5.
3.1

The conventional BJW vignette

In chapter 2, I discussed the basic characteristics of the situation that might
elicit BJW strategies: the type of injustice that poses a threat to the idea that the
world is a just place. In order to experimentally test to what extent and which
strategies are triggered, this situation should be presented to participants. The
most common way to present these just world stimuli is through a vignette
(Montada, 1998).
Presentation style
Vignette or scenario research has often been critiqued for its “sterile
environment” (H. W. Smith, Winer, & George, 1983, p. 103) or lack of external
validity that is not due to the description of the scenario, but rather to the way
participants get acquainted with the material (Collett & Childs, 2011). Some
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have linked this to the need for audio and video material, but comparative
research into the modalities of vignettes (written vs. audio/video) shows
mixed results with regards to victim-oriented responses (Landström, Ask, &
Sommar, 2015; Sleed, Durrheim, Kriel, Solomon, & Baxter, 2002; van Doorn
& Koster, under review).
In the empirical part of this dissertation (part II and III), I will confront
my participants with injustice communicated through a vignette in the form of
a written or oral Victim Impact Statement (VIS). A VIS is a legal mechanism
that allows the victim to speak about the victimization in court (Booth, Bosma,
& Lens, 2018). Apart from being able to present a vignette that can be used
in the criminal justice setting (for a discussion about contextualization, see
chapter 4), there are multiple reasons to present the injustice in the format
of the VIS. First, the expressive function of the VIS is often associated with
emotional statements (Doak & Taylor, 2013; Konradi & Burger, 2000), so that it
is a suitable vehicle to present an emotional story. Second, the victim who gives
the VIS is already granted an undisputed victim status. Any victim blame that is
directly attributed to the victim can be labeled as secondary victimization when
communicated to the victim or when impairing support or acknowledgment.
Third, a large advantage of using the VIS format is that in real life, people get
acquainted with these types of statements in a similar fashion (Wrede & Ask,
2015). Even though the VIS can be an oral statement; the written version is the
most common, at least in the Netherlands: according to the last figures, it was
used approximately 3000 times a year, in comparison with the oral version
which was used 300 times (Lens, Pemberton, & Groenhuijsen, 2010).
Suffering without communicating a specific emotion
Whereas I will use a vignette that communicates the criminal victimization
from the perspective of the victim, most vignettes in conventional BJW
research use different perspectives, such as police files, newspaper articles
or short third-person perspective stories. It may be due to this impersonal
perspective or the theoretical framework that emotions are normally not
part of the communication of the victimizing event. Gravity of the threat is
normally put forward through the “suffering” of the victim and whether that
suffering is ongoing or not. Suffering is often described by the event alone,
which participants confronted with the vignette must understand as resulting
in suffering (e.g., van Prooijen & van den Bos, 2009). Sometimes, physical
or psychological damage highlight the ongoing suffering (e.g., Correia et al.,
2012). In other cases, the seriousness of the threat is manipulated through
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other external factors that threaten the feelings of safety of the observer of the
vignette, e.g., whether the offender is caught or not (e.g., Hafer, 2000).
3.2

Advantages of the emotional victim vignette

A vast array of prominent BJW researchers have argued that just world stimuli
should have a high impact on the participant, to prove to be emotionally
engaging stimuli (Dawtry, Harvey, Callan, & Olson, 2016; Ellard et al., 2016;
Hafer & Bègue, 2005; M. J. Lerner, 2003; Tepe et al., 2017). Their reasons are
twofold.
First, hypothetical vignettes that present small injustices might pose
too little threat to the BJW. This suggestion is in line with my conceptualization
of injustice as discussed in section 2.1, in which I argued that large rather than
small violations of deservingness pose a threat to the BJW and evoke BJW
strategies.
Second, we can only expect participants to experience just world
related distress when they are involved emotionally. Two major problems
can occur when participants are not involved in the tasks set in research:
insufficient effort responding (IER) and socially desirable responding (SDR).
Vignette research is generally praised for its ability to reduce socially desirable
responding as long as the vignette is sufficiently contextualized (Hughes
& Huby, 2002). However, aside from detecting a threat, people should be
involved emotionally in the scenario (Tepe et al., 2017). When participants
are not involved emotionally, and do not feel as if they are reacting to a
(contextualized) threat, they might give socially desirable answers more easily.
Consequently, negative victim-oriented BJW strategies cannot be measured
fully (see also Collett & Childs, 2011; Mulder, 2018) or that positive victimoriented BJW strategies are overrepresented.
A specific way in which I propose to make just world stimuli more
emotionally engaging for participants is to add, specify or increase the intensity
of the victim’s emotional expression about victimization. To my knowledge,
little research has been done in which the depicted victim in BJW research
clearly shows a certain emotion that communicates the extent of the violation
of deservingness.
By creating stimuli that include the victim’s emotion in a specified and
intense way, the scenario becomes vivid and thus more emotionally engaging
for the participant. It has other advantages as well: by showing the emotion
of the victim, the expression of victimization is more realistically captured in
the vignette. Victims are not merely suffering, but this suffering has certain
characteristics. Victimization or trauma often goes hand in hand with the
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experience of negative emotions (Amstadter & Vernon, 2008). A vignette
with an emotional victim will therefore show greater ecological validity than a
vignette without emotion. This is especially true for the context in which this
dissertation finds its societal relevance: the criminal justice setting, in which the
victim is believed to be a strongly emotional being (see chapter 4).
Advantage 1: moving towards a comprehensive view on suffering
Describing the state of the art in BJW research in chapter 2, I have shown that
BJW is rooted in a tradition of cognition-based research. In one of the first
articles on the topic, M. J. Lerner and Simmons (1966) describe the theory as
follows: “people will arrange their cognitions so as to maintain the belief that
people will get what they deserve or, conversely, deserve what they get” (p.
204). When researchers attempt to elicit these cognitions, they conventionally
use objective and quantifiable markers of suffering as an operationalization
of victimization in their presentation of the threat of injustice. In the first
experiments, participants watched a (staged) set of experiments, in which the
subject received (extremely) painful shocks (M. J. Lerner & Simmons, 1966).
Both these kinds of studies and later studies, which varied in context and type
of suffering, present the “objectified” suffering of the victim as the defining
signal that injustice has happened and are thus perceived as the trigger for (in)
justice related distress.
Similarly, the ideal victim (see chapter 2) has long been defined
exclusively on the basis of victim and offender characteristics that were fixed
at the time of the victimization. Post-victimization behaviors that show the
subjective impact on the victim, have not played a role in defining who is seen
as the most legitimate and blameless victim (Bosma, Mulder, & Pemberton,
2018; Bosma, Mulder, Pemberton, & Vingerhoets, 2018).
Although it remains a worthwhile approach to include objectified
suffering and fixed victim and offender characteristics in BJW research,
victimhood is currently associated with other elements of impact as well, such
as expressions of (in)justice related emotions, agency and resilience. (Green
& Pemberton, 2017; Pemberton, 2012). It remains an empirical question if and
to what extent these expressions can serve as just world stimuli as well. The
experience of victimization is not merely cognitive, but rather emotional,
embodied, particular, idiosyncratic and dependent on a specific context (Green
& Pemberton, 2017; Pemberton & Aarten, 2017; Shklar, 1990). We can enrich
just world stimuli, by presenting an emotional victim in BJW vignettes, making
them the required “emotionally engaging stimuli”. This is in line with the
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argument that was made in the previous chapter, that the injustice should be
seen as inappropriate in the eye of the beholder.
Conceptualization of emotion
Although the definition of emotion is far from settled, this dissertation will
apply the following set of most common dimensions that are used to describe
and differentiate emotions (Arnold, 1960; Fontaine, Scherer, Roesch, &
Ellsworth, 2007; Frijda, 1986; Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994; Scherer, 2005)
to the written and video vignettes used:
• feelings, thoughts and bodily sensations: the experience of the emotion;
• appraisal: the valence or relevance that people attach to their experience;
• actions: what people do in relation to their emotion and so the expression
of the emotion, e.g., crying when sad, hitting someone when angry. This
includes facial and vocal expression of the emotional experience;
• action tendencies: the action readiness that is associated with the emotion,
e.g., avoidance when experiencing fear;
• goals or motivations, e.g., to rectify injustice when angry.
All these domains will be used in this dissertation to describe the emotion that
the victim expresses in the vignette that is presented, so as just-world stimulus,
as vivid as possible.
Important for the goal of this research is that respondents should
be able to recognize the emotion that is expressed. It will therefore focus on
discrete emotions that have the largest degree of prototypicality, the so-called
basic emotions (Ekman, 1992). The paradigmatic expressions of these emotions
should be easily recognized by observers.
A second requirement concerning the emotions in this research is that
they would typically be elicited by a situation in which someone is harmed or
experiences injustice. According to C. Smith and Lazarus (1993), anger, guilt,
sadness and fear/anxiety are the four most basic emotions that are “commonly
thought to be responses to (appraised) actual or potential harm” (p. 235) (see
also Mikula, Scherer, & Athenstaedt, 1998; Orth & Wieland, 2006; Stillwell,
Baumeister, & Del Priore, 2008; van Doorn & Koster, under review; Vrij &
Fischer, 1997). More specifically, Nussbaum (2016) argues that sadness (or in
her words: grief) “focuses on the loss or damage itself”, while anger “requires
causal thinking, and some grasp of right and wrong” (p. 17) and thus specifically
is a signal of a wrongdoing. This is especially true in a context in which violence
plays a role (Kamans, Van Zomeren, Gordijn, & Postmes, 2014). Some
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prefer to talk about resentment10 as a specific type of anger that is located “in
the space between persons”, an emotion that is addressing harm by seeking
acknowledgment and amends for the wrong that inflicted this harm (Stauffer,
2018, p. 114; Walker, 2006).
Advantage 2: providing more information about victimization
Following the idea that specific emotions have a link with victimization, I
argue that the expression of emotions that are related to victimization (and
more specifically: anger, and sadness) by the victim not only make the stimulus
materials more impactful, but also convey social information (Kamans et al.,
2014), or “diagnostics” (Hareli & Hess, 2010) about the expressers’ appraisal
of the situation (de Melo, Carnevale, Read, & Gratch, 2014). The expression of
these types of emotions conveys valuable information about the extent of the
harm, the perceived wrongfulness of the victimization, and the way in which
victims deal with their victimization. From the expression of certain emotions,
observers can “reverse engineer” or “reconstruct the relationship between the
person and the event” (Hareli & Hess, 2010, p. 129).
For example, Nussbaum (2016) argues that even though she morally
opposes the expression of anger, this emotion “may still have some limited
usefulness as a signal to the self and/or others that wrongdoing has taken place,
as a source of motivations to address it, and as a deterrent to others, discouraging
their aggression” (p. 6, italics original; see also Hansen & Hansen, 1988).
Moreover, anger is specifically appropriate as a signal because anger itself makes
people want to share their feelings (van Doorn, Zeelenberg, & Breugelmans,
2014). “When we express our resentment to others, we invite confirmation
from others that we have competently judged a normative violation and that
others share our interest in affirming the norms we hold” (Walker, 2006, p. 26).
The signal that the expressed emotion conveys is able to influence third
party judgments. In line with the emotions as social information theory (EASI) (G.
A. Van Kleef, 2009, 2016), this dissertation is built on the assumption that third
party observers can use this information in two ways: to infer information, e.g.,
the magnitude of this victimization, or as grounds for their affective response.
This idea gives emotions an interpersonal dimension. Two of the propositions

10 Resentment is to be distinguished from vengeful resentment – which may or may not be an
unreasonable form of resentment according to different philosophers. Martha Nussbaum (2016)
seems to equate anger and retaliation and thus draws a blurrier line between the two. She makes a
case against anger/retaliation (but in favor of future-oriented transition-anger that works towards
love and generosity) because anger would be either morally or logically flawed, but leaves some
room for instrumental anger in the form of sending the signal that injustice has been done.
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that Van Kleef (2016) highlights in his book are taken as assumptions in this
dissertation:
1. “People use others’ emotional expressions to infer traits and dispositions
that are relevant to (social) survival and success (e.g., dominance,
affiliation) and to anticipate others’ behavior (e.g., collaboration
vs. exploitation) as well as the trajectory of social interactions (e.g.,
cooperative vs. competitive)” (proposition 3, p. 30)
2. “Observers of emotional expressions may extract information from these
expressions about the expresser’s appraisal of and orientation vis-à-vis
the situation and the people involved, which in turn shapes observers’
behavioral responses to the emotional expressions” (proposition 5, p.
52)
The appraisal that is commonly associated with the emotion that is presented
is especially important for the response of the observer. Anger is typically
felt when someone feels treated unjustly and when this person believes that
someone else is to blame. Guilt is typically felt when someone feels treated
unjustly and directs the blame towards the self. Fear and anxiety are commonly
experienced in relation to an appraised danger or threat. Sadness highlights
irrevocable harm or loss, especially when someone feels helpless about this
harm or loss (C. Smith & Lazarus, 1993). The different appraisals elicit different
reactions because of the information they provide to the observer.
3.3

Emotions influencing positive and negative strategies

The question remains in which cases observers opt for positive versus negative
victim-oriented strategies (see for an overview of strategies the framework
of BJW strategies in chapter 2). In general, sad people are perceived as wiser
(J. S. Lerner, Li, & Weber, 2013), whereas angry people are perceived as
untrustworthy (Baker, Porter, ten Brinke, & Mundy, 2016). It might therefore
not be surprising that sadness elicits positive affect, while the expression of
anger triggers negative affect (Karasawa, 1995; Macnamara, 2015). Within the
BJW framework, the expression of certain emotions by a victim is not yet taken
into account as a predictor for the use of different BJW strategies. However,
some other fields do touch upon the question of how third parties perceive
victims who communicate specific negative emotions. The findings from these
fields may suggest a direction for their reactions towards the victim.
First, a study by Coyne (1976) into the perception of patients suffering
from a depression sparked a series of (replication) studies in the late 1970’s
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and early 1980’s. Coyne found that following a phone conversation with a
depressed person, participants became more depressed, anxious and hostile
themselves, and also showed signals of rejection towards the depressed
patient. Not all follow-up studies replicated all findings simultaneously in
similar fashion, but in a review, Gurtman (1986) shows that there is a clear sign
that depressed persons will be met with more negative affect and rejection than
non-depressed subjects. Even though the depressed persons in these studies
cannot be equated to victims of crime, I argue that they are relevant. They show
that the expression of a certain negative emotion can lead to negative reactions
from third parties who are confronted with the communicator of the emotion.
Second, inspiration may be drawn from a study by Tsoudis and
Smith-Lovin (1998). Unlike the studies discussed above, this study examines
impressions of victims of criminal wrongs. However, the study does not look
into distinct negative emotions, but rather compares negative emotional
to neutral expressions A vignette study explored to what extent emotional
expressions would character assessments about the perpetrator and the victim
and subsequently recommended sentences. The video vignette they used
showed a victim delivering a Victim Impact Statement, either in a relaxed/calm
or in an upset (sad) manner. The sadder the participants perceived the victim to
be, the more positive their perception of the victim was. As predicted, a more
positive perception was linked to the recommendation of higher sentences.
A third area of research that may hold relevant information is that of
dispute resolution. In this setting, the parties could, in a sense, be seen as closer
to victims than the ‘victims’ in the studies reviewed by Gurtman, because they
try to settle a dispute in which they feel wronged. Furthermore, in the area
of dispute resolution, studies look into specific negative emotions. Despite a
growing body of research stressing potential positive aspects of anger, anger
has long been accused of being a barrier for conflict management (Halperin,
2013), because of its negative consequences legitimizing aggression and a lower
regard for others’ interests. Friedman et al. (2004) examined the consequences
of expressed anger by one party on their opponent. The study is the first to
confirm that “the damage created by expressions of anger in mediation occur
by the response it triggers in the other party” (p. 373). Successful dispute
resolution is less likely when one of the parties expresses anger, because this
provokes anger in the other party. Although this study concerned responses
from someone involved in the dispute instead of a pure third party, it again
shows that the expression of a negative emotion, this time anger rather than
depression, can lead to negative reactions of others who are confronted with
this expression.
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Hareli and Hess (2010) studied information deduction from emotional
expressions. They used vignettes in which a potential employee recalls a conflict
in which a previous employer blamed him for a failure. If the job candidate
reveals that he responded with anger, participants perceived him as more
aggressive, but when he reacted with sadness, he was seen as more gentle and
warm. This study shows that perceptions of persons vary widely depending on
the type of emotion expressed. Although Hareli and Hess did not investigate
subsequent actual positive or negative reactions to the job candidate, one can
assume that the reactions would differ depending on the different (positive and
negative) perceptions that were created.
Mock jury research is also relevant to the current inquiry. In mock jury
research, participants are asked to think and behave as if they are the judge or
part of the (real) jury in a criminal case. Participants usually evaluate (extensive)
materials that resembling a case file (e.g., Paternoster & Deise, 2011). This field
of research is closest to BJW research, especially with an eye on the application
of BJW in the Criminal justice setting. Even in this field, the amount of studies
that investigate perceptions of and reactions to emotional victims is small, but
the following exceptions should be mentioned.
Nuñez, Myers, Wilkowski, and Schweitzer (2017) recently investigated
the impact of angry versus sad Victim Impact Statements in a mock jury study.
They measured sentencing outcomes rather than victim-oriented responses.
Their mock jurors, (who were actually qualified to participate in death penalty
cases in the US) were confronted with a reenactment of a sentencing phase of
a trial, which included a VIS that was filmed to express anger versus sadness.
They concluded that when the VIS aroused anger in the participants, the mock
jurors were more likely to vote for the death sentence and found mitigating
evidence less important to their decisions than their non-angry counterparts.
Taken at face value, this study could suggest that anger leads to a favorable
attitude towards the victim, but that would only be true if a more punitive
attitude towards the offender signals a more positive attitude towards the
victim. However, this is by no means evident (see also Lens, van Doorn,
Pemberton, Lahlah, & Bogaerts, 2017), and so it is interesting to examine
studies that directly measure victim-oriented responses. Furthermore, as
in the previously mentioned studies, I take issue with the perspective taken.
While the aim of the study was to investigate the effect of expressed emotion
by the victim, the design of the study instead focuses on the emotion that is
aroused in the observer. This limits the insights this study provides about the
consequences of expressed emotions by the victim.
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Vrij and Fischer (1997) hypothesized that “judges” [read: UK college
students, Mage = 20 years] are more likely to attribute rape to the offender, and
thus11 less responsibility to the victim, if that victim displayed anger, rather than
sadness. In contrast to their expectations, they did not find a significant main
effect of emotion. They did find an interaction effect with gender, implying
that males rated the victim less distressed and less reliable when this victim was
angry rather than sad. According to Vrij and Fischer, “[t]his could imply that
angry victims, compared to sad victims, run the risk of secondary victimization”
(p. 262).
A similar conclusion can be drawn from studies by Wessel, Magnussen
and colleagues, in which their participants were shown vignettes of either rape
victims or victims of physical abuse. The victims expressing sadness were rated
by a sample of laypersons to be more credible than victims expressing other
types of emotions. Angry victims were rated second least credible; they were
only rated more credible than happy victims (Melinder, Burrell, Olaussen
Eriksen, Magnussen, & Wessel, 2016; Wessel et al., 2006; Wessel, Magnussen,
& Melinder, 2013).
The study that comes closest to the purpose of this dissertation is a
study by Yee and Greenberg (1998), in which they manipulated the victim’s
emotional state after robbery and burglary. Again, the conclusion from this
study is that the angry victim, compared to sad, fearful and emotionally neutral
victims, would elicit the least intentions to help, because the angry victim is
seen as least in need of help. Yee and Greenberg did not explore any directly
negative responses.
The amount of studies that investigate how people react towards specific
(negative) emotional expressions of victims do not provide a coherent and
robust picture. They vary in type of victim, type of observer and often do
not compare various negative emotional expressions, but rather different
emotional valences (angry or sad versus calmness, numbness or positive
emotions). Some studies heavily rely on the mood of the observer through
emotional contagion or inflammation – also easily slipping into “anger or
sadness eliciting circumstances”, which is a much broader field of interest. The
observers’ emotion may be triggered by the expressed emotion of the victim,
but essentially raises a different question, namely: how does the observer’s
own emotional state influence the reaction towards the victim?
11
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Using the word “thus”, the authors imply a conceptualization of blame that relies on “one pie of
blame”, meaning that the responsibility of the perpetrator is deducted from the responsibility of
the victim. It is more common to use separate scales for responsibility (see chapter 2).
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The aforementioned studies do, however, provide support to the idea
that the expression of a specific emotion can moderate or mediate the reaction
of the person who is confronted with this emotional expression. Applying this
conclusion to the BJW framework, I expect that strong, negative emotions
that are shown to be a consequence of victimization will elicit negative BJW
strategies to same extent or more as the (in BJW research very common)
account of victimization, which communicates that the victim suffered and
feels distressed and in which no or no clear emotion is communicated. This
hypothesis will be tested in a set of experimental studies reported on in chapter
6.
3.4

Observers’ expectations about victims’ emotions

Observer reactions to emotional victims of crime can shed light on our
understanding of norms regarding emotional expression (Rose, Nadler,
& Clark, 2006). Appropriateness thus also plays a role in relation to the
emotional expression. There is a vast array of stereotypes that prescribe how
victims should behave emotionally, so that observers would think “Yes, that
is the way it should be” (M. J. Lerner, 1980, p. viii). In case a victim would
behave differently, when observers’ expectations would be violated, this
might influence the affective response of the observer, leading to a more
negative response. This expectation is in line with the propositions of the
abovementioned EASI model (G. A. Van Kleef, 2016):
“The relative influence of negative affective reactions (as compared with
inferential processes) in shaping observers’ responses to others’ emotional
expressions increases to the degree that observers perceive the emotional
expressions as inappropriate rather than appropriate, which depends on
characteristics of the situation, the emotional expression, the expresser,
and the observer: the relative influence of inferential processes increases
to the degree that emotional expressions are perceived as appropriate”
(proposition 9, p. 76-77)
Chapter 2 commented on Nils Christie’s notion of the ideal victim, the
prototypical blameless victim that is most readily seen as a legitimate
victim (Christie, 1986). Christie focuses on the victims’ characteristics and
characteristics of the relation between victim and perpetrator. As colleagues
and I have argued elsewhere in more detail (Bosma, Mulder, Pemberton, et
al., 2018), he does not extend his analysis so far as to include the appropriate
behaviors and demeanor of a victim post-victimization, whereas we believe
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that communication of the “right” emotion is expected to be an essential
ingredient in “successfully” being perceived as a blameless victim.
Regardless of the emotions a victim may experience as a result of
victimization, the Emotional Victim Effect (EVE) holds that victims are
expected to express emotions that fit the experienced victimization. Developing
expectancy violation theory (Burgoon & Hale, 1988), Ask and Landström
(2010) suggested that a victim should show the impact of the victimization
through expression of emotions. A victim who remains calm and doesn’t show
any sign of (emotional) distress is perceived as less credible. Lens, van Doorn,
Pemberton, and Bogaerts (2014) extended the EVE by adding the aspect
of emotional intensity: stronger emotions are appropriate for more severe
experiences of victimization, but less severe experiences of victimization
should be reported with less intense emotions in order to be deemed credible.
If the victim violates one of the two expectancies (i.e., expressing no or
positive emotions, or expressing intense emotions after a relatively minor
victimization), observers tend to evaluate the victim less positively than when
the victim meets the appropriate standard (Wrede, 2015).
In relation to this dissertation, two questions remain unanswered: how
do expectations about specific negative emotions influence third party observers’
reactions and how does this differ between laypersons and professionals?
Because victims are commonly associated with passivity and weakness, they
are expected to express emotions that signal this weakness (Lamb, 1999). This
means that the stereotypical victim most probably should show sadness, fear
or guilt, which are each a passive, low-status emotions (Tiedens, 2001; Yee &
Greenberg, 1998), rather than anger, which communicates high-status and
power (Halperin, 2013; Kamans et al., 2014). However, the intensity of the
emotion is also important. As van Doorn and Koster (under review) put it:
“it seems that people do have quite a specific idea about how a victim should
‘behave’: s/he should not be angry, too calm, too positive (or possibly, too
hysterical), but mainly be sad” (p. 39).
3.5

Conclusion

After conceptualizing the BJW threat in chapter 2, I explained how this threat
is normally presented in BJW research. It is common to work with vignettes,
in which participants become observers of injustice by getting acquainted
with the story of a victim of crime. Various researchers have stressed the
importance of presenting this vignette in an emotionally engaging way to
ensure that people’s BJW is indeed threatened so that different BJW strategies
are triggered and to safeguard against insincere responding to the vignette in
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the questionnaire (most recently: Dawtry et al., 2016). In this chapter, I have
proposed a novel way to present vignettes in an emotionally engaging way,
by presenting the victim’s emotions in the vignette. From the literature, it
became clear that several negative emotions are associated with victimhood
because they are prominently expressed or experienced after victimization,
such as anger, sadness, fear, anxiety, and guilt. Relying on the Emotions As
Social Information Theory (EASI) (G. A. Van Kleef, 2016), I argued that these
emotions could very well be used to signal the injustice as well as the magnitude
of the harm that was experienced by the victim. However, not all of these
emotions will be seen as appropriate by the third party observer, leading to
the hypothesis that people will respond more negatively to (less stereotypical)
angry victims than to (more stereotypical) sad victims.
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Largely based on a paper written for the Oñati Socio-Legal Series.12

Whereas the previous chapters have stayed relatively close to the BJW
theoretical framework, in this chapter I will take a boarder perspective
and discuss the criminal justice context. Before I can explore how legal
professionals, i.e., Dutch judges and public prosecutors, react to emotional
victims of crime, it is necessary to explain how the role of the professionals
and the professional context contributes to incentivizing certain responses.
In section 1, I will discuss the general professional framework that governs
reactions from legal professionals to victims. From there, I will move to the
field of law and emotion, which is highly instructive for the role that emotional
victims play within the criminal justice system. In section 2, I will explore the
general idea that emotions and reason “clash” in the arena of law. In section 3, I
will elaborate the various ways in which emotions may impact the work of legal
professionals in the criminal justice system and how norms, in this context also
called display rules, are created with regard to appropriate emotions. Section 4
sheds further light on the “emotionality argument” (the idea that victims bring
unnecessary emotion to the criminal justice context), especially in the context
of the Victim Impact Statement (VIS) which is the vehicle I use to present
injustice in the vignette studies in part II and III of this dissertation. In section
5, I will explain how empathy, sympathy and compassion, anger, and grief and
sadness, all related to victims’ narratives, are managed in the courtroom, and
delve deeper into its display rules. In the conclusion in section 6, I will relate
the findings of this chapter to the way professionals might react to emotional
victims to see whether emotional victims are at risk of secondary victimization.
12 Edited versions of sections 2 to 5, complemented with part of the results from chapter 8 and 9, were
submitted to the Oñati Socio-Legal Series as part of a special issue on Judging, Emotion and Emotion
work, which is aimed to be published in 2019. It is the result of a paper submitted for the workshop
Judging, Emotion and Emotion work at the Oñati International Institute for the Sociology of
Law in May 2018, organized by prof. Stina Bergman Blix, prof. Kathy Mack, prof. Terry Maroney
and prof. Sharyn Roach Anleu. Participation in this workshop was financially supported by the
Catharine van Tussenbroek Fund, grant B-10-2018.
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Before I turn to section 1, I would like to stress that most of the available
literature concerns research in legal traditions that are categorized as “common
law traditions”, and thus relies on a particular context. I am well aware that
the appropriate in- and exclusion of emotions in the sphere of criminal law
is dependent on the cultural and institutional framework which may, or may
not, leave room for a diversity in emotional practices (Karstedt, 2002). As the
empirical work for this dissertation was conducted in the Netherlands, I will
specifically emphasize the Dutch situation.
4.1

Professional reactions towards victims

In the previous chapters, I have discussed how a lack of acknowledgment
of victimhood or a violation of victims’ rights may result in secondary
victimization. Although it is debatable to what extent their efforts have
met success, legislators as well as policymakers have put the prevention of
secondary victimization at the heart of the development of victims’ rights.
An example of this is the preamble of EU Directive 2012/29/EU establishing
minimum standards on the rights, support and protection of victims of crime.
First, prevention follows from interpersonal justice, which mainly
refers to respectful treatment by judicial professionals to victims of crime
(Laxminarayan, 2012; Orth, 2002; Orth & Maercker, 2004; Weijers & de Boer,
2010). As commented on in chapter 2, this includes avoidance of negative victimoriented BJW strategies. Even though the Dutch legislator implemented this
norm for all contact between victim and authorities (Kamerstukken II 2004/2005,
30143, 3, p. 5), both the prosecutor and the judge have a strong responsibility
to safeguard respectful treatment of victims during the criminal justice
proceedings (art. 51aa and art. 288a(2) Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure).
Judges clearly recognize this responsibility (Weijers & de Boer, 2010). In the
handbook “victim and the judiciary” it is further stressed that victims are not a
homogenous group of people. Judicial professionals should therefore establish
personal contact, inquire about the victims’ needs and be understanding of the
victim’s emotions (Candido, Hoendervoogt, Laatsch, van Dam, & Gest, 2017,
p. 53).
There is no legal provision available to enforce respectful treatment
(Candido et al., 2017). However, the presumption of victimhood that is
embedded in art 288a(2) should prevent disputes about who can be qualified as
a victim: victims are granted legitimate victims’ rights, including fair treatment,
unless the opposite is proven (Groenhuijsen, 2018; Kamerstukken II 2004/2005,
30143, 3, p. 6). The fact that the judge is not to call into question the victim’s
status incentivizes positive reactions over blaming or doubting credibility.
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Second, prevention of secondary victimization should be attained
through giving the victim voice (Booth et al., 2018; Daly, 2014): a chance for the
victim to intervene in the criminal justice process by adding his own narrative
or views of opinion. In another article, colleagues and I have argued that voice
can be broken down in two components: voice – to speak and voice – to be
heard (Booth et al., 2018; Pemberton, Aarten, & Mulder, 2018). Voice – to speak
concerns the question whether victims are able to tell their story in the manner
they would like to deliver their story. It revolves around what can be said,
how it can be said and to whom it can be said. Voice – to be heard is concerned
with the receiving end of the story, the communication partner. It questions
whether the story is acknowledged by stakeholders and whether victims
receive feedback, which can include actions, words, or other evidence that
demonstrates that the communication partner listened to the story. In essence,
the two components of voice strengthen the victims’ visibility with the goal
of enhancing acknowledgment. Previous research has shown that observers’
appraisals of victims improve after the latter were gave a VIS (Paternoster &
Deise, 2011; Wevodau et al., 2014). However, as the victims’ narrative may pose
a high BJW threat (see chapter 2), enhancing the victims’ visibility might also
put the victim at risk of further secondary victimization – especially when,
unlike in the studies by Paternoster and Deise and Wevodau et al., the victim
does not adhere to the stereotypical or ideal victim (see chapter 3).
To reiterate, the ideal victim is weak, involved in a respectable project,
on a respectable location, and in no personal relationship with the offender,
who is big and bad. In chapter 3, I added that the victim should communicate
emotions fitting the passivity of the victim, such as sadness and fear. Research
has revealed that that displays that are at odds with the ideal victim seem to get
less attention in the criminal justice system. Englebrecht and Chavez (2014)
revealed that prosecutors and victim advocates exclude threatening language
to the defendant or angry remarks directed to the court from Victim Impact
Statements. Erez and Rogers (1999) have shown that legal professionals deem
the “unusual” victim narrative less relevant to the case than they would deem
typical stories of victimization. In short: the extent to which voice prevents
secondary victimization seems to be dependent on the victim, the victim’s
narrative and the views of the one to whom the story is told. In this chapter,
I will shed more light on the expectations of the criminal justice personnel as
audience of the victim through showing their emotion management (Rose
et al., 2006). Providing victims with control, something that criminal justice
personnel is reluctant to contribute to (Englebrecht, 2011), and enhancing
interpersonal justice for victims are in tension with each other. This tension
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particularly comes to the surface with regards to the emotional character of the
victims’ narrative.
Limitations of acknowledgment
Prevention of secondary victimization is an important goal within the criminal
justice context. First and foremost because secondary victimization is harmful
to the victim. Second, when perceived fairness fails, public confidence in the
administration lowers, which may threaten the integrity and legitimacy of the
criminal justice authorities (Shapland, 2010). For these reasons, magistrates
have the duty to maintain confidence and avoid secondary victimization.
However, judges and prosecutors often experience a tension between
victim-oriented responses that signal acknowledgment and other core values
of criminal law which they have to protect, such as impartiality, fair trial and
the presumption of innocence (Weijers & de Boer, 2010). Furthermore, judges
in the Netherlands and other continental systems have an active role in leading
and managing the proceedings. In this role, they have to “translate” the voice
of the victim into the language of the law, which includes balancing different
interests. Some aspects of acknowledgment, such as love and solidarity, can,
in principle, not be translated into legitimate legal claims (ten Voorde, 2016).
These interests may then get “lost” while translating the other claims to fit
the legal discourse. To what extent these (partial) failures of acknowledgment
could be labeled as secondary victimization is always subjective. It depends
on whether one perceives that it was a necessary and justified loss or a lack
of interest on the part of the translator. Furthermore, interpersonal justice, in
terms of respectful treatment and explanation about the translation procedures,
could modify the experience of limited acknowledgment on the side of the
victim. If a judge or prosecutor could show that he has heard the victim, but
then explain why certain interests cannot be translated into legitimate legal
claims, a victim might very well understand and accept this explanation, even if
the outcome of the procedure remains the same. In my opinion, limitations of
acknowledgment could only be justified as long as the legal professionals are 1)
aware of this limitation, and 2) have a valid, legal explanation for this limitation.
4.2

Re-emotionalization of law

Criminal law might be the legal field that inherently is the most emotional
field of law. Dealing with violations of moral values such as personal integrity
and human dignity, causing severe harm, logically invites emotions in the
courtroom (Laster & O’Malley, 1996). As the court is the designated space
to deal with serious breaches of the criminal law, the court needs to deal with
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the emotions brought about by the inflicting of pain and suffering. Leaving
this to other forums of informal justice may even work against the rule of
law (Shapland, 2010). Professional judges have managed the emotionality
of criminal legal conflicts for years, and it is exactly this emotion knowledge
or rechtsgefühl that makes a human judge to be preferred over an automated
machine (Schnädelbach, 2018).
Maybe it is because it is so engrained in the task of a judge to manage
emotions that everyone seemed to have forgotten that emotions have always
been a large part of judging. On paper, the criminal justice system and
emotions have long had a “suspicious” relationship (Karstedt, 2011). The ideal
judge has been portrayed as “dispassionate” (Maroney, 2011). Bandes (1999)
identifies three main causes: the unwillingness of the legal practice to learn
from other disciplines, the idea that emotions threaten the intention to render
unambiguous decisions and the tendency to define emotion as that what is
different or that which law wishes to marginalize (p. 11). In the analytic Western
tradition of thought, favoring reason, emotions have been labeled irrational
(Feigenson, 2000; J. S. Lerner, Li, Valdesolo, & Kassam, 2015) mainly in relation
to the second reason that Bandes identified: emotions are messy and might
lead to bias. Some have argued that the Rule of Law and empathy traditionally
don’t go together; that justice should be efficient and depersonalized (Laster &
O’Malley, 1996). Moreover, some would argue that lady justice is blind, so that
she does not empathize with anyone rather than with everyone (for a good read
about convincing contra-arguments, see Bandes, 2009).
However, a process that has been called the “(re-)emotionalization
of law” has gradually taken place (Karstedt, 2002). Various emotions are now
acknowledged as affecting legal decision making (Yzermans, 2012), or even as
useful, both in the academic study of law and in the legal practice:
“The category of emotions covers a disputed territory, but clear examples
include fear, anger, joy, pride, sadness, disgust, shame, contempt and the like.
Such states are commonly thought of as antithetical to reason, disorienting
and distorting practical thought. However, there is also a sense in which
emotions are factors in practical reasoning, understood broadly as reasoning
that issues in action. At the very least emotions can function as ‘enabling’
causes of rational decision-making (despite the many cases in which they are
disabling) insofar as they direct attention toward certain objects of thought
and away from others. They serve to heighten the memory and to limit the
set of salient practical options to a manageable set, suitable for ‘quick-anddirty’ decision making.” (Greenspan, 2002, p. 206)
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The modern legal arena indeed (still) proves to be a complex interplay of
emotional narratives. Historical metaphors or parallels between law and
theatre or law and drama (den Tonkelaar, 2015; Milka & Lemmings, 2017) and
even law and circus (Seymour, 2012) are illuminating. It is not the profession of
the judge or the sphere of the courtroom that bring new emotional firework,
but rather the confrontation between different parties that bring competing
emotional narratives. As Karstedt (2002) puts it: “legal institutions are not
based on a small number of basic emotions, but on different and contradictory
ones” (p. 312).
Seymour (2012) discusses that in nineteenth century Italian criminal
courts, in which a restrained form of emotionality was not rejected but instead
desired:
“Its personnel emanated an emotional style appropriate to those who
represent the reasoned use of power and authority. (…) Their grave
expressions silently communicated the life-and-death seriousness of their
business. Yet, although the court was supposed to be a space of utmost
sobriety, emotional expressions were not by any means banished. They
would however be deployed judiciously, and with the utmost restraint.” (p.
181)
However, similar to what Milka and Lemmings (2017) observed in
mid-eighteenth century documents from English criminal courts, this part
of what they call “magisterial grand narrative” is repeatedly interrupted and
even undermined when parties display other emotional narratives. The largest
contrast is between the narratives of the victim and the defendant. Milka and
Lemmings describe the proceedings in the old English courts as altercation,
“with plenty space for expression of emotion, such as anger on the part of the
victim, and fear or intimidation by the defendant” (p. 162). The “lawyerization”
as part of professionalization of the legal practice has arguably made the
criminal proceedings more dispassionate than it used to be, ultimately leading
to the situation in which a detached criminal justice system became the norm
or the ideal. In the meantime, we have regained attention for and discussion
about emotions to some extent because of the (re)entrance of victims in court.
The above is not to say that, now that emotions are more widely
acknowledged in the criminal justice setting, working with emotions in a court
of law has become easy. There still is an ongoing debate in the literature on
the extent to which emotions should be regulated in the courtroom, and which
specific emotions are appropriate in the courtroom. Furthermore, interviews
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and observational research have shown that magistrates themselves from time
to time have a hard time managing emotions – especially victims’ emotions
– in relation to core values in the law such as impartiality, presumption of
innocence and fair trial. The presence of a victim might change the atmosphere
in the courtroom. For example, Haket (2007) observed cases of sexual assault
in modern Dutch courts and demonstrated that both the prosecutor and the
judge altered their general attitude in the presence of the victim, integrating
the victim’s narrative to supplement statements – even when the victim had
not actively brought forward this narrative. Haket illustrates this with a case
in which the judge explains to the defendant how the victim could have felt
and a case in which the prosecutor specifically stresses signals of emotional
expressions such as tears (p. 184-187).
4.3

The impact of emotions

In this section, I elaborate the various ways in which emotions impact the
work of legal professionals in the criminal justice system. First, judges have to
manage emotions in the courtroom by performing emotional labor. Second,
the experience of specific emotions influences the decision-making process.
Lastly, not only the experience, but also the expression of specific emotions
impacts the courtroom setting. The management of emotional expressions
leads to display rules.
Emotional labor
Emotional labor involves the management and regulation of own and others’
emotions in an interactive environment, in line with specific goals; emotional
labor is “to induce or suppress feeling in order to sustain the outward
countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others” (Hochschild,
2003 [2012]). In the current context, this “proper state of mind” is governed
by criminal justice institutions and their core values: fairness, impartiality
and legitimacy. As discussed in section 1, the ideal of the “magisterial grand
narrative” focuses on suppressing a wide array of emotions in magistrates
and court users to create the atmosphere of “serious business”. Occupational
norms require the magistrates to suppress personal feelings, show emotions
that indicate courtesy and patience, and foster remorse, shame and guilt
in the offender while discouraging anger, contempt and indignation. Even
upholding the strictest ideal of a detached judge would thus create a great deal
of emotional labor by that judge through the necessity of suppressing (any)
emotion. However, as the historic magisterial grand narrative itself seeks to
convey power, it also induces feelings in others: for example, fear and regret
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in (potential) offenders. Now that the criminal justice system has become (re)
emotionalized – or at least is trending towards emotionalization – the picture
of what is appropriate becomes increasingly fuzzy.
Although emotional labor can be an exciting and rewarding part of
one’s job, even in very stressful occupations (Shuler & Sypher, 2000), it can
also be hard work. Roach Anleu and Mack (2005) describe emotional labor by
magistrates in Australian courts. An interesting distinction they make is that
between magistrates in superior courts, where judges interact with the legal
counsel, and courts of first instance, where magistrates deal with “ordinary
citizens”. The latter proves to be a much more complex setting for emotional
labor, lacking representatives as a “buffer between ordinary citizens and the
magistrate” (p. 607).
Not only from the metaphor of drama, theatre or circus (den Tonkelaar,
2015; Milka & Lemmings, 2017; Seymour, 2012), but also from the literature
on emotional labor, it becomes clear that the emotional atmosphere in the
courtroom cannot be examined by focusing on the judge or the prosecutor
alone. However, the judge plays a pivotal role as a manager of emotions
expressed in the courtroom. Moreover, as prime decision maker, the judge is
under heavy scrutiny: to what extent and in what way does the emotion of the
judge – whether a direct consequence of his own emotions, or as a consequence
of carry-over effects of emotions of another influential party – influence the
decision-making process? It is therefore not surprising that most scholarship
in the field of law and emotions revolves around one of the two following
questions:
1. To what extent can the experience of certain emotions by the judge be
detrimental to (traditional view) or helpful for (see e.g. the quote by
Greenspan in section one) legal reasoning?
2. Which emotions may be expressed and to what extent may these
emotions be expressed (by the judge e.g. sadness, empathy (Bandes,
1996) and anger (Maroney, 2012) and by other parties such as victims
and defendants, see for example Schuster and Propen (2010))?
These questions will be further addressed in the following subsections.
Emotions steering decisions
A critical stance with regard to the influence of experienced emotions on
decision making is legitimate. I associate myself with a growing body of legal
scholarship demanding acknowledgment of emotions in the legal realm.
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Although some proponents of emotions (more specifically, empathy) in law
have tried to argue their case by defending the non-emotional attributes of
this emotion (see examples in Maroney, 2012, p. 638), I would like to explicitly
distance myself from the view that the experience of (specific) emotions does
not impact (legal) decision-making at all. In fact, the last decades of research
have shown us that there are a variety of ways in which emotions influence our
decision-making processes.
Feigenson and Park (2006) have identified three major pathways
through which emotions might interfere with judgment of legal responsibility
and blame:
• Via preferred strategies that the decision makers use to process the
information they have to judge;
• Via biased interpretation of the information (e.g., someone in a negative
mood may perceive ore negative information and might also recall more
negative information);
• Via informational cues, whereby emotion is used as a source of (extra)
information beyond the material that has to be judged.
Following up on the debate about appropriateness of emotions influencing
decision making in this way, Feigenson and Park distinguish between legal
and extralegal sources of emotions. According to Feigenson and Park, only the
latter should be irrelevant to the judgment of the case. These emotion sources
would therefore appear to be normatively unjustifiable. In reference to Kahan
and Nussbaum, Feigenson and Park deem emotions appropriate only if they
would be based on an accurate perception of the relevant facts. In reference to
Bandes, they warn that legal decision makers should nevertheless be educated
by means of appropriate judicial instructions.
Both Yzermans (2012) and judge Pieters (2010), writing from a
Dutch perspective, call for more awareness of the role that emotions play in
decision making. Judge Pieters describes his colleagues as being hesitant to
allow themselves to get in touch with emotions, being unaware of the positive
potential of these emotions (being able to empathize, truly hear the parties and
ask the right questions) and being insecure about how to handle emotions in
court. One way to gain more awareness is to more openly discuss emotions in
the courtroom amongst colleagues. It is important that legal professionals gain,
what Yzermans (2012) calls, “emotional lucidity”: that they learn to recognize
emotions, connect them to the source and learn how these emotions influence
their decision-making. Rather than by “keeping their heads cool”, people
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would take qualitatively better decisions when they accurately recognize their
emotions.
Recently, J. S. Lerner et al. (2015) largely confirmed the notions
brought forward by Feigenson and Park and Yzermans. They also elaborate
some common solutions to minimize emotional responses. Their review
reveals that suppression is essentially counterproductive. “Attempting to
avoid feeling an emotion will typically reduce one’s expressive behavior but
have little or no impact on one’s subjective experience of the emotion” (p. 812).
More importantly, suppression may even impair the capacity to accurately
remember details with regard to the trigger of the emotion. Regardless,
relying on research on emotional labor, suppression seems an all too common
technique to conquer the alleged negative effects of emotions in the setting of
the courtroom. Relating this to the practice of judging, one can imagine this
to be problematic, especially in legal traditions that rely on oral and public
statements (a classic characteristic of an accusatorial system; Spencer, 2016)
rather than written case information (inquisitorial systems).
Regulating the expressions: creating display rules
Above, I have addressed emotionality in general, but I have also made
references to specific emotions such as sadness, anger and fear. The field of
emotion made progress towards identifying and distinguishing discrete
emotions when evidence was found for distinct facial displays of emotion
(Roseman et al., 1994). Fast forwarding to more recent research, EASI theory
(see chapter 3) in particular, G. A. Van Kleef (2009, 2016) has proposed that
the expression of distinct emotions can be used in two ways in interactive
settings: communication partners can use the expression of emotion to infer
information, or as grounds for an affective response. Both these ways have
important implications for the criminal justice context.
Facial and verbal expressions are not the only dimensions used to
distinguish between discrete emotions. As explained in chapter 3, feelings,
thoughts and bodily sensations, appraisal, actions, action tendencies and
motivations are other important dimensions. Appraisals are especially
important in the courtroom, as they may suggest specific information about
how parties frame responsibilities: anger signals injustice caused by another
person, sadness relates to loss and helplessness, fear is commonly linked to
danger and guilt is typically related to blaming the self (Roseman et al., 1994).
Recognizing a specific emotional expression offers inferential appraisal
information about the situation.
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Both emotional expressions from the judge and prosecutor as
communication to other parties and vice versa are relevant in the courtroom.
Recognizing emotions like anger, sadness, guilt or fear in defendants or victims
might inform the judge about the extent to which they experienced injustice
and to what extent they feel responsible. Emotional communication from the
judge to other parties may include upholding the magisterial grand narrative,
communicating power. Anger from the judge to the defendant may signal
that the judge beliefs the defendant is responsible for certain injustice that has
befallen the victim.
Affective responses, in contrast to using emotional communication to
infer information, are much more controversial in the courtroom. This could
be linked to the idea that affective responses could be categorized as extralegal.
As opposed to emotions that are instrumentally used as a way of conveying or
inferring information, affection could be seen as irrelevant to the profession
of judging. However, showing affective responses could enhance the victims’
experience of voice – to be heard, indicating a tension between display rules
and procedural justice.
Even though we cannot help the experience of certain emotions, these
experienced emotions need not always be expressed. People can use a variety
of strategies to minimize emotional communication. I have already argued that
suppression may not be effective in countering the experience of emotions, but
suppression can inhibit the expression of the emotion (J. S. Lerner et al., 2015).
To what extent emotional expression is desirable is context-dependent. The
context therefore forms display rules.
Display rules relate to the preferred “proper state of mind” as
explicated in the framework of emotional labor, but the proper state of mind
seems to include the experience of emotions rather than merely the expression
of emotions. Although emotional labor in the sense of attempting to evoke the
experience of emotions in others is a key element in the legal professionals’
work, the actual display (expression) of the desired emotion and suppression
of undesired emotional expressions is even more important – regardless of
whether these displays account for authentic experience or not. What Karstedt
(2002) calls the invisibility of emotions (“how can we know that offenders
really feel shame and remorse in restorative justice conferences? How “true”
are expressions of anger voiced by victims?” (p. 306)) will always remain
problematic. It is important to discuss display rules, because just as observer
reactions to emotional victims of crime can shed light on our understanding of
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norms regarding emotional expression (Rose et al., 2006), insight in the norms
can help us predict observer reactions.
Although the cultural script of judicial dispassion is persistent across
legal traditions (Maroney, 2011), the more detailed script is heavily dependent
on the specific legal tradition and corresponding guides of judicial conduct
and ethical guidelines. For example, Schuster and Propen (2010) refer to the
emergence of specific emphasis on objectivity and equity in the Minnesota
sentencing guidelines once judges started to describe their reactions to
emotional expressions in VISs. Moreover, Roach Anleu and Mack refer to
guidelines for the Australian Judiciary, such as the Guide to Judicial Conduct,
stating that the “judge must be firm but fair in the maintenance of decorum”.
The guidelines refer to “the officer and an institutional figure, not to him or her
as an individual with personal and particular emotions” (Roach Anleu & Mack,
2005, p. 602).
Similarly, in the Netherlands, the judge as a person is secondary to
the institutional role of the judge. The judge embodies the “anonymous civil
servant” (Dijkstra, 2017, p. 22, translation AKB; compare to the core quality of
judges of “modesty” or “moderation” as described by Köhne-Hoegen, 2008).
Even though the civil law system grants the Dutch judge an active role, the
personal experiences of a judge remain largely invisible. This is different from
common law countries where judges have a more distant role with regard to
leading the proceedings. Their personality, although ideally dispassionate, is
more prominent, and is reflected in their (dissenting) opinions.
To my knowledge, there are no specific guidelines that provide a
script for managing emotions in the Dutch courtroom beyond the handbook
mentioned in section 1, which encourage legal professionals to empathize with
the victims’ emotions (Candido et al., 2017). Yzermans (2012) has critiqued
the Dutch legal culture for being opaque with regard to setting standards for
acceptable emotional judicial conduct.
Dijkstra (2016) has described the “contemporary style of judging” as
non-elite but rather immersed in the community. The “personal aspect” thus
has won some importance, which is also shown in encouragement of repeated
self-assessment and sharing of personal information. Emotions should not be
avoided when they are instrumental in discovering the truth. To what extent
this also includes the experience and expression of emotion with regard to
affective responses remains to be seen. In essence, Dijkstra describes a Dutch
judge as an empathic judge rather than a dispassionate judge.
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4.4

Victim participation and the emotionality argument

Most contemporary texts about law and emotion begin with the observation
that law and emotion used to be thought of as sharply distinguished opposites
that now seem to be merging. Similarly, most contemporary victimological
texts that examine the role of the victim in the criminal justice system start
with the observation that their relationship has been “a relatively fraught one”
(Shapland, 2010, p. 347) and victims used to be the “forgotten party”, but now
starts to gain attention and acknowledgment. As the study of the experiences
of victims of crime almost by necessity needs to consider their emotions
(Pemberton, 2016) and victim participation in the legal sphere seems to be
equated with inviting emotionality, the two fields certainly share a common
history and development. Indeed, the victims’ movement is viewed as one of
the main reasons for the re-emotionalization of law (Karstedt, 2011) in the
literature.
In this paragraph, I will introduce the Victim Impact Statement as a
major instrument of victim participation and show that the VIS is especially
contentious because of the emotionality argument. VISs would (needlessly)
invite an emotional narrative into the courtroom and thereby violate the
detached emotional atmosphere of the magisterial grand narrative.
The VIS is a legal instrument that allows a direct victim of a crime to
provide the court with an account of the harm caused to a victim by criminal
offending that is the subject of the legal proceedings (Booth et al., 2018). The
main reason underpinning the implementation of the VIS in various legal
traditions is to redress the exclusion and marginalization of the victim in the
proceedings (Erez, 2004; Wemmers, 2005). Through inclusion of the VIS in
the proceedings, victims obtain the opportunity to voice their narrative and
participate in the criminal justice context.
The delivery of the VIS is criticized by both academics and legal
professionals because of its (potential) emotional tone (Aloi, 2015; Ashworth,
1993; Bandes & Salerno, 2014; Braun, 2013; Kool & Verhage, 2014; Rock, 2010;
Wemmers, 2005). However, the lesson of historical research teaches that the
(emotional) victim had a much larger role in the criminal justice proceedings
two and a half centuries ago than today. Milka and Lemmings (2017) describe:
“[Mid-eighteenth-century English criminal cases] usually involved a
direct confrontation between the victim, as prosecutor, and defendant.
When prompted to explain the offence and its circumstances, prosecutors
invariably began a narrative which, while it may have lacked structure and
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deductive logic, expressed their thoughts and feelings on the wrongs done to
them, in their own terms.” (p. 161)
It was in this context that Milka and Lemmings described the legal arena as a
place for altercation, where emotion was ubiquitous. Professionalization and
lawyerization have since then removed the victim from the arena, decreasing
the emotional clash between parties.
Especially common law traditions with adversarial procedures have
neglected the victim for a long time, up until the introduction of the VIS in
the 1970’s in the US; other common law traditions such as Australia, Canada
and the United Kingdom followed rapidly in the 1980’s and 1990’s. European
countries, broadly classified as civil law traditions, have been much slower to
implement the VIS. The common law countries named above are seen as early
adopters of this inherently participatory right. However, civil law systems
traditionally already offered the victim participation as partie civile (Wemmers,
2005). Partie civile is a far reaching participatory right linked to claiming civil
damages within the context of the criminal law proceedings. Moreover, it has
been suggested that the “quasi-judicial nature” of the inquisitorial approach
in these civil law jurisdictions by definition accommodates a more balanced,
dialogue-based procedure in which there is room for the story of the victim
(Booth et al., 2018; Gillis & Beloof, 2001; Kool & Verhage, 2014; Shapland,
2010).
Opponents of the VIS have argued that the VIS would (needlessly)
invite an emotional narrative into the courtroom and thereby violate the
detached emotional atmosphere of the courtroom. Indeed, the VIS in itself
could present emotional expressions which are not in line with the display rules
that govern the courtroom or generate these emotions in others (Abramovsky,
1992; Sarat, 1997; Schuster & Propen, 2010). Moreover, the VIS might elicit
emotions in the judge that impair fair judgment and detract attention from the
defendant, thereby posing a risk to the decision-making process. A judge who
empathizes with the victim would have a hard time doing so with the defendant.
Especially because of the questionable probative value of the VIS, opponents of
the VIS worry that emotional statements from victims might seduce the judge
to impose harsher sentences, disproportionate to sentences they imposed in
cases without such a statement (in another paper, my colleagues and I have
extensively commented on this discussion, see Booth et al., 2018). Essentially,
this argument revolves around the affective response to emotions expressed by
the victim in the VIS: sympathy or empathy for the victim and anger towards
the defendant.
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Implicitly, these arguments refer in part to the idea that the burden
of emotional labor on the judge (or, if applicable, jury) would be excessive.
Proponents of the VIS on the other hand, argue that this is not the case. They
deny the impact of the VIS by arguing that instructions to juries or training of
professional judges would enable them to exert resistance to being influenced
by the emotional content of the VIS (Erez & Rogers, 1999). Some empirical
studies have indeed found that trained and experienced professional judges do
not change their judgments due to the emotionality of the victims’ narrative
(Wessel et al., 2006; Wessel et al., 2013).
Other proponents of victim participation problematize the detached
ideal of criminal justice by arguing that the victims’ narrative could rebalance
the focus of the criminal justice system. The victim might have valuable
information for the judge – information that might also be communicated
through specific emotions.
Before I go on, I would like to clarify that, although I believe that criminal
law always has been a place for emotions due to the nature of the conflicts that
are judged, the VIS has indeed brought a new element of emotionality to the
courtroom that judges were not used to. First, this is related to the clash of
emotions between victims and offender. Judges now have one more party to
deal with, which adds an extra layer to emotion management. Second, judges
might not be familiar with victims’ emotions in particular, so that they might
not always know what to expect and how to steer the emotions. Third, the
victims’ voice may invite publicity in the courtroom, putting the emotion more
on the forefront.
4.5

Managing emotions related to victims’ narratives

Above, I have argued that the judge has a pivotal role in managing the
expressions in the courtroom so that all parties adhere to the “display rules”
But what scripts govern how the judge performs this emotional labor? I will
explore this question in this section in relation to the introduction of victims’
narratives.
The most prominent emotions that are expressed in VISs are anger
and sadness (Booth, 2016; Nuñez et al., 2017). These emotions, however, are
not necessarily in conformity with the courtroom display rules. Schuster and
Propen (2010) interviewed 28 US judges about their experiences with VISs
in domestic violence and sexual assault cases. They describe that “reasonable
expressions of grief” are acceptable in the courtroom, so that “the majority of
judges said that they tolerated [expressions of grief] as long as they were not
excessive” (p. 91) and they might even refer to victim’s grief while delivering a
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sentence. In contrast, anger was met with resistance. Judges described anger
as “unwelcome, uncomfortable, and unproductive in the courtroom” (p. 92).
This was even more true for female victims of domestic violence. The judges
celebrated the victim who was able to “transcend” beyond anger, and show
compassion instead, because this could be a sign that victims “accept the
limitations of sentencing guidelines and the inevitability of plea negotiations”
(p. 94). However, expressions of compassion were met with suspicion instead
when the victim was in a relationship with the perpetrator.
Schuster and Propen’s research shows a complex view on victims’
narratives, creating an ideal victim that shows certain emotions (such as
sadness – but not too much), and suppresses other emotions (such as anger),
sometimes even depending on the type of victimization. In the remainder of
this section, I will discuss specific emotions that have been related to the VIS:
empathy and compassion, anger, and grief and sadness.
Empathy, sympathy and compassion
Empathy, sympathy and compassion13 all relate to the capability to project
oneself in the position of someone else, imagine how it is to be in that
person’s place and understand the inherently subjective experiences of this
other. Empathy is thus a continuum ranging from role-taking: registering
but not experiencing the others’ emotions, and identification: registering
and experiencing, almost as if the emptions were one’s own (Wettergren
& Bergman Blix, 2016). Analytically, but not practically, the two ends of the
continuum could be distinguished.
Schuster and Propen (2010) revealed that judges admire the victim’s
capability to look beyond the own situation. However, empathy and compassion
from judges is often met with resistance. Empathy in judges does not match the
ideal of the detached judge. Bandes, however, argues that:
“it is misleading to discuss whether judges should exercise empathy. They
should, and they inevitably do. The questions are for whom they exercise it,
how accurately they exercise it, how aware they are of their own limitations

13
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Theoretically, empathy, sympathy and compassion are distinctive terms. Following Wispé (1986),
sympathy refers to “the heightened awareness of the suffering of another person as something to
be alleviated”, while empathy is taken to be the “attempt by one self-aware self to comprehend
unjudgmentally the positive and negative experiences of another self” (p. 318). Schantz (2007)
distinguished compassion from empathy and sympathy by describing compassion as the intrinsic
motivation to do good. However, in colloquial or everyday use, the terms empathy, sympathy and
compassion are often interchangeable. In this dissertation, I will not distinguish the three.
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and blind spot, and what they do to correct for these blind spots.” (Bandes,
2009, pp. 135-136, emphasis original)
Bandes (1996) cautions to refrain from over-prioritizing the narrative of the
victim in our quest for victim acknowledgment through VISs, because more
than evoking sympathy, pity and compassion, the VIS may also provoke
negative sentiments directed at the defendant. Like anger, vengeance and fear.
Bandes frames the risk of privileging the victims’ emotional narrative over
the defendants’ narrative in the US context of capital cases. As Pemberton
(2016) extensively argued in reply to Bandes, this particular legal context
and its display rules are crucially different from the Dutch context in terms
of (the lack of) draconian sentences, highly professionalized magistrates
and absence of laypersons, the inquisitorial nature of the process and the
non-bifurcated proceedings. As elaborated on above, empathy with victims
might be more readily accepted in the Dutch context, especially when it is
instrumental in bringing new information to the surface (Dijkstra, 2016). In
this regard, empathy as role-taking would be more acceptable than empathy as
identification: “empathy in moderate measure”.
Anger
As Schuster and Propen (2010) have shown, anger might be the most
problematic emotion for a victim to display. In the previous chapter, I have
already commented on the mismatch between the stereotypical connotations
of anger and the stereotypical connotations of victimhood. Another reason
for resisting anger might be that anger is seen as fostering a non-trusted mode
of reasoning. Anger elicits simple heuristic modes of thought in which people
feel certain about their decision, which is at odds with the inherent inquisitive
attitude of legal truth-finding (Yzermans, 2012). Moreover, research has found
that angry people are more punitive (J. S. Lerner, Goldberg, & Tetlock, 1998).
From the perspective of the judicial professionals, a punitive victim perspective
seemingly reduces the task of doing justice to merely making offenders suffer
the hardest punishment available (Karstedt, 2002), which is at odds with the
inherently complex nature of judging.
Nevertheless, for a judge or prosecutor to show anger seems to be less
problematic. Anger can be used to inform others that one believes injustice
to be caused by another person. By using anger towards the defendant, the
judge or prosecutor can communicate this message and try to elicit remorse or
shame in the defendant. Stressing the narrative of the victim might even assist
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in emphasizing this anger. Again, the emotion displayed by the judge should be
instrumental, rather than affective an sich (see also Maroney, 2012).
When the anger is not instrumental in communicating a specific
message, anger is best avoided, because it might harm the impression of the
investigative nature of the legal profession.
Grief and sadness
In contrast to anger, grief and sadness expressed by a victim are welcomed in
court – at least when in moderate measures (Schuster & Propen, 2010). It even
appears that sadness is so closely associated with the stereotype of the ideal
victim that the extent to which the victim expresses sadness is sometimes used
to gauge their credibility.
For judges, it is far more problematic to express sadness over the
victims’ narrative. Arguments against expressions of sadness by a judge are
made on roughly the same grounds as arguments against empathy and against
the example of the angry judge: sadness over the victims’ narrative would
violate impartiality. In a Dutch case (ECLI:NL:RBDHA:2014:8109), the court
was challenged after the judge shed a single tear while reading a paragraph
from the case files. Although the court was ultimately deemed impartial, the
fact that there was a challenge in the first place reveals the sensitivity of the
matter. Furthermore, it is interesting that the rejection of the challenge included
the argument that anyone could have been emotionally affected by the specific
paragraph. A claim for universality of the emotion thus justified emotion in
this case.
Concluding this section, there seems to be a “mirror-image” in the emotions
that are accepted (sadness) or even admired (compassion) or rejected (anger)
from a victim vs. the judge. Furthermore, the expression of some emotions
is thus allowed, even for the judge. However, acceptance of emotional
expressions from the judge appears parasitic on the instrumentality of the
emotional expression.
4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have shortly left BJW research to introduce the context of
the criminal justice system, in which victims interact with legal professionals.
The legal profession has long been described as “dispassionate” (Maroney,
2011). However, emotionality is engrained in the legal profession, as criminal
law inherently is emotional: it deals with serious violations of the criminal
code, often inflicting harm and suffering. For years, legal professionals have
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managed these conflicts rooted in emotion. Even the strictest interpretation
of the script of dispassion would include emotional labor, as displays of
dispassion would require suppression of emotions. More liberal accounts of
courtroom emotionality – which seem to gain ground in the literature – are
more accepting of other emotional displays by various actors in the courtroom.
Although they might not admit it, legal professionals have ample experience
with managing emotions. Secondly, they also have the necessary skills to
perform this emotional labor. Legal professionals’ rechtsgefühl (Schnädelbach,
2018) is a key characteristic of why we prefer human judges over decision robots.
However, the victims’ emotional narrative is a relatively new phenomenon in
contemporary criminal justice systems, requiring extra emotional labor.
The way in which the victims’ narrative has to be translated to fit the
legal framework and the way in which the parties in the criminal justice process
have to relate to each other in terms of emotional demeanor may add to or
limit the acknowledgment of victimization and, consequently, result in the
experience of interpersonal justice or secondary victimization. We have again
witnessed the emergence of an ideal victim in the context of the criminal justice
system: reasonably sad, not angry, showing empathy for the appropriate others.
Whether the victim experiences interpersonal justice or instead secondary
victimization might again depend on their adherence to the picture of the
ideal victim. However, the ways in which interpersonal justice or secondary
victimization are shaped in relation to voice seem to be more ambiguous than
outright supporting vs. blaming, derogating, distancing or reinterpretation.
Instead, acknowledgment or rejection becomes manifest in the ways in which
and the extent to which professionals empathize with the victim and victims
can tell their story. This calls for an extension of the range of strategies that I
have so far distinguished in the BJW framework as well as a different approach
to measuring reactions towards victims. In the next chapter, I will explain how
the measurement of strategies can be improved to usefully explore reactions
towards the emotional victim in the criminal justice context.
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In a conference paper, Kunst and Schiltkamp (2017) highlighted no less than six
problems in current experimental victimological research:
• Current research is focused on the Anglo-American context, so that
particular contextual features of other systems are overlooked;
• Research samples are almost exclusively formed by student populations,
which raises problems with regard to generalizability;
• Sexual violence is overrepresented in vignettes, while other types of
victimization receive less attention;
• The terminology in the studies differs from everyday language of the
studied population;
• Studies are focused on the context of the criminal procedure, leaving
out particular features of alternative ways of reparation, such as state
compensation or restorative justice;
• Emotional Victim Effect studies are exclusively focused on credibility,
so that other possible outcome measures are overlooked.
Most of these remarks resonate with the lacunas that I have identified in the
previous chapters. Roughly, they can be divided in three themes: problems
related to the sample, problems related to the vignette, and problems related to
the outcome measures. The broader topic of context of the studies subsumes
these problems, because sample, vignette and outcome measures should all be
determined by the context of the study.
The context of the criminal justice system was central to the previous
chapter. I have shown that not only in BJW research, but also in the field of
law and emotion, most research is undertaken in Anglo-American context.
Moreover, because of the paucity of research into attitudes by legal professionals
to emotional victims of crime in general, I have taken some time to elaborate
the norms regarding emotional expression in the courtroom. Responses to
emotional victims can shed light on display rules and vice versa (Rose et al.,
2006). After having argued that the vignette should be expanded to include the
emotional consequences of victimization (chapter 3), this chapter’s inquiry into
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the practice of judging bears witness to the fact that the conventional scope
of victim-oriented strategies might be (too) limited to examine judges’ and
prosecutors’ strategies with regard to emotional victims of crime. Criticisms
with regard to the limited scopes of vignettes and outcome measures thus also
hold true for the context of the current study.14 In this chapter, I will develop
further ways to improve experimental BJW research in the criminal justice
context.
In section 1, I will discuss vignette technique and explain how I will take
the theoretical considerations following from chapter 2 to 5 into consideration
in crafting the vignettes for the empirical part of this dissertation. In section 2, I
will discuss the conventional questionnaire. Subsequently I will explore which
other closely related victim-oriented responses – that were originally not
part of the BJW framework – could be seen as complementary to the known
framework of BJW strategies. In section 3, I will discuss alternatives for using
conventional questionnaires offering a better fit to judges’ and prosecutors’
experience of approaching a case: rather than quantifying support and
derogatory responses, I will emphasize the importance of qualitative measures
and introduce the Articulated Thoughts in Simulated Situations (ATSS)
paradigm (Davison et al., 1983) as a preferred alternative. The chapter closes
with a conclusion in section 4.
5.1

Vignette technique

It is common practice to measure the justice motivation through a vignette
study followed by a questionnaire. A vignette is a short scenario sketch that
simulates a real-life experience by systematically combining and manipulating
characteristics of this situation, used to further the understanding of judgments,
beliefs, evaluations, attitudes, (intended) behavior and decision making
(Alexander & Becker, 1978; Atzmüller & Steiner, 2010; Finch, 1987; Ganong &
Coleman, 2006; Lardjane & Dourgnon, 2007; Rossi & Nock, 1982). The length,
presentation style and medium vary per study, depending on the exact context
of the study. After having seen or heard (part of) the vignette, participants
move to a judgment phase in which they evaluate the target of the vignette (in
this study the victim of injustice). The vignette can be offered to the participant
14 I also fully acknowledge the limitations of using student samples. In this dissertation, I have only
used samples that were recruited at online research platforms (Prolific Academic and Amazon
Mturk), which samples tend to produce higher quality data (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011;
Peer, Brandimarte, Samat, & Acquisti, 2017) and a convenience sample of the general public (see
further part II) and real professionals (Dutch judges and public prosecutors, see further part III).
Again, these sampling methods suffer from their own limitations, but at least move beyond the
relatively homogeneous (in terms of age, gender, and level of education) student samples.
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in segments, so that judgments can be collected from the participant before
additional information is provided (Finch, 1987). In this way, the vignette
becomes semi-interactive; although the design does not necessarily mean that
the information in subsequent phases changes depending on the answers in the
questionnaire, the participant may feel that input in previous breaks influences
perception of subsequent stages of the vignette.
In BJW research, the vignette should trigger the justice motive by
providing a threat to the BJW, after which the BJW strategies are measured
in the judgment phase. Vignettes are highly suitable for eliciting the BJW
motivation, because vignettes allow for detailed and contextual scenarios in
which participants can receive a lot of information, while it is not always possible
to put a participant in similar real-life scenario’s because of ethical concerns.
At the same time, a vignette study is less burdensome to the respondent than
a direct interview, for example because the participant is less likely to worry
about social approval. This is especially useful in the study of sensitive social
phenomena (Schoenberg & Ravdal, 2000).
In my view, it is crucial that the threat presented in the vignette meets
certain criteria as set out in chapter 2 and 3: it should present an undeserved
large loss that is inappropriate. This should be presented in a vivid manner, for
which presenting the emotion of the victim could help.
Vignettes in this dissertation
In the empirical part of this dissertation, I will focus on different types of serious
crimes, namely rape and physical violence, as an undeserved and inappropriate
loss. As discussed in chapter 4, I will use a Victim Impact Statement as the
vehicle to present injustice to participants. In all of the VIS-vignettes, the victim
will communicate the injustice and comment on the emotional consequences of
injustice. In chapter 3, anger, guilt, sadness, and fear/anxiety were highlighted
as the most common emotional consequences of the experience of injustice. In
the empirical part of this dissertation I will mainly focus on anger and sadness.
These emotions seem to represent fundamentally different aspects of the
victimization and its aftermath. While anger focuses on the wrongfulness of
the victimizing event, sadness predominantly focuses on the harm that was
done. Secondly, anger is an agentic emotion that communicates power or
dominance, whereas sadness (just as anxiety, fear, guilt and shame) typically
is associated with lower power or passivity (Tiedens, 2001; G. A. Van Kleef,
2016). The expression of either anger or sadness may thus convey information
about how the victim copes with the victimization and whether the suffering
is ongoing (and thus presenting a threat) or not. It is interesting to see whether
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the communication of different social information through these emotions
lead to different reactions from the observer.
Next to this theoretical consideration, there are some practical
arguments to examine anger and sadness, rather than guilt, fear or anxiety. The
latter two are likely to occur during the victimization, but are less likely after a
considerable amount of time has passed (Wrede, 2015), which is the case when
a victim is delivering a VIS.
Moreover, as the VIS is used as vignette, anger and sadness are
particularly important. Anger and sadness seem to be the most prominent
emotions that are expressed in such a statement (Booth, 2016; Nuñez et al.,
2017). On the one hand, this may be a result of the selection of persons who
chose to deliver a VIS: “in particular, victims displaying signs of poorer
psychological functioning as a consequence of their victimization are likely
to opt for the delivery of a VIS” (Lens, Pemberton, & Bogaerts, 2013, p. 491).
One sign of poorer psychological functioning in this research was a heightened
level of anger.
On the other hand, especially in common law countries, where victim
testimonies are known to be more extreme in terms of emotionality than in the
Netherlands, authorities restrict the range of emotions that may be expressed
in a VIS. For example, Bandes and Salerno (2014) cite a case of the California
Supreme Court (Kelly v. California, 129 S. Ct. 564 2008) in which a video
testimony was held admissible because it implied sadness but not vengeance,
implying that it would not have been admissible if these emotions had been
embedded in the statement (see also other examples mentioned in chapter 4).
This could result in specific emotions being more prevalent in VISs than others.
In the present studies, anger and sadness are presented in a way
that provides more emotional cues than merely noting that the person was
angry or sad. In particular, I aimed to include the full spectrum of elements of
emotions (see chapter 4): feelings, appraisal, actions, action tendencies and
goals. Descriptions were inspired by Roseman et al. (1994) and Deffenbacher,
Oetting, Lynch, and Morris (1996), who describe the phenomenology,
behaviors and goals associated with various emotions.
5.2

Improving questionnaires

Conventionally, the vignette is followed by the judgment phase consisting of a
questionnaire designed to measure one or more specific BJW strategies, such
as the rational and irrational victim-oriented strategies I discussed in chapter
2, section 1. Below, I will explain how these strategies are commonly measured
in questionnaires. I will then argue that this part of the vignette study needs
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improvement in future studies, especially when applying BJW theory to the
context of the criminal justice system.
Blame (and derogation as characterological blame) is usually measured
in a direct and explicit fashion. Conventional questions are the following: “how
much do you consider this crime to be the fault of the victim?” (Alexander,
1980), “how much do you think the victim was to blame for the incident?”
(Anderson & Lyons, 2005), to what extent participants thought what happened
to the victim had been caused by how she behaved (Loseman & van den Bos,
2012), and “how responsible is [the victim] for what happened?” (Rusinko,
Bradley, & Miller, 2010). If, in addition to victim blame, the causal contribution
of other parties such as the perpetrator or fate is also measured, the blame that
is assigned to different parties is measured on separate scales. In some studies,
relative responsibilities are taken into account (e.g., Vrij & Fischer, 1997).
More indirect or implicit measures of blame are used, for example, by Niemi
and Young (2014), who asked their participants to complete sentences about
victimization, such as “George raped Julie because….”, or Bal (2014) who asked
her participants to indicate the level of alcohol intake of the victim before the
victimization. Questionnaires on blame have the highest prevalence, even
though overall levels of blame are generally low (Alexander, 1980; Dawtry et
al., 2018; Idisis et al., 2007).
If one conceptualizes derogation as the evaluation of character traits
that are (at least at first sight) unrelated to victimization, derogation is typically
measured using bipolar adjective scales, e.g., friendly versus unfriendly,
likeable versus unlikeable, warm versus cold, attractive versus unattractive
etc. (e.g., Maes, 1994) However, some character traits that are used to measure
derogation have a much closer link to victimization, e.g., “competent versus
incompetent”. The scale employed by Rayburn, Mendoza, and Davidson
(2003) is another example, using terms like “contentious”, “responsible”, and
“blameworthy”. If the distinction between blame and derogation is such a thin
line, one may question the necessity or wisdom of distinguishing them.
Distancing is rarely measured in BJW research, limiting the numbers
of examples. Haynes and Olson (2006) asked participants to what extent they
would find it desirable to have the victim as a friend, neighbor or co-worker.
They actually used these questions as a measure of derogation instead, even
though the measure was based on a social closeness scale (Lott & Lott, 1986).
Psychological distancing can be measured using more abstract questions that
refer to the similarity of the observer and the victim, as was used by Drout and
Gaertner (1994).
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Reinterpretation means that people reduce the negative impact of the
victimizing event. Reinterpretation can be measured with questions such as
those used by Hafer and Gosse (2011) or Warner et al. (2012): questions that refer
to the likeliness of the continuation of the suffering, whether the victimization
has made the victim a better person or whether the victim has learned from
the experience of victimization, whereby the latter specially refers to the term
benefit finding. Another option is to use bi-polar scales – similar to the ones used
to measure derogation – that specifically relate to the feelings of the victim,
such as “calm-excitable” (Drout & Gaertner, 1994).
The positive victim-oriented strategies, helping and compensation,
seem to be two odd strategies in the framework, since they require actual
behavior rather than mere cognition. Moreover, it is striking that helping and
compensation are often used as synonyms. The questions intended to measure
the extent to which observers want to help the victim usually have a strong
monetary component: “how much money should the victim be awarded from
the insurance company in a civil trial?” (Haynes & Olson, 2006) or “indicate
how much compensation you think she should receive?” (Kenrick et al., 1976).
It is questionable whether these kinds of questions actually tap into real helping
behavior or helping intentions, since they seem to indicate what others should
do.
Another form of helping that is measured regularly is observer empathy
towards a victim (e.g., Khera, Harvey, & Callan, 2014). Most questions do not
tap into real behavior or behavioral tendencies. An exception is the study by
Drout and Gaertner (1994) measuring the extent to which participants helped
other participants in the same study to complete a task, when they believed that
this fellow participant had recently become a victim of sexual assault. Apart
from the above-cited study by Drout and Gaertner, to my knowledge, only
one study adapted a behavioral measure: actual donating behavior towards
a beggar. This concerned a correlational study about the individual justice
motive and the relation to altruistic behavior (Bègue, Charmoillaux, Cochet,
Cury, & De Suremain, 2008). In conclusion, the ecological validity of measures
of helping and compensation could be strengthened by applying behavioral
measures.
Concluding, the framework of BJW strategies provides for a detailed set of
strategies. The negative, victim-oriented strategies (blaming, derogating,
distancing, reinterpreting) have a strict set of corresponding measurement
techniques. The positive strategies (helping and compensation) are left open as
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long as they are not only interpreted as monetary compensation – both from a
theoretical as well as an operational perspective.
A (too) restrictive conceptualization of the BJW framework could be
disadvantageous if it is used to measure observers’ context-bound attitudes
towards victims. I argue that the four irrational victim-oriented strategies
can lead to secondary victimization, if the strategy is shared with the victim
or another observer or whenever the negative strategy impairs support or
acknowledgment. There could, however, be additional forms, which are also in
keeping with the defense of the BJW.
Thus, I recommend investigating a broad scope of both positive and
negative attitudes towards the victim. This might also aid the use of more (direct)
behavioral measures – which current BJW research often foregoes – and to
decrease measurement problems that relate to socially desirable responding.
Avoiding the latter is an advantage of vignette studies, which translates into
low validity threats (Alexander & Becker, 1978). This is especially true when the
vignettes are emotionally engaging. However, it is possible that direct questions
to measure implicit reactions might lead people to rationalize their answers to
the questionnaire, and thereby generate socially desirable responding (Dawtry
et al., 2018).
Lastly, using a broader scope of positive and negative attitudes
towards the victims, especially in the operationalization phase and in very
specific contexts, might help participants to gain a better understanding of the
task put before them. Questions can then be tailored towards the observers’
natural scope of interactions with the victim. For example, viewing the context
of this dissertation, a legal professional (judge or prosecutor) would most likely
be reserved in assessing (legal) blame on the part of the victim in response to
a VIS. Asking “to what extent do you think this victim is to blame for what has
happened to him/her?” would not fit the professional framework that is routine
for his job. However, asking “to what extent do you think the statement of the
victim is credible?” – something that legal professionals are used to assessing
(van Doorn & Koster, under review) – might reveal a more accurate picture of
the attitude of the judge towards the victim. Measures of diminished credibility
and trustworthiness have indeed been used as an indicator of secondary
victimization within the criminal justice system before (Patterson, 2011a).
Adding complementary strategies
The experience of victimization is idiosyncratic, and so is the reaction to
their own victimization or the reaction by third party observers (Pemberton
& Aarten, 2017). It is thus important to broaden the scope of negative victim-
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oriented responses by the observer who is confronted with injustice. Above, I
provided a hint of the kind of responses that could be included in a broadened
scope: lower credibility (or: validity, sincerity, trustworthiness or authenticity)
evaluations could be used by people to reinterpret the cause of the victimization
or the severity of the victimization. However, there are many more strategies
that an observer might employ to repair the idea that the world is a just place.
Below, I will discuss the kinds of observer strategies I will take into account in
the empirical part of this dissertation.15
Emotional responses
Up until now, I primarily discussed the emotional expression of the victim.
These emotional expressions could elicit emotional observer reactions, which
could amount to support, for example when the observer shows compassion,
or to secondary victimization, for example when the observer expresses
negative emotions towards the victim, e.g., disgust, anger, hate. To take the
example of anger: I previously explained that anger signals that someone has
deviated from the norm. When a victim displays anger, this could signal that
someone else deviated from the norm and thereby (wrongfully) harmed the
victim. Anger at the victim, on the other hand, signals that someone might
think that the victim has overstepped a boundary and might therefore be the
complementary emotion to blaming the victim (Montada & Schneider, 1989)
Listening to the victim
For victims, one of the most important factors of procedural and interpersonal
justice is to express their voice and to be heard (see chapter 4 and Booth et
al., 2018).16 If the narrative of the victim is not heard, this can amount to the
experience of ethical loneliness (Stauffer, 2018). To refuse or to fail to recognize
the narrative of the victims can thus amount to a negative reaction, while
securing voice and giving feedback amounts to supporting the victim. In the
courtroom, there are instances of filtering (Englebrecht & Chavez, 2014).
Filtering means that a VIS is reviewed and edited or amended, potentially
leading to victims being required to leave segments of their VIS before the VIS

15 This is by no means an exhaustive overview of third party responses. I have included the responses
that in my view would fit the context of the criminal justice system. It could well be that people
use other strategies. To leave the scope as open as possible, I will not only use pre-determined
questionnaires, but also a more open, qualitative approach (see next section).
16 In a sense, I am making a claim similar to Christie (1977) when he argues that victims should
remain the owner of their conflict. However, the scope of my claim – in the light of the aim of this
dissertation – is narrower: I suggest that victims should remain the owner of their experience and
the way in which they narrate this experience. See also Pemberton, Aarten, et al. (2018).
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enters the courtroom or before the VIS is delivered in the courtroom. Filtering
thus is a stipulation of which narratives are appropriate in the courtroom as it
determines which material is legally admissible. Additionally, as filtering may
concern the emotional tone of the VIS, filtering also determines the appropriate
presentation style.
The line between listening and refusing to listen however is blurry.
One could, for example, make ample room to listen, but then impose one’s
own meaning on the victims’ story. What I have previously introduced as
“reinterpretation” only partly covers this strategy: the story may be heard but
not necessarily in a positive light. Rather, one could simply misunderstand the
victim’s experience because of conflation of the victim’s narrative with the
recipient’s prior meaning making. Consider the following questions:
“What happens when a survivor tries to narrate a destruction of self and
world, but what gets heard by those who listen is a redemptive story about
resilience? What happens when a survivor resists reducing a complex story
of disrespect to sexual violence but what gets heard is a rape story, or when
a survivor wants to tell a story about his strength, and it is converted into a
story about his pain?” (Stauffer, 2018, p. 90)
Ross (2003) has argued that victims who lose control over the framing and
meaning of their story might experience alienation.
In the courtroom, the practice of sterilizing (Delgado, 1989 – other
terms are used by other authors, such as reconstruction (Frankenberg, 2014))
could come particularly close to imposing meaning on a certain story. By
translating a victim’s narrative (be it in the form of a police report, witness
statement or VIS) into the legal language, certain facts are prioritized over
others and the story is abstracted and neutralized. Selecting the legally relevant
information may transform the reality of the narrative (Frankenberg, 2014).
Sterilizing is different from filtering. Filtering restricts the victim in his voice
– to speak, while sterilizing allows a victim to speak, but not all aspects of the
story are heard.
A strategy similar to sterilizing is cooling out: redefining the situation
so that it reduces or refuses disruptive elements (Booth, 2012). In this process,
the victims’ story might lose certain features, most likely emotional features
(see chapter 4, see also Doak & Taylor, 2013). Stories that come closer to that of
the normal victim are used in the judges’ motivation more often (Erez & Rogers,
1999) – victims with a typical story thus get more feedback than victims who
tell an unusual story, which elements are deemed irrelevant. On the other hand,
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jurisdictions that accommodate “unscripted” participation (Booth et al., 2018)
might well enhance victims’ voice.
Empathy vs. dehumanization
For Jean Améry, Austrian writer and survivor of the holocaust, but also for
Susan Brison, the rape victim introduced in the first chapter, victimization
was not only a violation of the expectation of being treated as a good person,
but also lead to “losing the capacity to expect treatment or help in the absence
of such treatment” (Stauffer, 2018, p. 15). Améry classifies this loss as a form
of dehumanization because he is left to suffer by others and they don’t seem
to recognize him as a fellow human being who is in need of help. The lack of
intervention in, or denial of suffering evokes denial of humanness (Haslam,
2006). Empathy, one of the positive victim-oriented strategies, is described as
a requirement for overcoming or avoiding dehumanization (Haslam, 2006).
Even though this example is very extreme, there are subtler ways
of othering, creating a distance between the self and the other. Erez et al.
(2014) have shared their concerns that even though the VIS grants victims the
opportunity to share their story, they might remain outsiders to the criminal
justice system and that this feeling might be stressed by giving a VIS and what I
have called the “translation” of the VIS into the legal language.
Another subtle form of dehumanization is infrahumanization: the
denial of secondary emotions (e.g., shame, compassion) to others. A “thin”
personality is created when stripped from certain human desires and emotions
(Frankenberg, 2014). Gillmor, Bernstein, and Benfield (2014) have related
this form of humanization to victim blaming. People would attribute fewer
secondary emotions to promiscuous victims.
Again, I would like to stress that whereas a lot of observer reactions might
be clearly positive or negative, some reactions are ambiguous and could be
explained either way (see more elaborately Mulder & Bosma, 2018). For
example, cooling out: does a judge harm the sovereignty of the victim’s story
by reducing the emotional load or does the judge accommodate the victim
by granting the victim the opportunity to tell the whole story without being
overwhelmed by his emotion? Is adjourning a session a sign of distancing from
the victim, or a sign of acknowledging emotions and providing time to let these
emotions sink in? The interpretation of the response is then left open. As I have
argued in chapter 4, awareness of how victims interpret the response as well as
communicated valid (legal) reasons to respond in this way are key in reducing
experienced secondary victimization.
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5.3

Articulated Thoughts in Simulated Situations

Even when taking into account a broader array of BJW-like strategies, using
pre-determined questionnaires to measure peoples’ reactions towards
emotional victims still suffer from three major drawbacks: the questionnaires
are an explicit tool of measurement for exploring implicit responses,
researchers’ choices dominate the scope of outcomes and the quantitative
nature of questionnaires may not reflect all participants’ understanding of the
vignette.
First, questionnaires with Likert scale ratings measuring for example
victim blame or distancing put explicit questions to the participant, while
the aim is to tap into implicit measures. Mulder (2018) has argued that, if the
researcher’s goal is to reflect on potential solutions to secondary victimization,
studies might particularly benefit from the inclusion of indirect measures
rather than well-known scales that often rely on explicit measurement of
negative victim-oriented responses, because of problems related to socially
desirable responding, restrictive response possibilities, and fluidity of
measured concepts. On top of that, people are not always aware of their
implicit reactions (Timmermans & Cleeremans, 2015), so that explicit question
trigger rationalization that might show a distorted view of their own cognitive
and behavioral responses – even when this distorted view is not rooted in
deliberate socially desirable responding.
In the introduction chapter, I referred to research by Lünnemann
and Mein (2014) who interviewed Dutch legal professionals. Judges and
prosecutors indicated that they could not discern major gaps in the framework
of preventive measures. They might have not been aware that some of
their habitual reactions, such as sterilizing or cooling out, might hamper full
acknowledgment of victimization. The question “to what extent do you sterilize
the victim’s story” would most likely fail to correspond with the respondents’
understanding of the situation.
Some of the discussed victim-oriented responses allow for more
indirect questions. For example, to measure derogation, researchers could
use questions that do not query derogation, but indirectly ask for likeability,
warmth, etc. Dawtry et al. (2018) expect that indirect questions and scales
that measure relative rather than absolute judgments would show greater
variability.
Second, the choices that the researcher makes with regard to the
scales has a large impact on the outcome of the study. Who includes a scale
of victim blaming but doesn’t ask for supportive reactions, is likely to find
that people blame but do not support the victim. Including questions might
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prompt people to start considering a particular reaction, which they would
not have done without such stimulus (Anderson, 1999). Explicitly mentioning
certain strategies but excluding others means that people will not mention the
latter, even if that would reflect their actual preference (Davison et al., 1983).
Moreover, it remains problematic to compare the relative use of strategies to
each other, even when using similar rating scales, e.g. 1-7 Likert scales (Mulder,
2018).
Third, the quantitative nature of questionnaires may not resonate
with participants’ understanding of the vignette. This point of criticism
towards questionnaires seems especially problematic when working with legal
professionals (Bosma & Buisman, 2018). Van Oorschot (2018) aptly describes
the tension from a socio-legal perspective:
“It has suggested that statistical researchers and judges are in fact speaking
about two different realities. Both are populated by cases, but the case is a
different thing in both. For judges, the case is first and foremost a narrative
thing: involving times, places, events and characters inextricably linked both
to the offense in question and to their biographies, their previous actions,
and the narratives they in turn provide the judge with. In sociology’s crosssectional world, cases are bundles of factors that refer back to population
groups. Questions asked of cases are different too: in the first, the question
with regards to the case is: what’s its story? In the second, the question with
regard to the case is the quintessentially sociological question, what lies behind
it? Both kinds of cases – narrative or statistical – also demand different kinds
of observers. Judges’ familiarity with different whole-case narratives comes
as a result of professional intimacy, prior knowledge, and practice: trained,
but not necessarily pre-discursive intuitions and narrative capacities that
help to distinguish between the relevant and the irrelevant, the remorseful
and the remorseless, the typical and the atypical. Its objectivity demands
not the cancellation of the individual observer in an appeal to mechanical
objectivity, but precisely the mobilization of his or her prior knowledge,
expertise, and prudence.” (van Oorschot, 2018, p. 166)
It is important to understand that “professional judgment consists of habits
of mind – conscious and effortful to some degree, but just as much tacit and
perceptive – that are distinctively fitted to reasoning tasks that fall outside
ordinary experience” (Kahan et al., 2016, p. 371). As I am interested in exploring
true victim-oriented strategies, it is necessary to stay close to the habitual
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manner in which professional judges and prosecutors normally approach cases
and the victims in those cases.
Articulated Thoughts in Simulated Situations
A solution to the three problems could be found in the Articulated Thoughts in
Simulated Situations (ATSS) paradigm (Davison et al., 1983). When using the
ATSS paradigm, participants are confronted with an audio or video vignette just
like in “normal” BJW research (the simulated situation), allowing the research to
remain a high degree of experimental control. The vignette is paused a couple
of times, in which participants are asked to think out loud (the articulation of
thoughts). After a predetermined break, the vignette promptly restarts. This
procedure is repeated until the end of the vignette. This qualitative method
offers unrestricted answer possibilities to the participant and doesn’t explicitly
prompt responses: “with ATSS, subjects are asked to report all cognitions (i.e.
open-ended responding) rather than being limited to experimenter-selected
options that may not be representative of their actual cognitions” (Davison,
Navarre, & Vogel, 1995). The qualitative nature of articulating spontaneous
thoughts in a natural environment (Davison et al., 1983) comes much closer
to the daily practice of judging than rating victims’ characteristics on Likert
scales. A clear departure from normal social interaction is that the ATSS
breaks prompt the participants to immediately speak their mind. After having
collected the articulated thoughts, it is up to the researcher to code them in
similar ways as one would code answers to interview questions.
Of course, there are some limitations to think out loud methods like
ATSS. Van Duyne (1983), studied how public prosecutors turn information
gathered in the criminal investigations into criminal legal decisions. His critical
review of think out loud methods resulted in the conclusion that systematic
introspection, which lies close to think out loud methods, lost popularity
at the end of the 1960’s because researchers shifted their interest from
macro-processes to micro learning- and decision-processes. People can only
accurately describe their mental processes to a certain level. Another important
drawback that van Duyne discusses is that articulating might change the way
in which people think; that thinking out loud might add to rationalizing – again
moving away from implicit responses. Indeed, the observer paradox refers to
the fact that asking people to reflect on cognitive processes may change the
very processes that are being monitored (Timmermans & Cleeremans, 2015).
Neuroscience has confirmed that there is a clear difference in brain activity
when actively reporting on perception versus passive viewing of material
(Frässle, Sommer, Jansen, Naber, & Einhäuser, 2014).
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Despite these points of criticism, the advantages described above,
relating to open ended responding clearly outweigh these limitations, especially
when exploring a sensitive topic like legal professionals’ ways of thinking.
5.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have discussed how BJW studies are conventionally conducted,
using a vignette and questionnaire measuring victim-oriented responses. I
identified multiple problems with this common methodological approach:
the range of strategies is currently too restricted, explicit, predetermined
questionnaires may lead people to answer differently than they would normally
respond to a victim. Lastly, the way participants understand a vignette, in the
context of their daily encounters with victims, may not always match the current
quantitative approach. I discussed how these problems can be solved, namely
by broadening the scope of strategies and by employing the ATSS paradigm.
In the next two parts of this dissertation, I will focus on the empirical
measurement of victim-oriented strategies by laypersons (part II) and
legal professionals (part III). With regard to lay people, I will both use the
conventional measurement techniques and the ATSS paradigm. In this way,
the results from my studies can be compared to the existing literature. For
studies with the legal professionals, I will only use the ATSS paradigm. When I
use the ATSS paradigm, I will use a coding scheme that relies on the broadened
scope of strategies as explained in this chapter.
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Laypersons’ encounters with emotional
victims of crime

Conventional questionnaires & articulated thoughts
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The review of the state of the art of experimental BJW research revealed three
lacunas: the lack of emotional expressions by the victim in BJW vignettes,
the translation to the criminal justice context in face of the (supposed)
problem of secondary victimization within this field and related adjustment
of measurement techniques. This part of the dissertation will address the first
gap in the literature by introducing BJW studies in which laypersons are tasked
with responding to an emotional victim vignette.
In this chapter, I will specifically compare the conventional BJW
paradigm, which consists of a vignette in which the victim suffers and/or
is distressed but doesn’t express any specific emotions with one in which
the victim expresses either sadness or anger resulting from the experienced
victimization. Both vignettes are drafted as a Victim Impact Statement. In
the presented studies, the employment of victim-oriented BJW strategies
was measured using conventional operationalization of blaming, derogation,
distancing and reinterpretation.
I hypothesized that adding the victims’ emotional expression to the
BJW vignette in this way elicits employment of negative strategies to the same
extent or more as non-emotional suffering. First, as discussed in chapter 3 and
in line with the EASI model of emotion (G. A. Van Kleef, 2009, 2016), the
emotion might communicate information that enhances the threat: sadness
communicates that there is a large loss, anger communicates that there is a large
loss and that this was caused by someone else. The participant might therefore
perceive the injustice to be a larger violation of the deservingness principle.
Second, the emotion makes the vignette more vivid, which I expected to cause
the participant to feel more involved, which also might lead to a stronger
trigger of his justice motivation.
Third, in line with the studies described in chapter 3.3 that show
that anger can moderate or mediate the reaction of the observer, I expected
angry victims to be especially at risk of secondary victimization. Moreover,
elaborating on the Emotional Victim Effect (EVE) framework (Ask &
Landström, 2010; Burgoon & Hale, 1988; Lens et al., 2014), I hypothesized
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that third party observers expect sad rather than angry victims. The poor fit
between the anger of the victim and the expectations of the observer poses an
additional threat, calling for repair.
I will report three quantitative experimental studies in this chapter. In
each of the studies, participants are tasked with judging an emotional (angry
versus sad) victim vignettes in the form of victim impact statements. The
questionnaires tap into the conventional negative victim-oriented strategies as
well as victim credibility. In section 1 and 2, I will discuss two vignette studies
that compare specific emotional statements with conventional non-emotional
statements. In section 3, I will show the impact of expectancy violations with
regard to the emotional demeanor of a victim. The chapter closes with a general
discussion in section 4.
6.1

Study 1: Anger and sadness versus non-emotional suffering

In this study, I will compare laypersons’ victim-oriented responses towards
angry, sad, distressed/“suffering” and completely non-emotional VISs. As
explained above, I hypothesized that both angry and sad victims would be
blamed and derogated to the same extent as or more than the suffering and
non-emotional victim, and that observers would distance themselves from the
victim and reinterpret the victims’ story to at least an equivalent extent as or
more than the suffering and non-emotional victim.
Method
Participants and design
Participants (N = 47617, 49.6% women, ages ranging from 18 to 74 with Mage
= 37.5, SDage = 12.6) were recruited from the Amazon MTurk worker pool
(Buhrmester et al., 2011). The sample size was determined using G*Power
to detect a small to medium effect size (f = .15) between conditions in a
MANOVA (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Amazon MTurk
workers had to meet the following criteria to be eligible to take part in the
study: MTurk approval rate of 90% or higher, US nationality, 18 years of age
or older. Participants completed the online study, which was pretested to take
approximately 5-7 minutes, and received payment of US $ 0.70. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of eight cells in a 4 (emotive expression: anger,
17 I sampled 477 participants, but one participant was excluded because responses showed that the
English proficiency of the participant was of such a level that I doubted that this person could have
understood the questions properly.
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sadness, suffering, neutral (control)) conditions x 2 (photo: A and B) design.
The conditions were evenly presented, so that between 58 and 61 participants
took part in each of the 8 conditions.
Procedure
After participants were introduced to the study, they read the vignette in the
form of a written VIS, which was designed to resemble a real VIS. In accordance
with the American law system, it was presented as if the VIS, which was about
the consequences of a stranger rape, was given during the hearing in which
the convicted perpetrator would be sentenced (Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808
(1991)).
The emotion that the victim communicated as a consequence of the
victimization was manipulated. In the first two conditions, two clear and
distinct paradigmatic expressions of negative emotions were displayed: anger
and sadness. The victim was strongly emotional and the emotion was described
in engaging ways, e.g. “I felt like yelling and hitting someone” or “I cry, I want to
be comforted” (inspired by Deffenbacher et al., 1996; Roseman et al., 1994 to
cover dimensions that are used to discribe and differentiate different emotions.).
The third condition was based on the portrayal of a victim that is common
within BJW research: the distressed and suffering victim. Conventionally,
this way of portrayal of the victim does not include an emotional account
of the experience of victimization. Most BJW vignettes end with a factual
description of the victimization. Vignettes that refer to the emotion during or
after victimization are very brief, e.g., “she felt an immense feeling of unease
at what had happened” (Grubb & Harrower, 2009) or “later that night, [the
victim] appeared unusually quiet and distressed” (Rogers, Davies, Anderson,
& Potton, 2011). Any reference to emotion is in general terms. This condition
similar to this conventional portrayal of emotion will hereinafter be referred to
as the conventional condition. The fourth condition, which served as a control
condition, did not offer any insight in the victims’ emotional state. Although
both the BJW and control condition could be compared to what in previous
studies has been called a numb victim (e.g. Winkel & Koppelaar, 1991), it is
important to note that the victim was merely non-emotional, and thus was not
presented as if she suppressed any emotions.
In order to ensure that the vignette was impactful enough to elicit
justice concerns in the participants (Bal, 2014; Hafer & Bègue, 2005; Haynes
& Olson, 2006; M. J. Lerner, 2003), I placed extra emphasis on the emotion
that was communicated by the victim in the VIS. Because faces are the most
frequent social stimuli we encounter (Imhoff, Woelki, Hanke, & Dotsch,
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2013) and because people are able to retrieve appraisal information from
facial expressions (Hansen & Hansen, 1988; Scherer & Grandjean, 2008), the
written account of the emotion was complemented with a photo of the alleged
victim. In reality, but unknown to participants in the study, the photos were
taken from the Radboud Faces Database (photo A: model 31, photo B: model
1) (Langner et al., 2010). The photo displayed the facial emotional expression
congruent with the written account of the emotion. For both the conventional
condition and the control condition, a neutral facial expression was chosen.
For the full vignette and all manipulations, see Appendix A. Meta data of the
database revealed Photo A and B were rated equally attractive and that there
was high agreement about the emotion that the model expresses (Langner et
al., 2010).
A manipulation check was included in the questionnaire to see whether
the emotional portrayal of suffering was understood as explained above.
Participants had to indicate to what extent they thought the victim felt: angry
(angry, mad at something/someone, outraged; Cronbach’s α = .90), sad (sad,
unhappy, miserable; Cronbach’s α = .80) or happy (happy, satisfied, joyful;
Cronbach’s α = .84). After completing the questionnaire, participants were
debriefed.
Dependent variables: four irrational victim strategies
Participants answered a series of questions related to the four irrational victim
strategies directly after the confrontation with the injustice via the VIS using
conventional statements ratings (for a more detailed overview, see chapter 2).
All ratings were measured on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = totally disagree, 7 =
totally agree).
Blaming. Blaming was measured by asking participants to what extent
they agreed with the following statements: “The victim is responsible for what
happened to her” and “The victim could have prevented what happened to her”
(compare to e.g. Furnham & Boston, 1996). Because blaming the victim was
measured using two items only, the reliability of the scale was assessed using
the Spearman-Brown formula (Eisinga, te Grotenhuis, & Pelzer, 2013). The
reliability was deemed high enough to collapse the items into one scale, ρ = .64
(Field, 2009).
Derogation. In order to measure derogation, participants were
asked to evaluate the victim whose VIS they had read on four dimensions of
their character unrelated to victimization: whether she was a(n) attractive,
respectable, bright and likeable person. These characteristics reflect the three
distinct dimensions that determine social judgment: morality (respectability),
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sociability (likeability) and competence (brightness) (for these dimensions, see
Brambilla & Leach, 2014). Attractiveness was added because it is often used
in BJW research and because participants could relate to the photo that was
added in the vignette. The reliability of the measure was good (Field, 2009),
Cronbach’s α = .89. Items were therefore aggregated into one measure of
derogation. The sign of the scale was reversed, with higher scores denoting
lower derogation and vice versa.
Reinterpretation. To measure reinterpretation, two statements
tapped into the extent to which participants believed that the victim was
harmed. One statement addressed physical harm, while the second statement
addressed psychological harm. The items were collapsed into one measure of
reinterpretation, given a Spearman-Brown coefficient of ρ = .72. The lower the
rating on this scale, the more participants reinterpret the victimization. Again,
the sign of this aggregate measure was reversed: lower scores meaning more
and higher scores less reinterpretation of the harm experienced.
Distancing. Psychological or mental distancing was measured by
asking participants how similar they felt to the victim (compare to Drout
& Gaertner, 1994; Hafer & Bègue, 2005; Hafer & Rubel, 2015). Physical
distancing was measured using the question “to what extent would you find it
desirable to have the victim as your neighbor” (compare to the measures used
by Haynes & Olson, 2006; Warner & Branscombe, 2011). Both items were
analyzed separately because the reliability of the scale was deemed to low:
Spearman-Brown coefficient ρ = .50. Like previous measures the signs of these
assessments is reversed: lower scores denote more distancing.
Results
Manipulation check
A multivariate analysis of variance with emotion as within-subjects factor and
photo and condition as between-subjects variables showed a main effect of
emotion, F(2, 467) = 2878.48, p < .001, ηp2 = .93, as well as an interaction effect
between emotion and condition, F(6, 932) = 10.11, p < .001, ηp2 = .06.
Pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni correction (see table 1)
revealed that subjects in the anger condition perceived higher degrees of
anger than sadness or happiness, and subjects in the sadness condition
perceived higher degrees of sadness than anger and happiness. Subjects in
the conventional condition and in the control condition perceived higher
degrees of anger and sadness than happiness, but there was no significant
difference between sadness and anger ratings. Moreover, a between conditions
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comparison revealed that perceived anger is highest in the anger condition, but
doesn’t differ significantly between conditions, all p’s > .12. Sadness ratings
were highest in the sadness condition, but only significantly higher than in the
anger condition, p = .014.
Irrational victim strategies
Looking at zero-order correlations that are presented in table 2, it is
noteworthy that blaming the victim is negatively associated to all other victim
strategies, while all other strategies are positively related to each other. This
is not surprising given the direction of the scales. Whereas a higher score
on the blame scale represents more blaming the victim, lower scores on the
derogation- (evaluation), reinterpretation- (amount of harm) and distancing(desired closeness) scales means increased use of these strategies. Hence, table
2 shows that the employment of one of the negative strategies likely co-occurs
with the use of other negative strategies.
To investigate the effect of expressed emotion on the use of irrational
victim strategies, I conducted a MANOVA regressing the scales blame,
derogation and reinterpretation and the separate variables of physical and
mental distancing on condition. The MANOVA showed no significant main
effect of condition, F(15, 1388) = 1.53, p = .09, ηp2 = .02, nor of photo, F(5, 464)
= 1.66, p = .15, ηp2 = .02. However, a significant interaction effect between
condition and photo was found, F(15, 1388) = 1.72, p = .042, ηp2 = .02. This
suggests that the effects of expressed emotion on the use of irrational victim
strategies differed between photos. The photos were assumed to be similar.
Aggregated data compiled by Langner et al. (2010) showed that agreeableness
ratings on the expressed emotions and attractiveness ratings were similar in
photo A and B. However, it remains possible that certain dimensions in the
pictures differed, resulting in different perceptions by the participants in this
study. The remaining analyses were conducted separately for photo A and B.
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Table 1: Simple main effects of manipulation check
Condition

Emotion

Anger

Sad

Conventional BJW

Control

M

SD

Sad a

6.12

1.11

Angry b

6.59

.91

Happy c

1.28

.81

Sad a

6.53

.94

Angry b

6.29

1.07

Happy c

1.19

.64

Sad a

6.41

1.11

Angry a

6.37

1.18

Happy b

1.25

.83

Sad a

6.43

1.00

Angry a

6.45

.95

Happy b

1.08

.30

Note: within conditions, the a, b, c indicate which emotions differ at the p < .01 level.

Photo A
The MANOVA regressing the scales blame, derogation and reinterpretation
and the separate variables of physical and mental distancing on condition in
photo A showed a significant main effect of condition, F(15, 689) = 2.209, p =
.005, ηp2 = .046. Results showed that the use of derogation, F(3, 235) = 5.346, p =
.001, ηp2 = .064, reinterpretation, F(3, 235) = 6.124, p = .001, ηp2 = .073, and physical
distancing, F(3, 235) = 3.117, p = .027, ηp2 = .038 differed between conditions.
Blaming, F(3, 235) = 0.657, p = .579, ηp2 = .008, and psychological distancing,
F(3, 235) = 1.295, p = .277, ηp2 = .016 did not.
Tukey HSD tests revealed higher levels of derogation and
reinterpretation in the anger condition, compared to the sadness, conventional
and control (see figure 1 and 2). Furthermore, participants wished to physically
distance themselves more in the angry condition than in the control condition
(see figure 3). See table 3 for descriptive statistics.
These results provide support for the hypothesis that emotional
accounts of victimization trigger the use of negative strategies to at least the
same extent as non-emotional accounts of victimization. Display of anger leads
to elevated use of some strategies (derogation, reinterpretation and physical
distancing).
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Table 2: Correlations for irrational victim strategies
Variables

1

1. Blaming the victim

–

2

3

4

2. Derogation

-.301**

–

3. Reinterpretation

-.328**

.281**

–

4. Physical distancing

-.034

.244**

.123**

–

5. Psychological distancing

-.218**

.537**

.262**

.337**

5

–

Note. ** correlation is significant at the p < .001 level (2-tailed).

Table 3: Mean scores and standard deviations of irrational victim strategies
(photo A)
Strategy

Condition

Blaming

Derogation

Reinterpretation

Psychological distancing

Physical distancing

M

SD

Anger a

1.991

1.349

Sadness a

1.713

1.014

Conventional a

1.805

1.071

Control a

1.795

0.997

Anger a

5.043

1.084

Sadness b

5.639

0.850

Conventional b

5.678

0.987

Control b

5.529

0.949

Anger a

6.129

1.037

Sadness b

6.607

0.719

Taditional b

6.703

0.610

Control b

6.623

0.804

Anger a

3.28

1.908

Sadness a

3.15

1.621

Conventional a

3.69

1.959

Control a

3.66

1.940

Anger a

4.72

1.565

Sadness a,b

5.36

1.379

Conventional a,b

5.37

1.376

Control b

5.43

1.443

Note: within conditions, the a, b, indicate which conditions differ at the p < .05 level.
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Figure 1: Derogation of victims when photo A was displayed

Derogation = character evaluation
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Figure 2: Reinterpretation of victimization when photo A was displayed
ps < .01 , ds = .54 - .70

Reinterpretation = perceived harm
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Figure 3: Physical distancing to the victim when photo A was displayed

Physical distancing = desired closeness
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Photo B
The MANOVA regressing the scales blame, derogation and reinterpretation
and the separate variables of physical and mental distancing on condition in
photo B showed no significant main effect of condition, F(15, 683) = 1.185, p
= .278, ηp2 = .025. These results also provide support for the expectation that
emotional accounts of victimization trigger the use of negative strategies to the
same extent as non-emotional accounts of victimization, but they do not show
a heightened use of strategies in case the victim displayed anger in the VIS.
Discussion
In line with the hypothesis, the study revealed that an emotional account
of victimization elicits BJW reactions to at least the same the extent as a
non-emotional account or the conventional account in which suffering/
distress is not further explained in emotional terms. Even though overall levels
of blame are low, the levels are similar in all conditions and this does not differ
from the general picture that is sketched in the literature (Alexander, 1980;
Idisis et al., 2007). Moreover, levels of psychological distancing are similar in all
conditions. It is important to note that overall absolute levels of employment of
negative strategies are low. Instead of comparing different condition in terms
of which victim elicits the most negative strategies, it could be better to talk
about which victim elicit the least positive strategies.
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However, the study presents a rather mixed view on to what extent the
employment of strategies can increase as a result of the communication of a
specific emotion such as anger. Borrowing insights from other research fields
(see chapter 3) suggested that displaying anger may increase the likelihood of
negative responses. Vrij and Fischer (1997) explicitly suggested that the angry
victim might experience further secondary victimization. Part of this study
(photo A) indeed suggests the same with heightened levels of derogation,
reinterpretation and physical distancing if the victim expressed anger.
When taking into account photo B, this effect disappears. The source of this
difference is unclear. The photos were selected from the database because of
their similarity in both attractiveness and high agreement about the emotion
that the model expresses. In addition, the manipulation check does not give
rise to concerns with regard to respondents not understanding the emotion
that was conveyed or respondents in different conditions understanding these
emotions differently.
A second study that is more narrowly focused on the difference
between anger and non-emotion will address the question to what extent
expressed anger leads to a more secondarily victimized victim.
6.2

Study 2: Anger versus non-emotional suffering in a VIS

Study 1 proved to be inconclusive about the extent to which the expression of
anger and sadness by the victim elicits negative BJW reactions in observers.
In line with the hypothesis, the employment of irrational victim strategies
was either similar or higher when the victim expressed anger or sadness than
when the participants were confronted with a more conventional account of
victimization, which was non-emotional. Nevertheless, the results were mixed.
Varied results depended on the photo accompanying the vignette. When
photo A was shown, the anger condition led to higher levels of derogation,
reinterpretation and distancing. However, these results were not found in the
case of photo B.
In the second study, I attempted to replicate the first study using a more
conservative estimation of the effect size and specific comparison of the anger
condition with the conventional condition. Moreover, as different photos led
to mixed results, I did not include photographs in the study materials. Again,
I expected the anger condition to reveal at least equivalent – or higher – BJW
strategies as the conventional condition.
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Method
Participants
Participants (N = 180, 58.9% women, ages ranged from 18 to 65 with Mage =
35, SDage = 11.3) were recruited from the online research platform Prolific
Academic (www.prolific.ac), a UK based platform similar to Amazon MTurk,
specifically created for research purposes (Peer et al., 2017).18 The sample
size was determined using G*Power to detect a small effect size (f2 = .07)
between conditions in a MANOVA (Faul et al., 2007). Prolific members had
to meet the following criteria to be eligible to take part in this study: Prolific
Academic approval rate of 90% or higher, UK nationality, 18 years of age or
older. Participants completed the online study, which was pretested to take
approximately 3 to 4 minutes and received payment of GB £ 0.35. Participants
were randomly assigned to either the anger condition (n = 92) or conventional
condition (n = 88).
Procedure
The procedure was very similar to the anger and conventional conditions of
study 1, apart from the lack of a photo accompanying the VIS and that there
were only two conditions: the angry victim and the conventional “suffering”
victim. Furthermore, because the study was distributed amongst UK rather
than US participants, slight textual and legal-cultural changes were made, for
example the VIS was now called a VPS (Victim Personal Statement). For the
whole vignette and all manipulations, see Appendix A.
Even though there was no sadness condition in this study, the same
manipulation check that was used in study 1 was included. Participants had
to indicate to what extent they thought the victim felt: angry (angry, mad
at something/someone, outraged; Cronbach’s α = .91), sad (sad, unhappy,
miserable; Cronbach’s α = .79) or happy (happy, satisfied, joyful; Cronbach’s α
= .73).
Dependent variables
The dependent variables used in study 2 were identical to study 1, with the
exception that the derogation measure did not include a statement about the
attractiveness of the person because the photo was removed from the vignette.
A key assumption in vignette theory is one-dimensionality in the vignette
and the questionnaire (Lardjane & Dourgnon, 2007) meaning that questions
18 (Meta-)descriptions of the participant pool are available via Peer et al., 2017.
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can only be asked about dimensions that were also addressed in the vignette.
Given that the photo was taken out in this study and so all the information
on the dimension of attractiveness, the related question that addressed the
attractiveness rating of the victim was removed as well. The reliability of
the new, three-item scale (respectability, brightness and likability) was high:
Cronbach’s α = .90.
Based on the Spearman-Brown coefficients, the items that measure
blame (ρ = .66) and reinterpretation (ρ = .66) are treated as one scale each.
The items that measure distancing (ρ = .59) fail to reach this criterion and were
therefore analyzed separately.
Results
Manipulation check
A multivariate analysis of variance with emotion as within-subjects factor and
condition as between-subjects variables showed a main effect of emotion,
F(2, 177) = 2008.15, p < .001, ηp2 = .96, as well as an interaction effect between
emotion and condition, F(2, 177) = 16.97, p < .001, ηp2 = .16.
Pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni correction revealed that
subjects in the anger condition rated the victim as angrier (M = 6.64, SD =
.64) than sad (M = 6.30, SD = .88), or happy (M = 1.20, SD = .63), all ps < .001.
Subjects in the conventional condition rated the victim sadder (M = 6.45, SD =
.78) than angry (M = 5.98, SD = 1.27) and happy (M = 1.14, SD = .31), all ps < .001.
Moreover, the victim was perceived as angrier in the angry condition than in
the conventional condition, F(1, 178) = 19.69, p < .001, ηp2 = .10, but equally sad,
F(1, 178) = 1.40, p = .24, ηp2 = .01, and equally happy, F(1, 178) = .64, p = .43, ηp2 =
.004, in both conditions.
Irrational victim strategies
A MANOVA regressing the scales blame, derogation, reinterpretation, and
the separate variables of physical and mental distancing on condition showed
no significant effect of condition, F(5, 174) = .508, p = .77, ηp2 = .01. The extent
of employment of irrational victim strategies did not differ depending on the
emotional communication about injustice by the victim. Descriptive statistics
can be found in Tables 4 and 5.
Hence, in contrast to study 1, this study failed to find heightened use
of irrational victim strategies when the victim in the vignette expresses anger
rather than sadness or an emotional account of victimization. However, in line
with the original expectations, the employment of strategies by the observer is
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(at least) similar when a victim gives an emotional statement to the situation in
which a more conventional or unemotional vignette is presented.

Table 4: Correlations for irrational victim strategies
Variables

1

1. Blaming the victim

-

2

3

4

2. Derogation

-.266**

-

3. Reinterpretation

-.342**

.276**

-

4. Physical distancing

-.296**

.391**

.217**

-

5. Psychological distancing

-.325**

.566**

.162*

.418**

5

-

Note. * is significant at the p < .05 level (2-tailed); ** is significant at the p < .001 level
(2-tailed).

Discussion
The second study did not replicate the effect that the expression of anger had
in study 1, photo A. However, the study showed that an emotional account of
victimization elicits negative strategies to the same extent as a less emotional
account of victimization. Again, overall levels of negative strategies were low,
so that talking about less positive reactions might be better than talking about
outright negative reactions to victims. Furthermore, this study showed that
the different strategies were positively correlated, suggesting that respondents
simultaneously use different negative strategies if they use them at all.
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Table 5: Mean scores and standard deviations of irrational victim strategies
Condition

Strategy

M

SD

Anger

Blaming

1.85

1.18

Derogation

5.29

1.03

Reinterpretation

6.29

0.96

Mental distancing

3.53

1.64

Convent. BJW

6.3

Physical distancing

4.83

1.50

Blaming

1.70

0.97

Derogation

5.23

1.05

Reinterpretation

6.40

0.80

Mental distancing

3.49

1.65

Physical distancing

4.93

1.39

Study 3: Anger and sadness, a matter of expectations

Hypotheses, methods and results sections of study 3 were previously published in:
Bosma, Mulder, Pemberton, et al. (2018). Minor adjustments were made to avoid
repetition and to ensure consistency in style with the rest of this dissertation. The
discussion of study 3 is largely based on the same publication.
In Chapter 3, I have elaborated the appropriateness of the victims’ emotional
demeanor. Stereotypical connotations of victimization related emotions such
as anger and sadness are diverse. Sadness is stereotypically seen as passive, and
has connotations to weakness (Tiedens, 2001). Stereotypical associations of
victimhood are similar (Lamb, 1999; Yee & Greenberg, 1998). On the contrary,
anger is a high-status emotion that signals power (Halperin, 2013).
The Emotional Victim Effect stipulates that the victims emotional
display that is not in line with prior expectations of the observer elicit the
use of more negative strategies. Previously, EVE has been related to the
emotional valence (Ask & Landström, 2010) and emotional intensity (Lens et
al., 2014). In an elaborate study based on EVE, colleagues and I tested three
sets of hypotheses to explore how people react to victims who did or did not
meet their expectations with regard to specific emotional demeanor. The
stereotypical associations of anger and sadness are expected to make displays
of sadness more appropriate for victims than displays of anger. In addition,
we explored the relation between emotional display, gender stereotypes and
different types of crime. We again focused on negative observer reactions from
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the conventional BJW scope, but also added credibility as a dependent measure
in the questionnaire.
First, we examined participants’ expectations concerning the emotional
demeanor of male and female victims of sexual and physical violence. In relation
to victim and gender stereotypes discussed in chapter 3, we hypothesized that:
H1a:
H1b:

H1c:

H1d:
H1e:

Respondents more often expect passive and low-status emotions,
rather than agentic and high status, emotions from victims in general.
Respondents expect more passive and low-status emotions from
female victims compared to male victims – irrespective of the type of
victimization.
Respondents expect more passive and low-status emotions from
victims of sexual violence compared to victims of physical violence –
irrespective of the sex of the victim.
Respondents expect more intense emotions from female victims
compared to male victims – irrespective of the type of victimization.
Respondents expect more intense emotions from sexual violence
victims compared to physical violence victims – irrespective of the sex
of the victim.

Second, we tested whether observers react in more negative/fewer positive
ways to victims that do not adhere to the ideal victim in various ways (emotion,
gender, type of victimization). It should be noted that for emotion and gender,
we had quite clear ideas what would (sadness, female sex – both signaling
passivity, low status, weakness) and what would not fit (anger, male sex)
the ideal victim. With regard of type of victimization, we noted that sexual
victimization is generally perceived to be among the most severe crimes
(Frieze, Hymer, & Greenberg, 1987; Miller, Cohen, & Rossman, 1993; Waters,
Hyder, Rajkotia, Basu, & Butchart, 2005), so that we expected people to judge
the harm of sexual victimization to be more severe than the harm of physical
violence. However, taking into account the findings from one of the few studies
comparing sexual and physical victimization (Bieneck & Krahé, 2011), namely
that victims of sexual assault were blamed more, we expected the employment
of the other BJW strategies to be higher for people confronted with a victim of
sexual assault. The hypotheses are the following:
H2a:
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H2b:

H2c:

be less severe when the victims are male rather than female and when
the victims express agentic/ high-status emotions (i.e. anger) rather
than passive/ low-status emotions (i.e. sadness).
Respondents generally perceive victims of sexual violence to be less
credible, and evaluate their character more negatively, than victims of
physical violence.
Respondents judge the harm of sexual victimization to be more severe
than the harm of physical violence.

Third, because we examined participants’ expectations about the emotional
demeanor of the victim prior to confronting them with the actual VIS, we
were able to see whether participants experienced an expectancy violation
when they were confronted with the emotional victim. In line with previous
EVE-literature, we hypothesized that:
H3:

Respondents who experience an expectancy violation perceive victims
as less credible, evaluate their character more negatively, and judge the
harm of the crime to be less severe compared to respondents who do
not experience an expectancy violation.

Method
Participants
We determined our sample size to detect a small to medium effect between
conditions in MANOVA’s using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) which yielded
a sample size of 325. Initially, 358 participants took part in the study, but
23 had to be excluded because they failed to answer the manipulation check
correctly. More precisely, they did not acknowledge the type of violence that
was presented in the vignette appropriately.19 The analysis report concerns the
final sample, which consisted of 335 Participants (66% female, age range 17–71,
Mage = 35.5, SDage = 11.3). They were recruited online from Prolific Academic.
Participants were eligible if they had not previously participated in relevant
19 The manipulation check, which took the form of a simple “right” or “wrong” question tested whether
participants understood the experimental condition they were in. Participants were asked whether
they had read about a victim of sexual or physical violence. In the sexual violence condition, only
one participant reported she had read about a victim of physical violence. In the other condition,
however, 22 participants answered the manipulation check incorrectly, 16 of which had read the
story about a female victim. Participant sex was equally divided in this group. Although not part of
the current study, we speculate that people are quicker to infer sexual acts from a physical violence
script when the victim is female rather than male.
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studies by the authors on the same website, currently resided in the UK,20 and
had an approval rate of 95% or higher on the website.
The application of these criteria resulted in an eligible participant pool
of 7503. Participants completed the study online, which took approximately 5
min. Participants were paid £ 0.65 for their participation.
Procedure and design
Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight cells in a 2 (victim sex:
male vs. female) × 2 (type of victimization: sexual vs. physical violence) × 2
(expressed emotion: sadness vs. anger) between participants design. First,
participants were informed that the study examined emotions after particular
life events. They were then shown a (neutral) profile picture of a person
unknown to them, either a man or a woman. In the next window, the person
was identified as either Tom (n = 174) or Lisa (n = 161), aged 25, who became a
victim of either sexual (n = 181) or physical (n = 154) violence less than six months
ago. Participants were informed that within two weeks time, Tom/Lisa would
deliver a VIS (according to UK terminology: victim personal statement) at a
court hearing, during which the victim would focus on the emotional impact
of the victimization. Participants were then asked which emotion, and how
intensely, they thought the victim would primarily express (even though the
victim would likely express multiple emotions in the statement). Participants
were requested to pick only one emotion so that this emotion would correspond
to their strongest expectations, rather than picking several emotions that they
expect to a smaller degree. Subsequently, participants read an excerpt of the
written statement,21 which was said to be selected by the researchers as being
the most representative of the whole statement, and which communicated
either sadness, representing a passive/low status emotion (n = 166) or anger,
representing an agentic/high status emotion (n = 169). See Appendix B for the
entire vignette. The emotion was merely expressed in writing in accordance
with the textual format of the VIS. The vignette was designed in such a way
that it covered common dimensions that are used to describe and differentiate
emotions: feelings, appraisals, actions, and action tendencies. The descriptions
of anger and sadness were derived from Roseman et al. (1994), and Deffenbacher
et al. (1996). Finally, participants judged the severity of the crime, evaluated
the victim’s credibility and character, filled out short demographic questions,
20 This criterion was added because of our vignette (see Appendix B), that was written in such a way
that it resembles the UK practice with regard to victims’ voice in court.
21 Take note that participants were not instructed to imagine themselves to attend the court hearing or
to behave as mock jurors. Instead, they took on the role of third parties who read an excerpt of the
statement.
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and were debriefed. In the last part of the questionnaire, other variables, not of
interest for the current study, were measured.22
Assessments and measures
Independent variables. The independent variables of this study consisted of the
type of crime that the victim experienced (sexual violence/physical violence),
the sex of the victim (male/female), and the emotion that the victim expressed
(sadness/anger, which represented passive/low status or agentic/high status
emotions) (see Appendix B). An additional independent variable included in
this study was expectancy violation. Participants were asked what emotion they
expected from the victim before reading the vignette. Comparing the ex- ante
expectation to the actually expressed emotion, we were able to code a variable
that reflected whether there was an expectancy violation. When a participant
expected an agentic/high-status emotion but was confronted with a sad victim,
this was coded as an expectancy violation. Similarly, when a participant
expected a passive/low-status emotion as the predominantly expressed
emotion, while he was confronted with an angry victim, this was coded as an
expectancy violation. When the participant expected an emotion not related
to status (happiness, disgust), the confrontation with both the angry and the
sad victim was coded as an expectancy violation. No expectancy violation was
marked when the participant expected a passive emotion and was presented
with the sad VIS or when the participant anticipated an agentic emotion and
was presented with the angry VIS. This measure differs from previous explicit
measures of expectancy violations such as those applied by Ask and Landström
(2010) and Lens et al. (2014), who measured the expectancy violation after the
manipulation check of after the dependent variables (Hackett, Day, & Mohr,
2008). The reason for this methodological choice was to prevent the given
scenario from influencing the expectations of the respondents. In the previous
examples, participants’ expectations could easily have been influenced by the
manipulated emotion, or even by their own answers regarding the (other)
victim evaluations. In this case, respondents may (re)adjust their expectations
after they have been confronted with a story of victimization in order to
relieve injustice-related distress in the same way as respondents may blame or
derogate the victim.
Dependent variables. Several questions measured expectations
and judgments about the victim, with answer ratings from 1 (not at all) to 5
(extremely). In two questions, i.e. expected emotion and sex of the observer,
22 These additional variables were related to feminization of the victim. This part will be reported in a
separate paper.
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participants had to select one answer. The order of the response alternatives
was randomized.
Expected emotion. Participants had to indicate which emotion they
primarily expected the victim to express. They could choose between anger,
contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, and sadness. The response alternatives
“anger” and “contempt” were combined to represent agentic/high-status
emotions, while the response alternatives “sadness” and “fear” were combined
to represent passive/low-status emotions. Disgust and happiness were
combined to form the category “other”.
Expected intensity of the emotion. Participants rated how intense
they expected this primary expected emotion to be on a 1-5 Likert scale.
Victim credibility. Participants were first asked how credible (1–5
Likert scale) they thought Tom/Lisa was in their role as a victim through
the rating of the following items: honest, trustworthy, unreliable (reversed),
insincere (reversed), and dependable. Cronbach’s alpha was .84 so that items
were collapsed into one measure of victim credibility.
Character evaluation. Participants rated (1–5 Likert scale) to what
extent they thought other people would find Tom or Lisa as a person to be:
assertive, bright, incompetent (reversed), cold (reversed), friendly, and likable
(Cronbach’s alpha = .77). These items map on to the dimensions of respectively
competence and warmth: two universal dimensions of character evaluation
that have been identified in the previous literature (Fiske et al., 2007) However,
Fiske et al. (2007) also confirm that the perceptions of competence and warmth
are likely to highly correlate in response to individuals. Due to the high
Cronbach’s alpha in the current study, the items were combined as an overall
measure of character derogation, i.e. to test whether victimization may cause
the target person to be evaluated less positively in general.
Perceived harm. Perceived harm was measured by two separate
statements that evaluated the perceived harm of the offense. Physical harm
of the offense was measured by asking: “To what extent do you think Lisa/
Tom was physically harmed?”, the perceived psychological harm of the offense
was evaluated with the question: “To what extent do you think Lisa was
psychologically harmed?”. Both questions required participants’ ratings on a
1–5 Likert scale. The correlation between the two questions was low enough to
consider them to measure different constructs (r = .31, p < .001), and were hence
kept as separate variables.
Sex of the observer. Sex of the observer (male/female/not indicated)
was added as a control variable. Although not our main variable of interest,
it was included because previous research has consistently demonstrated that
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the sex of the observer influences empathic reactions as well as those that
resort to victim blaming or derogation, with male observers responding more
negatively to victims than female observers (e.g. Davies, Rogers, & Whitelegg,
2009; Whatley & Riggio, 1993).
Data analysis plan
Data analyses were conducted in three phases. The first step concerned the
expectations of participants. Descriptive analyses were performed to identify
participants’ expectations. Chi-square tests of independence compared
whether passive/ low-status emotions were expected more than agentic/
high-status emotions in victims in general, in male or female than in male
victims and in victims of sexual assault than in victims of physical violence.
Independent samples t-tests were used to compare the expected intensity of
emotions between male and female victims and between victims of sexual
versus physical violence.
In the second step, observer reactions towards the emotional victim
were analyzed using a three-way MANCOVA that included the type of
victimization, sex of the victim, and expressed emotion as independent
variables, observer sex as control variable, and victim credibility, character
evaluation, and perceived psychological and physical harm as dependent
variables.
Finally, in the third step, we conducted a MANCOVA to evaluate the
effects of expectancy violations. Hence, expectancy violation was entered as
the independent variable, while character evaluation, victim credibility, and the
two measures of perceived harm were entered as dependent variables, again
controlling for sex of the observer.
Results
Observer expectations
In total, 22.4% of the respondents expected the victim to express an agentic/
high-status emotion (contempt or anger), whereas passive/low-status
emotions (sadness and fear) were anticipated by 68.7% of the respondents.
Finally, 9% of the respondents expected an emotion that related to neither of
the two described categories.23 No differences in emotion expectations were
found between male and female respondents. Respondents more frequently
23 Not surprisingly, happiness was never chosen. The 9% thus entirely refers to the expectation of
disgust.
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experienced an expectancy violation when victims expressed anger rather than
sadness, χ2 (1) = 74.18, p < .001. Based on the odds ratio, the odds of respondents
experiencing an expectancy violation were 7.88 times higher if the victim
expressed anger than if the victim expressed sadness, which is giving support
for H1a.
Contrary to H1b, participants expected male victims to display agentic/
high status and passive/low status emotions as often as female victims, χ2 (2)
= 4.167, p = .125. Contrary to H1c, participants expected similar emotions for
sexual violence and physical violence victims, χ2 (2) = 3.503, p = .174. This means
that no differences were found in frequencies of expectancy violation between
victims of sexual violence compared to victims of physical violence (χ2 (1) =
.018, p = .893), or between female victims and male victims (χ2 (1) = .276, p =
.599).
As predicted by H1d, independent samples t-tests showed that
respondents expect female victims to experience their emotions more intensely
(M = 4.56, SD = 0.70) than male victims (M = 4.36, SD = 0.66), t(333) = 2.729, p
= .007, Cohen’s d = 0.294. In support of H1e, respondents further anticipated
victims of sexual violence to experience their emotions more intensely (M
= 4.59, SD = 0.57) than victims of physical violence (M = 4.29, SD = 0.76),
t(275.372) = 3.970, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.442.
Observer reactions
To evaluate general observer reactions (H2), a three-way MANCOVA was
conducted that included type of victimization, sex of the victim, and expressed
emotion as independent variables, observer sex as control variable, and victim
credibility, character evaluation, and perceived psychological and physical
harm as dependent variables. The correlations and descriptive statistics are
presented in Tables 6 and 7. Hypothesis 2 received partial support, as explained
in more detail below.
The MANCOVA showed a main effect for sex of the victim, Hotelling’s
F(4, 323) = 4.168, p = .003, ηp2 = .049; type of victimization, Hotelling’s F(4, 323)
= 8.888, p < .001, ηp2 = .099; and emotion expressed, Hotelling’s F(4, 323) =
2.758, p = .028, ηp2 = .033. Sex of observer also had a main effect, Hotelling’s
F(4, 323) = 4.168, p < .001, ηp2 = .076.
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Table 6: Correlations for victim credibility, character evaluation, perceived
physical harm, and perceived psychological harm (N = 335).
Variables

1

1. Victim credibility

-

2

2. Character evaluation

.61**

3. Perceived phys. harm

.31*

.08

4. Perceived psych. harm

.25**

.24**

3

4

.31**

-

Note. * is significant at the p < .05 level (2-tailed); ** is significant at the p < .001 level
(2-tailed).

Sex of the victim
Male victims were hypothesized to be evaluated more negatively, perceived
as less credible, and thought to suffer less from the victimization compared
to female victims. The MANCOVA confirmed a significant main effect for
sex of the victim on victim credibility, F(1, 326) = 4.757, p =.030, ηp2=.014, and
character evaluation, F(1, 326) = 13.943, p < .001, ηp2 = .041. As anticipated,
respondents generally evaluated male victims’ characters less positively (M =
3.62, SD = 0.68) than female victims’ characters (M = 3.88, SD = 0.62, Cohen’s d
= 0.399). They also perceived male victims as less credible (M = 3.95, SD = 0.65)
than female victims (M = 4.08, SD = 0.62, Cohen’s d = 0.205). No significant
effects were found for sex of the victim on perceived physical harm, p = .114, or
psychological harm, p = .677.

Table 7: Means and standard deviations of victim credibility, character
evaluation, perceived physical harm, and perceived psychological harm (N =
335).

Reaction

Sex of the victim

Expressed emotion

Type of victimization

Male

Female

Sadness

Sex. viol.

M

M

M

SD

Credibility

3.95 .65

Evaluation

SD

4.08 .62

SD

Anger
M

SD

4.05 .61

3.89 .65

M

SD

4.08 .63

Phys. viol.
M

SD

3.93 .64

3.62 .68

3.88 .62

3.84 .63

3.65 .68

3.76 .66

3.72 .66

Phys. Harm 3.59 .81

3.73 .95

3.60 .91

3.70 .85

3.81 .94

3.47 .77

Psych. harm 4.47 .53

4.77 .64

4.80 .59

4.70 .57

4.90 .33

4.58 .75
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Expressed emotion
Angry victims were expected to be evaluated more negatively, perceived as
less credible, and thought to physically and psychologically suffer less from the
victimization than sad victims. However, as a main effect, expressed emotion
was only found to be associated with character evaluation, F(1, 326) = 8.243, p
= .004, ηp2 = .025. Victims who expressed the agentic/high status emotion of
anger were evaluated less positively (M = 3.65, SD = 0.68) than victims who
expressed the passive/low status emotion of sadness (M = 3.84, SD = 0.63,
Cohen’s d = 0.290). No main effects for expressed emotion were found on
victim credibility, p = .202, perceived physical harm, p = .307, or perceived
psychological harm, p = .154.
Type of victimization
The MANCOVA showed a significant main effect for type of victimization
on victim credibility, F(1, 326) = 5.029, p = .026, ηp2 = .015; perceived physical
harm, F(1, 326) = 15.023, p < .001, ηp2 = .044; and perceived psychological harm,
F(1, 326) = 24.985, p < .001, ηp2 = .071. No effect was found regarding character
evaluation, p = .684.
In contrast to H2b, victims of sexual violence were perceived as more
credible (M = 4.08, SD = 0.63) than victims of physical violence (M = 3.93, SD
= 0.64, Cohen’s d = 0.236). However, in line with H2c, respondents expected
victims of sexual violence to have suffered more physical harm (M = 3.81, SD
= 0.94) and psychological harm (M = 4.90, SD = 0.33) than victims of physical
violence (M = 3.47, SD = 0.77, Cohen’s d = 0.396 and M = 4.58, SD = 0.75,
Cohen’s d = 0.552).
Sex of the observer
Sex of the observer was found to have an effect on victim credibility, F(1, 326)
= 12.658, p < .001, ηp2 = .037; character evaluation, F(1, 326) = 4.669, p = .031,
ηp2 = .014; and perceived physical harm, F(1, 326) = 15.488, p < .001, ηp2 = .045.
Female respondents generally evaluated victims more positively (M = 3.78, SD
= 0.67) and rated them as more credible (M = 4.10, SD = 0.64) than did male
respondents (M = 3.66, SD = 0.62, Cohen’s d = 0.186 and M = 3.85, SD = 0.62,
Cohen’s d = 0.397). Female respondents also perceived the physical harm of
victimization to be higher (M = 3.79, SD = 0.85) than male respondents did (M
= 3.40, SD = 0.91, Cohen’s d = 0.443).
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Interaction effects
Interaction effects were found for type of victimization * emotion expressed
on victim credibility, F(1, 326) = 5.091, p = .025, ηp2 = .015 and for type of
victimization * emotion expressed on character evaluation, F(1, 326) = 5.593, p
= .019, ηp2 = .017. All other interaction effects were non-significant.
As shown in figures 4 and 5, univariate tests with Bonferroni correction
revealed that victims of physical violence were seen as less credible (M = 3.82,
SD = 0.70) when they expressed anger than when they expressed sadness (M =
4.06, SD = 0.72), p = .017, Cohen’s d = 0.337. Victims of physical violence were
also evaluated less positively (M = 3.55, SD = 0.72) when they expressed anger
than when they expressed sadness (M = 3.92, SD = 0.74), p < .001, Cohen’s d =
0.507. We did not find a similar effect for victims of sexual violence.
Observer reactions after expectancy violations
To test hypothesis 3, we conducted a MANCOVA with expectancy violation as
the independent variable, and character evaluation, victim credibility, and the
two measures of perceived harm as dependent variables, while controlling for
sex of the observer.
As expected, the MANCOVA showed a main effect of expectancy
violation, Hotelling’s F(4, 329) = 3.254, p = .01, ηp2 = .038. Participants who
experienced an expectancy violation perceived the victim as less credible (M
= 3.92, SD = 0.66) than participants who were confronted with a victim who
expressed the emotion they expected (M = 4.13, SD = 0.60, Cohen’s d = 0.332),
F(1, 332) = 7.589, p = .006, ηp2 = .022. Furthermore, the victim’s character was
rated as less favorable (M = 3.62, SD = 0.67) when their expectation was violated
compared to when it was not (M = 3.88, SD = 0.63, Cohen’s d = 0.399), F(1, 332)
= 11.610, p =.001, ηp2 = .034. There were no significant differences between the
two groups of participants regarding the degree of physical harm (p = .848) and
psychological harm (p = .106) they believed the victim experienced.
Sex of the observer was associated with the reaction toward the victim,
Hotelling’s F(4, 329) = 5.076, p = .001, ηp2 = .058. Female participants rated the
victim as more credible (M = 4.10, SD = 0.64) than male participants (M =
3.85, SD = 0.62, Cohen’s d = 0.396), F(1, 332) = 8.9, p = .003, ηp2 = .026. Female
participants also thought that the victim experienced more physical harm (M
= 3.8, SD = 0.85) than male participants did (M = 3.4, SD = 0.91, Cohen’s d =
0.454), F(1, 332) = 12.022, p = .001, ηp2 = .035.
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= 0.454), F(1, 332) = 12.022, p = .001, ηp2 = .035.
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Discussion
For a more elaborate discussion on gender stereotypes and the methodological
approach of the ex-ante expectations, see the full publication: Bosma, Mulder,
Pemberton, et al. (2018).
Three main findings emerge from this study. The first is that participants have
clear expectations about the emotional demeanor of a victim. Regardless of the
type of victimization and the sex of the victim, observers expect a victim to
be sad rather than angry. Second, the non-ideal victim receives fewer positive
reactions as they were rated less credible and having a less favorable character.
Third, when emotion expectancy violations occurred, victims were perceived
as less credible and they were derogated more. Obviously, this was more often
the case for angry than for sad victims.
In addition to, and possibly an explanation for the mixed findings in
study 6.1 and 6.2, our results indicated that the effects of emotional expression
on victim credibility and victim derogation depend on the context, in this case on
the type of victimization experienced. Specifically, in study 6.3, manipulations
of expressed emotion created variety in reactions to victims of physical
violence, but had no such effect in cases of sexual violence. Both victims may
have been described as angry, but the actual meaning and appropriateness of
the term anger depends on which type of victimization it is coupled.
6.4

General discussion

I expected that strong, negative emotions, namely anger and sadness, would
elicit negative BJW reactions to at least the same extent as the conventional
account of victimization. The conventional account of victimization in BJW
research communicates that the victim suffered without communicating a clear
emotion. The first two studies provided support for this idea. Furthermore, I
set a first step in exploring participants’ expectations about the emotional
demeanor of the victim, thereby tapping in to their ideas of what they find
“appropriate”. These studies offered some mixed results with regard to the
extent to which the expression of anger can elicit even fewer positive reactions
to the victim.
Limitations
The studies suffer from two important limitations: all three studies only
included measures of negative reactions and it can be questioned to what
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extent anger and sadness were effectively communicated especially in study 6.1
and 6.2.
The choice to only include measures of negative reactions was based
on the idea that negative reactions by third persons have a larger impact on
victims than supportive reactions (Baumeister et al., 2001). Moreover, as I have
discussed in the introduction, negative victim-oriented reactions do not only
harm the victims (Campbell, 2008; Walker, 2006), they also have a second
disadvantage: non-supported victims seek and receive even less future support
than victims who are already being supported (Anderson & Lyons, 2005;
Brown & Testa, 2008; Patterson, 2011a). It is therefore of the utmost importance
to understand the emergence of negative reactions. With practical limitations
in the amount of questions that can be asked in surveys, I chose to prioritize
the negative reactions. However, in real life, people have a broader array of
strategies, and they might only opt for negative strategies when supportive
strategies are not available (Haynes & Olson, 2006). Apart from limiting the
range of strategies in the sense that not all are available, one could debate
whether people would use any of the given strategies at all when they were
free in their answering. This is especially important in the light of the overall
low levels of direct negative strategies. This was one of the reasons to argue
for another measurement technique (chapter 5). In the studies in chapter 7, 8
and 9, ATSS will be the dominant paradigm. In this paradigm, people are not
limited and have the option of articulating spontaneous thoughts in a natural
environment (Davison et al., 1995; Davison et al., 1983).
A second limitation is the uncertainty of the successfulness of the
manipulation of sadness and anger as separate communicated emotions, mainly
in study 6.1 and 6.2. Although the manipulation checks in both studies showed
that the victim in the angry condition was perceived to be more angry than
sad and angrier than the other conditions, and the victim in the sad condition
was more sad than angry and sadder than in the other conditions, the overall
perceived levels of emotionality were quite high. Part of this could be explained
by the – in hindsight unfortunate – phrasing of the manipulation check that
included the experience of emotions. Of course, part of the perceived experience
would be ascribed to the expressed emotions. However, it could well be that
participants have different expectations and perceptions with regard to the
experience versus the expression of emotions by victims because they expect
victims to suppress some of their emotions (compare to Plant, Hyde, Keltner,
& Devine, 2000) and adhere to certain display rules. In the studies in chapter
7-9, the emotional expression will be described even more clearly and vividly
in a video-vignette. Furthermore, the ATSS paradigm allows participants to
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comment on their thoughts about the emotional expressions of the victims
and distinguish between what they think the victim experiences and what the
victim expresses.
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The studies presented in the previous chapter were limited in scope to
pre-determined strategies measured after confrontation with injustice. This
chapter employs the much richer potential of the Articulated Thoughts in
Simulated Situations (ATSS) paradigm (Davison et al., 1983). Participants
were confronted with an angry or sad victim video vignette that they could
respond to. However, rather than survey answers, their responses consisted
of articulated thoughts. Articulated thoughts were collected at different phases
of the vignette. I contend that this is a more vivid way of experiencing the BJW
threat, because the video strongly portrays the emotion and participants can
“interact” with the video during the breaks (see chapter 5 and Finch, 1987).
My hypothesis is that the angry victim violates laypersons’ expectations about
victims’ emotional expressions. Moreover, I expected that angry victims will
elicit more negative strategies than the sad victims.
In addition to the ATSS procedure, participants filled out two
questionnaires. The first concerned their individual disposition to believe that
the world is a just place (Dalbert et al., 1987). A second questionnaire measured
Justice sensitivity (JS). JS is the personality trait that reflects the importance
of justice issues in people’s everyday lives, or the readiness to frame a certain
(ambiguous) situation as justice-related (Schmitt, Baumert, Gollwitzer,
& Maes, 2010). JS is not part of the theoretical framework of the BJW.
However, this personality trait is important to consider, because it explains
to what extent participants are likely to pick up on the threat in the vignette.
When participants score high on justice sensitivity, it means that they readily
interpret a given situation as potentially dealing with justice related issues.
Justice sensitivity consists of different domains, as it can relate to situations in
which the participant is the victim (JS-V), the observer (JS-O), the beneficiary
(JS-B) or the perpetrator of the injustice (JS-P). Especially JS-O is important, as
participants in BJW research take the perspective of an observer of a situation
of injustice.
Although the sample size of this mainly qualitative study is too limited
to perform sophisticated quantitative analysis, it is interesting to have a look at
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the descriptive statistics of these scales in comparison with the scores of legal
professionals (chapter 8 and 9). If scores greatly differ between laypersons and
legal professionals, this might be an explanation for potential differences in the
employment of strategies between those groups, warranting future research.
7.1

Method

Participants
Participants (N = 19, 37% women, ages ranged from 46 to 80 with Mage = 67.37,
SDage = 9.88) were recruited via a convenience sample of the general public,
residing in the same apartment building in Tilburg, the Netherlands. A total of
154 invitation letters were delivered in the mailboxes in April 2018. 26 persons
responded to the invitation, but 4 persons were not available in the timeframe
of the research, 1 person decided not to take part in the study after further
instructions and 2 participants had to be excluded because they misunderstood
instructions of the study, so that data could not be gathered. This resulted in a
total sample size of 19. Participants took part in the study voluntarily, but could
win a dinner voucher in a lottery. Participants were randomly assigned to one
of the 4 conditions.
The large majority of participants (80%) had never been involved in a
criminal court case, 2 participants had previously been involved professionally
(i.e.., because they used to be investigative officers) and 2 participants had been
involved personally (i.e., because one of their family members had been a civil
claimant in a criminal case).
Procedure and design
Depending on the participants’ preference, the research took place either at my
residence or at the participants’ residence. Participants first received a short
introduction about the nature of the study.
The first part of the study consisted of a watching a movie in which
a victim delivers an emotional VIS in front of the court. Consistent with the
ATSS paradigm (Davison et al., 1983; Zanov & Davison, 2010), the video was
automatically paused multiple times, and promptly continued following the
break. Participants were asked to articulate their thoughts during these breaks.
The total movie lasted for 12 to 14 minutes, depending on the condition. The
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time for the five breaks was, after careful pretesting,24 set at 1:30 minutes per
break, which is somewhat longer than the conventional timing for breaks in
ATSS (Zanov & Davison, 2010). Moreover, participants were left alone in the
room during the procedure to be able to talk freely, but the whole procedure
was taped for later transcription. Participants were instructed to articulate or
“blurt out” all their thoughts during the break – no matter how (ir)relevant they
would deem these thoughts. In order to stimulate free articulation, participants
were encouraged to mention all their thoughts, including thoughts like “I don’t
know what to say right now”.
After participants finished watching the movie, they filled out
two (translated) short Likert scale (1 = totally disagree, 6 = totally agree)
standardized questionnaires: the 6-item General Belief in a Just World (GBJW)
scale (Dalbert et al., 1987; for a review, see Schmitt, 2010), Cronbach’s α = .68,
and the 8-item short Justice Sensitivity (SJS) scale (Baumert et al., 2014). The
subscales of the SJS varied in reliability: JS-V: ρ = .92; JS-O: ρ = .41; JS-B: ρ = .71;
JS-P: ρ = .81. For the Dutch version (see appendices C and D), I translated the
scales and for comparison, two researchers independently back-translated the
scales.
Video vignette and manipulations
Real judges played the role of the judge, professional actors played the role
of the victim and the setting was a mock courtroom at the SSR (Training and
Study Centre for the Judiciary). The scenario included the emotional VIS about
a robbery and physical assault. In the Netherlands, most VISs (42%; Lens et al.,
2014, p. 24) are delivered after severe violent crime. The total scenario (without
ATSS-breaks) lasts for 5-7 minutes, this is in line with the average length of an
oral VIS in the Netherlands.
The scenario was inspired by multiple sources: real written VISs,
observations of VISs in the courtroom (for a description of the sample,
see Booth et al., 2018). The victim gives a rather long introduction about
the circumstances leading up to the victimization and then a long account
of the consequences up until long after the victimizing event. The long
introduction is somewhat atypical for a VIS. However, the seminal work by
Baumeister, Stillwell, and Wotman (1990) has revealed that while perpetrator
accounts usually cover the incident as an isolated event, victims tend to relate

24 Three people independently went through the same procedure as the participants. However, there
was no time-limit for the breaks. Instead, breaks lasted as long as participants needed to articulate
their thoughts. They manually continued the video and noted the time they had used to articulate
their thoughts. They needed between 1:00 and 1:30 per break.
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victimization to an extended timeframe, both backward and forward (see also
Pemberton, Aarten, et al., 2018; Pemberton, Mulder, & Aarten, 2018). The
differences in how victims and perpetrators account for moral transgressions
has been termed the moralization gap (Pinker, 2011), of which the extension vs.
restriction of timeframe is one aspect.
The victim subsequently explains what happened, that victimization
caused both material and immaterial damages and how the victimization still
has negative consequences at the time of the VIS. The statement closes with a
reference to a claim for compensation and alludes to appropriate punishment.
Incorporating all these elements in the vignette gives the observer starting
points to use many different BJW strategies, including both positive and
negative victim-oriented strategies and perpetrator-oriented strategies.
The victim tells the story in an emotional manner, both verbally and
non-verbally. Emotion was manipulated to be angry or sad. To make the scenario
as lively as possible, the account of these emotions included minor influences
of other, closely related emotions, such as resentment and indignation (with
anger), or anxiety and shame (with sadness). Typical expressions were again
based on Deffenbacher et al. (1996) and Roseman et al. (1994). As a result,
the vignette either presented a victim that expressed stereotypically powerful
emotions or a victim that expressed emotions associated with passivity (see
chapter 3). Because these associations overlap with stereotypical notions
of femininity and masculinity, the sex of the victim (male/female) was also
manipulated, resulting in 4 conditions. The judges remained neutral and only
displayed very superficial recognition of the victim and the VIS. This portrayal
leaves ample room for discussion about the role of the judge. See Appendix
E for the full scenario for the vignette and Appendix F for the distribution of
participants over conditions.
Analytic strategy
All articulated thoughts were transcribed using the software tools
F4audiotranskription and MaxQDA. I then used a qualitative approach to
data analysis. A coding scheme was developed on the basis of the theoretical
framework laid out in chapter 2 to 5. The coding scheme included information
on how participants understood the vignette (e.g., identification of the
victimization and emotion), all conventional BJW strategies, the broadened
scope of strategies and aspects of the criminal justice context (e.g., comments
on the judges’ role). Even though the categories in the coding schemes were
fairly open, the possibility that participants would employ strategies that were
not yet included in the broadened scope (chapter 5) was kept open. Therefore,
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the first stage of the analysis was to review all the transcripts, including the
transcripts from the studies reported in chapter 8 and 9 that use the same
coding scheme. I scanned for information that did not fit the coding scheme
and conceptually grouped these strategies or topics into larger categories. This
process is similar to data-driven open coding in grounded theory (Bryman,
2008). The coding scheme was updated on the basis of the topics that emerged.
The second stage was to use the updated coding scheme to code transcripts.
The full coding scheme is provided below in table 8, updates of the coding
scheme are marked with an asterisk.

Table 8: Coding Scheme
Topic/Strategy

Description/
Operationalization

Examples from transcripts

Understanding of the vignette
Repeating case
information* (correctly
or incorrectly)

Repeat information from the
vignette (in own words)

Identify victimization

“Yes, to what extent she…
Idea about what type of
victimization happened to the a rape, or..., what I’ll be told
later” [L-20-1]
victim (especially in break 1)
and details of victimization
“Robbery and the use of
violence” [J-4-1]

Identify emotion

Idea about manipulated
emotion (anger or sadness)
or other emotion (anxiety,
fear, etc.) and intensity of
this emotion (experienced or
expressed) by victim

“An angry man, as far as I can
see” [L-13-2]

How do participants evaluate
the perceived emotion?
Including: expectations
about victims’ emotions and
whether these expectations
match with the manipulated
emotion

But that anger (…) I find that
really shocking. [J-12-1]

Evaluation emotion

“Pushed off his bike. Kicked.
Multiple times. Threatened
with knife. Bike robbed.
Bracelet robbed.” [L-13-1]

“It clearly is emotional”
[L-24-1]
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Topic/Strategy

Description/
Operationalization

Examples from transcripts

Inferred emotional
appraisal/goal VIS

Understanding of how victim “And apparently, he thought
appraises the situation, anger/ that the latter was the worst,
sadness is directed at …
that the bracelet was stolen by
the two attackers, because he
states very angrily “what were
they thinking?!” [L-13-3]

“So, in my opinion a classic
Ideal victim
What does the ideal victim
characteristics/ideal
look like and does the victim example of someone who gives
VIS*/ideal victimization* adhere to this ideal? Reference a VIS” [J-3-1]
to stereotypes. What does the
ideal/typical VIS look like?
Understanding of CJ
system*

“I wonder whether there is
Questions and comments
always a VIS, or whether you
about how the CJ system
works and what the role of the have to request it.” [L-9-1]
VIS is

Comments ATSS
procedure

Comments about the
method, how participants feel
participating and thinking
aloud.

“A minute is rather long. You
can say quite some things in
one minute. Okay, I’m ready
for the next part” [L-1-1]
“Uhm, yes… I find that... yes…
that it is clear that the video
is staged, and that it becomes
less powerful in that regard”
[L-17-1]

Sharing other
victimization

Sharing own experiences
stories of (close) others that
participants were involved
with

“Recently, we also got
assistance from Victim
Support.” [L-3-1]

Evaluation VIS –
practice*

Evaluation of the VIS in
relation to “real VISs”

“(…) She now tells about some
things that are fairly common
in victim statements, you hear
them more often (…) but that
anger, that I still find really
striking, you actually never see
that this intense (…).” [L-20-1]

Conventional BJW strategies
Victim blaming
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Victims’ role is exaggerated,
“He is that typical guy, who, to
blame, responsibility, inviting the outside world, already is
victimization
inviting to… let’s say, to being
bullied, (…) an easy prey for a
robber (…)” [L-14-1]
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Topic/Strategy

Description/
Operationalization

Examples from transcripts

Derogation

Lower evaluation of
character traits unrelated
to victimization, such
as friendliness, warmth,
competency, likeability

“Weak individual” [L-14-2]

Psychological or physical
turning away from victim,
denying similarity to the
victim or the victims’ situation

“And I’m like [starts laughing],
let that man finish his story, so
I can continue my day [stops
laughing]” [L-17-2]

Distancing

[R] “Clever girl” [L-12-1]

[R] “I’d rather stay focused on
the movie, then to [let myself
be distracted]” [L-20-2]
Reinterpretation

Minimization of suffering or
benefit finding

“I thought something more
serious had happened (...)”
[P-13-1]

Compensation

Monetary reimbursement

“(…) Damages. I understand,
and I totally agree.” [P-16-1]

Help/support (action)

Actions to help the victim,
recognizing need for help,
importance of professional
help for the victim*

Did she look for professional
help? [J-26-1]

Empathy/sympathy/
compassion

Trying to take the perspective “(…) She tells her story, and
of the victim, trying to be close that means that I will also go
to the victim, making an effort through it with her” [J-18-1]
to understand the victim

Other strategies that are Two-world strategy,
not victim-oriented (self- penultimate strategy,
oriented or perpetrator- punishing the perpetrator
oriented)

“Actually, I’m quite safe on this
side” [L-7-1]
“A hefty punishment seems
more than appropriate here”
[L-15-1]

Broadened scope of strategies
Lowered credibility

Lowered validity, sincerity,
trustworthiness, authenticity

“To me, it sounds a little like
nonsense” [L-6-1]

Own reaction*

How one imagines oneself
to react in a similar situation
(specific type of empathy,
similarity)

“But if I were there, I would
have screamed until someone
would walk by and would call
1-1-2” [P-16-2]
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Topic/Strategy

Description/
Operationalization

Examples from transcripts

Experiencing emotions

“Yes. Also makes me angry”
Emotions experienced
[L-1-2]
by observer, e.g., anger,
sadness, disgust, compassion,
“I feel admiration for this
admiration*, etc.
woman, because she stands up
for her rights” [L-7-2]

Voice (to listen)

Paying attention to the (full)
narrative, including the
expressed emotions, creating
an environment in which the
victim can safely narrate*

“It is the VIS, and this person
can say whatever he wants in
the VIS” [P-11-1]

Voice (to be heard)

Showing that the victim is
heard

“He can tell his story, but
whether he was heard… you
cannot see that in the movie
and I can imagine that the
victim also questions this”
[J-19-1]

Imposing meaning/
framing

Misunderstanding the
victims’ narrative because of
conflation of the narrative
with recipient’s prior
meaning, deny relevance of
part of the narrative

“That part about the gift for
the manager is actually not
relevant” [L-18-1]

Dehumanization

Lack of intervention in, or
denial of, suffering which
evokes denial of humanness

NA

Infrahumanization

Denial of secondary emotions, NA
such as shame, compassion

Alienation

Stressing “otherness”

Crime severity*

Acknowledgment or
“Terrible what happened to
exaggeration of crime severity her. It really affected her”
[P-12-2]

Expectations about the
future*

Expectations about how the
victimization will influence
the victim’s future life

“But, well, it is her right to do
it this way. And if it Is anger
that she feels, then she should
express it.” [P-12-1]

NA

“Often, people will suffer from
this for a long time and their
perceptions on the society
change” [L-15-2]
“I think that in the future she’ll
always have someone bring her
home” [L-8-1]
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Topic/Strategy

Description/
Operationalization

Examples from transcripts

Criminal Justice Context
Filtering

Requesting amendments in
VIS

[!!] “(…) someone should
calmly point out to this
man that he should be more
concise” [J-13-1]

Sterilizing

Translating the VIS into legal
language, thereby prioritizing
elements of the story over
other elements – sterilizing,
abstracting or neutralizing
these elements

“I assume she also filed a
claim for immaterial damages
(…). She clearly explained
what it did to her, what the
psychological consequences
were for her and I think that
part was very well written.
Uhm, but the introduction
was too long, that should be
shorter.” [P-21-1]

Cooling out

Redefining the situation so
that it reduces or refuses
disruptive elements

[!!] “I think I would (…) or
maybe adjourn” [J-4-2]

Comments on the
prosecutor’s role*

Comments on what the
prosecutor (should) do/say,
professionalism

[!!] “If I would be the
prosecutor in this case, I would
refer back to the things the
victim just mentioned” [P-3-1]

Comments on the
judges’ role

Comments on what the
judges (should) do/say,
professionalism

“I think the reaction of the
judges is appropriate” [J-24-1]

References to (tension
with) core values of CJ
context

Fair trial, presumption of
innocence, impartiality

“(…) But you should stay
in your role as a judge and
you should protect your
impartiality. And thus, you
cannot say too much. (…).”
[J-6-1]

Critique to/value of VIS* Arguments why one is in
“I think it is really good to have
favor/against VIS (in this case the VIS, because then you can
or in general)
express your anger, but then it
should have an impact on the
case” [L-9-2]
“In a lot of cases, the oral VIS
is valuable for me, because
you get a better feeling of the
severity of what happened
(…)” [J-1-1]
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Topic/Strategy

Description/
Operationalization

Examples from transcripts

Missing information*

Comments on which
information is necessary to
further judge the vignette

“If you would be part of this
procedure, you would of
course have seen the case fil,
so you know what is going on,
and you could prepare for that.
Now, I find it rather difficult,
I’m waiting for what actually
happened” [J-4-3]

(Myth of) judicial
leniency in sentencing*

Comments on general
“Yeah I was thinking about that
leniency/severity in sentencing I often read in the papers that
Dutch judges are fairly lenient”
[L-3-2]

(Myth of) the vengeful
victim*

Comments on general
desire for revenge and hash
punishment by victims

“Because he phrases it as an
“appropriate punishment”, but
it is clear that he actually means
a very severe punishment”
[J-16-1]

* Category added after initial round of reading through the transcripts
[J-#-#]: Quote by judge, number…, translation number…, see Appendix G
[L-#-#]: Quote by layperson, number…, translation number…, see Appendix G
[P-#-#]: Quote by public prosecutor, number…, translation number…, see Appendix G
[R]: Added to coded segment if code is used in opposite direction, e.g. explicit absence of
victim blaming.
[!!]: Added to coded segment if concrete plan for action rather than thought-only. E.g. “If I
were the prosecutor, I would…” rather than: “first I thought…” or “I find this….”

All transcripts were coded independently coded by two researchers. Codes
were then compared and possible disagreements were resolved. Comparison
showed great overlap between the two coders.25 The codes were used to
compare between subjects (e.g., did participant X use certain strategies (more
often) than Y and Z?) and within subjects (e.g., what different strategies did
participant X use and in what sequence). I translated all quotes in this chapter
25 A measure of inter rater reliability, such as Cohen’s κ, is not provided. Such measures are based on
ratings of agreement and disagreement on both coded and non-coded segments. Because there are
no pre-defined or given units in the transcripts, coded segments could include overlapping codes
and the number of non-coded segments could not be computed (Krippendorff, Mathet, Bouvry, &
Widlöcher, 2016). In total, 384 codes were assigned to the 19 transcripts. Of these codes, 32 codes
were initially coded by only one coder, but were included in the analysis, while 17 codes were coded
by one of the coders but were dropped after discussion.
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myself, the original quotes from the transcripts can be found in Appendix G,
using the participant number and quote number.
7.2

Results and discussion

Questionnaires
Scores on the GBJW-scale ranged from 1.83 to 5.17, M = 3.62, SD =.90, indicating
that participants varied widely in their individual belief that the world generally
is a just place. Closer examination of the distribution of the data revealed that
37% of the participants scored under the midpoint of the scale (3.0), 32% scored
between 3.0 and 4.0 and that the rest (31% scored higher). This seems high
comparison to large scale samples described by Schmitt (2010), who reported
an average score per item of 1.57.
The SJS measures to which extent one is prone to perceive injustice in
four domains. Situations in which one is the victim (JS-V), the observer (JS-O),
the beneficiary (JS-B) or the perpetrator of the injustice (JS-P). Descriptive
statistics are shown in table 9.

Table 9: Descriptive statistics SJS
M

SD

Range

JS-V

2.66

1.29

1.00 – 5.50

JS-O

3.42

1.02

1.00 – 5.00

JS-B

3.00

1.26

1.00 – 5.50

JS-P

4.67

1.31

1.00 – 6.00

Subscale

What stands out is that JS-V scores are particularly low, while JS-P scores are
particularly high, the latter of which was also true for part of the samples used
in the validations of the scale (Baumert et al., 2014). Due to the nature of my
research question, the situation in which the participant is the observer of
injustice (JS-O) is of special interest. The mean score is similar to the mean
scores that Baumert et al. (2014) found in their sample when validating the
SJS (M between 3 and 3.7). This means that the average score is just above the
midpoint of the scale, meaning that participants are not overly sensitive to
justice related issues, but also that they are not insensitive either. The vignette
used in the current studies are relatively clear about the existence of in justice,
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which participants should be able to pick up on. The sample in the current study
is too small to be able to test whether this difference is statistically significant
however. Closer examination of the data reveals that most respondents score
between 3.0 and 4.0 (58%) and that 32% scores below the midpoint of the scale,
the rest scores higher.
Articulated thoughts
The ATSS procedure
Before exploring the laypersons’ articulated thoughts about the victim vignettes,
I would like to discuss participants’ comments on the ATSS procedure and the
context of the video. Comments about the ATSS could roughly be divided into
three topics: the assignment to actually articulate thoughts, the length of the
breaks, and the validity of the vignette.
The first category consists of self-stimulations to start talking. They
mostly feature at the beginning of a break. “Um…. I should now say what
I’m thinking about. Well (…)” [L-20-3], after which the participant begins to
actually articulate these thoughts. Similarly, participants end the articulation
of thoughts in breaks often with remarks like “I haven’t got much else to say”
[L-20-4].
Second, participants often had comments on the length of the breaks.
“A minute is rather long. You can say quite some things in one minute. Okay,
I’m ready for the next part” [L-1-1]. Even though a lot of participants found the
breaks rather long, they had been set at 1:30 after careful pretesting. All but
four participants articulated their thoughts in all breaks. The remaining four
participants were either silent in only one of the five breaks or only talked about
the length of that one break. In contrast, four participants ran short of time to
finalize articulating all of their thoughts in up to three breaks per participant.
Third, three participants commented on the validity of the vignette.
On the one hand, two participants, both who had been confronted with the
angry male victim, stated that they thought that the movie was clearly staged
and acted [L-17], [L-21]. On the other hand, a participant confronted with the
sad female victim said something totally different. Emphasizing that something
was acted out vs. emphasizing that something is real could be similar to BJW
strategies such as lowering credibility vs. empathizing with the victim.
Break 1: “At first, I didn’t know whether this was staged, but, yes, it could still
be possible, but it could very well be a real movie. It is really intense
and disturbing.” [L-20-5]
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Break 2: “Oh. Um… I… Well, it really comes across as very realistic now.”
[L-20-6]
Break 5: “I’m really curious now, how it ended with her. I will ask about her.”
[L-20-7]
Besides comments about ATSS, some participants made comments about
the criminal justice system. Demographic information showed that most
participants had never been involved in the criminal justice system, and
comments, or rather, questions, they had confirmed that that most of them
were not familiar with the context. Some were wondering whether VISs are
always part of the procedure or whether a victim should request a VIS, whether
the defendant would be able to see the victim, how the courtroom looked, etc.
Lastly, quite a few participants shared their own experiences with
victimization or with victimization of close others. They did his either during
one of the breaks or during the debriefing. These parts of the transcripts were
coded to avoid confusion but were not analyses.
Type of victimization
Although the ATSS procedure does not contain a specific manipulation check,
participants generally understood the injustice they were confronted with.
Already from the first break, that ends with “There…. That is the place where it
happened” but did not include the type of victimization, participants understood
that “something (serious) probably happened” [L-24-2], [L-6-2]. For the male
victim, participants mostly inferred the correct type of victimization from the
beginning of the scenario, in break 1:
“I think that this man was robbed, that they took, amongst others, the
beautiful bracelet that he just bought for his wife” [L-17-3]; or
“The attack that is about to happen beneath that viaduct – you can
see that coming, that he is going to be attacked beneath that viaduct”
[L-13-4]
For the female victim, none of the participants mentioned a robbery or physical
assault in the first break. Some just wondered what had happened, three
others referred to sexual assault: “Yes, to what extent she… a rape, or..., what
I’ll be told later” [L-20-1]. When they learned that the victim was not sexually
assaulted, in break 2 they stated that:
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“Apparently it didn’t continue beyond robbery” [L-12-2]
“Yes, and I think that (…) luckily just a… yes, a robbery, it is serious,
very serious, but it could have been worse…. I think, um… curious
thought, I believe, because how bad is this already!” [L-20-8].
This is in line with my thoughts following the manipulation check in study 6.3:
when confronted with a female victim, people might more often infer sexual
victimization. Moreover, although most people find robbery and physical
assault a serious crime, sexual victimization seems to be perceived as an even
more serious type of victimization. One participant kept questioning what
exactly happened in break 3 and 4, because “apparently he is pushed off his
bike and beaten up, but further, I wouldn’t know” [L-6-3], suggesting that the
“something serious” from the previous quote [L-6-2] would warrant more
than “just” robbery and physical assault.
Emotions
Participants were also quick to mention that the victim was presenting an
emotional statement. Eleven participants identified an emotion in the first
break. Only three participants did not mention the victims’ emotion in any of
the breaks [L-8], [L-15], [L-16]. These participants heavily focused on crime
severity, how they would handle the VIS, and strategies that were not victimoriented.
It is striking that out of the eight participants who did not mention the
emotionality in break 1, seven were in a female-victim condition. Considering
that women are stereotypically seen as more emotional (Timmers, Fischer, &
Manstead, 2003), these results suggest that the emotion is more “normal” in
female victims. Apparently, the emotionality does not strike the participants to
the extent that they mention the specific emotion or its intensity.
Emotions are described in different ways. Sadness is described as
“sad” [L-14-3], “his emotions” [L-2-1], “nervous” [L-6-4], “tense” [L-18-2]. The
description of anger is more clear-cut: “angry” (boos). Other descriptions stay
very close and could be translated using the same term (in Dutch: woedend,
kwaad). Both sadness and anger are perceived as very intense.
Once participants have mentioned the emotional demeanor of the
victim once or twice – often, this is in break 1 for the first time – they do not
identify the emotion again. They then also do not update their identification
of these emotions. One participant names different emotions in different
breaks: nervousness (break 1), shame (break 3), feeling guilty (break 4) and the
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diminishing of emotions (break 5) [L-18-2]. One participant mentions anger in
every break:
Break 1:
Break 2:
Break 3:
Break 4:
Break 5:

An angry man, as far as I can see. [L-13-2]
Yes, very angry (…) agitated, (…), boiling with anger (…) [L-13-5]
The man is angry, of course (…) the anger. [L-13-6]
Being furious, after so such a long time, (…) [L-13-7]
This intense anger [L-13-8]

Participants do not explicitly link a specific appraisal to the emotion that is
expressed by the victim when the victim is sad. Commenting on the appraisal or
goal of the emotion happened more often when the participant was confronted
with the angry victim (4x male, 1x female). Anger seems to be associated with
wanting to persuade the judges. It appears as if the respondents suspect angry
victim to have a “hidden agenda”:
“Well, now you see the anger, I wonder whether… yes., whether she’s
trying to influence the judge…” [L-19-1]
“I understand that you want to express your anger, and a little more….
so do you only want to be heard or do you have another goal?” [L-1-3]
The evaluation of the emotion by the victim varies widely. Some participants
understand that the victim is emotional, even angry, even though they say
that they themselves would feel differently, for example because they would
normally not display emotions [L-16] or:
“Incredible. I can imagine that one would become angry, after a while.
Nevertheless, I think I would take a victim-role, where I would think
back at the fear of what would happen.” [L-7-3]
Evaluations like this are indicative of understanding the victim, but also shape
a clear ideal victim by mentioning the “victim-role”, which doesn’t include
anger. Participant [L-14] has a similar idea. This participant has an outright
negative opinion about the performance of the sad male victim because of
his “weak” and “pathetic” appearance, but nevertheless concludes that these
characteristics make the victim into a “real” victim.
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“Crying over reading a statement that he probably practiced millions
of times and still he is whining in court (…) taking everything together,
this is a real victim, who has difficulties expressing himself. That’s it.”
[L-14-4]
Some respondents make an explicit distinction between experiencing and
expressing emotions and believe that the courtroom is not the correct setting
to express intense emotions. It is again striking that most of these comments
concern non-stereotypical emotions: sad males or angry females.
“Should someone who is so emotional deliver such a statement? It
doesn’t get very clear this way. Now, I don’t have a lot of experience
with how the courtroom works, I have never been there (…) but I
cannot imagine that this is how things normally go. And that the judges
need this, a sob story, because that is what it is.” [L-6-5]
“Maybe he should have said it a little more unemotional. Maybe he
shouldn’t have allowed his anger free reign to have a little more effect
with the judges. Yes, that’s what I think, but as a victim, you’d mostly
want to…. [interrupted by end break]” [L-13-9]
Regarding the evaluation of the expression of anger, some comments about
the continuous expression of this negative emotion by the victim were
made in break 4 and 5. Although respondents understood that the victim
experiences anger as a consequence of the victimization for a long time after
the victimization, they disapprove of venting this anger with others:
“That she takes it out on colleagues, that I don’t understand, I call that
into question. Incomprehensible. However, I can imagine that she
stays so angry.” [L-11-1]
Negative strategies
Like the overall low levels of negative strategies in the literature and in the
empirical studies in chapter 6, outright negative strategies such as blaming,
derogation, distancing, minimalization of suffering, lowering credibility,
dehumanization, infrahumanization and alienation were scarce or even absent.
Some of the extremes have already been discussed above, such as
participant [L-14], who is outright negative about the weak attitude of the
sad male victim., meaning that he didn’t employ any positive victim-oriented
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strategies and employed multiple negative strategies over different breaks.
The frequency and intensity of the use of the word “weak”, “pathetic” certainly
amount to derogation. Apart from complaining about this weakness in all the
five breaks, the participant suggests that the victim is to blame.
“He is that typical guy, who, to the outside world, already is inviting
to… let’s say, to being bullied. I think he used to be bullied at school.
If he has always had that mentality, then he has always been the
underdog. He is the underdog now, an easy prey for a robber. Lets
himself get pushed of his bike, doesn’t resist. I would have resisted. A
robber should expect that.” [L-14-1]
Furthermore, by stating that the victim “gives (away)” [L-14-5] his belongings,
the participant reinterprets the situation and minimizes the impact of the
violence during the robbery. He also questions the impact on the victim’s
health:
“Again, if he has psychological issues, then there should be a psychiatric
or psychologist, but such a person is apparently not involved, or he
would have told so in the statement.” [L-14-6]
One other participant made negative comments about the victim in all the
breaks: participant [L-6], whose statements also already have been discussed
above. This participant questioned what happened to the victim beyond being
pushed off his bike and being beaten up, and categorized the VIS as a sob story
that the judge would not need. Further, this participant frequently mentions
things like: “To me, it sounds a little like nonsense” [L-6-1], “this doesn’t really
interest me (…) I don’t care” [L-6-6], “and for the rest, a little exaggerated, if
you ask me…” [L-6-7], thereby lowering the victims’ credibility.
A last participant reacted in a negative way by distancing from the
victim. From break 3 onwards, all articulated thoughts implied that this
participant wanted to finish the ATSS task as soon as possible:
“And I’m like [starts laughing], let that man finish his story, so I can
continue my day [stops laughing]” [L-17-2]”
Other participants were not uniformly negative, but blamed or derogated the
victim in between using other strategies.
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“I also wonder whether she could have had any other options to go
home, or whether she had to take that route” [L-24-3]
“And he also clearly explains what was happening. A situation that
might look like adultery: going out for dinner with a colleague, then
even buying a present – yes, for his wife, but possibly interpreted as
‘for this colleague’ by others” [L-13-10]
“In the beginning I thought… man… I now see you, you aren’t the
youngest anymore, why do you cycle wearing your headphones? If
I see younger people doing that, I think: gee… don’t do that, that is
dangerous. But if I see an elderly gentleman wearing headphones, I
think: man, yes, be more careful!” [L-1-4].
A strategy that is used much more often is that of imposing meaning on the
victim’s story, or framing the victim’s story in such a way that the participant
highlights and prioritizes what is important. Consequently, the participant
doesn’t want to listen to parts of the story that is deemed irrelevant in this
interpretation. Essentially, they would like to narrow the victims’ voice down, or
distance themselves from parts that they don’t find “interesting”. This strategy
was coded in nine out of nineteen transcripts. The strategy almost invariably
was used in relation to the long introduction before break 1. Participants did
not find it relevant that the story included details about the dinner, the gift for
the manager and for the wife/husband and the route home. Nevertheless, I have
already shown that some other participants used this information to blame the
victim. In contrast, one participant changed opinion in break 2 and said “now
that gift for the manager indeed became relevant” [L-18-3].
Although imposing one’s own meaning on the victim’s story did not
change the victimization or its consequences, the observers seem to view the
information relevant to the victim’s perspective in the same manner as in
the moralization gap. This could in turn suggest a conflict with the victim’s
perspective. In this light, it is important to realize that the VIS is framed as an
instrument to give victims voice without any restrictions. As victims tend to
relate their victimization to a broader timeframe (Baumeister et al., 1990), it
is noteworthy that apparently almost half of the participants would have liked
the victim to have restricted their story to a shorter timeframe.
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Positive strategies
Research suggests that people might have a preference to help rather than to
react negatively to victims, as long as they have the opportunity to do the former
(Haynes & Olson, 2006; Sutton et al., 2008). In the design of the current study,
the options to help the victim are fairly limited: it is a video of a victim unknown
to the respondent. Moreover, unlike mock jury studies, the laypersons were
not instructed to take the role of the judge. That means that laypersons, unlike
a judge, had no opportunity to award compensation measures for example.
Similarly, in contrast with a public prosecutor, to aim to secure a conviction in
the case. It is thus not surprising that the research did not reveal any intention
to offer direct, behavioral support. However, most participants indicated a
supportive stance towards the victim in other ways. They acknowledged the
crime severity, stressed the importance of help by others (like a psychologist),
stressed the importance of the victim to voice their views and be carefully
listened to, empathized with the victim and/or emphasized that others should
not distance themselves from the victim, nor blame or derogate them. Only
five participants did not mention any of these options. This included the three
participants discussed above [L-14], [L-16], [L-17] and two participants who
mainly focused on repeating the case information or questions about the
criminal justice system [L-11], [L-21].
Four respondents explicitly mentioned that they thought there should
be more help available for the victim. It is noteworthy that the type of support
varied with the vignette. For the sad victims [L-2], [L-20], this help should be
related to overcoming the traumatic experience of the victimization, while for
the angry victims, help should, according to participants [L-1], [L-13], be related
to overcoming the anger.
“Maybe, if you cannot get rid of your anger, you should ask for help,
because there is always something like victim support.” [L-1-5]
“This image again confirms the great importance of psychological aid
after an incident like this happens to you” [L-2-2]
Although respondents did not have a direct opportunity to compensate the
victim, some participants named compensation as a logical outcome of the
criminal justice procedure. This featured mostly in the last break, just after
the victim explained that a claim for damages was filed together with help of
someone from victim support. Even participant [L-6], whose stance towards
the victim was negative, and suggested the victim was exaggerating, stated:
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“And yes, the only thing that the judge could do is: now we will
investigate it, we get the offenders, and you get compensation. Besides
that, I cannot imagine that something will be done about it.” [L-6-8].
Although a large majority mentioned at least some positive victim-oriented
strategies, only five respondents made no negative comments at all, and
discussed positive strategies over different breaks [L-2], [L-8], [L-9], [L-12],
[L-15]. These participants were spread over all four conditions. This suggests
that such a positive attitude cannot be linked to a specific type of victim
demeanor.
Ambiguity of strategies
The remaining participants employ both negative and positive strategies, or do
neither. Some respondents seem to struggle with the contradiction between
an initial gut reaction that might be considered negative (including blaming
or derogation), and secondary, ore normative reaction, that they should not
derogate. It is a dilemma that L-1 has some difficulty navigating:
“But if I see an elder gentleman wearing headphones, I think: man, yes,
be more careful!” [L-1-4]; continued by:
“Well, anyway, that does not mean that you are to blame for what
happened, but you could maybe have heard a little earlier that they
were right behind you, that is what I mean”. [L-1-6]
Participants who use both positive and negative strategies seem to conclude
using a positive strategy, stating that the victim nevertheless should get
financial compensation, acknowledging that the victimization is very serious
or commenting that “[the victim] is admirable in some sense” [L-7-8]”. It is
debatable whether this finding a confirmation of the idea that positive strategies
are better able to address and repair the BJW threat (Haynes & Olson, 2006).
It could indeed be the case that participants end with the employment of
positive strategies and that their BJW is then restored. However, break 5 has
some specific characteristics that might have influenced the responses. There
were more cues for positive behavior which could explain the increased use of
positive strategies. This was for example the case when the victim was telling
about desiring compensation, inviting participants to use compensation as
a BJW strategy. Furthermore, the victim was somewhat cooler in terms of
emotionality. In cases of expectancy violations with regard to the intensity of
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the emotion, this could have had a negative impact. Lastly, we do not know
whether the participant would employ any negative strategies again if the
movie would be longer.
Another reason why strategies could be labelled as “ambiguous” is
that not all strategies directly are turned into victim-oriented responses. That
participants use certain strategies would not automatically mean that the
victim gets blamed. During coding, “[!!]” was added to segments that showed
the intention to actually express thoughts to the victim or to other third parties,
because this would indicate that a strategy would be transformed into actual
acknowledgment or secondary victimization (see chapter 2). This note was
rarely added to the coded segments, so that it could well be that most negative
and ambivalent reactions would never actually harm the victims. However,
other research on real responses to victims suggests a similar pattern as laid
down in this chapter (Mulder & Bosma, 2018).
Strategies that are not victim-oriented
Victim-oriented strategies are not the only strategies that people could employ
to deal with a BJW threat. Strategies could also be directed at the self, as thirdperson observer (e.g., two-world strategy) or at the offender (for a full overview
of the framework, see chapter 2). In fact, people might have a preference for
offender-focused strategies (Pemberton, 2012).
Six respondents indeed used a strategy that is not victim-oriented,
and only one person used a two-world strategy (“Actually, I’m quite safe on
this side” [L-7-1]). Strategies related to punishment of the perpetrator were
articulated particularly often in the last two breaks, but two participants [L-8],
[L-15] almost exclusively focus on this strategy. It is noteworthy that remarks
about punishment were sometimes accompanied by remarks relating to the
(myth of) judicial leniency in sentencing:
“That maybe some precautions should be taken, and maybe harsher
punishment, because that is not happening very often anymore” [L-93].
“This is a very severe offence, which is in the Netherlands, up until
now, insufficiently taken seriously” [L-15-3].
Some articulated thoughts revolved around the question how the participants
imagined themselves in the place of the victim. On the one hand, this type of
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reaction is very close to empathy, which was operationalized as trying to take
the perspective of the victim. This was the case in statements like:
“Yes, I would be very angry as well.” [L-9-4].26
However, other participants who put themselves in the place of the victim
instead seem to distance themselves from the victim by repeatedly emphasizing
the difference between them and the victim. Because of these differences in
how the strategy of putting oneself in the place of the victim was used, it is
unclear whether this strategy is a display of a negative or positive reaction to
the victim.
Break 1: “I would first think that I would never have said ‘Your honor’” [L-7-4)
Break 2: “Incredible. I can imagine that one would become angry, after a while.
Nevertheless, I think I would take a victim-role, where I would think
back at the fear of what would happen.” [L-7-3]
Break 3: “Still, that would not be dominant in my story” [L-7-5]
Break 4: “Yet again, I think I’m a really different person” [L-7-6]
The criminal justice context and the VIS
Not surprisingly, laypersons do not seem to use any particular criminal justice
context related strategies. In few cases, they comment on their views of how
the criminal proceedings should be (see the discussion on whether emotional
expression should be part of the VIS), and how the judge should react. More
often, they have questions about the proceedings.
Two participants [L-3], [L-15] commented on the judges’ role in
the sense that they believe that judges’ verdicts should take into account the
consequences of the crime. Two other participants criticized the dispassionate
style of the judges as an indication that the judges may not have heard the
victim.
“Furthermore, it caught my attention that the judges, the two on both
sides, um… At that moment did not have any real contact with this
lady.” [L-7-7]

26 It should be noted that this type of statement that includes would be, in this case related to the
emotion expressed by the victim, is different from emotional contagion (“Yes. Also makes me
angry” [L-1-2]), that was much less common.
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“The judges give the floor to the public prosecutor and remains cool/
inhuman. The judge is not a doctor or psychologist, but this is robotlike. The judges did not attend to the emotions of the victim. It is
desirable they would do so.” [L-18-4]
A last category of comments was related to the value of the VIS in the criminal
justice system. Although participants seemed to have little experience with and
knowledge about the criminal justice system, four participants were explicitly
positive about the VIS. Three participants who were in the angry victim
condition thought it could help express and move beyond the anger. Here the
VIS is related to the reasons for emphasizing the need for therapy. The fourth
participant (condition: sad female victim) stated that:
“I think it is very important for victims to tell their whole story, because
I think it is a quite unpopular, an unpopular item. All attention often
goes out to the offenders, victims need more than all the attention, I
think” [L-20-9].
Two other participants who had been confronted with a sad victim (male/
female) remarked that the VIS could help, but that the criminal justice context
might not be the best environment:
“I think it is of the utmost importance that the victim gets this
opportunity, because I think it will help in dealing with his emotions.
However, I would rather see it in an informal setting, because this
formal setting (…) seems primarily terrifying for the victim” [L-2-3]
“I actually wonder what the additional value is of this VIS, because
probably, she has had to tell this story a couple of times already, and I
think that she is just making it more difficult for herself” [L-24-4]
7.3

Conclusion

This chapter showed that laypersons use a broad range of both positive and
negative victim-oriented strategies, but also perpetrator-oriented strategies,
after being confronted with an emotional victim vignette. The results thus
underline the importance of keeping an open but inclusive attitude towards the
range of possible strategies that observers could use to repair threats to their
worldviews. ATSS has proven to be a useful method to measure strategies, as
participants felt involved with the threat: they frequently commented on the
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seriousness of the crime and they generally had a good understanding of the
manipulations. The fact that they shared thoughts about having difficulties to
talk for the whole length of the breaks can hardly be seen as a serious limitation
of the ATSS paradigm in this case. Rather, and together with curious questions
about the context of the video, they could be seen as an effort to actually
articulate all of the thoughts they were having.
The results show some overlap with the findings from the quantitative
studies reported in chapter 6. The overall levels of negative strategies, such as
blame, distancing and derogation were low. Only 2 participants had an outright
negative attitude, while a large majority at least employed some positive
strategies. Positive strategies were not measured in chapter 6, so that a direct
comparison with the use of positive strategies is not possible.
My hypothesis was that anger would be a particularly strong elicitor
of negative reactions. The present study did not provide a direct confirmation
of this expectation. In contrast, outright negative participants had been
confronted with the sad male victim. However, I did find another trend with
regard to the manipulated emotion. Respondents understood that victims get
angry as a consequence of victimization, so that they didn’t seem to experience
expectancy violations to the same level as participants in study 6.3. However,
they felt that victims have a responsibility to take action to get rid of their
emotion when the displayed emotion was anger. For the angry victim, both the
VIS and (clinical) therapy were suggested as good ways to get rid of this anger.
For the sad victim, the VIS and (clinical) therapy were suggested to deal with
the trauma itself.
Finally, this chapter again shed some light on the importance of
exploring what observers think is appropriate in a setting that triggers their
justice concerns. Participants have made comments about how they thought
the ideal victim behaves in court and presents a VIS. Participants indeed hold
some stereotypes of weakness and passivity. The context of the criminal justice
system also contributed to ideas of how the victim should behave. Participants
seemed to hold the idea that the law requires a non-emotional presentation
style to be effective.
In the next part, the laypersons’ attitudes will be compared to that of
legal professionals, Dutch criminal judges and public prosecutors.
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Professionals’ encounters with emotional
victims of crime

Articulated thoughts
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emotional victims of crime

In the Netherlands, broadly characterized as a civil law country (see for a
comparison of classifications of legal systems Spencer, 2016), the judge actively
manages the proceedings that concern both the decision about guilt and the
sentencing decision. The judge, positioned as a leading authority in the factfinding process and responsible for a complete and careful trial, is not only
deciding on the case, but is in charge of communication and has to be responsive
to the parties (Groenhuijsen, 2012). Additionally, the judge has a high level of
discretion with regard to the sentencing, as there are no minimum sentences
per criminal offence, nor strict sentencing guidelines.
“A judge in criminal law doesn’t have an easy job. Nowadays, he is
charged with multiple explicit societal expectations” (De Keijser & Elffers,
2004, p. 16 translation AKB). This includes the increased interaction with
victims in the courtroom, the responsibility to grant the victim voice and the
duty to treat these victims respectfully. The frame of interaction with the
victim is thus shaped by professional requirements that are based on avoiding
secondary victimization.
The attention for the victim has emerged on the basis of national
and international developments. Nationally, the Victim Support Act (Wet
Terwee, 1995) was an important milestone, in which the possibilities to claim
compensation were significantly extended (Corstens, 2012). Another major
step forward was the research project Strafvordering 2001, the basis for the
development of other victim-oriented rights, as this project emphasized the
(then novel) assumption that victims (and witnesses) need specific protection.
“The novel element here is that victims and witnesses were also depicted as
individuals with needs and interests of their own, which need to be served
and protected during the course of the proceedings. Some of these needs can
be acknowledged by awarding them procedural rights of their own. Hence
the idea of creating separate chapters in the Code [Dutch Criminal Code
of Procedure] detailing the rights and obligations of these ‘third parties’”
(Groenhuijsen, 2012, p. 56)
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A third important development is that since 2005, victims of serious crimes27 are
eligible to deliver a VIS orally or in writing (at. 51e CCP). The Dutch Supreme
court has ruled that that the written version can be regarded as evidence as long
as it meets the standards of evidence (ECLI:NL:HR:2011:BR2359).28 Judges
may restrictively take the VIS into account in their verdict; the VIS may be used
to “accentuate” the case (ECLI:NL:HR:2012:BR1149).
Most victims who decide to deliver an oral VIS also hand in a written
version (Booth et al., 2018; Lens et al., 2010). As per 2016 (Stb. 2016, 210), the
requirement to restrict the VIS to the consequences of the crime has been
dropped, so that victims are free to design their VIS. In practice, VISs are often
written with help from victim support workers.
My initial expectation for the current research project was that judges
employ fewer negative strategies than laypersons when they are confronted
with an emotional victim. First, they possess the skills and experience to work
with emotions. Second, they have a legal responsibility to avoid secondary
victimization. As the previous chapter has shown that direct negative reactions
by laypersons are scarce, I expect similar results for judges. This is in line with
findings from previous quantitative research in a population of Norwegian
professional judges. This revealed that their ratings of the credibility of victims
were not dependent on the victims’ emotional expression (congruent: negative
emotions; neutral; or incongruent: positive emotions) of the victim:
The average lay person does not seem to have such a liberal concept
of normal behavior, but is governed by social stereotypes (…) court judges do
not seem to host a similar stereotype. The results of the study show that the
emotions displayed by a rape victim do not determine the judges’ credibility
judgments” (Wessel et al., 2006, p. 227)
In this chapter, I will explore judges’ strategies when confronted with the threat
of injustice that an emotional (angry/sad) victim may present. The qualitative
nature of the study allows for an in-depth analysis of their justice motivations.

27 Crimes that carry a maximum sentence of 8 years or higher and those crimes specifically named by
the legislator (typically considered as serious crimes, such as assault or child pornography).
28 As Reijntjes argues in his note (NJ 2011/558), this could for example require the victim to deliver the
written VIS before trial starts, so that adequate defense is possible. Victims who deliver their VIS
orally and hand in their statement afterwards during trial, as is common in the Netherlands, thus do
not benefit from this ruling.
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8.1

Method

Participants
Participants (N = 26, 69% women, ages ranged from 34 to 64 with Mage = 54.46,
SDage = 9.58) were recruited in three waves. The first wave (n = 15) consisted
of workshop participants at the SSR (Dutch training and study centre for the
judiciary) in January 2017. The theme of the workshop was “judges on victims
and legal decision making”. The workshop that included both discussion panels
and academic presentations was organized with the purpose of collecting
participants for the current research. The workshop was advertised through
newsletters of the SSR and invitations were e-mailed to all district courts
and courts of appeal. The second (n = 7) and third (n = 4) waves consisted of
convenience snowball-samples: previous participants recruited colleagues
in the district courts in the Hague (wave 2) in March 2017 and Oost-Brabant
(wave 3) in November 2017.
Participants were highly experienced judges, with M = 9.12 years of
experience in the criminal law sector (SD = 6.60). They mostly work in full
bench panels with three judges (M = 65% of their time), and additionally as a
single judge.
Procedure and coding ATSS
Participants first received a short introduction about the nature of the
study. The procedure of the study was identical to the procedure of the
study presented in chapter 7. In short, participants watched a movie about
an emotional Victim Impact Statement (VIS) in court. Consistent with the
ATSS paradigm (Davison et al., 1983; Zanov & Davison, 2010), the video was
automatically paused multiple times, and promptly restarted at the end of the
break. Participants were asked to articulate their thoughts during these breaks.
Participants were left alone in the room during the procedure to be able to talk
freely, but the whole procedure was taped for later transcription.
The video material was identical to that used in chapter 7, so that there
were four conditions: angry/male, angry/female, sad/male and sad/female.
See Appendix E for the full scenario for the vignette and Appendix F for the
distribution of participants over conditions.
All articulated thoughts were transcribed using the software tools
F4audiotranskription and MaxQDA. The coding scheme, that was developed
on the basis of the theoretical framework laid out in chapter 2 to 5, and updated
after an initial review of the transcripts, is the same as chapter 7.
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All transcripts were independently coded by two coders. Codes were
then compared and possible disagreements resolved. Comparison showed
great overlap between the two coders.29 The codes were used to compare
between subjects (e.g., did participant X use certain strategies (more often) than
Y and Z?) and within subjects (e.g., what different strategies did participant X
use and in what sequence). I translated all quotes in this chapter myself, the
original quotes from the transcripts can be found in Appendix G, using the
participant number and quote number.
Procedure questionnaires
Although the current research concerns observers’ justice motivation (reactions
in the light of just world reasoning) rather than the individuals’ justice motive
(their individual disposition to believe that the world is a just place – see also
chapter 2), the individual justice motive can explain the extent to which their
justice motivation is triggered (Hafer & Bègue, 2005; M. J. Lerner, 1980). To
my knowledge, the extent to which Dutch legal professionals believe that
the world is generally a just place has never been measured. However, it is an
interesting question that could lead to two competing hypotheses. On the one
hand, one could argue that judges are confronted with injustice on a daily basis,
which may lead them to internalize the idea that the world generally is not very
just. On the other hand, who would continue being a judge without ultimately
believing that the world is eventually be, a just place?
Similarly, legal professionals’ justice sensitivity, or the individuals’
disposition to frame a certain (ambiguous) situation as justice-related, could
play a role in their recognition of the threat that the vignette presents. On
the one hand, one could again argue that because they have judged the most
heinous crimes, their “level of tolerance” to injustice has probably increased.
On the other hand, because of their frequent exposure to conflict situations,
they might be especially sensitive to injustice.
Even though small samples don’t allow for sophisticated quantitative
analysis, in this chapter, I will explore judges’ BJW and JS. I will also confront
them with the same VIS as the laypersons in the previous chapter to explore
their strategies to deal with the vignette. Therefore, after participants finished
29 A measure of inter rater reliability, such as Cohen’s κ, is (again) not provided. As explained in
chapter 7, such measures are based on ratings of agreement and disagreement on both coded and
non-coded segments. Because there are no pre-defined or given units in the transcripts, coded
segments could include overlapping codes and the number of non-coded segments could not be
computed (Krippendorff et al., 2016). In total, 696 codes were assigned to the 26 transcripts. Of
these codes, 67 codes were initially coded by only one coder, but were included in the analysis, while
19 codes were coded by one of the coders but were dropped after discussion.
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watching the movie, they filled out the translated General Belief in a Just World
(GBJW) scale (Dalbert et al., 1987), Cronbach’s α = .85, and Short Justice
Sensitivity (SJS) scale (Baumert et al., 2014). The subscales of the SJS again
varied in reliability, and reliability for JS-O and JS-B were particularly low:
JS-V: ρ = .60; JS-O: ρ = .29; JS-B: ρ = .16; JS-P: ρ = .69. For this reason, JS scores
will not be interpreted.
Additionally, in an open-ended questionnaire, participants were
asked whether they thought the VIS contributes to the victims’ recovery, and
whether they thought the VIS is informative to the judge. The purpose of this
questionnaire was to establish whether participants did not have a general
negative view of the VIS that might influence victim-oriented responses in this
study. This was considered to be especially important in the light of the heated
debate about the merits of the VIS in the criminal justice system.
8.2

Results and discussion

Questionnaires
Scores on the GBJW-scale ranged from 1.67 to 4.50, M = 3.30, SD =.83,
indicating that like laypersons, judges widely varied in their individual belief
that the world generally is a just place. Closer examination of the distribution
of the data revealed that 42% scored 3.0 (midpoint scale) or lower, 39% scored
between 3.0 and 4.0 and only 19% scored higher than 4. This indicates that the
scores of the judges are a little lower than that of the laypersons. However, this
difference is not statistically significant. Because of the low reliability scores
for the SJS subscales, the results of these questionnaires will not be discussed
any further.
The open questions were answered fairly consistently between
participants. In response to the question whether the VIS holds any
informational value for the judge, only two participants answered negatively.
However, they stated that the VIS could hold information for the offender or
could balance the attention to different parties in the criminal justice procedure.
All other participants indicated that they believe the VIS holds informational
value, although some clearly stated that the value of the VIS depends on the
richness of information in the case files.
Moreover, the response to the question whether the VIS is beneficial
to the victims’ well-being was predominantly positive. In total, 8 participants
indicated that they thought that giving a VIS would have positive effects on the
victims’ recovery. Only one participant thought that it would not help (clinical)
recovery, but giving a VIS might give the victim a positive feeling. All other
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participants argued that the VIS could be helpful, but could also have an adverse
effect, depending on: the expectations by the victim (n = 6), whether the victim
felt heard by the court or received feedback (n = 5), whether the victim would
take a victim-role or move beyond the victimization (n = 3), the defendant’s
response to the VIS (n = 2) or whether the victim made a conscious choice to
give a VIS (n = 1).
The answers to the open-ended questionnaires hint at a slight positive
bias towards the VIS. This could be the result of a self-selection bias of
professionals who have an affinity with the development of victims’ rights, and
were therefore interested to participate in the study.
Articulated thoughts
ATSS procedure
First, the total amount of codes is much higher than the total amount of codes
assigned to the laypersons’ transcripts. During the breaks, judges generally
spoke a lot. Transcripts show long paragraphs of thoughts.30 First, this suggests
that the study design indeed fit the judges’ approach to the case. Judges
articulated their thoughts relatively effortlessly. Moreover, it is likely that much
information or nuance might be lost if participants would have responded to
Likert scales. As van Oorschot (2018) has argued, for judges, a case is first and
foremost “a narrative thing” (see also Frankenberg, 2014). As will become clear
throughout this chapter, judges used their articulated thoughts to narrate about
the case. They articulate thoughts beyond quick and quantitative evaluations.
They rationalize their first thoughts and they link their evaluations to the times,
places, event and characters that are linked to the case. In contrast, it would
not be possible to relate answers on Likert scales to separate aspects of the
situation.
Furthermore, there were little comments about the length of the
breaks (only one participant, J-8, commented multiple times on feeling uneasy
with the long breaks). All but two participants articulated their thoughts in all
breaks. The remaining two participants were either silent in only one or two
of the five breaks. In contrast, seven participants ran short of time to finalize
articulating all of their thoughts in up to two breaks per participant.

30 On average, judges used 666 words (SD = 198) in total. Laypersons on average used 446 words (SD
= 244) over the five breaks and public prosecutors used 841 words (SD = 165). These differences are
statistically significant, F(2,63) = 19.01, p < .001, ηp2 = .38. Tukey tests revealed that prosecutors used
significantly more words than judges, p = .01, who in turn used more words than laypersons, p = .01.
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No less than ten participants commented on the act(ors) in the movie,
stating that something was staged or acted out. The numbers are equally
distributed over the four conditions. As judges are generally familiar with
training through role playing in their training program (SSR, 2010), they were
probably able to imagine themselves in the situation nonetheless (Jarvis, Odell,
& Troiano, 2002). This is also supported by their articulated thoughts. Only
one participant mentioned the limitation more than once and knew the actor.
The rest quickly moved on with the task after identifying an actor. Others
specifically missed the entourage of the courtroom, rather than that they were
distracted by the actor.
“At first, I wondered: is this real or is this acted out? Well, what strikes
me is that… [moves on to talking about the content of the movie]”
[J-2-1]
“The first thing I wonder about is that this apparently seems to be
staged, not in a real courtroom. Well… that’s what I take it to be. So
that is the first thing. Um… But besides that, … [moves on to talking
about the content of the movie] [J-19-2]
A last observation with regard to the way participants reacted to the ATSS
procedure is that judges often referred to real actions they would take or would
expect their colleagues to take. Articulated thoughts do often include worlds
like “would” or “should”, as will become clear in the citations below. This
means that relatively more segments were coded with [!!] than in the study of
laypersons’ articulated thoughts.
Type of victimization
Participants rarely identified the exact type of victimization in the vignette. Five
participants wondered what the exact type of victimization was in break 1. Two
of them did not refer to it in terms of specified criminal offences [J-20], [J-26].
The three others qualify the acts as “robbery, kicked” [J-14-1], “robbery and the
use of violence” [J-4-1] and “His bike, the bracelet and his phone were stolen”
[J-16-2]. Even from those descriptions, it is clear that the judges described
the actual behavioral they perceived to be occurring, rather than offering an
opinion as to the way this should be translated into legal terminology. Other
participants remained even more superficial on this point by using descriptions
like “the event” [J-26-2] to refer to what happened. Others simply copied the
words in the vignette to describe criminal behavior.
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Emotion
In contrast to the minimal attention that was paid to labelling the act in terms
of legally defined criminal offences, identifying and evaluating the victims’
emotional display made up the majority of the participants’ articulated
thoughts, together with comments on the way the victim presents the VIS,
which partly overlaps with evaluating the victims’ emotion. Two participants
did not mention the emotionality of the victim at all, but rather commented
on the role of the judges [J-24] and the general way of presentation of the VIS
(length, details, content) [J-23]. The participants who did not comment on the
emotion (n = 2) or commented on the emotions only in one break (n = 2) had
all been confronted with a male victim (evenly spread over the sad and anger
condition).
Judges, like laypersons, used multiple terms for the emotions expressed
by the victim. For the sad victims, the following terms were used to describe
the experienced or expressed emotion: “grief” [J-21-1], “visibly affected” [J-44], “very tense” [J-15-1], “insecure and nervous and also emotional” [J-10-1],
“nervous, emotional, bit shaky” [J-26-3], “with emotion” [J-18-2], “mortal fear”
[J-3-2]. For the angry victim, “angry” and “frustrated” were very common.
Other terms that participants used were: “curt” [J-6-2], “aggressive” [J-8-1],
“reproachful” [J-9-1], “feisty” [J-25-1]. A word like “feisty”, signals the agency
or power that is linked to anger. A lot of judges found the angry victim clear
and in control.
“It is a woman who is very angry and besides that, uhm… very assertive,
at the same time.” [J-20-2]
The manipulated anger is perceived to be very intense. Of course, it was
designed to vividly and clearly present the emotion, and in that sense, it could
be labeled intense. However, there are no (deliberate) differences in intensity
between the angry and sad vignette. The descriptions participants gave to
sadness, such as “very tense” or even “mortal fear” suggest that the emotion
in the other condition could be perceived to be equally intense. Yet, comments
about intense sadness are relatively infrequent – which could be part of an
expectancy violation (see below). Rather, respondents are quite content with
the way the victim expresses their emotions.
“That makes her very insecure, and that leads to the emotions that,
now, during the procedure, again show, and she brings that in a very
appropriate way.” [J-3-3]
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Furthermore, participants interpreted and evaluated the emotion differently,
depending on the related information in the different segments in the video.
They link the emotion to different appraisals (e.g., to the incident vs. the
criminal procedure), and they have different opinions about the (intensity of)
the emotion in at different stages of the VIS.
Break 1: I see a very angry man, who clearly wants to tell his story. [J-12-2]
Break 2: Will there be a moment that he can move beyond his anger, or will he
stay this way? And if so, what could I do about that at this moment?
[J-12-3]
Break 3: I feel that I find it a shame that he also…. that he actually is angry
about going to the police. Because he states: “If I would not have gone
to the police, they might not have been caught at all”. So that is the
source of a lot of anger, and, uhm, I really find that a shame (…) and
it surprises me a little, that that causes anger.” [J-12-4]
Break 4: Yes, now he explains that the anger has a lot of effect on him, or had
a lot of consequences for him. And that the anger is so pervasive,
that it dictates the rest of his life. And that he apparently questions
whether he himself wasn’t to blame, and that maybe that is the root
of his anger (…). But that anger is so all-encompassing, I feel, that I
wonder if… could a judge do something about that? Can we still do
something, so that there will be reparation? That seems a tough one
for this victim. [J-12-5]
Break 5: But that anger (…) I find that really shocking. [J-12-1]
Related to labelling anger as “aggressiveness”, other participants connected
anger in break 3 and onwards to dissatisfaction with the criminal justice
authorities, or even took it as an insult. The more they took the anger as an
insult directed at the court, the more negative their thoughts about the victim.
There was no similar appraisal attached to sadness, i.e. none of the participants
mentioned that the victim was sad or disappointed about the way the criminal
justice authorities handled the situation. In fact, participants who had seen the
sad victim did not infer any appraisal at all.
“From the start, she assumes that she’ll not be believed by us, the
judges. (…) Uhm, yes, that bothers me. And I would want to say: “we
have access to the photos, and I hope that we have shown, during this
procedure, before you gave this VIS, that we accept the facts as they
are in the files.” She doesn’t need to go over that again.” [J-7-1]
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“The way he says “I trust they will be appropriately punished” is almost
a threat to the court. Poor man, it rather has a comical effect!” [J-16-3]
Expectancy violations
From the various ways participants described the angry victim, it appears that
they experienced a violation of their expectations. Their descriptions made
clear that they were surprised or even shocked by the victim’s emotional
display. Moreover, some don’t seem to label anger as an emotion, as they
equate the term “emotional” with sadness (as have participants in the sadness
condition, see above). The detachment however, is not positively related to
the detached ideal of the criminal justice system. Rather, anger is seen as an
unfamiliar expression that shocks participants.
“But that anger (…) I find that really shocking” [J-12-1]”
“He doesn’t talk about pain. He doesn’t talk about grief. He talks with
some detachment.” [J-14-2]
“Now this victim was not emotional, not crying for example, but she
was very angry.” [J-25-2]
“You would expect that if she would start reading the statement she
would first be nervous, and then maybe a little angry and that the anger
then wanes, but with this woman the anger seems to, uhm… stay at the
same level, unrestrained, I find that very striking.” [J-20-3]
In contrast, respondents who did not expect a victim to be (only) sad are much
more accepting of the display of anger. In fact, some even missed the expression
of anger in the sad victim vignette.
“It is a victim that I like, he tells it as it is. And is not miserable. (…) You
don’t have to be miserable as a victim. [J-22-1]
“I don’t see any anger here, and that is what I actually see with the most
victims. It often is a struggle between anger and grief.” [J-5-1]
The expectancy violation might stem from adherence to stereotypes about
the ideal victim and associated passivity that feeds into the expectations
about the emotional demeanor of the victim. Additionally, the ideas that legal
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professionals have, might have been informed by the reality of the courtroom.
Despite the debates in the media about the disruptive character of angry VISs
(Beunders, 2018), the courtroom seems to be fairly free from (intensely) angry
victims (see also Booth et al., 2018). An explanation could be that filtering
(the review and subsequent editing or amending of the VIS) of content that is
deemed too emotionally intense has already taken place. VISs could be filtered
before they reach the courtroom for example by victim support organizations,
as they assist victims in writing a VIS. As anger is not seen as an appropriate
emotional display in court, the victim could be advised to leave expressions of
anger out of the VIS. The consequence of this pre-trial filtering is that judges
are not confronted with the filtered part, i.e. the anger in the statement.
“Well, further… it is actually… she now tells about some things that
are fairly common in victim statements, you hear them more often,
and also the consequences, that she still is… but that anger, that I
still find really striking, you actually never see that this intense, also
not… you do see that there are problems of course at work, that is very
recognizable.” [J-20-1]
“I seldomly encountered… actually never encountered, a victim who
gave such an angry VIS. It is more that… normally it is much more
reserved and sadder. This is very accusing.” [J-8-2]
“The good thing about victim statements written with help of Victim
Support is that these kinds of extremes are filtered out (…). You rarely
encounter victims who become angry. You do see sad victims though.”
[J-16-4]
“She also names a victim support worker. Probably that person helped
her, wrote the statement together with her in this scenario, and then
removed everything that was too direct, too intense.” [J-5-2].
The role of the judge
Despite the various opinions about the emotions, most participants explicitly
stressed that there should be room for the emotions, because this touches
upon the core goal of the VIS: exercising voice. Doing so is likely to include a
particular emotional tone.
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“In this case it is good to give this man the room to peacefully – calmly
or not, no objections – there should be attention for his emotions.”
[J-15-2]
“I actually don’t have much to say about this. The VIS is meant to
express emotions. And we, as judges, should find a way to handle those
later.” [J-11-1]
However, articulated thoughts revealed clear awareness of the judges’ task to
perform emotional labor in relation to a VIS. They mention two key tasks: 1) to
make sure the victim is sufficiently at ease to deliver the VIS and 2) to be ready
to interrupt as soon as the victim crosses a boundary. The latter obtains when
the victim’s statement conflicts with other core values of the criminal justice
system. This is the case when the VIS takes up too much time or when the
victim speaks directly to the defendant in accusing or otherwise inappropriate
language. Any factual additions the VIS may contain could necessitate calling
them as a witness. Acknowledgment of their victimhood might be in conflict
with the presumption of innocence.
“I even think sometimes – if you see a pile of paper bound together
with a staple – oh dear, how long is this going to take?” [J-19-3]
“Sometimes it is difficult to have [victims] in court. But this woman
tells it in a fine way. I don’t feel the urge to interrupt to… to steer her
story in a different direction, which could be the case if people start
addressing the defendant very directly, or are swearing at them, or
something like that.” [J-4-5].
“Yes, but the question is, the one who is sitting over there, whether
that is the offender” (…) Yes, the question is, uhm, to what extent
you should let this victim speak. Or whether you, uhm, should say
something about that. At the moment that you… I assume she is talking
about the perpetrators. About bastards, and not necessarily about the
defendant that is in front of me. But yes, I would have let it go.” [J-8-3]
Three judges further articulated that they should perform emotional labor in
the sense of suppressing own emotions and expressions of empathy. These
judges had been confronted with a sad victim.
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“You cannot, so to speak, start crying together with the victim.” [J-194].
“And sometimes that is a little… you would like to, as a person, you
would like to say more. But you should stay in your role as a judge and
you should protect your impartiality. And thus, you cannot say too
much. I needed to get used to that again. Because as a judge in a civil
court, you could have said something.” [J-6-1]31
“It could be difficult for the court to be confronted with such an
emotional story without showing that you are affected by it, when
someone stands in front of you, clearly feeling so much grief.” [J-21-2]
This resonates with Dutch judges’ narratives collected by M. van Kleef and van
Kleef (2011), such as Van de Ven: “But there are days that my emotional armor
is not strong enough” (p. 52).
One might see a tension or contradiction between the two tasks of
making the victim at ease and protecting the criminal justice proceedings.
The first might encourage empathy, which by definition involves taking the
perspective of the victim. The latter demands the opposite: not to take the
perspective of the victim, because the judge should be impartial and focus on
his own task of managing the proceedings. Maintaining a balance between the
two seems to involve active listening:
“That attention could also exist in listening very carefully. If there
are occasional pauses, the judge could actively listen by trying to
summarize the essence.” [J-15-3]
Seven participants explicitly reflected on the question whether or not to
interrupt the victim. Only one [J-13] decided that it was a good idea to interrupt
the victim, to urge the victim to shorten the VIS and stay close to the essence
of the story. The essence of the story, according to participant [J-13] is to
narrate about the what happened to the victim and how this impacted the
victim. Information about what happened during the day leading up to the
victimization is, in these participant’s view, irrelevant.

31

In the Netherlands, trainee judicial officers get trained in different sections of the court: criminal,
civil, administrative (SSR, 2010). It is common practice that judges switch between different
sections of the court after a couple of years. Apparently, this participant recently switched from
civil to criminal law.
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The six other participants decided not to interrupt. Interestingly,
explicit reflections on interruptions were made when the victim was angry (n =
5) and when the victim was sad (n = 2)
Rather than interrupting, eight judges mentioned that there should
be more dialogue with the victim, so that their VIS would be acknowledged.
This refers to the voice – to be heard (to be distinguished from voice - to speak,
see chapter 4 and Booth et al., 2018). Most of them refer to the tension with
other core values of the criminal justice system, but nevertheless think that the
attitude of the court portrayed in the vignette was too uninvolved. The majority
of the judges who mentioned that there should be more acknowledgment of the
victim had been confronted with a sad, female victim (sad, female: n = 5; sad,
male: n = 2; angry, female n = 1). Two participants who had been confronted
with a sad male victim, thought that the judges had been considerate of the
victims’ circumstances to a sufficient extent.
“The court ends the VIS and thanks him for his comments, and shows
neutrality again, but also a kind of involvement. It doesn’t leave the
court untouched, they are involved. Yes, I think it is a nice balance that
they show. Business-like, but involved.” [J-17-2]
“I think the reaction of the judges is appropriate, that is just part of our
role. I wouldn’t have said more than that myself.” [J-24-1]
One judge emphasized the importance of active listening as a means of
acknowledging the victim. But based on the participation in this research,
this judge wondered whether or not active listening is actually enough to
show acknowledgment. The judge suggests that it might be well-intended on
the part of the judge to actively listen, but the victim would still feel a lack of
acknowledgment due to the lack of explicit feedback (voice – to be heard).
“Yes, well… that is actually quite striking. Normally, you are part of
the court and you actively listen, so I don’t really experience it as if
there is a lack of feedback. But now that I watch this movie… uhm…
I could imagine that from the perspective from the victims who give a
VIS this is experienced in a different way.” [J-19-5]32

32 During the debriefing, this participant repeated this comment, including the intention to making
this active listening more visible for the victim, e.g., through commenting on the active listening and
giving the victim more acknowledgment.
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However, a lot of judges indicated ways to show the victim that their story
was heard without risking crossing the boundary of harming the fair trial, the
presumption of innocence or their own impartiality. This could be providing
a glass of water, explaining that emotions were noticed, and/or asking the
defendant to react to create a dialogue. Another possibility is to adjourn the
session for a couple of minutes. As discussed in chapter 5, one can debate
whether forms of “cooling-out” either acknowledge the victims’ emotions or
distances the observers from the victims’ emotions.
“Also, that you wonder, hey, shouldn’t the judges give him a glass of
water, or a bag of tissues? On the other hand, that could be interrupting.
Could intervene in someone’s story, you never know whether this
person would like that, so these are difficult questions.” [J-17-1]
Using the VIS for informational purposes
Apart from an evaluation of the VIS in relation to the emotion expressed, a
lot of judges evaluated the VIS in the light of its usefulness. The answers to
the open-ended questionnaire showed that a large majority of judges in this
sample viewed the VIS, under specific circumstances, as a useful instrument to
contribute to the victim’s recovery. The specific requirements they mentioned
were that the victim has the correct expectations about the VIS and its effects
and that the victim experiences the feeling of being heard, the latter of which
was discussed above.
Moreover, the answers to the open-ended questionnaires also
suggested that almost all judges found the VIS useful in terms of gaining more
information about the impact of the victimization on the victim’s life. This
finding is in line with the evaluation of the VIS in the ATSS procedure.
“Myself, I like it when a VIS is not too long but really is reflective of
the core of the experiences of the speaker, not too many digressions.”
[J-1-2]
“In a lot of cases, the oral VIS is valuable for me, because you get a
better feeling of the severity of what happened, and so that you can
better articulate that. We quite often use that in the motivation of
the sentencing decision, especially to bring the crime severity to the
attention.” [J-1-1]
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“Consequences are clear, and… very useful when deciding on… in any
case the punishment, and I would say also when judging the claim for
compensation.” [J-26-4]
The question whether the VIS influences the outcome of the criminal procedure,
most importantly the sentence, is highly contentious (Ashworth, 1993; Booth,
2016; Edwards, 2009; Sarat, 1997). The reason for this controversy is multifaceted. First, bringing an emotional tone to the courtroom could infringe
the grand majesty of the court by inviting embarrassment and confrontation.
Related, people fear that judges would be overly affected by the emotional
tone of the victim. Second, emotionality could harm the defendant in various
ways: by detracting attention and, when the trial is not bifurcated, by infringing
the presumption of innocence. This is related to the fear of vindictive victims.
Lastly, arbitrariness and inconsistency might arise because not in every case
a VIS is delivered, leading to disproportionate sentences. In the Netherlands,
the Supreme Court has ruled that the VIS may impact the sentencing, but the
value of the VIS should be reduced to accentuating the case as it stands from
the proceeding (ECLI:NL:HR:2012:BR1149).
The results of this research confirm that judges not only value the
information that a VIS could add to the case files, but – in the last two quotes –
suggest that some of them would actually use the VIS in their decision-making
process. Whether this is influenced by the emotional tone of the VIS is still
speculation. Both participant [J-1] and [J-26] were assigned the sad-victim
condition. One other participant remarks the following:
“If someone cries a lot, whether that influences my decision, I’m not
sure, I would have to reflect on that.” [J-4-6]
Moreover, with regard to levels of punishment, the victim in the vignette made
a vague comment about the preferred outcome of the procedure: “I hope that
you, your honor, will come to the right decision” (sad victim) or “I trust they will
be appropriately punished” (angry victim). Although these statements differ
(in hindsight: might differ too much) in the direction of the desired outcome,
both statements leave ample room for discretion with regard to what the
appropriate punishment could be. In the sad condition, the participants seem
to appreciate this view, as it opposes the stereotype of the vengeful victim.
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“The victim clearly explains that he indeed would like to have his
damages compensated, but from what he is saying, it appears that that
is not the most important thing.” [J-15-4]
“Uhm, “I hope that you will come to the right decision”, from the
perspective of the judge, that is of course an exemplary victim. She’s
not demanding that they should get the highest possible sentence,
and even the highest sentence is not fair. So, in that regard, this victim
makes our job very easy, she stays within the given limits of the VIS,
doesn’t overstep those limits. For a judge, that is very pleasant to see
a victim who explains that a sentence might give her some feeling of
justice, but that the sentence doesn’t have to be insanely high.” [J-18-3]
In contrast, participants in one of the two angry-victim conditions interpreted
the ambiguous statement regarding the desired punishment by the victim as a
demand for a high sentence.
“She’s urgently requesting an appropriate sentence. Is there room for
a nuanced reaction from our side?” [J-7-2]
“Because he phrases it as an “appropriate punishment”, but it is clear
that he actually means a very severe punishment.” [J-16-1]
The issue here is thus that differences in the interpretation of such an
ambiguous statement by the victim can be related to the victims’ emotional
demeanor. Given that they also value the more open suggestion they interpret
in the sad condition, but interpret the statement in the angry condition in a
different way, this could mean that they value these statements in different
ways. An explanation could be that anger is commonly associated with more
certainty and punitiveness, as explained in chapter 4 (J. S. Lerner et al., 1998;
Yzermans, 2012).
To return to the topic of the usefulness of the VIS in the criminal justice
sentence, it is important to notice that while on the one hand judges value
information about the consequences of the crime and the crime severity, they
are impatient with information that they deem irrelevant to the criminal justice
procedure on the other hand. More frequently (n = 15, all conditions) and more
strongly than the laypersons, they complain about the lengthy introduction
and factual information that is provided in the VIS, thereby imposing their
own frame on the VIS. This reveals a tendency to desire sterilizing the VIS:
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to let the victim speak, but quickly translate the material in the VIS to a legally
relevant story, in which certain elements will lose their importance. Even more
strongly, some participants may desire filtering: (pre-trial) amendments of the
VIS so that the irrelevant parts are left out. Sterilizing hampers voice – to be
heard, while the latter would impair the victim’s voice – to speak.
“First, he is going to say what his motives are to tell this story and then
he is going to lecture about the facts. A lot of side issues, and actually,
he isn’t speaking about the criminal act that is central here. So, in that
regard, our attention is diverted and someone should calmly point out
to this man that he should be more concise.” [J-13-1]
Strategies
In the themes discussed above, the use of some strategies that are directly
related to the criminal justice procedure could be discerned, such as sterilizing.
Furthermore, I discussed why judges value the to speak pillar of voice, but may
struggle to extend this to voice – to be heard, because providing acknowledgment
and feedback might be in tension with some core values of the criminal
procedure. I would categorize the most prominent forms of acknowledgment
that they suggest, such as providing a glass of water or thanking the victim for
giving the VIS as indirect forms of acknowledgment. In contrast, the use of the
VIS in the motivation of the sentencing decision, is much more direct. This
direct form of acknowledgment is exceptional.
The use of the conventional BJW strategies and the broadened scope
of strategies is just as rare. One participant is an exception in the use of negative
strategies, that mostly seem to be related to this participant’s feelings in regard
to the anger of the victim: “I feel a certain embarrassment for these emotions.”
[J-16-5]. This participant feels insulted by the anger and it appears to mock
the victim. Not only in the quote that I put forward above, “(…) Poor man, it
rather has a comical effect!” [J-16-3], but also in statements like: “The knife he
isn’t sure about” [J-16-6] and “And yeah, if he doesn’t report, of course no one
will be arrested…” [J-16-7]. Participant J-16 furthermore lowers the victim’s
credibility displays great difficulty in empathizing with the victim. Yet, like the
laypersons there is an ambiguity in this participants comments, for instance in
not minimizing the suffering.
“For me that anger… is the purest form of overkill. In one way or
the other, it raises more irritation than sympathy, while this man
experienced something serious. But he evokes resistance, as if
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he is exaggerating. (...) Melodramatic, a little, here and there (…)
“No, I regret it, but… I don’t get to feel compassion, because of the
presentation, the intense anger that he displays.” [J-16-8]
Participant J-18 also shows an ambiguous reaction, following immediate (gut)
reactions that tend to be negative and rationalized with professional thoughts,
being more balanced and positive. Furthermore, the frequent and stretched out
“uhm’s” reveal some hesitation with regard to the negative reactions.
“Uhm... Uhhhm… At the moment she said she didn’t go the police
immediately, I instantly thought: Well, that’s very stupid!!! Uhm...
primary reaction! And then (…) so, yeah, more professional thoughts
come up later when she tells her story.” [J-18-4]
“Now I started to think… uhm… yes, this is actually what victims go
through. Not all exactly the same, not all to the same extent, but this,
uhm… In our job, it is very easy to… well, very easy… but you are
inclined to treat it with a little more distance and you won’t experience
the same emotions as the victims. But now I hear her tell this story and
then I think: yes… this is what a relatively… well… uhhhhm… well,
violent robbery could do to someone. And that is invasive, so I start
to empathize with the victim because of the way she presents it (…)
She tells her story, and that means I will also go through it with her.”
[J-18-1]
An interesting comparison can be made between participant 16 and 18. Both
cases show that witnessing the display of specific emotions may alter one’s
tendency to empathize, despite prior motivations to take the perspective of
the other. Previously, I showed that people are less likely to empathize with
angry victims. Judge [J-16] doesn’t succeed in empathizing with the angry
victim, despite actively trying to do so. In contrast, I have shown that people
more easily empathize with a sad victim. Judge [J-18] intended to distance from
the victim, but ends up taking the sad victims’ perspective. Judge [J-16] and
judge [J-18] have different starting points, and each end up doing the opposite
of what they had intended. They attribute their experience to the presentation
style of the victim, more specifically the communicated emotion.
Another interesting finding in relation to empathy is that judges seem
to empathize with the judges in the vignette more than with the victim. As
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already noted, participants have a lot of comments on the role of the judge in
the movie. One participant explicitly states that:
“And then, along the way, if you hear her speak and the emotions start
to show, I can really take the perspective of my own role as a judge.”
[J-18-5]
Another participant even seems to expect that victims would take the judges’
perspective when they prepare their VIS:
“She doesn’t realize at all that we see a lot of these stories quite
regularly.” [J-7-4]
Help
Whereas laypersons mostly mention help in the context of overcoming the
trauma or the emotional consequences of the trauma, judges mostly refer to
help in the context of the legal procedure. This happens more often when the
victim is sad (n = 9; spread evenly over male/female condition) than when the
victim is angry (n = 4; only male victims). Partly, this could be explained by
the emphasis on voice to be heard as contributing to the victims’ well-being
– I already commented on the fact that participants stressed the necessity
of response from the courts more often in case of a sad victim. This kind of
“help” would be exercised by the judges themselves. They also note that other
people’s assistance could be useful, both as social support in the courtroom as
well as legal support for the design of the VIS and expectation management.
“What of course stands out is that the man is alone and I always find
that a little sad, because as a judge… you cannot really respond to the
emotions of the man other than just acknowledging them. But I think
I would like it for someone, for this man… it would be nice to have a
supportive person next to him.” [J-19-6]
However, receiving aid from victim support to make sure that the VIS is in
line with what judges expect and could use – that extremes are filtered out,
that details and other “irrelevant” information is left out, etc. – also puts the
victim at risk of secondary victimization, because it might harm the victim’s
credibility.
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“Sometimes we wonder whether that is their own, genuine experience,
or whether it is due to the help of victim support or other people. So, I
call that… that it seems that it is made more emotional. And for me, as
a judge, that works counterproductive.” [J-7-3]
“Authenticity of a VIS is very important to me, so I really think it is a
shame if it is clearly written by a victim support worker.” [J-5-3]
The victim seems to be left with a conundrum here. On the one hand, judges’
attention seems to be diverted by too much details or presentation styles that
they do not normally encounter and/or do not appreciate. In that sense, judges
seem to like a standardized VIS with particular “blocks” of information. On the
other hand, if the VIS includes blocks that seem (too) familiar, the perceived
authenticity of the VIS is in danger. This finding offers support for the idea
that similar stories may be understood in contradictory ways depending on
the presentation of the story: “the same stories may be seen as unique and
special versus idiosyncratic and unrepresentative; universal and of interest
to us all versus mundane and uninteresting; authentic versus deceptive
and manipulative; and as an expression of potency versus an expression of
powerlessness” (Pemberton, 2016, p. 128, referring to Polletta, 2006).
8.3

Conclusion

Participants referred relatively little to the type of victimization in all breaks.
Furthermore, they employed little direct victim-oriented strategies – both
negative (in line with the hypothesis) and positive. In contrast, the expressed
emotion, the way of presentation of the VIS and the legal profession of judging
were major themes. Comments on the expressed emotion and the presentation
of the VIS indirectly gave some insights on their thoughts about the victim,
whereas thoughts on the profession of judging gave some insights in how
judges would understand their task to minimize secondary victimization.
Although the latter may seem a much more indirect way to
understanding victim-oriented responses than the direct strategies such as
lowering credibility and derogation versus support and compensation – which
were more prevalent in the articulated thoughts of laypersons – it stood out
that the thoughts of the judges were more direct in the sense that they were
often marked with [!!]. This means that the judges indicated that they would
actually take action or say something to the victim, if they were judging. This
was particularly apparent for their efforts to enhance their response to sad
victims.
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Another topic worth mentioning is that the judges were quite
consistent in the concepts they addressed in the five breaks. As mentioned,
emotions, presentation style and professional judging were key topics in the
judges’ articulated thoughts. More than half the participants mentioned the
emotion of the victims in three or more breaks. If participants commented on
the role of the judge, they would also do that in more than one break, etc.
The most important implication of the results is that victims seem to
be treated differently depending on the emotion they express. This may be
explained by the expectancy violation they often experience with regard to the
angry victim, but not the sad victim. Anger is more often seen as (overly) intense
and is interpreted as an insult to the court or the criminal justice authorities or
a demand for harsh sentences. Judges seem to empathize more easily with the
sad victim, which does not only follow from their comments about empathy,
but also their own emotional reaction to the sad VIS, their frequent emphasis
on help for the sad victim and their efforts to instigate a dialogue with the sad
VIS. In contrast, they are much more alert and consider interrupting in the VIS
much more often when the victim is angry.
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The previous chapter discussed the results of the ATSS study with judges.
As explained in chapter 4, judges have a pivotal role in the courtroom as they
lead the proceedings and manage the emotions of different parties. They are
responsible for granting the victims voice during the proceedings and for
treating victims correctly (art. 288a CCP). It is therefore important to explore
their thoughts about the emotional victim of crime.
Prosecutors also interact with victims from the beginning of the
criminal investigation up until the execution of the criminal measure.
Because they are directly involved with the victim, they exercise power over
the experience of procedural justice. This in itself warrants exploring the
prosecutors’ attitudes towards emotional victims of crime. Therefore, in
this chapter, the studies reported in chapter 7 and 8 are repeated with public
prosecutors as participants.
The Dutch Public Prosecution Service (Openbaar Ministerie)
is responsible for enforcing the criminal legal order. There are some
particularities to the Dutch system that need to be addressed before I turn
to discussing the empirical study. Prosecutors are magistrates, meaning that
they are independent, impartial, honest, autonomous and have the necessary
expertise (Lindeman, 2017). Like judges, Dutch prosecutors are civil servants
(Hanock & Jackson, 2009). As magistrates, they are part of the judiciary, also
known as the standing judiciary. Prosecutors have a wide range of discretion
regarding the decision to prosecute, and in this way exercise quite a lot of
power over outcome of the case. The expediency principle holds that once there
is enough evidence that a criminal offence has been committed, prosecutors
can still refrain from prosecuting.
The prosecution service is more hierarchical than the functions of
judges, and prosecutors are bound from guidelines (aanwijzingen) (Bijlsma,
2009; Hanock & Jackson, 2009). However, similar to De Keijser and Elffers
(2004) analysis of judges, societal expectations put considerable pressure on
the workload of prosecutors, a prominent one being working in the interest of
victims. Whereas working in the interest of victims can indeed be a burden to
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the prosecutor, the victim’s story could on the other hand help the prosecutor
to present a strong, appealing case (Lindeman, 2017).
In this regard, the aanwijzing slachtofferrechten (guideline victims’
rights, as per July 1st, 2018) is the most important directive. The directive
stipulates that secondary victimization should be avoided as much as possible
and that victims should be informed.33 Moreover, the prosecution service
should bear in mind the victims’ interest. Separate guidelines specify policy
with regard to specific types of victimization, such as the directive for sexual
violence (aanwijzing zeden). It is important to mention that in each district, a
special prosecutor is appointed to implement the guidelines, liaise with victim
support groups, correspond with victims and to arrange meetings between
victims and prosecutors (Hanock & Jackson, 2009). The Netherlands places
more duties on the prosecution service with regard to victim services than other
civil countries such as Germany and France (Shapland, 2010). Yet, prosecutors
remain magistrates rather than victim representatives.
The wide range of discretion in the decision (not to) prosecute in
combination with the obligation to take into account the interest of the victim
in their decision making is a distinctive feature of the Dutch criminal justice
system (Brienen & Hoegen, 2000). Their involvement with victims’ experience
of both outcome-related and procedural justice emphasizes the need to more
closely explore their attitude towards emotional victims of crime.
9.1

Method

Participants
The National Office of the Netherlands Public Prosecution Service invited 4
districts to contribute to this research project. Public prosecutors from OostNederland, Oost-Brabant and Noord-Holland participated. Participants (N
= 21, 62% women, ages ranged from 28 to 53 with Mage = 38.67, SDage = 6.73)
were highly experienced public prosecutors (n = 17), with M = 8.85 years of
experience in the criminal law sector (SD = 5.52) or experienced assistant public
prosecutors (n = 4) with between 1 and 3 years of experience.

33 Aanwijzing slachtofferrechten is the most recent guideline. The first victim-oriented guideline to
stipulate that the prosecutor should bear in mind the victims’ interest in his decision making was
the guideline Vaillant (1987).
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Procedure and coding
Participants first received a short introduction about the nature of the study.
The procedure of the study was identical to the procedure of the study
presented in chapter 7 and 8. In short, participants watched a movie about
an emotional Victim Impact Statement (VIS) in court. Consistent with the
ATSS paradigm (Davison et al., 1983; Zanov & Davison, 2010), the video was
automatically paused multiple times, and promptly restarted at the end of the
break. Participants were asked to articulate their thoughts during these breaks.
Participants were left alone in the room during the procedure to be able to talk
freely, but the whole procedure was taped for later transcription.
The video material was identical to that used in chapter 7 and 8, so
that there were four conditions: angry/male, angry/female, sad/male and sad/
female. See Appendix E for the full scenario for the vignette and Appendix F
for the distribution of participants over conditions.
All articulated thoughts were transcribed using the software tools
F4audiotranskription and MaxQDA. The coding scheme, that was developed
on the basis of the theoretical framework laid out in chapter 2 to 5 and updated
after an initial review of the transcripts, is the same as chapter 7.
All transcripts were independently coded by two coders. Codes were
then compared and possible disagreements resolved. Comparison showed
great overlap between the two coders.34 The codes were used to compare
between subjects (e.g., did participant X use certain strategies (more often) than
Y and Z?) and within subjects (e.g., what different strategies did participant X
use and in what sequence). I translated all quotes in this chapter myself, the
original quotes from the transcripts can be found in Appendix G, using the
participant number and quote number.
After participants finished watching the movie, the filled out the
translated General Belief in a Just World (GBJW) scale (Dalbert et al., 1987),
Cronbach’s α = .76, and Short Justice Sensitivity (SJS) scale (Baumert et al.,
2014). The subscales of the SJS again varied in reliability, and reliability for JS-V
and JS-B were particularly low: JS-V: ρ = .46; JS-O: ρ = .60; JS-B: ρ = .29; JS-P: ρ
= .67. For this reason, JS scores will not be interpreted.

34 A measure of inter rater reliability, such as Cohen’s κ, is (again) not provided. As explained in
chapter 7, such measures are based on ratings of agreement and disagreement on both coded and
non-coded segments. Because there are no pre-defined or given units in the transcripts, coded
segments could include overlapping codes and the number of non-coded segments could not be
computed (Krippendorff et al., 2016). In total, 520 codes were assigned to the 21 transcripts. Of
these codes, 47 codes were initially coded by only one coder, but were included in the analysis, while
11 codes were coded by one of the coders but were dropped after discussion.
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Additionally, in an open-ended questionnaire, participants were
asked whether they thought the VIS contributes to the victims’ recovery, and
whether they thought the VIS is informative to the judge. The purpose of this
questionnaire was to establish whether participants did not have a general
negative view of the VIS that might influence victim-oriented responses in this
study. This was considered to be especially important in the light of the heated
debate about the merits of the VIS in the criminal justice system.
9.2

Results and discussion

Questionnaires
Scores on the GBJW-scale ranged from 2.17 to 5.00, M = 3.43, SD =.82,
indicating that, like laypersons and judges, prosecutors widely varied in their
individual belief that the world generally is a just place, but that their lower
bound is somewhat higher than those of the other two groups, which were
1.83 (laypersons) and 1.67 (judges). Closer examination of the distribution of
the data revealed that 48% scored 3.0 (midpoint scale) or lower, 28% scored
between 3.0 and 4.0 and 24% scored higher than 4.0. This indicates that the
scores of the prosecutors are somewhat lower than that of the laypersons, but
somewhat higher than judges. However, these differences are not statistically
significant. Because of the low reliability scores for the SJS subscales, the
results of these questionnaires will not be discussed any further.
The answers to the open questions largely reflected similar opinions
as the judges. Prosecutors thought that the VIS could add valuable information
because it offers a “real” rather than a “written” impression of the case (n = 10)
and the VIS could be used as an update since the moment of the police report
about the consequences of the crime (n = 7). Only 2 participants thought that
a VIS does not offer any valuable information. Moreover, participants are
positive with regard to the contribution that the VIS can make to the recovery
of the victim (n = 9), at least under certain circumstances: when the victim has
the correct expectations (n = 3), when the victim indeed wants to give a VIS (n =
6), when the court treats the victim with respect (n = 2) and when the outcome
of the criminal case is favorable for the victim (n = 1). Participants believe that
the VIS helps to get closure, to express emotions, to regain control, to speak to
the defendant, and to get acknowledgment of an esteemed audience.
Similar to the sample of judges, this sample of prosecutors is
characterized by a positive stance towards the VIS. This could be the result of a
self-selection bias of professionals who have an affinity with the development
of victims’ rights, and were therefore interested to participate in the study.
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Articulated thoughts
ATSS procedure
Even more so than judges, prosecutors were extensive in their comments
during the breaks.35 There were no participants who commented on feeling
uneasy and only one participant commented on the length of one break. No
participants remained silent during any of the breaks, while 9 participants ran
out of time to fully articulate their thoughts in up to 4 breaks.
Five participants commented on the authenticity of the vignette. Two
participants, [P-3] and [P-14], commented on being distracted by the staged
nature of the vignette in multiple breaks. Nevertheless, they tried to interpret
the scenario as if it depicted a real situation.
“Yes, I still have to try to see through my feeling that this is an actress,
but assuming that this is a real woman, to whom this really happened…
[moves on to talking about the content of the movie]” [P-3-1]
Three others commented on the actors once. They articulated their thoughts
on this topic during break 1 or break 2. Their own experiences with victims
whom they had encountered in court before led them to expect a different
victim demeanor.
“To be honest … uhm… in real cases – this is of course acted out – in
real cases I don’t often encounter victims who are so… anxious, or so
uhm… emotional in sharing their story.” [P-7-1]
To what extent the expectancy violation is related to the thoughts about the
video being staged is unclear, as other participants who also experience an
expectancy violation do not articulate thoughts about the actor.
Type of victimization
Similar to judges, prosecutors do not give a lot of attention to the specific type
of victimization. Only 1 participant speculated about what happened in break 1.

35 On average, in total, public prosecutors used 841 words (SD = 165). Laypersons on average used 446
words (SD = 244) over the five breaks and judges used 666 words (SD = 198). These differences are
statistically significant, F(2,63) = 19.01, p < .001, ηp2 = .38. Tukey tests revealed that prosecutors used
significantly more words than judges, p = .01, who in turn used more words than laypersons, p = .01.
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“You’re also imagining what would have happened. I’m now very
curious whether someone performed a robbery on her or whether
she’s been pulled from her bike and that indecent behavior was
shown.” [P-17-1]36
This quote shows that participants could have indeed imagined that the victim
would have been sexually assaulted, as multiple laypersons thought as well. In
break 2, after the victim has explicated what happened, this participant does not
refer back to the speculations from break 1. Other participants who mention
the type of victimization in later breaks (n = 4, all conditions) neither show any
surprise about the type of victimization, except for participant [P-13].
“Like I expected, indeed a street-robbery, the story seemed to go in
that direction in her introduction, and that’s what it is.” [P-12-3]
“I thought something more severe had happened. Well, I don’t want
to underestimate this kind of violence, with regard to its impact, but
I thought something like rape or something like that, because she was
already so emotional.” [P-13-1]
Emotion and expectancy violations
Emotion was a prominent feature of the participants’ articulated thoughts.
Only 1 participant [P-19] did not identify or evaluate the emotional expression.
Overall, the emotion was identified more often when the victim was angry.
Participants who identified the emotional display of the victim often (i.e., in 4
or 5 breaks) were more likely to have seen the angry victim (n = 7) than the sad
victim (n = 3). Conversely, participants who identified the emotional display of
the victim in 3 breaks or less were more likely to have seen the sad victim (n = 8)
than the angry victim (n = 3).
The terms that are used to describe the emotions are similar to the
terms used by laypersons and judges. Anger is described as (very) angry and
(very) frustrated and as “indignation” [P-16-3]. Sadness was often described
as “nervous” but most frequently as “emotional”. Both nervousness and
emotionality refer to the state of the victim at the time of giving the VIS.
Participants also recognized that the victim experienced other emotions at the
time of victimization and shortly after, such as fear and shame.
36 Translating articulated thoughts is a difficult task. This sentence was particularly difficult as I didn’t
want to lose the peculiarity that this participant linguistically prioritized the defendant’s behavior
over the victims’ experience.
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This suggests that prosecutors, like laypersons and judges, sometimes
experienced expectancy violations on the basis of the type of emotion when
being confronted with the angry victim, but not with the sad victim.
“Yes, again a lot of anger that this woman displays, and then I think:
Oh… where… aren’t you sad? Aren’t you fearful? It really is anger,
anger, anger.” [P-12-4]
“My experience is that a lot of victims are sad and anxious. In contrast,
for her, anger and indignation are important” [P-16-3]
Where seeing the sad victim violated respondents’ expectations, it concerned
the match between the severity of the type of crime and the severity of the
displayed emotion. This was for example shown in the quote by [P-13] who had
expected the victim to have experienced sexual victimization. In break 3, this
participant states that:
“You can see her emotions. Too much is never good, but you can see
that it still affects her.” [P-13-2]
Participants stress that there should be room for the expression of emotions,
including anger. [P-20], who is an exception, states the following.
“I don’t think that the court is the right place for a victim to display
frustration. She should just give a VIS, best without using all kinds of
frustrations.” [P-20-1]
Despite the fact that other participants believe that there should be room for
emotions including anger, their articulated thoughts still reveal that they have
a hard time dealing with anger, which shows in their irritation, impatience and
difficulties to empathize with the victim. For example, participant [P-12] states
that:
“But, well, it is her right to do it this way. And if it is anger that she feels,
then she should express it.” [P-12-1]
However, in the same break and in the break after, this participant also
articulates the following:
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“But she is so angry… that you… that you’d almost forget how serious
this is. Because I almost get irritated by her anger. Because I think: yes,
that is clear by now” [P-12-5]
“The anger almost makes the sympathy disappear. Well, that is maybe
putting it too strongly, but… yes… that you almost disengage and that
you don’t listen to her anymore, even though you actually should. She’s
obviously not being trained in telling these kinds of things.” [P-12-6]
Witnessing the following quote from break 5, participant [P-4] clearly felt
uncomfortable with the display of sadness but didn’t get distracted:
“Yes, this is the moment we’re all waiting for I think, as we are all
legal experts. We can turn to the tasks we feel comfortable doing (…).
Madam is relieved that she told her story, I think everyone is relieved.
(…) It would also be good to give some feedback, something like: we
see that it affects you, it was brave of you to give this statement.” [P-4-1]
In chapter 4, I have discussed that anger is associated with a heuristic mode of
thought in which people feel certain (Yzermans, 2012) and that anger makes
people more punitive (J. S. Lerner et al., 1998). Prosecutors indeed infer the
first, but not the latter characteristic from communicated anger
First, anger is associated with being able to clearly and exactly tell what
happened. The articulated thoughts in break 2 reveal clear contrast between
a participant who had been confronted with the angry victim [P-16] and a
participant who had been confronted with a sad victim [P-17] (both female
victims):
“She tells in a very factual manner about what happened precisely,
about the kicking. And the timeline is very exact, what happened
when. That is very smart of her, mostly they don’t know that. Then it’s
like: yeah, I think they kicked me… because I got some bruises, but I
don’t know exactly when that happened. So, she is more certain than
the average victim. But clear.” [P-16-4]37

37 Taking into account that this participant stated to have more experience with sad/anxious victims
instead of angry victims, when referring to victims not being exactly sure about what happened,
this participant is most probably referring to victims who displayed sadness and anxiety rather than
anger.
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“Uhm… she doesn’t know exactly what happened. She states “I believe
it was a knife”, she says “they kicked me, not once, but multiple times”,
she isn’t exactly sure, and it is of course often difficult to relive.” [P-17-2]
Second, whereas some judges seemed to portray the angry victim as a vengeful
victim by interpreting the demand for an appropriate punishment as a severe
punishment, prosecutors either did not interpret the victim’s statement this
way or suggested that victims have a right to express themselves strongly.
“She asks for an appropriate sentence. Great. Damages. I understand,
and I totally agree.” [P-16-1]
“He also wants some money, I don’t know how much exactly. And an
appropriate sentence. And he doesn’t want an apology. So, this man is
really sending out a lot of messages when it comes to emotion, and he
likes to be on the receiving end when it comes to easy proof and a big
bag of money. And he’s probably very entitled to do so, yes.” [P-14-2]
Prosecutors did however, even more often than judges, interpret the anger as
critique on the criminal justice authorities (n = 7), such as the police and the
judges. References to the prosecutor were scarce. Some wondered whether a
pre-trial information meeting with the prosecutor or victim support had been
held, as they expected the explanation provided in such a meeting to avoid or
at least decrease the dissatisfaction. Prosecutors did not mention their own
role, which could explain that the comments about the critique of the criminal
justice personnel was not taken as a direct insult to their own work.
“He seems unhappy with the way he is treated. (…) Didn’t the judges
see the photos? It seems as if the victim didn’t feel taken seriously
before, and maybe he doesn’t feel taken seriously by the court either.”
[P-1-1]
“I think she’s now being rude to the court. “I’m not sure whether
you’ve seen the photos”, I think you shouldn’t talk like that to judges,
because it is a rhetorical question. Of course, the judges read the file!
(…) So that doesn’t help her case, that she uhm… starts looking for
trouble with the court. She is very direct to the judges and she’s being
impolite” [P-20-2]
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Strategies
Whereas laypersons and judges employed little conventional BJW strategies,
prosecutors articulated thoughts about distancing, compensation, and
empathy. Similar to laypersons and judges, they commented on ways in which
other people could help the victim.
With regard to distancing, prosecutors said they felt distracted or that
they had a hard time paying attention to the victim because of the abundance
of (unnecessary) details. No less than 18 participants stated that the victim’s
story was too detailed, of which 10 participants articulated thoughts about
their attention turning away from the victim. Only 1 participant suggested an
interruption.
“I would have wanted the judge to interrupt at that moment to ask her
to… uhm, to go to what happened and tell us how this affected her,
instead of giving a summary of the whole case.” [P-9-1]
In total, seven participants commented on sympathy. Participants sympathized
with sad victims (n =3), but did not succeed in doing so with the angry victim
(n = 4).
“In one way or the other… [starts laughing] it doesn’t elicit a lot of
sympathy [stops laughing].” [P-14-3]
Despite the lack of sympathy for angry victims and the distancing from the
long, detailed story, there were no prosecutors who were outright negative
to the victim throughout the ATSS task. In contrast, three participants were
positive throughout all five breaks: [P-2], [P-15] and [P-17], all confronted with
a sad victim. They explicitly sympathized with the victim, commented on the
authenticity of the VIS and the victim and articulated their thoughts about the
severity of the crime and about compensation. Strikingly, these participants
also explicitly stated that they thought an emotional VIS belongs in the criminal
justice system.
“At least she really captivated me with her VIS, and I would, partly
because of her story and her VIS, assign compensation, or at least
demand that the court would do so.” [P-17-3]
“He [the judge] is incisively being convinced that he should take into
account the victims’ interests. I think that that very much fits our
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criminal justice system of doing justice, retribution and prevention.
Yes, I think that this is a good example, I think, of a good functioning
of the VIS.” [P-2-1]
Like laypersons and judges, prosecutors didn’t comment on any concrete help
they could offer themselves. They referred to others who could have assisted in
preparing and writing the VIS: victim support workers (n = 8), victim lawyers
(n = 2) and colleagues from the Public Prosecution service (n = 3). These
comments were mostly made in the angry victim condition (9 out of the total
of 13). Comments about help related to overcoming the trauma (n = 1) or social
support (n = 2) were also mentioned.
Role of the judge
Whereas judges commented extensively on the role of the judge, prosecutors
made more comments about the role of the prosecutor, despite the fact judges
were part of the vignette and the prosecutor was not. 6 prosecutors stated that
they would have liked the judge to give more feedback to the victim, to enhance
voice – to be heard. Of those six comments, five were made referring to the sad
victim
Role of the prosecutor
The role of the prosecutor was an important theme in the articulated thoughts
of the public prosecutors. They put themselves in the shoes of the public
prosecutor, although there was no prosecutor in the video. Their articulated
thoughts generally reveal that prosecutors contribute to the needs of the victim,
e.g., by demanding compensation measures. Booth et al. (2018) concluded that
the prosecutorial responsivity to victims is high in the Netherlands. If judges
fail to give feedback on the VIS, prosecutors said they would do so themselves
to counter this shortcoming.
“What I’d do myself if the judges would react in such a formal way, is
that I would say something about it myself.” [P-5-2]
“The prosecutor could come back to [the impact of the crime] in his
address and I hope all my colleagues will do that.” [P-11-3]
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Moreover, seven participants (equally divided over conditions) said they would
use part of the VIS in their address.38 They would quote or rephrase parts of the
VIS to explain the impact of the crime to the court and to the defendant. Three
participants explicitly referred to the sentence.
“And I think that is what we should take into account, for example
in the sentence, for example the consequences for the victim. If you
hear all of that, you can take that into account when you address the
sentence.” [P-10-1]
This finding is in line with previous research by Keulen, van Dijk, Gritter,
Kwakman, and Lindenberg (2013). In their study, judges, defense lawyers and
public prosecutors commented on various aspects of the VIS. Referring to the
ideal timing of the VIS, some prosecutors and judges stated that they appreciate
the opportunity to refer back to the VIS in their own statements.
Despite the attention to the consequences of the crime for the victims,
prosecutors seemed impatient39 when it comes to information that they cannot
immediately use. One participant even mentioned getting “very tired” of the
introduction [P-14-4]. Prosecutors thus seem to judge VISs by their utility
towards their own purposes in court. They mention terms like added value”
[P-8-1] (also: [P-5] and [P-11]) “effectivity” and “usability” [P-19-2].
That prosecutors seem to view the VIS from a “utility-perspective”
also follows from sterilizing. Prosecutors clearly distinguish what type of
information they take into account – because it could be used to ground a legal
claim – and which information they deem irrelevant.
“Well, ok, I interpret this as something that could be relevant for a
claim for compensation – the immaterial damages, if that turns out to
be one of his requests. So, I will take that into account.” [P-18-1]

38 The Dutch criminal proceedings are not bifurcated. Compared to common law countries, the
Dutch proceedings are extremely short (Hanock & Jackson, 2009). Hearings include the following
elements: presentation of the indictment by the prosecutor, interrogation of the defendant,
witnesses and experts* by the judge and prosecutor, the overview of case files by the judge, delivering
of the VIS by the victim*, the prosecutors address, clarification of the civil claim*, the statement of
the defendant/defense counsel, counter-pleas, the defendant’s last word. (*) if applicable.
39 Participants recognized their own impatience in the debriefing, or even in their articulated thoughts:
“that speaks more to me, to my impatience probably (...) that I find that really long-winded and that
I have difficulties listening to that. That is probably something I should learn, because it is part of
criminal law” [P-9-2].
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And later:
“Uhm, yes, why he mentions that it was important that he immediately
went to the police because otherwise the offenders wouldn’t have
been caught, yes, that is of course linked to catching someone in the
act and the promptness of action of the police. But the act had already
happened, so I don’t really see the legal relevance.” [P-18-2]
Another participant commented the following in break 2, when the information
provided in the vignette was still mainly factual information:
“And uhm… what strikes me is uhm… that she describes what
happened in great detail, and that is fine, but what I always like, or what
is helpful for your VIS, is also how it affected you. So, at some point,
she says that after what factually happened and what she saw, that she
got very scared. And that is something that I think is very powerful,
that these kinds of things are displayed. Because you can use that in
your sentence.” [P-13-3]
In later breaks, participants reflected again on the introduction:
“I assume she also filed a claim for immaterial damages (…). She clearly
explained what it did to her, what the psychological consequences
were for her and I think that part was very well written. Uhm, but the
introduction was too long, that should be shorter.” [P-21-1]
Participant [P-21] articulated that VIS is useful when it informs the criminal
justice authorities. When the VIS does not add any new information, the VIS is
thus not effective.
“At this moment, I, as the public prosecutor, didn’t learn enough about
the impact the crime had on the victim and… you don’t get much
wiser.” [P-21-2]
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The ideal VIS
According to prosecutors, an ideal victim delivering a VIS is to the point. The
“ideal VIS” shortly informs the judicial authorities about the crime’s gravest
consequences.
“I think I’ve heard enough. Uhm, well, about the impact, the moment,
but also the aftermath. Yes, I think it is most powerful if… give some
explanation, but then also just stop. Don’t continue and tell everything
you’d like to tell, that you just pick out a couple of things, which are…
well, how they affected you. The most powerful things. And that you
make choices. I think that would be more powerful.” [P-13-4]
But whose responsibility is it to create the ideal VIS? Participants expected
victim support to assist in writing a VIS.
“But I would have expected that [a victim support worker] would be
here and give him effective advice: how do you influence the judge
besides attaining satisfaction through telling your story.” [J-19-1]
In comparison to judges, prosecutors had little comments about the (lack of)
authenticity of the VIS. Only one participant refers to standardized blocks in
the VISs by SHN as potentially diminishing authenticity or credibility.
“(…) is that I think that this VIS is more authentic then how I… often
hear them in the courtroom. VISs that are written together with victim
support are often…. Well, sort of standardized, and often use the same
terms and descriptions of emotions. And… sometimes, I feel that….
Well, not that they are written by victim support, but that they are
written together with victim support. It shall still refer to the victims’
feelings, in those cases, but this feels more authentic, this VIS. You can
really notice that this comes from himself… That does, by the way,
make it a little long-winded though, as I realize now.” [P-7-2]
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9.3

Conclusion

The articulated thoughts of judges (see chapter 8) and public prosecutors were
similar in many ways. Both judges and prosecutors reflected on the VIS as a
legal instrument that could potentially inform them about the consequences of
the crime and could help the victim recover from those consequences. Being
emotionally expressive may help the latter, so that they said there should be
room for emotions. However, they seemed to have quite a clear picture of
the victim that is formed by the legal reality: a (moderately) sad victim that
articulates how the crime influenced his life up until the proceedings. Victim
support workers often assist victims in writing the “ideal” VIS, including
certain recurring “standardized” blocks. As a consequence, participants
regularly experienced an expectancy violation if they were confronted with an
angry victim.
Prosecutors showed some commitment to present the interest of the
victim to the court. They commented on how they could use the information
about how the crime affected the victim to present an appealing case to the
judges. The VIS could assist the prosecutor in presenting a strong case.
However, despite the frequent statements that victims should be
able to express any emotion, and despite the employment of some positive
strategies, indirect use of strategies by prosecutors, put the angry victim at a
slight disadvantage. Prosecutors were distracted by the anger, interpreted anger
as critique to the criminal justice authorities – which they deemed contrary to
an effective VIS – and they did not recognize the need for voice to be heard as
often in angry as in sad victims. In this way, the victims’ interest could be seen
as a burden to the prosecutor.
More importantly, prosecutors were distracted by details to a much
larger extent than laypersons and judges. Public prosecutors were impatient with
parts of the VIS that do not feed any new information about the consequences
of the crime, because they had a very clear utility-oriented perspective on the
VIS. This perspective could severely hamper voice – to speak, as – if it were
up to the public prosecutors – victims cannot tell their full story. It would also
hamper voice – to be heard, as prosecutors lose their attention to listen to
“irrelevant details”. As explained in chapter 7, the long introduction to the VIS
might be atypical in the courtroom, but reflects the victims’ inclination to put
the victimizing experience in a wider timeframe (Baumeister et al., 1990).
However, because prosecutors did not attach the same amount of value
to authenticity as judges, the paradox of on the one hand being authentic and
telling the story in one’s own way and on the other hand not communicating
too much irrelevant details was much less apparent.
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I started this dissertation by sharing the experiences of Susan Brison, victimsurvivor of rape and attempted murder. I did not only refer to the experience
of victimization itself, but more importantly, the reactions she got from
professionals as well as from her social surroundings. That Brison, and so
many other victims, receive reactions from third party observers that enhance
rather than alleviate their suffering, was the starting point of the current
research: to explore in which way and to what extent emotional expressions of
victimization trigger both positive and negative victim-oriented strategies in
laypersons versus legal professionals.
The main theoretical framework that guided this exploration is the
Belief in a Just World theory (M. J. Lerner, 1980). As people are motivated to
behave as if the world is generally a just place, direct counter-evidence, i.e.,
victimization of an innocent person, is threatening. To repair their motivated
worldview of deservingness, observers can employ strategies that are directed
at a number of targets (the self, the perpetrator, the victim). Victim-oriented
strategies can either be positive: (intentions to) help, empathize, etc.; or
negative: victim blaming, derogation, distancing or minimization of the
suffering. The framework can thus be used as an explanation of why even the
most well-meaning individuals might react in ways was that are contrary to
the needs of the victim, but the framework can also help to understand when
observers adopt more positive strategies.
The main aim of this dissertation was to further the understanding
of the underlying processes of secondary victimization by laypersons as well
as legal professionals through examining their attitudes towards emotional
victims of crime from the perspective of the just world theory. In this endeavor,
I formulated three supporting aims to extend the current BJW research: 1) to
include legal professionals in the experimental designs to test their employment
of strategies, 2) to specifically portray a victim who communicates about
the victimization in an emotional manner (angry/sad), and 3) to improve the
measurement of strategies by expanding the framework of strategies and to
add the qualitative ATSS method.
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In this chapter, I will turn to a general discussion of the findings (section
1), the, limitations (section 2), and practical implications (section 3).
10.1 General discussion of the main findings
Emotional victims of crime
In chapter 3, I argued that presenting emotional victims in BJW vignettes has at
least two advantages over presenting a non-emotional victim, namely that the
vignette presents a more comprehensive view on suffering, and that emotional
expressions could provide information about the victimization to the observer.
In this dissertation, I have chosen to portray anger and sadness as
two emotions that have particular but distinctive relevance to the experience
of begin victimized. Whereas sadness is in theory related to appraising harm,
anger signals information about a wrong: the harm was caused illegitimately by
another agent (Kamans et al., 2014; Nussbaum, 2016; C. Smith & Lazarus, 1993).
Information about either harm or wrong could, in line with EASI theory (G. A.
Van Kleef, 2009), inform the observer about the magnitude of victimization,
potentially increasing the threat. Moreover, the emotional communication
could enhance the vividness of the vignette, potentially increasing the
participants’ involvement. I therefore hypothesized that a vignette that portrays
an emotional victim would elicit (negative) BJW strategies to the same extent
as, or more than, conventional vignettes portraying a suffering victim.
The first two quantitative studies (study 6.1 and 6.2), in which an
emotional victim was compared to a non-emotional victim, indeed found
similar or heightened levels of employment of negative strategies dependent
on the communicated emotion. Angry victims elicited more negative
strategies in part of the studies. At first sight the mixed results were puzzling.
As respondents, witnessing the manipulation check, indeed picked up on the
manipulation of the emotion, why did the use of all negative strategies not
unambiguously increase? Study 6.3 provided a first explanation: whether
communicated emotions influence observer responses might be dependent on
the type of crime. In case of physical violence but not sexual violence, the angry
victim was derogated more and was seen as less credible than the sad victim.
Another explanation could be that only a limited set of negative reactions were
measured in study 6.1 and 6.2, so that it cannot be ruled out that participants
would use other – and particularly: more indirect – strategies to a higher
extent when confronted with a very emotional (angry or sad) victim than a
non-emotional victim.
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Sadness and anger are not only different in their appraisal (related
to harm vs. wrong). Stereotypically, they have very different connotations.
Sadness is typically associated with weakness and passivity (Tiedens, 2001)
making sadness a good fit with the stereotypes associated with victims (Lamb,
1999; Yee & Greenberg, 1998). On the contrary, anger is a high-status emotion
that signals power (Halperin, 2013), making it a less stereotypical emotion
for victims. These stereotypical connotations influence observers’ reactions.
Indeed, study 6.3 showed that participants expect victims to communicate
passive emotions rather than high-status emotions, independent of the gender
of the victim and the type of victimization. Strong expectations about the ideal
victim, such as victim characteristics as defined in Christie’s (1986) original
concept, or post-victimization demeanor, such as emotional display in a VIS,
complicate the observers’ use of strategies.
The threat to the BJW-worldview is largest, and thus calls for the most
use of strategies to repair the threat, when the threat compounds of a large,
wrongful violation of deservingness that the observer regards as inappropriate.
In general, one could argue: the more ideal the victim, the more the victimization
is inappropriate, thereby eliciting BJW strategies (both positive and negative).
Having stated that sadness overlaps with victimhood in its communication of
passivity, the ideal victim would be a sad victim. Yet, various previous research
has suggested, and the current research has confirmed, that the angry victim is
most at risk of eliciting negative strategies, because anger violates the observers
(ex ante) expectations – as it were a threat to another part of the observers’
meaning-making system. This paradox is far from solved, but on the basis
of especially the qualitative studies, I speculate that the latter threat mainly
influences negative strategies, more specifically, distancing-like strategies,
while a pure BJW threat could trigger any, positive or negative strategy.
Chapter 7, 8 and 9, the ATSS studies with laypersons, judges and public
prosecutors respectively, showed that participants indeed perceived anger as
atypical. This did not only show in the explicit statements about expectations
or “victim-roles”, but also in the terminology used for sadness. On the one
hand, sadness was described in a richer spectrum of emotions (from sadness
to nervousness, anxiety and shame). On the other hand, equating sadness with
“emotional” captured that participants seemed to define “emotional” as sad,
not as angry. Moreover, the frequent repetition of the identification of anger
indicated surprise about the emotion.
Although overall levels of negative strategies were low, especially
when strategies were very direct, there were a couple of elements in the
vignette that participants responded negatively to. First, 2 laypersons were
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particularly negative about the weakness of the sad victim, which resulted in
blaming and derogation. Another layperson distanced from the angry victim.
Professionals were particularly negative about the length of the statement
and the amount of details in the victims’ story. When the victim was angry,
they commented on interrupting the victim more often. Interruption would
mean that they could stop the VIS and in this way distance themselves from
the VIS. When participants thought the VIS was too long and detailed, they
distanced themselves by diverting their attention. In contrast, one of the most
important positive reactions from professionals, the intention to give the
victim feedback, a form of reaching out, was mostly articulated in relation
to the sad victims. The international literature on emotional victims in the
courtroom provided a picture of an ideal victim that was reasonably sad, not
angry, and showing empathy for the appropriate others. From this study it
appeared that the ideal victim in the Dutch criminal justice system is indeed
reasonably sad, and under certain circumstances reasonably angry as well, but
particularly one that provides a concise and relevant story. For laypersons, the
use of positive strategies was spread equally across the sad conditions and the
angry conditions. Overall, these results suggest that depending on the type of
threat, people use different strategies.
Improved measurement of strategies
Conventionally, experimental BJW research is based on a vignette study
followed by a questionnaire. In chapter 5, I have argued that closed-ended
questionnaires about pre-determined strategies suffer from various problems
that do not do justice to the specific context in which the studies are conducted.
To study observer reactions to emotional victims of crime within the criminal
justice system, I have added a non-exhaustive range of strategies complementary
to the conventional framework, including i.a., credibility and voice (to speak
and to be heard).
The importance of using additional strategies, and more importantly,
more indirect questions, to measure implicit reactions has proven to be very
useful. In line with previous research, overall levels of outright negative strategies
such as blaming the victim, but also positive strategies such as helping behavior
were low. Even in the quantitative studies reported in chapter 6, differences
between conditions were found on either the newly added credibility-measure,
or the more “indirect” questions – compared to blame – such derogation. The
qualitative studies revealed even more clearly that whereas outright negative
and positive strategies are scarce, indirectly, victims in the different conditions
are perceived differently.
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The other improvement in the measurement of strategies that I have
suggested is using the ATSS method. Besides the advantage of measuring
strategies indirectly, one of the main arguments to use this qualitative
method in research with legal professionals was that the quantitative nature
of questionnaires may not resonate with participants’ understanding of the
vignette. Witnessing the length of the answers, but more importantly the ease
with which the professionals responded to the ATSS vignette40 confirmed the
above. For the laypersons, this was somewhat different, but ATSS still seemed
a viable way of measuring strategies.
Laypersons vs. legal professionals
In this dissertation, I applied studies about observer reactions to the criminal
justice system. The criminal justice system is a particularly interesting context
to look at observer reactions, because legal professionals are responsible for
respectful treatment of victims. However, as they also generally believe that
the world is a just place (at least to some extent) as well as have ideas about
the ideal victim, confrontations with (non-stereotypical) emotional victims
could result in the employment of various strategies. Furthermore, to prevent
secondary victimization, there are various legal instruments that grant victims
participatory rights, enabling them to express their voice during the criminal
procedure.
However, the most prominent instrument, the VIS, is criticized by
academics and legal professionals because of its (potential) emotional tone
(Aloi, 2015; Ashworth, 1993; Bandes & Salerno, 2014; Braun, 2013; Kool &
Verhage, 2014; Rock, 2010; Wemmers, 2005), hinting at an ideal image that
is dependent on this context: being “emotionally detached”. In chapter 4,
I have argued that the law and emotions are not far apart. On the contrary,
professional judges have managed the emotionality in the courtroom for
years, and it is exactly this ability that makes a human judge to be preferred
over an automated machine (Schnädelbach, 2018). The skills and experience
of legal professionals to work with emotions, combined with their legal
responsibilities, lead to the hypothesis that professionals are inclined to use
fewer negative strategies, negative strategies to a lesser extent, and/or more
positive strategies than laypersons.
First of all, I would like to repeat the important finding that overall,
the amount of outright negative attitudes towards the victim are small, in all
groups. In the qualitative studies, I categorized the articulated thoughts of only
40 As anecdotical evidence, I can add that the opposite was true for the questionnaires (GBJW and
SJS).
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3 laypersons and 1 judge to be outright negative, supporting the hypothesis.
Further support is found in the frequency of other direct negative strategies
such as blaming and derogation that were, although infrequent, more apparent
in laypersons than professionals. However, when looking at the outright
positive attitudes towards the victims, the laypersons seem to be in the lead.
The two extremes (negativity and positivity) seem to be higher in laypersons
than in professionals.
A remarkable difference between laypersons and professionals
seemed to be the readiness to share thoughts or to turn the strategies into
actual behavior. In chapter 2 I have explained that the employment of negative
strategies is a starting point of secondary victimization. Only insofar these
strategies are shared, turned into action, or hamper the use of positive
strategies, they potentially turn into secondary victimization. Laypersons
seemed to articulate thoughts – both positive and negative – as mere thoughts,
while professionals often said that they wanted to take certain action in the
place of the judge or the prosecutor. The action-readiness seemed to be larger
in relation to positive strategies, such as enhancing voice – to be heard, than in
relation to negative strategies. For example, while 7 judges explicitly reflected
on the question whether or not to interrupt the victim, only one concluded
to interrupt in the position of the judge. Furthermore, judges were actively
seeking to empathize with the victim, while prosecutors actively tried to think
of ways on how to include the victims’ story in their own address. Lastly, a good
example is the judge who primarily had negative thoughts but very quickly
rationalized and turned to using positive strategies.
Nevertheless, it is almost impossible to compare the different
strategies that laypersons and professionals use. Even though it might be
close to stating the obvious, it is important to note that professionals indeed
use a range of context-bound strategies such as “sterilizing” and increasing or
diminishing “voice – to be heard”. These strategies do not resonate with the
social interaction between layperson and victim, so that laypersons do not use
these strategies. From this perspective, it might be more useful to separately
evaluate the merits of the strategies used by laypersons and legal professionals.
10.2 Limitations
The current research suffers from a couple of important limitations. First,
I manipulated the theoretically distinct emotions anger and sadness. As
discussed in the general discussion of chapter 6, studies 6.1 and 6.2 revealed that,
although participants indeed rated sadness highest in de sadness condition and
anger highest in the angry condition, respondents overall perceived the victim
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as emotional in all conditions. In the ATSS studies, in which the emotions
were presented even more vividly and distinct, participants again understood
the manipulated emotion, and additionally commented (sometimes with
surprise) on the absence of the other emotion, i.e., the participants in the
angry condition would articulate that they perceived the victim as not being
sad at all. However, in the ATSS studies, the perceived intensity between the
angry and sad condition seemed to differ. Although participants described the
emotions in the sadness condition with words that indicate a high intensity
(“mortal fear”, “very nervous”), the anger was perceived as more intense than
the sadness. This could either be explained by the experience of expectancy
violations, or indicate that the two conditions varied unintentionally on the
intensity. Moreover, in both the quantitative and the qualitative studies, other
victimization-related emotions such as fear and shame were not manipulated
as distinctive emotions, yet they were mentioned by the sad victim as well as
perceived by the observers.
Second, the type of victim that was presented in the vignettes was
not representative of the heterogeneous group of people that get victimized
by crime. I chose to confront participants with victimization by presenting a
VIS, thus portraying a victim whose victim-status is a given. There are a lot
of situations in which the victim-status could be disputed to a higher extent,
potentially inviting more negative reactions. In this sense and in the light of
the aim of this dissertation to further the understanding of the underlying
processes of secondary victimization, this is a rather conservative presentation
of victimhood.
Third, the samples used in this dissertation pose a limitation for
generalizability. The samples in the quantitative studies reported in chapter
6 were recruited from online participant pools Amazon MTurk and Prolific
Academic. Metadata about these platforms indicate that they provide high
quality data (Peer et al., 2017), but participant-naivety always remains an issue
in samples. For the ATSS study with laypersons, a convenience sample was
used. The average age was quite high (Mage = 67.37) and because all participants
were from the same residential area, their socio-economic status was probably
very homogeneous.41 For the ATSS studies with legal professionals, I recruited
judges and prosecutors from different districts, but the description of the
topic of the study in the invitation (victims in the criminal justice system) may
have caused a self-selection bias of professionals who have an affinity with the
development of victims’ rights. This resonates with the striking finding that a
41 I did not test for socio-economic status because qualitative analysis doesn’t allow for “controlling”
for quantitative variables.
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large majority of the participants voiced positive opinions with regard to the
VIS in the open questionnaire.
Lastly, in this research, vignettes were used. A vignette offers high
experimental control and at the same time a lot of flexibility with regard
to providing the participant with a highly detailed, real-life like situation
(Alexander & Becker, 1978). Although the vignette in the ATSS study was based
on real VISs, acted out by professional actors and real judges in a professional
mock courtroom, some participants questioned the validity of the vignette.
In itself, this is a limitation for the study, as it could hamper the involvement
of participants in the study. Secondly, it complicates the interpretation of the
results, as their concerns about the validity raised in terms of “believability” of
the vignette could be based on accurate detection that the vignette was staged,
but could also overlap with the strategy “lowering credibility”.
In future research, these limitations should be taken into account. With
regard to the emotional portrayal of the victim, it is important to develop rich
accounts of victimization in the vignettes, without falling back to the valancebased approach of only looking at positive versus negative emotions (J. S. Lerner
et al., 2015) and to include different types of victimization. It is also important
to replicate this type of research in various samples. However, gathering large
samples of legal professionals will remain difficult (Bosma & Buisman, 2018).
Lastly, future research project should explore the possibilities of using real
cases as an alternative for vignette research, or, to ensure researcher control
over conditions, use carefully selected real life cases as future vignette.
10.3 Implications
Despite the above-mentioned limitations, the current research is informative of
the underlying processes of secondary victimization. It is important to further
this understanding because secondary victimization negatively impacts the
victim. Secondly, a failure to accommodate the victims needs may threaten the
legitimacy of the legal proceedings (Shapland, 2010). This research therefore
has some important practical implications. Above, I discussed that the use
of negative strategies does not automatically lead to secondary victimization
(nor does the use of positive strategies lead to direct acknowledgment or
help). In chapter 4, I added that limitations of acknowledgment of the victims’
experience in the context of the criminal justice system could only be justified
as long as legal professionals are aware that they are limiting acknowledgment
and have a valid, legal explanation for this limitation. A good example would be
the judge who stated that “And sometimes that is a little… you would like to, as
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a person, you would like to say more. But you should stay in your role as a judge
and you should protect your impartiality (…)” [J-6-1].
Professionals point at tensions between empathizing with the
victim and other core values of the criminal justice system. By explaining
how showing more sympathy/empathy to the victim could infringe on their
impartiality, they showed to be aware of the limitations and also justified
these. The latter argument could indeed be posed in relation to empathizing
with a victim in general, irrespective of the victims’ emotionality. However,
the results from the current study revealed that the majority of the judges and
prosecutors who mentioned that there should be more acknowledgment of the
victim had more often been confronted with a sad victim. Moreover, judges
more often articulated using the VIS in their decision-making process when
the victim was sad. Lastly, although professionals were aware that they were
(potentially) limiting acknowledgment of the victim when they were reflecting
on interrupting the angry victim and that they did not always succeed in
empathizing with the angry victim, they did not justify these attitudes.
These results indicate that sad victims tend to be acknowledged to
a higher extent, which I suggest could be explained by the experience of an
expectancy violation when the victim displayed anger. The most important
implication of this dissertation is to raise awareness – both in professionals
and laypersons – about victim stereotypes and how these may implicitly impact
observer responses. I have drawn a similar conclusion elsewhere (Bosma,
Mulder, Pemberton, et al., 2018; Mulder & Bosma, 2018), but I want to stress
again that it is not a desirable nor a sustainable solution to instruct victims how
to fit the ideal victim-picture, but that we should rather find ways to break the
stereotypes.
A second area in which more awareness is needed is in giving feedback
to the victim, providing voice – to be heard. Although a lot of professionals are
clearly aware of the necessity of providing victims feedback (especially when
they are confronted with a sad victim), their articulated thoughts reveal that
they are sometimes struggling to find ways to show their concern for victims:
“and you can’t do that much. So, you should probably start thinking what
you could do.” [J-19-7]. In the quantitative studies, judges and prosecutors
came up with a range of behaviors to show the victim that they were heard
that would not violate impartiality, fairness or the presumption of innocence,
such as asking whether the victim wanted some water, or just active listening.
Apart from the fact that professionals are far from agreeing on the best way
to react, the latter forgoes that neutrality can feel quite different from the
perspective of an outsider (Delgado, 1989), so that victims might not always
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infer acknowledgment from an active listener. Professionals, thinking in terms
of “utility” of the VIS, or reasoning from their own perspective, do not always
realize this.
The same counts for the importance of taking the victims’ perspective
with regard to the way they would like to present their narrative. The current
studies confirmed that the victim still himself in a system that is built on the
basis of the perpetrators’ perspective (Pemberton, Aarten, et al., 2018). The
majority of both laypersons and legal professionals heavily criticized the long
and detailed VIS. They’d rather seen a version that was more “to the point”,
referring to a story that only includes information that is relevant to judging
the case. Although this may not sound as problematic as for example blaming
the victim, it is important to realize that the VIS is framed as an instrument
to give victims a voice without any restrictions. It is thus noteworthy that
most participants in the study would apparently have liked the victim to have
restricted their story.
“Raising awareness” as a solution to both problems described above
may seem a platitude. In this dissertation, I have not elaborated the debriefing
with participants, because it did not form part of the systematic gathering of
data. However, debriefing sessions after the ATSS, in which I presented the
theoretical framework and discussed preliminary results with participants
were highly informative as to the societal impact of this research project. I have
seen it “click” in both laypersons and legal professionals. Participants who
were skeptical about the angry victim and said that he was not authentic started
doubting whether they would have said the same if the victim had been sad.
Participants discussing amongst each other what they could do to acknowledge
a victim realizing that their neutral “masks” probably didn’t communicate any
sympathy at all. Some of these remarks were made during the ATSS procedure
already:
“Yes, well… that is actually quite striking. Normally, you are part of
the court and you actively listen, so I don’t really experience it as if
there is a lack of feedback. But now that I watch this movie… uhm…
I could imagine that from the perspective from the victims who give a
VIS this is experienced in a different way.” [J-19-5]
Comments like this were much more frequent in the debriefing sessions.
Delgado (1989) has previously argued that listening to stories makes the
adjustment to further stories easier. People have to familiarize themselves with
a variety of stories. As VISs nowadays seem to be delivered in “standardized
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blocks” – of course precisely meant to protect victims from secondary
victimization on the basis of being different or non-ideal, but paradoxically
risking secondary victimization through lacking authenticity – professionals
do not get familiarized with a wide array of victims. Raising awareness might
help to broaden the scope of “normal” stories in the criminal justice system.
Socratic enterprise, for example with vignettes like the ones used in this
dissertation, could be a starting point in training. As Nussbaum (1997, p. 99)
described more generally in relation to improving education: to confront those
whom we do not usually like to meet so that we learn that what we used to
regard as merely shocking will eventually be seen as having genuine merit.
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The project departs from the premise that everyone believes that the world
is a just place, where everyone gets what he or she deserves (BJW theory;
Lerner, 1980). BJW theory posits that this motive needs to be restored after
it is threatened by counterevidence, such as a story about an innocent victim.
People restore their BJW through the use of so-called strategies. In this
dissertation, I focus on victim-directed strategies that are either positive (e.g.,
helping, supporting, empathizing, etc.) or negative (e.g., blaming, lowering
credibility, etc.) – the latter which could lead to secondary victimization.
Even the most well-meaning individuals might react to victims in
ways that enhance rather than alleviate the suffering of these victims. If
negative strategies like blaming are shared with the victim they are harmful,
but also when they are shared with others, the employment of these strategies
diminishes the victims’ chances of further support by others. The theoretical
framework serves an important goal; namely the understanding when and how
third party observers employ positive and negative strategies.
This topic became particularly important in the criminal justice system
when victims gained more participatory rights and interaction between legal
professionals and victims increased. Moreover, in the literature, it has been
argued that victim participation emotionalizes the criminal justice system,
complicating the interaction between victims and professionals even further.
Legal provisions stress respectful treatment and call for avoiding secondary
victimization. However, there is little empirical evidence on how legal
professionals such as judges and public prosecutors respond to emotional
victims of crime.
The project’s central research question is: in which way and to what
extent do emotional expressions of victimization trigger victim-oriented
strategies in laypersons versus legal professionals? I hypothesized that legal
professionals, like laypersons, have the tendency to engage in victim-oriented
BJW strategies. However, I expected that they would use fewer negative
strategies. First, they possess the skills and experience to work with emotions.
Second, they have a legal responsibility to avoid secondary victimization.
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BJW theory
BJW theory is conventionally tested in quantitative research, confronting
participants with a situation of injustice through a victim-vignette, followed
by a questionnaire tapping into the positive and negative strategies. However,
in the discussion of the theoretical framework, I argue for three major
improvements:
1.

2.

3.

The conceptualization of injustice should be updated to include
the observers’ evaluation of the injustice, and move from a homo
economicus to a homo moralis perspective;
Emotionalizing the (thus far unemotional) victim in theory and
vignettes to match the emotionality that is observed in actual victims
of crime and to present vivid vignettes;
Including a broader scope of strategies and qualitative measures
complementing the pre-determined quantitative questionnaires.

Additionally, and most important, I argue that it is important to strengthen
the empirical understanding of interaction between legal professionals and
emotional victims. To this end, a thorough examination of the legal context is
imperative.
Chapter 2 was concerned with the state of the art of the field of experimental
Belief in a Just World research. Adhering to the definition of injustice – a
violation of the deservingness principle – it would include good and bad luck
as well as large losses. I have argued that only substantial injustices that are
losses constitute a threat to the BJW. Bearing in mind the specific context of
this dissertation, I argued that only wrongful violations should be taken into
consideration as a threat. Lastly, I recommended considering the subjective
experience of the observer by taking into account the criterion of appropriateness
when determining when a situation poses a threat to this observer.
In chapter 3, I have proposed a novel way to present vignettes in an
emotionally engaging way, by presenting the victim’s emotion in the vignette.
Several negative emotions are associated with victimhood because they are
prominently expressed or experienced after victimization, such as anger and
sadness. Relying on the Emotions as Social Information Theory (EASI) (G.
A. Van Kleef, 2016), I argued that these emotions could be used to signal the
injustice as well as the magnitude of the harm that was experienced by the victim.
However, not all of these emotions might be seen as appropriate by the third
party observer, leading to the hypothesis that participants will respond more
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negatively to (less stereotypical) angry victims than to (more stereotypical) sad
victims.
In chapter 4, I have introduced the context of the criminal justice system
and the way in which parties have to relate to each other in terms of emotional
demeanor that may add to or limit the acknowledgment of victimization.
The criminal justice system has its own ideal victim: reasonably sad, not
angry, showing empathy for the appropriate others and whether the victim
experiences acknowledgment might depend on their adherence to this picture.
However, the ways in which acknowledgment or secondary victimization are
shaped seem more ambiguous than outright supporting vs. blaming, calling for
an extension of the range of strategies that so far are distinguished in the BJW
framework, as well as for a different approach to measuring these strategies.
In chapter 5, I have provided a (non-exhaustive) range of strategies that
could be added to the conventional BJW framework to measure to what extent
the victim is acknowledged by the third party observer. I have also introduced
the qualitative Articulated Thoughts in Simulated Situations (ATSS) paradigm
as an alternative for the conventional Likert scales. In ATTS, a think aloud
method, participants can freely respond to the vignette.
Empirical studies
In the empirical part of the dissertation (chapters 6 to 9), I report a set of
quantitative and qualitative studies. In all studies, I presented my participants
with a vivid scenario of a victim presenting an emotional Victim Impact
Statement (VIS).
From the quantitative studies reported in chapter 6, I conclude that
laypersons, depending on their ex ante expectations about the victim and
depending on the type of victimization, use more negative strategies when the
victim is angry than when the victim is sad or non-emotional.
From the qualitative studies, I conclude that laypersons and legal
professionals stress that it is important for victims to express the emotions that
they experience and that there should be room to do so in the VIS. However,
anger again proves to be an emotion that participants find more difficult to
manage than sadness. Although overall levels of negative strategies were
low, there were a couple of elements in the vignette that specific respondents
articulated negative thoughts about: the weakness of the victim, the anger, and
the length and detailedness of the statement. In contrast, professionals more
often articulated intentions about giving the victim feedback, which amounts
to acknowledgment of the victim when the victim was sad.
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The studies with legal professionals clearly showed that the professional
context heavily influences their interaction with victims. For judges, this means
they are predominantly occupied with managing the emotion of the victim and
attending to the potential tension between empathizing with the victim and
protecting core legal values of a fair trial for the defendant. For prosecutors,
this mainly included translating the victims’ story into a legally relevant story.
Laypersons had much more diverse attitudes to victims and often tried to relate
the victims’ story to their own experiences with other victims or victimization.
To answer the main research question, it needs to be stressed
that outright negative reactions were scarce for both laypersons and legal
professions. However, in line with the hypothesis, the extremes seem to be
higher in laypersons than in professionals. This is true for both negative and
positive extremes. Another remarkable difference between laypersons and
professionals seemed to be the readiness to share thoughts or to turn the
strategies into actual behavior – which is particularly important with regard
to the positive strategies. Judges were actively seeking to empathize with the
victim and prosecutors actively tried to think of ways on how to include the
victims’ story in their own address.
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A – Vignette and manipulations study 6.1 and 6.2
“What started off as a regular evening, ended in a nightmare! I was in a bar
when I saw him [read: the suspect] ordering some drinks. I did not know him,
but we chatted for a while. It was a nice conversation, nothing wrong. At the
end of the evening we said goodbye to each other, we said we would probably
meet again.
I always cycle back to campus alone, because my friends live in other dormitories.
All of a sudden, I saw him again, next to the road. His bicycle seemed to have
a flat tire. I stopped because I wanted to help him. But what happened then…
He started to touch me and tried to kiss me. I didn’t want him to do this, and
I tried to make that clear to him. I pushed him away and said he should stop.
However, he wouldn’t take no for an answer. He grabbed hold of me and
dragged me away from my bike. After a struggle, he raped me.
The rape changed my life. [condition 1]/[condition 2]/[condition 3]/[condition
4]”
[Condition 1]: Emotional: anger (study 6.1 with photo, study 6.2 without photo)
I feel very angry as a consequence of what happened to me. I often feel the blood
rushing through my body and it feels as if I would explode. When I think about
how unfair it was, I feel like yelling and hitting someone or saying something
nasty. [Photo anger model A or B*]
[Condition 2]: Emotional: sadness (study 6.1 with photo)
I often feel a lump in my throat and I feel like doing nothing. I cry, I want to be
comforted and I wish I could return to being my old self. [Photo sadness model
A or B*]
[Condition 3]: Non-emotional: classical BJW portrayal of suffering (study 6.1
with photo, study 6.2 without photo)
Before, I never imagined that such a thing could happen to me, but I have
suffered from the rape. I have strong feelings of distress and feel very uneasy
[Photo neutral model A or B*]
[Condition 4]: Non-emotional: control (study 6.1 with photo)
- [Photo neutral model A or B*]
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Photos included in the vignettes
All photos were taken from the Radboud Faces Database (Langner et al., 2010).
This Database provides validation data including an agreeableness measure,
the extent to which participants in the study of Langner et al. agreed on the
emotion expressed by the model. The first selection of models took place on the
basis of criteria following from the content of the vignette: the model should
be a woman with the (potential) appearance of a student. For each model, the
following emotional expressions should be available: anger, sadness, neutral.
Secondly, because the study was placed in an American context in order to fit in
the frame of reference of the targeted participants, American MTurk Workers,
a Caucasian model was selected. Thirdly, the agreeableness measure fairly
high in both models on all three emotions (anger, sadness, neutral). Model 31
(hereafter referred to as model A) and model 01 (hereafter referred to as model
B) of the RaFD were included in the study.
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[Condition 1] Emotional: angry (left: model A, right: model B)

Agreeableness anger:
Model A: 91%
Model B: 100%

[Condition 2] Emotional: sadness (left: model A, right: model B)

Agreeableness sadness:
Model A: 100%
Model B: 96%

[Condition 3 & 4] Non-emotional / neutral (left: model A, right: model B)

Agreeableness neutral:
Model A: 96%
Model B: 96%
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B – Vignette and manipulations study 6.3
[The vignette that we used is about [Tom/Lisa], who experienced [sexual/physical]
violence and consequently is [angry/sad]].
In two weeks time, Lisa [/Tom] will give a victim personal statement during a
court hearing. During this five minute speech, she [he] will be allowed to share
the impact the victimization has had on her. She [/He] has decided to focus on
the emotional impact of the crime
[Set of questions about expected emotion and intensity]
You will now read part of Lisa’s [Tom’s] victim personal statement. We
have chosen the section that we felt was most representative of her complete
statement.
Anger condition
‘The rape [/attack] changed my life. I feel very angry since it happened. I often
feel the blood rushing through my body, and it feels as if I would explode. I
often have to clench my fists to restrain myself from punching something. I
try to control myself, but sometimes I can’t help it. I get into stupid arguments
with friends or family. When I think about how unfair it was, I feel like yelling
and hitting someone or saying mean things. If I were to see him again, I think I
would break down on the spot and try to hurt him as much as possible.’
Sadness condition.
‘The rape [/attack] changed my life. I feel very sad since it happened. I often
feel a lump in my throat, and I feel like doing nothing. I often have to clench my
teeth to restrain myself from breaking into tears when I speak. I try to control
myself, but sometimes I can’t help it. I refuse to go out and do fun things with
friends or family. When I think about how horrible it was, I feel like crying, I
want to be comforted, and I wish I could return to being my old self. If I were
to see him again, I think I would break down on the spot and be unable to do
anything.’
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C – Dutch version of the Global Belief in a Just World scale

Helemaal mee eens

Grotendeels mee eens

Een beetje mee eens

Een beetje mee oneens

Grotendeels mee oneens

Helemaal mee oneens

Original: General Belief in a Just World Scale Dalbert, Montada, & Schmitt
(1987)

1. Ik denk dat de wereld in principe een rechtvaardige plek is

6

5

4

3

2

1

2. Ik geloof dat mensen, over het algemeen, krijgen wat ze
verdienen

6

5

4

3

2

1

3. Ik heb er vertrouwen in dat rechtvaardigheid altijd
zegeviert over onrecht

6

5

4

3

2

1

4. Ik ben ervan overtuigd dat mensen uiteindelijk zullen
worden gecompenseerd voor het onrecht dat zij ervaren

6

5

4

3

2

1

5. Ik geloof sterk dat onrecht op alle vlakken van het leven
(bijvoorbeeld professioneel, binnen de familie, in de
politiek) eerder uitzondering is dan regel

6

5

4

3

2

1

6. Ik denk dat mensen fair proberen te zijn wanneer zij
belangrijke beslissingen nemen

6

5

4

3

2

1
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D – Dutch version of the short Justice Sensitivity scale

Helemaal mee oneens

4

3

2

1

2. Het baart mij zorgen wanneer ik hard moet werken voor
dingen die anderen makkelijk afgaan

6

5

4

3

2

1

Een beetje mee oneens

5

Een beetje mee eens

6

Grotendeels mee eens

1. Het ergert mij wanneer anderen het onverdiend beter
hebben dan ik

Helemaal mee eens

Grotendeels mee oneens

Original: Baumert, Beierlein, Schmitt, Kemper, Kovaleva, Liebig, &
Rammstedt (2014)

We kijken eerst naar situaties waarin anderen bevoordeeld zijn, en u
benadeeld:

We kijken nu naar situaties waarin u ziet dat iemand anders onrechtvaardig
wordt behandeld:
3. Ik ben verontwaardigd wanneer iemand onverdiend
slechter af is dan anderen

6

5

4

3

2

1

4. Het baart mij zorgen wanneer iemand anders hard moet
werken voor dingen die anderen makkelijk afgaan

6

5

4

3

2

1

We kijken nu naar situaties die zo uitkomen dat u bevoordeeld wordt,
terwijl anderen benadeeld worden:
5. Ik voel me schuldig wanneer ik het onverdiend beter heb
dan anderen

6

5

4

3

2

1

6. Het baart mij zorgen wanneer dingen mij makkelijk
afgaan, terwijl anderen daar hard voor moeten werken

6

5

4

3

2

1

Als laatste kijken we naar situaties waarin u iemand anders onrechtvaardig
behandelt:
7. Ik voel me schuldig wanneer ik mij ten koste van anderen
verrijk

6

5

4

3

2

1

8. Het zit mij dwars wanneer ik een list gebruik om iets te
bereiken waar anderen veel moeite voor moeten doen

6

5

4

3

2

1
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E – ATSS vignettes
Manipulations:
• sex of the victim
[male/female]
• expressed emotion
[stereotypical masculine, powerful: anger/stereotypical feminine,
passive: sadness]
The setting is a courtroom. In the movie, the whole chamber (3 judges) is
shown, only the chair will speak. The chair is a well-known criminal judge. The
clerk, defendant and prosecutor are not videotaped. The camera is directed at
the character who is speaking. The victim stands up to give the VIS.
Below, the original (Dutch) angry male vignette and sad female vignette are
presented. Translations and instructions for actors are included.

• ROLE NAMES are provided in English
• Sentences in bold are given extra emphasis.
• Instructions in italics are not spoken out loud, but refer to non-verbal
communication. Instructions are provided in English
• ---BREAKS--- refer to the moments in which participants get the
opportunity to think aloud
• _______ refers to silences
SCENARIO ANGRY MALE
Instructions
• Read from paper, but also make eye contact with judges while reading;
• Emotion: anger, manifesting in raising the voice, frowning. Anger may be
shown in the tone of the voice, e.g., by suddenly raising the voice (see further
instructions)
JUDGE:

Het slachtoffer heeft het recht ter zitting iets te vertellen.
Meneer, ik begrijp dat u gebruik wil maken van uw spreekrecht.
Wilt u nog spreken?
[The victim has the right to give a VIS during the proceedings.
Sir, I understood that you would like to use this right. Do you
want to give a VIS?]
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VICTIM:

Ja, graag.
[Yes, please.]

JUDGE:

Dan stel ik voor meneer nu aan het woord te laten. Gaat uw
gang.
[Then I’ll invite you to give your VIS now. Please go ahead.]

VICTIM:

Geachte Rechtbank, Edelachtbare,
[Your Honor,]
Ik vind het moeilijk precies te omschrijven wat er is gebeurd,
maar ik sta hier toch vandaag omdat het voelt alsof dit de
enige kans is om u te vertellen wat er met mij is gebeurd. Het
belangrijkste van het gebruiken van het spreekrecht
vind ik dat verdachte zich realiseert wat hij mij heeft
aangedaan, maar ik hoop ook dat het geven van deze
verklaring mij dit helpt mijn boosheid achter me te laten.
[I have a hard time describing exactly what happened, but I
came here today because it feels as if this is the only chance to
explain to you what happened to me. The most important
goal of giving this VIS today is making the defendant
realize what damage he caused me, but I also hope that
delivering the VIS will help me to move beyond being
angry.]
The following sections may be presented in a neutral, but confident
way.
Op vrijdagavond 12 februari vorig jaar – ik weet het nog
precies – ben ik samen met mijn collega, Lisa, een hapje in de
stad gaan eten na het werk. We hadden nog het een en ander
na te bespreken over de vergadering van die ochtend. En een
restaurant is toch gezelliger dan een leeg kantoor, nietwaar?
Zeker op vrijdag avond. Na het eten konden we dan gelijk nog
even naar de boekwinkel voor het cadeau dat we namens onze
afdeling aan de manager zouden geven ter gelegenheid van
zijn verjaardag een week later. Omdat ik toch in de stad was
en me al een tijd voorgenomen had mijn vrouw te verrassen,
kocht ik voor haar een schitterende armband.
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[Friday, February 12th, last year – I still exactly remember
this, I went downtown for dinner with my colleague, Lisa,
after work. We still had some business to discuss after the
meeting we had in the morning, and a restaurant has a much
better atmosphere than an empty office, isn’t it? Especially on
a Friday night. After dinner, we could also go to the bookstore,
to buy a gift for our manger, who would celebrate his birthday
one week later. Because I was right in the city center, and I
had planned to by my wife a gift for quite some time by then, I
bought her a gorgeous bracelet.]
Use pointing gestures in this section. Frown at the end.
Om ongeveer half 9 haalden Lisa en ik onze fiets uit de stalling,
die bij de bibliotheek. Het was toen al donker. Tot het station
fietsten we samen op, maar vanaf daar moest ik naar links en
zij rechtdoor. Als je vanaf de stad komt en bij het station naar
links gaat, kom je eerst door een tunneltje en dan fiets je al snel
de kern van de woonwijk uit, richting het industrieterrein.
Daar… daar gebeurde het.
[Lisa and I got to our bikes at the parking. It was already dark.
We biked together until we reached the station, but I have to
turn left and she has to go straight on. When you approach the
station from the city center, and you go left, you first have to
pass beneath a viaduct and then quickly leave the residential
area, and move on to the industrial area. There…. That is the
place where it happened.]
--- BREAK 1 --Start using a more emotional tone in this section
Ik zat met mijn gedachten al thuis, en fietste met een
koptelefoon op, dus het leek wel of ze uit het niets kwamen,
die twee jongens op hun scooter. Ze reden kort achter me,
en duwden toen hard tegen mijn fiets, ik viel gelijk. Nog voor
ik iets kon uitbrengen kreeg ik ook een trap. Niet één, maar
meerdere. Langzaam besefte ik wat er gebeurde, maar zodra
ik om hulp wilde roepen zei een van de twee dat hij me zou
vermoorden. Ik zag iets schitteren, volgens mij was het een
mes.
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[I was already thinking about home, I was wearing headphones,
so they seemed to appear out of the blue, the two guys on their
scooters. They shortly drove very close to me, then pushed my
bike, I immediately fell. Before I could protest, they kicked me.
Not once, but multiple times. Slowly I started to realize what
was happening, but as soon as I wanted to call for help, one of
the guys threatened he would kill me. I recognized something
shiny, I believe it was a knife.]
Stronger gestures, like frowning and balling up a fist. Last sentence:
louder.
Ik heb me toen maar stilgehouden, maar ondertussen
voelde ik m’n bloed koken. Ik heb zelfs m’n telefoon
afgegeven. Verder hebben ze m’n fiets meegenomen. En die
armband voor m’n vrouw. Hoe haal je het in je hoofd?!
[I remained silent, but in the meantime, I felt my blood
rushing. I even gave them my phone. They also took my bike.
And the bracelet that I bought for my wife. What were they
thinking?!]
--- BREAK 2 --Second sentence: shaking the head
Ik moest toen dus verder lopen. Ik kan u zeggen, dat valt niet
mee na een paar trappen op je hoofd. Mijn vrouw schrok zich
kapot toen ik eindelijk thuiskwam en wilde direct de dokter
bellen. Ik ben meteen gegaan, nog vol adrenaline.
[Well, I had to walk. But that isn’t easy when they kicked your
head, I can assure you that. My wife almost died when I finally
returned home, she immediately wanted to call the doctor. I
immediately went there, adrenaline rusting through my
veins.]
Ik ben diezelfde avond ook meteen naar de politie gegaan
om aangifte gaan doen, in de vurige hoop dat de daders zo snel
mogelijk gearresteerd zouden worden. Misschien is dat wel
de reden dat we hier nu zitten. Als ik niet onmiddellijk naar
de politie was gegaan waren ze misschien wel nooit gepakt!
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[That same night, I also immediately went to file a report
with the police, strongly hoping that the perpetrators would
be caught as soon as possible. Maybe that is the reason that
we are here today. If I would not have gone to the police so
promptly, they might not have been caught at all!]
Point out the area of the eyes while talking about physical
appearance.
Ze hebben me dus flink toegetakeld, die avond. Ik weet
niet of u de foto’s heeft gezien in het dossier, maar ik had
letterlijk twee blauwe ogen. U had het moeten zien, ik zag
er echt niet uit! Er was gelukkig niets gebroken, maar ik heb
nog weken pijn gehad aan de kneuzingen in mijn gezicht.
[They beat me up pretty badly, that night. I’m not sure
whether you’ve seen the photo’s in the files, but I had two blue
eyes. Literally. You should’ve seen me, I looked ridiculous!
Luckily, I didn’t suffer any fractures, but I the bruises in my
face hurt for weeks.]
--- BREAK 3 --Ik ben nog steeds zo kwaad over wat er is gebeurd! ____ Die
schoften hebben me geraakt. Ik kan maar niet bevatten
waarom dit me moest overkomen. Mijn vrouw zegt ook dat
het niet mijn schuld is. Ik denk er dan ook niet aan een
zielig hoopje te worden. Dat gun ik ze niet!
[I’m still so angry about what happened! _____ These
bastards got to me. I cannot understand why this would
happen to me. My wife also states that it is not my fault. I
refuse to be pitiful. They don’t deserve that!]
Op mijn werk heb ik zeker in het begin veel problemen ervaren.
Door wat er is gebeurd heb ik vaak woede-uitbarstingen
als iets niet lukt, ga dan collega’s beschuldigen. Ik wil het
afreageren. Dat had ik voorheen nooit. Vooral dat mes heeft
een diepe indruk op me gemaakt.
[Especially in the beginning, I had quite some issues at work.
Because of what happened, I now often have tantrums.
When things don’t work out, I blame my colleagues. I
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want to vent. I wasn’t like that before. Especially that knife
left a deep impression.]
--- BREAK 4 --Naast al die ellende die ik heb meegemaakt is er ook schade:
mijn fiets was weg, net als mijn telefoon en de armband voor
mijn vrouw. Ik heb een vorderingsformulier opgesteld samen
met de medewerker van slachtofferhulp. Ik vind echt dat de
daders mijn schade moeten vergoeden. Ik hoop dat die
schoften daarvan leren. Met excuses kan ik weinig. Ik ga
ervan uit dat er een passende straf wordt opgelegd.
[Apart from the misery, I have concrete damage: my bike
is gone, like my phone and bracelet. Someone from victim
support the Netherlands helped me file a form for the
damages. I really think that the perpetrators should
pay the damages. I hope that basterds will learn their
lesson. Apologies would not really help. I trust they will be
appropriately punished.]
JUDGE:

Meneer, bedankt voor uw verklaring, gaat u zitten. Ik zal nu
het woord geven aan de Officier.
[Sir, thank you for your VIS. I will now give the floor to the
public prosecutor.]

		
END.
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SCENARIO SAD FEMALE
Instructions
• Read from paper, but not too closely,
• Emotion: sad, little anxious. Not very confident. In the beginning, show
anxiety through voice, then move to crying, then recompose posture. Take a
sip of water.
• Stumble over the words, take deep breaths, don’t make too much eye contact
with the judges, crouched.
JUDGE:

Het slachtoffer heeft het recht ter zitting iets te vertellen.
Mevrouw, ik begrijp dat u gebruik wil maken van uw
spreekrecht. Wilt u nog spreken?
[The victim has the right to give a VIS during the proceedings.
Madam, I understood that you would like to use this right. Do
you want to give a VIS?]

VICTIM:

Ja, graag.
[Yes, please.]

JUDGE:

Dan stel ik voor mevrouw nu aan het woord te laten. Gaat uw
gang.
[Then I’ll invite you to give your VIS now. Please go ahead.]

VICTIM:

Geachte Rechtbank, Edelachtbare,
[Your Honor,]
Ik vind het heel moeilijk precies te omschrijven wat er is
gebeurd, maar ik sta hier toch vandaag omdat het voelt alsof dit
de enige kans is om u te vertellen wat er met mij is gebeurd.
Ik maak ook gebruik van mijn spreekrecht omdat ik het
belangrijk vind dat ik verdachte zich realiseert wat hij
mij heeft aangedaan, maar ik hoop vooral dat het geven van
deze verklaring mij helpt mijn zelfvertrouwen, maar ook
mijn vertrouwen in mensen terug te krijgen.
[I have a very hard time describing exactly what happened, but
I came here today because it feels as if this is the only chance
to explain to you what happened to me. I’d also like to use the
possibility to give a VIS, because I think it is important to make
the defendant realize what damage he caused me. Mainly, I hope
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that delivering the VIS will help me to regain confidence in
myself, but also regain trust in other people.]

Op vrijdagavond 12 februari vorig jaar – ik weet het nog
precies – ben ik samen met mijn collega, Tom, een hapje in de
stad gaan eten na het werk. We hadden nog het een en ander
na te bespreken over de vergadering van die ochtend. En een
restaurant is toch gezelliger dan een leeg kantoor, nietwaar?
Zeker op vrijdag avond. Na het eten konden we dan gelijk nog
even naar de boekwinkel voor het cadeau dat we namens onze
afdeling aan de manager zouden geven ter gelegenheid van
zijn verjaardag een week later. Omdat ik toch in de stad was en
me al een tijd voorgenomen had mijn man te verrassen, kocht
ik voor hem een schitterend horloge.
[Friday, February 12th, last year – I still exactly remember this, I
went downtown for dinner with my colleague, Tom, after work.
We still had some business to discuss after the meeting we had in
the morning, and a restaurant has a much better atmosphere than
an empty office, isn’t it? Especially on a Friday night. After dinner,
we could also go to the bookstore, to buy a gift for our manger,
who would celebrate his birthday one week later. Because I was
right in the city center, and I had planned to by my husband a gift
for quite some time by then, I bought him a gorgeous watch.]
Start sobbing at the end of this section
Om ongeveer half 9 haalden Tom en ik onze fiets uit de stalling,
die bij de bibliotheek. Het was toen al donker. Tot het station
fietsten we samen op, maar vanaf daar moest ik naar links en
zij rechtdoor. Als je vanaf de stad komt en bij het station naar
links gaat, kom je eerst door een tunneltje en dan fiets je al snel
de kern van de woonwijk uit, richting het industrieterrein.
Daar… daar gebeurde het.
[Tom and I got to our bikes at the parking. It was already dark.
We biked together until we reached the station, but I have to
turn left and she has to go straight on. When you approach the
station from the city center, and you go left, you first have to pass
beneath a viaduct and then you quickly leave the residential area,
and move on to the industrial area. There…. That is the place
where it happened.]
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--- BREAK 1 --Start using a more emotional tone in this section
Ik zat met mijn gedachten al thuis, en fietste met een
koptelefoon op, dus het leek wel of ze uit het niets kwamen,
die twee jongens op hun scooter. Ze reden kort achter me,
en duwden toen hard tegen mijn fiets, ik viel gelijk. Nog voor
ik iets kon uitbrengen kreeg ik ook een trap. Niet één, maar
meerdere. Langzaam besefte ik wat er gebeurde, maar zodra
ik om hulp wilde roepen zei een van de twee dat hij me zou
vermoorden. Ik zag iets schitteren, volgens mij was het een
mes.
[I was already thinking about home, I was wearing headphones,
so they seemed to appear out of the blue, the two guys on their
scooters. They shortly drove very close to me, then pushed my
bike, I immediately fell. Before I could protest, they kicked me.
Not once, but multiple times. Slowly I started to realize what was
happening, but as soon as I wanted to call for help, one of the
guys threatened he would kill me. I recognized something shiny,
I believe it was a knife.]
Ik was zo bang, dus heb me toen stilgehouden. Ik heb
ook m’n telefoon afgegeven. Verder hebben ze m’n fiets
meegenomen. En dat horloge voor m’n man.
[I was so scared, so I remained silent. I also gave them my
phone. They also took my bike. And the watch that I bought
for my husband.]
--- BREAK 2 --Ik was in shock, het duurde even voor ik naar huis kon
lopen. Dat valt sowieso niet mee na een paar trappen op je
hoofd. Mijn man schrok zich kapot toen ik eindelijk thuiskwam
en wilde direct de dokter bellen. Ik was nog steeds in paniek
en heb die avond veel gehuild.
[I was in shock, it took a few moments before I could
walk home. But that isn’t easy when they kicked your head.
My husband almost died when I finally returned home, he
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immediately wanted to call the doctor. I was still panicking, I
cried a lot that night.]

______________
Take a sip of water, recompose.
________________
More confident now:
In het begin durfde ik niet zo goed naar de politie te
gaan. Ik wilde de beelden alleen maar wegdrukken, maar
dat lukte niet. Daarom ben ik na een tijdje toch gegaan.
Tegen mijn verwachting in zijn ze blijkbaar toch gepakt.
[In the beginning, I didn’t really dare to go to the police.
I just wanted to avoid the thoughts, but that didn’t work.
That is why I went to report a little later. Despite my
expectations, they apparently caught them.]
Ik heb veel klappen gehad die avond. Ik weet niet of u de foto’s
heeft gezien in het dossier, maar ik had letterlijk twee blauwe
ogen. Ik schaamde me zo voor hoe ik erbij liep! Soms heb ik
het gevoel dat je het nog steeds kunt zien. Dat is niet echt zo
natuurlijk maar… Er was gelukkig niets gebroken, maar ik heb
nog weken pijn gehad aan de kneuzingen in mijn gezicht.
[They beat me up pretty badly, that night. I’m not sure
whether you’ve seen the photo’s in the files, but I had two blue
eyes. Literally. I felt so ashamed of how I looked! Sometimes,
I think you can still see it. That’s not the case of course, but…
Luckily, I didn’t suffer any fractures, but I the bruises in my face
hurt for weeks.]
--- BREAK 3 --Ik ben nog steeds zo van slag van wat er is gebeurd!
Misschien had ik ook beter moeten opletten? Ik kan maar
niet bevatten waarom dit me moest overkomen. Mijn man
zegt ook dat het niet mijn schuld is, maar ik blijf daarover
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piekeren. Ik ben ook voorzichtiger geworden, ben erg op
mijn hoede.
[I’m still so upset about what happened! Maybe I should have
been more careful. I cannot understand why this would happen
to me. My husband also states that it is not my fault, but I’m still
worrying about that. I also became more cautious, I’m very
much on guard.
Op mijn werk ervaar ik problemen. Door wat er is gebeurd
heb ik het gevoel niet meer mezelf te zijn. Ik heb snel
een brok in mijn keel en soms barst ik opeens in huilen
uit. Door slaapproblemen ben ik vaak te laat. Dat had ik
voorheen nooit. Vooral dat mes heeft een diepe indruk op me
gemaakt.
[I have quite some issues at work. Because of what happened,
I don’t feel my old self. I often have a lump in my throat
or break down in tears. Because I have trouble sleeping
at night, I’m often late at work. I wasn’t like that before.
Especially that knife left a deep impression.]
--- BREAK 4 --Naast al die ellende die ik heb meegemaakt is er ook schade:
mijn fiets was weg, net als mijn telefoon en dat horloge voor
mijn man. Ik heb een vorderingsformulier opgesteld samen
met de medewerker van slachtofferhulp. Ik hoop dat mijn
schade vergoed wordt door de daders. Misschien leren ze
daar iets van. Ik zou het fijn vinden als ze hun excuses
aanbieden, maar ik hoop vooral nooit zoiets weer mee te
maken. Ik hoop dat u, rechter, de juiste uitspraak doet.
[Apart from the misery, I have concrete damage: my bike is gone,
like my phone and bracelet. Someone from victim support the
Netherlands helped me file a form for the damages. I hope my
damages will be paid by the offenders. It might teach them a
lesson. I would appreciate it if they would apologize, but
most of all, I hope never to experience something like this again.
I hope that you, your honor, will come to the right decision]
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JUDGE:

Mevrouw, bedankt voor uw verklaring, gaat u zitten. Ik zal nu
het woord geven aan de Officier.
[Madam, thank you for your VIS. I will now give the floor to the
public prosecutor.]
--- BREAK 5 --END.
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F – Overview of participants and conditions
Note that Male/Female refers to the sex of the victim, not the sex of the participant
Laypersons
[L1]
[L2]
[L3]
[L4]
[L5]
[L6]
[L7]
[L8]
[L9]
[L10]
[L11]
[L12]
[L13]
[L14]
[L15]
[L16]
[L17]
[L18]

Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Excluded / NA
Excluded / NA
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Excluded / NA
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
 ecause of speaking impairment, this participant wrote comments
B

[L19]
[L20]
[L21]
[L22]
[L23]
[L24]
[L25]
[L26]

Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Excluded / NA
Excluded / NA
Sad / Female
Excluded / NA
Excluded / NA

down during the breaks.

Angry / Female: 5 participants
Sad / Female:
5 participants

Angry / Male: 5 participants
Sad / Male:
4 participants
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Judges
[J1]
[J2]
[J3]
[J4]
[J5]
[J6]
[J7]
[J8]
[J9]
[J10]
[J11]
[J12]
[J13]
[J14]
[J15]
[J16]
[J17]
[J18]
[J19]
[J20]
[J21]
[J22]
[J23]
[J24]
[J25]
[J26]

Sad / Male
Sad / Male
Sad / Female
Sad / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Female
Angry / Female
Angry / Female
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry /Male
Angry / Male
Angry / Male
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Sad / Female
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female

Angry / Female: 6 participants
Sad / Female:
7 participants
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Angry / Male: 7 participants
Sad / Male:
6 participants
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Public Prosecutors
[P1]
[P2]
[P3]
[P4]
[P5]
[P6]
[P7]
[J8]
[P9]
[P10]
[P11]
[P12]
[P13]
[P14]
[P15]
[P16]
[P17]
[P18]
[P19]
[P20]
[P21]

Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female
Angry / Male
Sad / Male
Angry / Female
Sad / Female

Angry / Female: 5 participants
Sad / Female:
6 participants

Angry / Male: 5 participants
Sad / Male:
5 participants
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G – Original phrases from transcripts in Dutch
Note that quotes are presented in the order that they are used in the text of this dissertation.
The order of quotes by participants in the ATSS paradigm may be different.
All translations by Alice Bosma.

L-1
[L-1-1]:
[L-1-2]:
[L-1-3]:

[L-1-4]:

[L-1-5]:
[L-1-6]:

L-2
[L-2-1]:
[L-2-2]:
[L-2-3]:

L-3
[L-3-1]:
[L-3-2]:
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Dan is een minuut wel lang… dan kun je wel veel zeggen in een
minuut. Ok ik ben klaar voor het vervolg.
Ja. Maakt mij ook boos.
Je boosheid uit te spreken dat snap ik, en wat meer… dus wil
je alleen maar gehoord worden of heb je daar nog een andere
bedoeling bij?
In het begin dacht ik ook even, man… Ik zie je nu, je bent ook
niet meer de jongste, waarom fiets je met koptelefoon op? Als
ik dat jonge mensen zie doen dan den k ik, jee, doe dat nou niet,
dat is gevaarlijk. Maar als ik dan zo’n oudere heer zie met een
koptelefoon op dan denk ik: man, ja, let beter op!
Misschien als u uw woede niet kwijt kunt moet u toch hulp vragen,
want het is toch altijd ook slachtofferhulp ofzo.
Nou ja, hoe dan ook, dat wil niet zeggen dat je daardoor schuldig
bent aan wat er gebeurd is, maar je had het misschien iets. Eerder
op kunnen merken dat ze achter je zaten, dat bedoel ik.

zijn emoties
Dit beeld bevestigt nogmaals het grote belang van psychische
hulp na een dergelijk incident dat je overkomt.
Het lijkt mij van wezenlijk belang dat het slachtoffer deze kans
krijgt, want ik denk dat het een bijdrage levert aan het verwerken
van zijn emoties. Toch zou ik het meer zin in informele sfeer,
want deze formele sfeer (…) vooral beangstigend lijkt voor het
slachtoffer.

Sinds kort hebben wij ook slachtofferhulp.
Ja waar ik aan zat te denken is dat ik vaak in de krant lees dat
rechters een hele matige straf uitgeven (…) hier in Nederland.
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L-6
[L-6-1]:
[L-6-2]:
[L-6-3]:
[L-6-4]:
[L-6-5]:

[L-6-6]:
[L-6-7]:
[L-6-8]:

L-7
[L-7-1]:
[L-7-2]:

Het komt bij mij een beetje als flauwekul over.
Want er zal wel iets ernstigs gebeurd zijn.
Kennelijk is hij ondersteboven gereden en in elkaar geslagen,
maar verder weet ik het niet.
zenuwachtig
Moet iemand die zo emotioneel is zo’n verhaal gaan vertellen?
Het wort er niet duidelijker op. Nu heb ik weinig ervaring met dat
gebeuren in de rechtszaal, ik ben er nooit geweest (…) maar ik
kan me niet voorstellen dat dit de normale procedure is. En dat
die rechter daarop zit te wachten, op zo’n jankverhaal, want meer
is het niet.
Ja dit boeit mij allemaal niet zo (…) maakt het me allemaal niet uit.
En voor de rest, beetje overdreven, lijkt me…
En ja, het enige wat de rechter kan doen is: nou we zoeken het uit,
we pakken de daders op, en u krijgt een schadevergoeding, maar
voor de rest kan ik me niet voorstellen dat er iets gebeurt.

[L-7-8]:

Eigenlijk zit ik hier wel goed aan de veilige kant.
Ergens heb ik toch wel bewondering voor deze vrouw, dat ze zo
opkomt voor haar eigen recht.
Ongelooflijk. Ik kan me voorstellen na een bepaalde tijd dat je
boos wordt. Toch denk ik dat ik zelf meer in een slachtofferrol
zou kruipen, waarbij ik de angst terug zou halen van wat er zou
gebeuren.
Ik zou eerst bedenken dat ik nooit zou hebben gezegd van
“Edelachtbare”.
Toch zou bij mij dat niet de boventoon voeren.
Nogmaals, ik denk dat ik totaal anders in elkaar steek.
Verder viel het me op dat bij die rechters, die twee aan de zijkant,
eh… op dat moment geen contact hadden met deze dame.
[Het slachtoffer] is ergens wel bewonderenswaardig.

L-8
[L-8-1]:

Ik denk dat ze voortaan d’r eigen altijd naar huis laat brengen.

[L-7-3]:

[L-7-4]:
[L-7-5]:
[L-7-6]:
[L-7-7]:
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L-9
[L-9-1]:
[L-9-2]:

[L-9-3]:

[L-9-4]:
L-11
[L-11-1]:

L-12
[L-12-2]:
[L-12-1]:
L-13
[L-13-1]:
[L-13-2]:
[L-13-3]:

[L-13-4]:
[L-13-5]:
[L-13-6]:
[L-13-7]:
[L-13-8]:
[L-13-9]:
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Ik vraag me af of dat altijd is, zo’n spreekrecht. Of dat je het aan
moet vragen ofzo.
Ik vind het wel een goed dat er een spreekrecht is want dan kun je
ook je kwaadheid kwijt, maar ik hoop dan wel dat er ook iets mee
gedaan wordt.
Dat er toch misschien wel eens maatregelen genomen moeten
worden, en misschien ook strenger gestraft, dat dat niet meer zo
vaak gebeurt.
Ja, ik zou ook ontzettend kwaad zijn.

Dat ze het afreageert op de collega’s dat snap ik niet, dat is voor
mij een vraagteken. Onbegrijpelijk. Dat ze zo woedend blijft kan
ik me voorstellen.

Knappe tante
Het is kennelijk bij diefstal gebleven.

Van de fiets getrapt. Geschopt. Meerdere malen. Bedreigd met
een mes. Beroofd van fiets. Van de armband.
Een man vol boosheid, zo te zien.
En kennelijk vond hij dat laatste het ergst, dat die armband werd
meegenomen door de twee aanvallers, want hij zegt heel boos
“hoe haal je het in je hoofd?!”.
de aanval die gaat komen in het tunneltje – dat zit er een beetje aan
te komen dat hij daar in dat tunneltje aangevallen gaat worden.
Ja, heel boos, (…) opgewonden, (…) kokend van woede (en voelt
zich zwaar benadeeld).
De man is boos, natuurlijk (…) de boosheid
Na zoveel tijd nog woedend zijn, dat vind ik niet gezond.
Deze heftige boosheid.
Misschien had hij het toch wat onderkoelder moeten brengen.
Misschien had hij de boosheid, om meer effect te hebben bij de
rechters, niet zo de vrije teugel moten geven. Ja, dat denk ik, maar
je wil toch als slachtoffer vooral… [afgebroken door einde break].
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[L-13-10]:

L-14
[L-14-1]:

[L-14-2]:
[L-14-3]:
[L-14-4]:

[L-14-5]:
[L-14-6]:

L-15
[L-15-1]:
[L-15-2]:
[L-15-3]:

L-17
[L-17-1]:
[L-17-2]:

En hij legt ook duidelijk uit wat er aan de hand was. Een situatie
die misschien enigszins op overspeligheid zou kunnen lijken: uit
eten gaan met een collega, en dan ook nog een cadeautje kopen –
weliswaar voor zijn vrouw, maar misschien door anderen op te
vatten als ‘voor deze collega’

Eigenlijk is het zo’n figuur die naar buiten toe al uitnodigt om,
om… laat maar zeggen, gepest te worden. (Ik denk dat hij vroeger
op school gepest is. Als hij die houding altijd gehad heeft, dan is hij
altijd de underdog geweest. Dat is hij nu ook,) een gemakkelijke
prooi voor een overvaller ((…), laat zich van de fiets afduwen,
verweert zich niet. Zou ik sowieso wel gedaan hebben. Mag een
overvaller ook verwachten).
zwak figuur
verdrietig
Hele slappe houding vind ik hem hebben (…) beetje treurig figuur
(…). Dat huilen over een gelezen verklaring die hij waarschijnlijk
al tig keer heeft gerepeteerd en dan staat hij nu te janken voor de
rechter. (…) Alles bij elkaar is het een echt slachtoffer en die weet
zich heel moeilijk te uiten. Dat is het.
Hij staat z’n telefoon af, hij staat z’n fiets af, en hij geeft die
armband mee.
Nogmaals, als hij psychische klachten heeft, dan zou er iets van
een psychiater of psycholoog in beeld moeten zijn, maar die is er
niet, blijkbaar want dan had hij het wel verteld.

Een fikse straf lijkt me hier meer dan op z’n plaats.
Vaak zie je dat mensen daar langdurig last van hebben en ook op
een andere manier naar de maatschappij kijken
Het is een zeer ernstig feit, waar in Nederland tot op dit moment
onvoldoende tegen wordt opgetreden.

Eh ja, dat vind ik eh, ja dat het duidelijk is dat het filmpje geacteerd
is, en dat het minder krachtig wordt wat dat betreft.
En ik heb zoiets [begint te lachen] van laat die man z’n verhaal af
maken, want dan kan ik ook verder [stopt met lachen].
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[L-17-3]:

L-18
[L-18-1]:
[L-18-2]:
[L-18-3]:
[L-18-4]:

L-19
[L-19-1]:

L-20
[L-20-1]:
[L-20-2]:

[L-20-3]:
[L-20-4]:
[L-20-5]:

[L-20-6]:
[L-20-7]:
[L-20-8]:

[L-20-9]:
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Ik denk dat meneer beroofd is, onder andere van een mooie
armband die hij net voor z’n vrouw heeft gekocht.

Cadeau voor de manager is eigenlijk niet relevant.
Gespannen – schamen – trekt de schuld naar zichzelf – zakelijker.
Nu is dat cadeau fort he manager toch weer relevant.
Rechters geven het woord aan de Officier van Justitie en blijven
zakelijk/onmenselijk. De rechter is geen dokter of psycholoog,
maar dit is robotisch. Rechters hebben weinig waargenomen van
de emotie van de man. Is wel wenselijk.

Nou nu zie je de boosheid, ik vraag me af of… ja of ze niet probeert
de rechters te beïnvloeden…

Ja, in hoeverre ze… een verkrachting, of…, wat ik nog te horen
krijg…
Ik blijf toch het liefst gefocust op deze film, en denk niet aan de
boodschappen zoals [researcher] bijvoorbeeld zei [=raak liever
niet afgeleid].
Eh… ik moet even waar ik nu allemaal aan denk. Nou (…)
Ik heb verder niet zoveel te vertellen.
Ik wist eerst niet of het in scene waas gezet, maar, ja, het kan nog,
maar het kan ook een heel echt filmpje zijn. Het is wel heel intens
en indringend.
Oh, eh… Ik… Nou, het komt bij mij wel heel echt over, inmiddels.
Nou ben benieuwd hoe het met haar is afgelopen, zal het dadelijk
eens vragen.
Ja, ik denk dat (...) gelukkig maar een… ja een beroving, het is
verschrikkelijk, echt verschrikkelijk, maar het had nog veel erger
kunnen zijn… denk ik, eh, beetje rare tekst, geloof ik, want hoe
erg is dit al niet!
Ik denk dat het voor slachtoffers heel belangrijk is om hun hele
verhaal te doen, het is toch wel een onderschoven kind, een
ondergeschoven item. Alle aandacht gaat vaak naar de daders,
slachtoffers hebben meer dan alle aandacht nodig denk ik”.
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L-24
[L-24-1]:
[L-24-2]:
[L-24-3]:
[L-24-4]:

Het is duidelijk wel emotioneel.
Dus er zal wel iets gebeurd zijn.
Ik vraag me ook af of ze geen andere mogelijkheid heeft gehad om
terug naar huis te gaan, of dat ze zo heeft moeten rijden.
Ik vraag me eigenlijk af wat de meerwaarde is van dit spreekrecht,
want waarschijnlijk heeft ze dit hele verhaal al een aantal keren
moeten doen, en ik denk dat ze het zichzelf op dit moment alleen
maar moeilijker maakt.
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J-1
[J-1-1]:

[J-1-2]:

J-2
[J-2-1]:

J-3
[J-3-1]:
[J-3-2]:
[J-3-3]:

J-4
[J-4-1]:
[J-4-2]:
[J-4-3]:

[J-4-4]:
[J-4-5]:
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In veel gevallen voegt de mondelinge verklaring voor mij wel het
een en ander toe, omdat je toch een beter gevoel krijgt voor de
ergheid van wat er gebeurd is (en je dat nog beter kunt verwoorden
ook. Dat gebruiken we ook nog al eens later in de motivering van
de straftoemeting, vooral als het gaat om de ernst van het feit
onder de aandacht te brengen).
Zelf vind ik het fijnste als een slachtofferverklaring niet al te
uitvoerig is, maar echt de kern van de belevingen van de spreker
weergeeft, met niet te veel uitweidingen.

In het begin vroeg ik me af: is dat nu gespeeld of is dat echt? Wat in
ieder geval op valt is dat…. [gaat verder met inhoud van de film].

Een schoolvoorbeeld van iemand die gebruik maakt van het
spreekrecht.
doodsangst
Dat maakt haar erg onzeker, en dat leidt dan weer tot de emoties
die nu tijdens de zitting maar weer naar boven komen, en dat
brengt ze op een hele passende manier naar voren.

Beroofd (en is er) geweld tegen haar gebruikt
Ik denk dat ik (…) of even schorsen
Als je hier zit in de procedure dan heb je natuurlijk het dossier
ook gezien, dus dan weet je wat met haar aan de hand is, kun je
daar misschien beter op voorbereiden, en nu vind ik het nog wat
lastig, ik ben nog een beetje in afwachting van wat er nou eigenlijk
gebeurd is.
Zichtbaar aangedaan
Soms is het lastig om [het slachtoffer] op de zitting te hebben,
maar deze mevrouw vertelt het heel prima denk ik. Ik voel zelf
niet de neiging om in te grijpen dat ze… om haar verhaal een
andere kant op te leiden, wat nog wel eens het geval kan zijn als
mensen heel direct richting de verdachte gaan spreken, of ze gaan
uitschelden of iets dergelijks.
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[J-4-6]:

J-5
[J-5-1]:
[J-5-2]:

[J-5-3]:

J-6
[J-6-1]:

[J-6-2]:
J-7
[J-7-1]:

[J-7-2]:
[J-7-3]

[J-7-4]:

Als iemand veel huilt, of dat nou meer invloed zou hebben op
mijn beslissing, dat weet ik niet, daarover zou ik bij mezelf te rade
moeten gaan.

Ik zie geen woede hierin, en dat zie ik eigenlijk bij de meeste
slachtoffers wel. Vaak een strijd tussen woede en verdriet.
Ze zegt ook, een medewerker van Slachtofferhulp. Die zal
misschien meegekeken, meegeschreven hebben dan in dit
scenario, en alles wat te direct of te heftig is eruit gehaald hebben.
Authenticiteit van een slachtofferverklaring is voor mij heel
belangrijk, dus ik vind het jammer als het heel duidelijk geschreven
is door een slachtofferhulp-medewerker.

(En dat is soms toch een beetje… je wil dan eigenlijk als mens,
zou je dan meer willen zeggen.) Maar je moet in je rol als rechter
blijven en je moet je onafhankelijkheid bewaken. En mag je dus
niet te veel zeggen. (Dat was voor mij wel weer even wennen.
Want als civiele rechter had je wel wat kunnen zeggen).
pinnig

Ze gaat er bij voorbaat van uit dat ze niet geloofd wordt door ons,
als rechter. (…) Eh, ja dat vind ik eigenlijk wel vervelend. Ik zou
willen zeggen “we hebben de foto’s, en ik hoop ook dat uit de
behandeling, voor het voorhouden van de slachtofferverklaring is
gebleken, dat wij de feiten zoals het blijkt uit het dossier volledig
accepteren.” Daar hoeft zij niet nog eens overheen te gaan.
Ze doet een klemmend beroep op een passende straf. Is er ruimte
voor een genuanceerde reactie van onze kant?
Dat wij ons dan soms ook afvragen is dat hun echte eigen beleving,
of is dat vanwege de hulp van slachtofferhulp of andere mensen
ontstaan? Dus ik noem dat… dat het toch ook lijkt alsof er meer
gesopt wordt. En dat werkt wel averechts op mij, als rechter.
Zij realiseert zich helemaal niet dat wij heel veel van dit soort
verhalen regelmatig zien.
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J-8
[J-8-1]:
[J-8-2]:

[J-8-3]:

Agressiviteit
Ik heb zelden gehad dat ik een… eigenlijk nog nooit gehad, dat
een slachtoffer zo boos een verklaring aflegde. Het was meer…
doorgaans is het veel meer terughoudend en verdrietig. Dit is heel
erg beschuldigend.
Ja, de vraag is even of degene die daar zit, of dat degene is die ook
de dader is. (…) Ja, de vraag is, eh, in hoeverre je natuurlijk zo’n
slachtoffer moet laten spreken. Of dat je, uh, er iets van moet
zeggen. Op het moment dat je, ik ga er van uit dat ze het over de
daders heeft. Over schoften, en niet noodzakelijkerwijs over de
verdachte die ik voor me heb, maar, ja, ik zou het hebben laten
lopen.
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Ik heb hier eigenlijk niet zoveel op te zegen. Het spreekrecht
is ook bedoeld om deze emoties te uiten. En daar zullen we als
rechters een modus in moeten vinden om daar straks mee om te
gaan.

Maar die boosheid (…) dat vind ik wel heel erg schrikken.
Ik zie een hele boze man, die wel duidelijk zijn verhaal wil vertellen.
Komt dan het moment van verder komen dan die boosheid
of blijft hij daarin hangen? En zo ja, wat zou ik daar dan op dit
moment nog aan kunnen doen?
Ik merk dat ik het gewoon jammer vind dat hij ook het naar de
politie gaan in… daar eigenlijk ook boos over is. Want hij zegt
“Als ik niet was gegaan, dan hadden ze ze nooit gepakt”, dus daar
zit heel veel boosheid en, eh, dat vind ik wel heel erg jammer (…)
en dat verbaast me eigenlijk een beetje, dat daar ook weer de
boosheid in zit.
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Ja, nu komt meer naar voren dat die boosheid bij hem heel veel
effect, of heel veel gevolgen heeft gehad. En dat die boosheid zo
diep zit, dat dat ook bepaalt wat er verder in zijn leven gebeurt.
En dat hij zichzelf blijkbaar ook afvraagt of hij geen schuld heeft
gehad of daar misschien ook de boosheid vandaan komt. (…)
Maar die boosheid is zo veelomvattend merk ik, dat ik mezelf
zelfs afvraag of… kan je daar als rechter nog iets aan bijdragen?
Kunnen we er iets aan doen dat daar een soort genoegdoening
komt? Dat lijkt me een zware opkopper voor dit slachtoffer.

Eerst gaat hij zeggen wat zijn beweegredenen zijn om het woord
te voeren en daarna gaat hij een heel feitelijk verhaal ophangen.
Vol bijzaken, en hij komt eigenlijk nog niet te spreken over het
strafbare feit waar we het eigenlijk over. Dus wat dat betreft leidt
dat de aandacht enorm af en zou deze man wel op een rustige
manier erop gewezen kunnen worden, dat hij iets beknopter
moet zijn.

(Duidelijk is dat die man kennelijk) overvallen is, getrapt
Hij praat niet over pijn. Hij praat niet over verdriet. Hij doet het
met enige afstandelijkheid.

heel gespannen
In dit geval goed om de man de ruimte te geven om zijn verklaring
rustig voor te lezen – rustig of onrustig, geen bezwaar – er moet
ruimte zijn voor zijn emoties.
Die aandacht kan ook bestaan door goed te luisteren. Als er af en
toe een pauze valt, zou de rechter ook aan actief luisteren kunnen
doen door de kern proberen samen te vatten van wat er zojuist is
verklaard.
Het slachtoffer maakt duidelijk dat hij weliswaar ook vergoeding
van schade wil, maar uit wat hij zegt komt naar voren dat dat niet
voorop staat.
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Want hij noemt het een passende straf, maar dat hij daar een
enorme straf mee bedoelt is wel duidelijk.
Z’n fiets, armband en telefoon zijn gestolen.
(De manier waarop hij zegt: “ik ga ervan uit dat er een passende
straf wordt opgelegd” is bijna een dreigement aan het adres van
de rechtbank.) Arme man, dat werkt eerder komisch!
Het mooie van die verklaringen die met hulp van slachtofferhulp
worden opgesteld is dat dit soort extremen daaruit worden
gehaald. (…) Je maakt zelden mee dat ze boos worden. Wel dat ze
verdriet hebben.
Een zekere gêne voel ik voor die emoties.
Dat mes weet hij niet zeker
En ja, als hij geen aangifte doet, natuurlijk wordt er dan niemand
gepakt…
Voor mij is die woede… de reinste overkill. Op een één of andere
manier wekt dat meer ergernis dan sympathie op, terwijl die man
iets heel naars is overkomen. Hij roept iets van weerstand op,
alsof hij overdrijft. (…) Melodramatisch, zo’n beetje, hier en daar.
(…) Nee, ik vind het heel spijtig, maar… Dat medeleven wil niet
helemaal komen, door de manier waarop dit gebracht wordt, die
enorme woede die hij uitstraalt.

Ook dat je je afvraagt van goh, moeten de rechters hem geen
glaasje water aanbieden of een zakdoekje? Aan de andere kant
kan dat ook weer storend werken. Iemand uit z’n verhaal halen, je
weet ook niet of die persoon dat wil, dus dat zijn lastige dingen.
De rechtbank sluit het af en bedankt voor zijn toelichting en laat
daarmee weer neutraliteit zien, maar toch ook weer een bepaalde
betrokkenheid. Het laat de rechtbank niet onberoerd, maar ze
tonen zich betrokken. Ja, ik vind het een mooi evenwicht dat
getoond wordt. Zakelijk, maar wel betrokken.

Nu ging ik denken… Eh, ja, dit is natuurlijk wel wat slachtoffers
doormaken. Niet allemaal exact hetzelfde, niet allemaal in dezelfde
mate, maar dit eh… het is in ons vak heel makkelijk om… nou heel
makkelijk, maar je hebt de neiging het wat afstandelijker te willen
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afdoen en je gaat niet zelf door al die emoties van het slachtoffer
heen. Maar je hoort het haar nu vertellen en dan denk ik wel: ja, dit
is dus wat een toch relatief, nou... eh... beroving met geweld kan
doen met iemand. En dat is behoorlijk ingrijpend. En dus begin
ik mee te leven met het slachtoffer door de manier waarop zij het
vertelt. (…) Zij vertelt het en dat maakt ook weer dat ik het mee
doorga.
Met [de] emotie
Eh, “Ik hoop dat u de juiste uitspraak doet”, dat is natuurlijk voor
een rechter bezien een voorbeeldig slachtoffer. Die begint niet te
schreeuwen van knoop ze aan de hoogste boom en hier kan geen
fatsoenlijke straf tegenover staan. Dus wat dat betreft is dit een
slachtoffer dat het ons makkelijk maakt en netjes binnen de ruimte
blijft die ze wel mag nemen, maar die overschrijdt ze niet. Dus dat
is voor een rechter heel prettig om een slachtoffer te hebben die
erop wijst dat een straf voor haar genoegdoening kan geven, maar
dat het niet idioot veel hoeft te zijn.
Eh… Ehhhh... Op het moment dat ze zei dat ze niet meteen
naar de politie was gegaan toen dacht ik onmiddellijk: ja lekker
stom!!! Eh… primaire reactie. En dan (…) dus dat soort, ja, meer
professionele gedachten komen dan op terwijl zij dat verhaal
doet.
En dan, gaandeweg, als je haar hoort spreken en de emoties
komen meer boven, dan kan ik me wel weer heel erg verplaatsen
in m’n eigen rol als rechter.

Hij kan wel hier zijn verhaal doen, maar of er nou naar hem
geluisterd is, of hij gehoord is… dat valt hier op het filmpje niet
te zien en ik kan me indenken dat het slachtoffer zich daar ook
vragen bij stelt.
Het eerste wat ik me afvraag is dat dit kennelijk iets opgezets is,
niet een echte zittingszaal, tenminste daar ga ik van uit. Dus dat is
één. Eh. Maar los daarvan… [gaat verder met inhoud van de film].
Ik denk zelfs soms ook nog wel – als je een stapeltje papier ziet
met een nietje erin – ojee, hoe lang gaat dit duren?
Je kunt niet mee gaan huilen met het slachtoffer, bij wijze van
spreken.
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Ja, nou ja, dat is eigenlijk wel opvallend, normaal gesproken ben je
onderdeel van de rechtbank en je luistert heel aandachtig, dus dan
beleef ik het ook niet zo alsof er niet gereageerd wordt. Maar nu
ik naar zo’n filmpje kijk, eh, zou ik me voor kunnen stellen dat er
vanuit de slachtoffers die een verklaring voordragen of voorlezen
anders wordt beleefd.
Wat natuurlijk opvalt is dat de man alleen staat en dat vind ik
altijd wel een beetje sip, omdat je dan als rechtbank… kun je daar
moeilijk op reageren, op de emoties van die man, anders dan dat
je dat vaststelt. Maar het zou denk ik voor iemand, voor zo’n
man, den ik, prettig zijn om een steunende persoon naast hem te
hebben.
En je kunt verder ook niet veel. Dus je zult er toch over na moeten
denken wat je dan wellicht wel kan.

(Nou verder… is het eigenlijk…) geeft ze nu een aantal zaken
aan die heel normaal zijn bij slachtofferverklaringen, die hoor je
vaker, (en ook de gevolgen die het voor iemand heeft… dat ze nog
steeds…) al is die kwaadheid, die vind ik nog wel zeer opmerkelijk,
zie je eigenlijk nooit in die mate, (ook niet… wel dat er problemen
natuurlijk op het werk komen, dat is een herkenbaar iets).
Het is een mevrouw die heel boos is en die daarnaast ook eh…
heel assertief is, tegelijkertijd.
Je zou verwachten at als ze begint met het voorlezen ze eerst
zenuwachtig zou zijn en daarna misschien wat boos zou worden
en dat dat daarna weer afneemt, maar bij deze mevrouw lijkt de
boosheid, eh… ongehinderd op hetzelfde niveau te blijven zitten,
vind ik heel opmerkelijk.

Verdriet
Het kan best wel lastig zijn voor een rechtbank om zo’n
geëmotioneerd verhaal aan te horen zonder te laten zien dat het
je zelf ook wel wat doet als daar iemand staat die duidelijk zoveel
verdriet heeft.
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Het is een slachtoffer dat mij bevalt. Hij zegt waar het op staat. En
is niet zielig. (…) Je hoeft niet zielig te zijn als je een slachtoffer
bent.

De reactie van de rechters vind ik passend, (dat hoort nou eenmaal
bij onze rol. Ik zou er zelf ook niet meer woorden aan besteden).

Pittig
Nu was deze mevrouw niet emotioneel, niet aan het huilen
bijvoorbeeld, maar ze was wel heel boos.

Heeft zij wel professionele hulp gezocht?
Wat de gebeurtenis is.
Zenuwachtig, geëmotioneerd, beetje trillerig.
Gevolgen zijn duidelijk, en… heel bruikbaar bij de overwegingen
omtrent… in elk geval de strafmaat, en ik zou zeggen ook bij de
beoordeling van de vordering benadeelde partij.
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Hij lijkt ontevreden over hoe hij behandeld is (…). Heeft de
rechtbank de foto’s wel gezien? Het lijkt een beetje alsof hij zich
als slachtoffer eerder in het proces niet eerder serieus gevonden
heeft gevoeld, en misschien nu door de rechtbank ook wel niet.

Hij [de rechter] wordt daadwerkelijk nog eens heel indringend
ervan overtuigd dat hij het belang van het slachtoffer echt moet
meewegen. Ik denk dat dat heel erg past binnen ons rechtssysteem
van recht doen, vergelding en preventie. Ja, ik denk dat dit een goed
voorbeeld is, vind ik, van een goede werking van het spreekrecht.

Als ik zelf hier zou staan als Officier, zou ik wel teruggrijpen op
hetgeen het slachtoffer zojuist heeft aangegeven.
Ja ik moet nog steeds er even doorheen dat dit voor mijn gevoel
een actrice is, maar even aangenomen dat dit een echte mevrouw
zij zijn die dit echt is overkomen… [gaat verder met inhoud van
de film].

Ja, dat is het moment waarop wij allemaal zitten te wachten denk
ik he, juristen als we zijn. We kunnen weer datgene doen waar we
ons wat gemakkelijker bij voelen. (…) Mevrouw is opgelucht dat
ze haar verhaal heeft gedaan, ik denk dat iedereen opgelucht is.
(…) Het zou ook goed zijn als er iets van reflectie is, van: nou we
zien dat het u wat doet, knap dat u het verhaal heeft gedaan.

emotioneel
Wat ik zelf doe als rechters wat formeel reageren, is dat ik daar
zelf wat over zeg.

Ik moet eerlijk bekennen dat in… eh… in echte zittingen – dit is
natuurlijk nagespeeld – in echte zittingen niet vaak slachtoffer zie
die zo… angstig zijn, of zo, eh… emotioneel om hun verhaal te
vertellen.
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(…) is dat ik deze slachtofferverklaring wel authentieker
vind dan hoe ik ze… tegenwoordig vaak op zitting hoor.
Slachtofferverklaringen die in samenwerking met slachtofferhulp
zijn opgesteld, die zijn toch vaak wat… nou, toch soort van
gestandaardiseerd, en daar komen ook vaak dezelfde termen en
dezelfde beschrijvingen van gevoelens in terug. En... waardoor
het soms op mij overkomt… nou niet dat ze door slachtofferhulp
zelf zijn geschreven, maar wel dat ze echt in samenwerking met
een medewerker van slachtofferhulp geschreven zijn. `Dat zullen
nog steeds wel de gevoelens van die slachtoffers zijn, in die zaken
dus, maar dit komt op mij authentieker over dus, deze verklaring.
Je merkt dat dit echt vanuit hemzelf komt… Daardoor is het
overigens ook wel wat langdradig, bedenk ik me nu.

meerwaarde

Dus ik zou hebben gewild dat de rechter op dat moment ingreep
op haar te vragen naar… eh, naar het feit te gaan en te zeggen wat
het met haar doet in plaats van het hele feit opnieuw uiteen te
zetten.
Dat zegt meer iets over mij, over mijn ongeduld wellicht (…)
dat ik dat dan heel erg langdradig begin te vinden en dat ik dan
ook moeite heb daarnaar te luisteren. Wellicht een leerpunt voor
mij, want dit is natuurlijk ook gewoon een onderdeel van het
strafrecht.

En ik denk dat dat is waar wij rekening mee moeten houden, bij
bijvoorbeeld een strafeis, bijvoorbeeld de gevolgen voor een
slachtoffer. Als je dat allemaal hoort, dan kun je dat ook meewegen
in de strafeis.

Het is iemand z’n spreekrecht, en iemand mag daarin natuurlijk
alles zeggen.
zenuwachtig
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De officier kan natuurlijk in het requisitoir er [de impact] wel op
terugkomen en ik hoop ook dat mijn collega’s dat ook allemaal
doen.

Maar, nou ja, goed, het is haar recht natuurlijk om het op deze
manier te doen. En als het boosheid is die vooral in haar zit dan
moet ze die ook vooral uiten.
Verschrikkelijk wat er met haar is gebeurd. Het heeft ook veel
teweeggebracht.
Zo’n beetje wat ik had verwacht, inderdaad een straatroof, daar
leek het verhaal al een beetje heen te gaan in haar aanleiding, dat is
het dan nu dus ook.
Ja, ook hier weer heel veel boosheid bij mevrouw, dat ik denk,
oe… waar… ben je helemaal niet verdrietig? Heb je geen angst?
Het is echt boos, boos, boos.
Maar ze is zo boos, dat je die… dat je dat eigenlijk bijna een beetje
vergeet, hoe erg het is. Want voor mij wordt het bijna irritant, hoe
boos ze is. Omdat ik denk: ja dat is nu wel duidelijk.
Maar boosheid maakt dat de sympathie bijna verdwijnt. Nou,
dat is misschien een beetje te sterk aangezet maar… ja… dat je
bijna afhaakt en dat je niet meer goed naar haar luistert, en dat
zou eigenlijk wel moeten gebeuren. Ze wordt er natuurlijk niet in
getraind om dit soort dingen te vertellen.

Ik dacht eigenlijk dat er iets heftigers had plaatsgevonden. (Nou
ja, dit soort geweld wil ik niet onderschatten hoor, qua impact,
maar eerder iets van verkrachting of iets dergelijks, omdat ze al zo
helemaal geëmotioneerd was.)
Je ziet de emotie bij haar. Te veel is nooit helemaal goed, maar je
kunt wel zien dat het haar nog steeds veel doet.
En eh… wat me opvalt is eh… dat ze heel erg beschrijft wat er
is gebeurd, en dat is op zich goed, maar wat ik altijd wel prettig
vind, of wat goed is voor je spreekrecht, is ook wat het met je heeft
gedaan. Dus zij zegt op een gegeven moment wel na wat er dan
feitelijk is gebeurd en wat ze heeft gezien, dat ze daardoor heel
bang werd. En dat is iets wat ik heel krachtig vind eigenlijk, als
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dat soort dingen naar buiten komen. Omdat je dat dus ook kunt
meenemen in je strafmaat.
Ja, ik heb nu eigenlijk wel voldoende gehoord. Eh, nou… over de
impact, dat moment, maar ook erna. Ja, ik vind ook altijd dat de
kracht hem soms wel zit in… natuurlijk wel uitleg geven, maar op
een gegeven moment ook wel dan gewoon stoppen en niet maar
dan doorpraten en alles willen vertellen, dat je soms een paar
dingen eruit haalt die bij jou... nou welk effect het bij jou heeft
bewerkstelligd. De meest krachtige dingen. En dat je daar een
beetje in kiest. Ik denk dat dat krachtiger is.

Ik heb daar in de zittingszaal nog niet heel erg de gevolgen van
ervaren. Is me ook niet helemaal bekend, wat de regelgeving op
dat vlak is. Maar de regie ligt bij de rechtbank, dus wat dat betreft
heb ik me daar ook niet heel veel te bekreunen.
Hij wil ook wat geeld, ik weet niet hoeveel. En hij wil een passende
straf. En hij wil geen excuses. Dus meneer staat behoorlijk in de
zendrichting als het aankomt op emotie, en op de ontvangst als
het aankomt op de appeltje-eitje bewezenverklaring en nog een
zak geld mee. En daar heeft hij misschien ook wel heel erg recht
op, ja.
Op een één of andere manier… [begint te lachen] wekt het niet
heel veel sympathie bij me op [stopt met lachen].
heel moe

Ze vraagt om een passende straf. Prima. Schade. Snap ik, ook
helemaal mee eens.
Maar als je daar dan zit zou ik moord en brand gaan schreeuwen
net zo lang tot er wel iemand langskomt en 112 belt.
Mijn ervaring is dat veel slachtoffers juist heel verdrietig zijn, en
angstig. Bij haar speelt de boosheid en de verontwaardiging juist
een grote rol.
Ze kan wel heel feitelijk wat er precies is gebeurd, over de trap en
de schop… en precies de tijdlijn, wat wanneer gebeurd zou zijn.
Dat vind ik knap, meestal weten ze dat niet. Dan is het van: ja ik
denk dat ik ook nog ergens een trap heb… want ik heb een blauwe
plek, maar ik weet niet meer precies wanneer dat gebeurd is. Dus
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Je gaat ook wel bedenken wat er dan gebeurd zal zijn. Ik ben nu
heel benieuwd of er dan bijvoorbeeld een overval plaatsvindt op
haar, of dat ze van de fiets is getrokken en dat er onzedelijk gedrag
is vertoond.
Eh… ze weet niet meer precies wat er is gebeurd. Ze zegt “volgens
mij was het een mes”, ze zegt dat ze niet een klap heeft gehad, maar
meerdere, ze weet het niet peer precies en dat is vaak natuurlijk
ook lastig om dat her te beleven.
Mij heeft ze in ieder geval enorm meegenomen in haar verhaal,
en ik zou mede door haar verhaal en haar slachtofferverklaring
de vordering voor een groot deel laten toewijzen, in ieder geval
daartoe een verzoek doen bij de rechtbank.

Nou ja, goed, ik interpreteer dat als iets wat misschien relevant
kan zijn voor een voeging, de immateriële schadevergoeding,
mocht dat aan de orde zijn. Dus dat neem ik dan nog wel mee in
mijn achterhoofd.
Eh, ja, waarom hij nou zegt dat het zo belangrijk was dat hij
direct naar de politie was gegaan omdat de daders anders niet
opgespoord zouden zijn, ja, dat heeft natuurlijk met de heterdaad
situatie te maken met de snelheid van handelen van de politie.
Maar goed, het feit was al gebeurd, dus de relevantie daarvan in
juridische zin zie ik niet zo.

Maar ik had toch ook verwacht dat [de medewerker van
slachtofferhulp] erbij zou zijn en hem ook effectief advies geeft:
hoe beïnvloed je die rechter nou, naast het feit dat je ook een
stukje genoegdoening bereikt met het doen van je verhaal.
Effectiviteit van de boodschap, bruikbaar element

Ik vind de rechtbank niet de plek waar een slachtoffer haar
frustratie moet uiten, maar waar ze gewoon haar spreekrecht
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moet uitoefenen, het liefst zonder allerlei frustraties daarbij te
gebruiken.
Ik vind dat ze nu ook een beetje onfatsoenlijk wordt tegenover de
rechtbank: “ik weet niet of u de foto’s heeft gezien.”. Ik vind dat
eigenlijk een manier waarop je rechters niet hoort te bejegenen,
omdat het een retorische vraag is. Natuurlijk hebben de rechters
het dossier gelezen! (…) Dus ook dat komt haar verhaal niet
ten goede, dat ze eh… eigenlijk een conflict begint te zoeken
met mensen in de rechtbank. Ze richt zich rechtstreeks tot de
rechtbank en bejegent hen wat lomp.

Ik neem aan de ze een immateriële post heeft gevorderd (…). Ze
heeft goed verteld wat het met haar heeft gedaan, wat de gevolgen
voor haar psychisch zijn geweest, enne, dat stuk was heel goed
omschreven. Eh, maar ik vond de aanleiding te uitgebreid, dat kan
echt korter.
Op dit moment ben ik als Officier nog niet heel erg goed
voorgelicht over wat voor impact het feit op het slachtoffer heeft
gehad enne… je bent tot nu toe nog niet heel veel wijzer.
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Dankwoord

Gooi een steen naar de dag, zo ver als je kunt
Reis ver, drink wijn, denk na, lach hard, duik diep, kom terug
Spinvis – Kom Terug
Dit proefschrift was er nooit gekomen als ik me niet zo thuis had gevoeld in
Tilburg en in de wetenschap. Nu het toch al een dik pak papier is geworden,
voeg ik er graag nog een aantal bladzijden aan toe om een heel aantal mensen
te bedanken dat ze er voor me waren en dat ik veel van ze heb mogen leren.
Dat wil ik doen door een aantal herinneringen op te halen. Ik noem niet overal
namen, maar ik hoop dat jullie bij het lezen met me mee lachen (of huilen),
zoals jullie toen ook deden.
- Reis ver Iedereen die mij een beetje kent weet dat ik niet zo’n avonturier ben. Toch heb
ik de afgelopen 4 jaar veel mogen reizen, en met veel plezier. Meestal werd ik
dan zelfs aangewezen als reisleider (de functie van reisleider leverde me zelfs
een extra reisje Dubrovnik op) – al bleef kaartlezen altijd wat problematisch.
De reizen waren memorabel. Of het nou gaat om een reis in eigen land
(bijvoorbeeld in m’n eentje 10 km op de OV-fiets met tegenwind op de Texelse
dijk; inschattingsfoutje) of naar de andere kant van de wereld (bijvoorbeeld
Zuid-Afrika, waar het kouder is dan je zou denken; ook een inschattingsfoutje).
Het leukste waren de reizen die ik niet alleen maakte. Bijvoorbeeld mijn eerste
ESC in porto: met z’n allen in een Airbnb. Toen ik een avond hoofdpijn had
en jullie zo goed voor me zorgden. En dat ik nog steeds hardop moet lachen
als ik denk aan de imitaties van een bepaalde spreker. Of de ESC een jaar later
in Münster inclusief uitstap naar het Oktoberfest, natuurlijk in vol ornaat
(behalve ikzelf, nóg een inschattingsfoutje). ICPS in Wenen waar we geen
koffie kregen. ISJR in Canterbury waar het bed wel heel smal was. CERE in
Glasgow waar het weer eens misging met kaartlezen. Hong Kong, waar we
toch semi-avontuurlijk toetjes-soep aten in een echt Honkie restaurant. A big
thanks to all the friends I made in these foreign countries. I fell in love with
Dubrovnik, I enjoyed South Africa, Hong Kong and Berlin even more because
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of reuniting with you, and despite the cold in Oñati, I felt the warmth of a new
academic family. I hope to see you all soon!
- Drink wijn Oké, misschien moeten we daar bier van maken. In de 4 jaar proefschrift heb
ik 1067 verschillende biertjes ingecheckt op de bier app untappd. Inmiddels sta
ik daarom (gelukkig niet in m’n eentje) bekend als biernerd. Die titel draag ik
natuurlijk met trots, en het is altijd een waar genoegen met elkaar de bier…
eh, book club te organiseren. We hebben tijdens die book club heel wat dingen
gelezen die later relevant bleken voor dit proefschrift. Zonder de book club
had Susan Brison bijvoorbeeld nooit zo centraal gestaan en had ik niet naar
Shklar verwezen. In the other reading group at the philosophy department
(thanks for letting us join and being so friendly with a philosophy-newbie like
me) I learned that well-known philosophers write books full of strange lines
of argumentation. If we can criticize even the big ones, I can feel a little more
confident about my own book.
Terug naar het bier: al die biertjes heb ik natuurlijk niet alleen gedronken. Dank
aan al mijn biervrienden die erbij waren op de gezellige festivals, avonden
Kandinsky, brouwerij-uitjes, bottle-shares thuis. Een speciaal bedankje aan
de Bierton (inclusief de afdeling “design!”). En nog een speciaal bedankje aan
Koen, van wie ik mijn studieboeken kocht bij de Study Store. Hij voorziet mij
(en de bookclub) nu nog steeds van belangrijke producten!
- Denk na Nadenken: de kern van het schrijven van een proefschrift. Ik heb geprobeerd
mijn denken zo veel mogelijk te verbreden. Chrisje Brants (2013) stelde in haar
afscheidsrede dat living on the hyphen (letterlijk: leven op het verbindingsstreepje,
figuurlijk gebruikt om biculturaliteit uit te drukken, door Brants toegepast op
het gebruiken van of opgeleid zijn in verschillende disciplines) niet het kiezen
tussen twee mogelijkheden inhoudt, maar juist het omarmen van beide, en dat
het resultaat meer is dan de som van de afzonderlijke delen (p. 8). Daarmee
beschrijft zij hoe ik me voel als victimoloog. Dat gevoel is de afgelopen jaren
sterker gegroeid.
Allereerst moet ik daarvoor mijn collega’s bij INTERVICT bedanken. Het is
bijzonder hoe dynamisch INTERVICT is met zoveel verschillende disciplines
in huis. Ik heb van jullie allemaal zoveel geleerd. Ook de werksfeer is bij
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INTERVICT is niet in te delen in een klassieke bedrijfscultuur: je kunt het aan
de lunchtafel echt óveral over hebben en hiërarchie doet er vaak niet toe. Dat
vond ik zo heerlijk omdat daardoor iedereen een stem heeft in het departement
en dat elke bijdrage gewaardeerd wordt. Inmiddels is INTERVICT wel wat
uitgedund. Ik ben blij dat ik een heel aantal oud-collega’s nog spreek en jullie
zelfs aanwezig zijn bij mijn promotie.
Na het afronden van het proefschrift ben ik snel geadopteerd door de vakgroep
strafrecht. Natuurlijk zijn wij geen onbekenden van elkaar door de studentassistentschappen van voor mijn promotietraject. Dat ik in de tijd van het
proefschrift me soms een beetje een “nepjurist” ben gaan voelen omdat ik de
jurisprudentie niet meer bijhield en me vooral focuste op empirische vragen,
heeft jullie er nooit van weerhouden met mij in gesprek te gaan. Ik weet zeker
dat ik de komende tijd bij jullie enorm veel ga bijleren!
Binnen de Law School heb ik ook nog de aanmoediging genoten van de
Graduate School. Hervé en Marianne natuurlijk in het bijzonder. Als individuele
promovenda, maar ook in het kader van de PhD Council was ik altijd blij met
jullie advies. Tegelijkertijd deinsden jullie niet terug voor mijn kritische noten.
Bij de PhD council heb ik collega promovendi leren kennen op alle verdiepingen
van gebouw M (al was de 6e natuurlijk altijd oververtegenwoordigd!).
Dan is er nog het departement Sociale Psychologie bij TSB, waar ik ben
“aangetrouwd”. I’m wondering whether I should write this paragraph in
Dutch or in English, but I know most of you are learning Dutch, so I’ll
continue in Dutch. Door wekelijks bij jullie aan te schuiven voor de colloquia
bleef ik, als bewoner van een juridische faculteit, toch écht in contact met
sociaalwetenschappelijk onderzoek. Ik kon lekker afkijken hoe je je het best
presenteert voor een kritisch publiek zoals jullie. Ook bij conferenties (ICPS,
CERE, ISJR) waren er vaak wat extra bekende gezichten.
Fonds Slachtofferhulp heeft mij geholpen mijn hersenspinsels ook echt te
testen door financiële steun aan Eva en mij. Carlo, Armine en Dusjka, maar ook
de rest van de collega’s, bedankt voor jullie enthousiasme! Daarnaast hebben
jullie een brug geboden naar de praktijk en ons een nieuw platform gegeven om
ons onderzoek naar buiten te brengen. De reacties doen me goed.
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- Lach hard Vrienden en familie hebben gezorgd dat er naast het denken ook altijd wat te
lachen viel. Toen ik na de middelbare school redelijk vriend-loos naar Tilburg
kwam had ik nooit kunnen denken dat ik nu maar liefst 3 paranimfen zou
hebben (waarover later meer) en dat ik aansluiting zou vinden bij heel wat
“vriendenclubjes”.
Sannie, jou ken ik al wel veel langer. Ik wil hier vooral zeggen hoe trots ik op jou
ben. Blijf in altijd in jezelf geloven!
PATADJ, een groepje studievrienden dat elkaar nog regelmatig ziet. Het is zo
mooi om te zien dat we allemaal iets heel anders zijn gaan doen maar zulke
mooie dingen bereiken, zowel werk gerelateerd als privé (van een Porsche tot
een baby, wauw!).
MLJAM, hop hop, hun hun! Zelfs nu we zo ver uit elkaar wonen nog spelletjes
spelen. Mijn gebrek aan statistische kennis hindert soms (vooral bij een zeker
dobbelspel), maar jaanen wat is het altijd leuk om T(F)M te spelen.
Annick & Carlos, ook met jullie is het altijd heel leuk om bordspelletjes te
spelen. Alleen jammer dat Carlos ons altijd opeet ;).
MEJA, of we nu met z’n vieren naar een concert gaan of dat de jongens alleen
naar herrie luisteren terwijl de dames een biertje gaan drinken, door jullie weet
ik hoe tof bungalowparken zijn. Bij jullie is het altijd warm en gezellig.
Vrienden van “de andere kant van de bult”, Anne & Tobias. Onze vriendschap
is het laatste jaar hard gegroeid, en wat ben ik daar blij mee. Op jullie 17 augustus
mochten wij erbij zijn, jullie moeten op mijn 8 februari vooraan zitten. En
samen met jullie ook dat andere clubje: de kattenoppassen met Nieke & Frans.
Niet alleen om op de katten te passen, maar ook kattenfoto’s te delen, te BBQen
en rond te springen in een bounce castle!
Caia en Kees, van kruispunt tegen kruispunt naar gras tegen geen gras. Het is
zo fijn om te weten dat er altijd iemand voor ons klaar staat als er wat met ons
of onze katjes is. Ik ben heel blij dat jullie niet al te ver van het kruispunt af zijn
gaan wonen. Weet dat onze deur ook altijd voor jullie openstaat.
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Voor Sgt. Perry ben ik de “schrijver” (zoals jullie zien: ik schrijf wel eens vaker
wat). De in ons team opgedane kennis is goed van pas gekomen tijdens de
kerst-pop/pub-quizzen op het departement. Tijdens mijn feest kunnen we
misschien nog wat jaren-80 introotjes luisteren. En dan: ga eens bier halen!
De kittenmand, Monique & Theo: ik bewonder jullie enorm. Alle logeerpartijen
waren meer dan welkome afleiding in de drukste periodes van mijn proefschrift.
Heel wat kleine pootjes hebben geholpen stukjes te schrijven (of te deleten),
paperclips te ontmantelen, markeerstiften aan te geven, en vooral de inspiratie
op gang te brengen. Ik hoop dat ik nog lang een steentje kan bijdragen aan jullie
belangrijke werk.
En dan zijn er nog twee families om te bedanken. Jullie hebben alle stappen om
hier te komen gevolgd en me daarin gesteund.
Hans en Laila, jullie hebben veel bijgedragen aan ons appartement waar ik zo
heerlijk kan studeren. Ik mag dan wel een beetje slim zijn, maar handig ben ik
natuurlijk allerminst, en aan technische kennis ontbreekt het ook. Verder heb
ik van jullie nog iets anders belangrijks geleerd: een goede dagindeling. Van het
ontbijt naar de taart naar de lunch naar de borrel naar het diner en nog een
drankje toe.
Familie Wis Poel Geel, de afgelopen periode zaten er wat hobbels in de weg.
Het is fijn dat we weer vooruit kunnen gaan kijken. En wat ben ik benieuwd
naar de toekomst waarin ik kleine Sofia mag ontmoeten!
- Duik diep Duik diep staat natuurlijk voor Duik in het Diepe, de workshop bij de SSR waar
ik de eerste rechters mocht verwelkomen die meededen aan mijn onderzoek
(overigens is de kaft van dit boek ontleend aan de flyer voor deze workshop).
Toen ik begon aan mijn proefschrift wist ik dat het een uitdaging zou zijn om
rechters en Officieren van Justitie als participanten te krijgen, maar ik moet
eerlijk zeggen dat de moed me wel eens in de schoenen is gezonken. Albert
Klijn was mijn reddende engel bij de SSR, met zijn ervaring, enthousiasme en
gedrevenheid. Ook aan Rosa Jansen heb ik veel te danken. En natuurlijk alle
participanten. Degenen die meededen tijdens Duik in het Diepe, en degenen
die me hielpen het onderzoek daarna bij hun collega’s uit te zetten – en degenen
die toen meededen. Alle support staff, behulpzaam bij de planning. Natuurlijk
ook alle buren uit Westpoint die mee wilden werken. Bedankt ook voor de
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kopjes koffie en het uitzicht op de verschillende etages. Uiteindelijk hebben de
reacties van mijn participanten me echt in mijn eigen onderzoek doen geloven,
dank daarvoor.
Duik diep staat ook voor het gevoel dat ik vanaf het begin van mijn
promotietraject in het diepe ben gegooid (maar gelukkig nooit voor de haaien!).
Op deze plek wil ik graag mijn promotiecommissie bedanken.
AP, bedankt voor alle vrijheid, het grenzeloze vertrouwen en de mogelijkheden
die je me gaf mezelf te ontwikkelen. Jouw stijl van met deadlines omgaan (of
met vluchtschema’s…) is ietwat chaotischer te noemen dan die van mij. Een
enkele keer leidde dat ertoe dat ik boos op je was, en zelfs daarin gaf je me de
vrijheid om uit te spreken wat me dwars zat. Ik hoop dat je me, ook als ik bij
strafrecht zit, blijft vertellen over alle interessante dingen die ik moet lezen –
hoewel ik jouw tempo natuurlijk nooit kan bijhouden.
Marc, ik kan me nog goed herinneren dat we elkaar voor het eerst spraken. Ik
volgde de research master en had een mail gestuurd naar de professor met het
interessantste werk van de hele faculteit. Ik kreeg per kerende mail enthousiast
bericht. Dat enthousiasme is altijd gebleven. Bedankt voor alle energie die je me
daarmee hebt gegeven en voor alle lunches met verhalen over de wetenschap
en de wereld daarbuiten. Als ik een dier zou moeten zijn, zou ik, ondanks mijn
liefde voor katten, toch een wijze uil willen zijn – naar jouw voorbeeld.
Dear reading committee, your acknowledgement of my work means a lot.
There are always people that will praise your work no matter what – and their
importance cannot be overestimated. However, getting your work “out there”
is different: exciting, but a little scary. Your approval of my work lifts me up
a little and I must be careful “not to walk beside my shoes” as we would badly
translate a Dutch idiom in English at INTERVICT (prof. van der Aa will be
familiar with this way of translating, prof. Kooijmans will soon be too, as our
departments will merge, and dr. Booth will probably still be puzzled when
using google translate). Thank you for providing helpful comments and thank
you for travelling so far to be there at my defense. I hope that meeting you all
marks the start of a new or continued collaboration.
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- Kom terug Na het afronden van mijn proefschrift heb ik (op aanraden van velen, en ja, het
was toch wel een goed idee!) een paar dagen vakantie genomen. In die vakantie
schrijf ik dit dankwoord (ja jongens, ik kan echt niet helemáál niets doen). En
daarna mag ik gelukkig gewoon weer terugkomen! Daar hebben jullie allemaal
aan bijgedragen, daarvoor was dit dankwoord.
Maar nu wil ik toch nog even drie dingetjes zeggen.
Lieve paranimfen. Ik prijs me heel gelukkig met het aantal mensen dat me heeft
gesteund zoals ik hierboven heb proberen te beschrijven, maar zonder jullie
had ik het zéker niet gekund. Manon, dank voor de pannenkoeken (nu zelfs
met shropshire), die waren hard nodig om hier te komen. We blijven ze eten
voor zoveel mooie dingen die nog gaan komen. En we gaan uiteraard samen
voor onze ultimate goal: de uber-badge rond ons 70e. Eva, ik hoop dat we
nog vaak samen brainstormen over de volgende brainstorm en dat we samen
blijven schrijven. Vervelende reviewers kunnen rekenen op onze digitale
markeerstift. En natuurlijk blijven we ons houden aan ons belangrijkste ritueel:
de 4-uur-chocolademelk, ook als ik op de 8e zit. Caia, wa-hèd, wij hebben
redelijk wat bijzondere dingen meegemaakt. Reisjes naar: Rome (met ontbijt
op bed; maar voor de niet ingewijden: dit klinkt beter dan het was), Leuven
(ijskoud, vieze beesten in het bed) en Den Haag (doe mij liever een Ligrottistrafkamp), ieder in een verschillende fase die we samen doorlopen hebben:
topklas, rema, PhD. Ik hoop dat we later nog steeds samen keuvelen als twee
weledelzeergeleerde kattenvrouwtjes.
Lieve pap en mam. Jullie vertellen me vaak hoe ik op een andere Bosma lijk.
Jullie vertellen me wat opa vanaf moment één zag. Jullie zeiden vroeger prof.
dr. mr. (voor de grap? – althans, dat dacht ik) om aan te duiden hoe slim iemand
is. Jullie houden de dierbaarste herinneringen levendig en geven me het
vertrouwen dat ik nodig heb om mijn dromen waar te kunnen maken. Kortom,
jullie zorg(d)en ervoor dat deze slimme meid op haar toekomst is voorgebreid.
Laten we daar – en nog heel vaak weer – op proosten. Of dat nou met oude
jenever, kruidenbitter, sauvignon-blanc, tonic of een biertje is.
Liefste. Dankjewel voor alles <3. Ik zou bijna willen zeggen dat je wist waar je
aan begon (e nâh zit je d’r in, mejje puntmuts dat je d’r zit jonge), maar ik denk
dat je er zelfs na ruim 10 jaar af en toe nog van staat te kijken hoe lastig ik kan
zijn. Team JAM met alle kleine tijdelijke uitbreidingen is van alle clubjes die ik
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in dit stuk heb genoemd het beste clubje om bij te horen. Ik ben zo blij dat jij
vandaag en voor altijd naast mij staat en dat we samen aan het lachen zijn.

Tilburg, oktober 2018.
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